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ABSTRACT 
The aim of this thesis is to evaluate the relationship between Samuel and Chronicles in a 
single synoptic story: David's transfer of Israel's sacred ark to Jerusalem in 2 Samuel 6 and I 
Chronicles 13, 15 -16. Chapter one surveys areas of research related to Samuel and 
Chronicles. First, the writer summarises research and perspectives on these books and their 
stories of David's ark transfer. The review highlights competing approaches to Samuel which 
centre on either sources or composition and on either a diachronic or synchronic 
methodology. The literary history of Samuel is inadequate in conventional perspective, and 
must be freshly unfolded, and consequently the relationship of Samuel and Chronicles must 
also be re- evaluated. Second, the writer reviews the textual evidence for both books, focusing 
on the received versions, the Greek translations, and in the case of Samuel, on the Dead Sea 
Scrolls. The witnesses to Chronicles are relatively uniform, and it is suggested that the 
pluriformity among witnesses to Samuel, and the character of the MT of this book, are related 
to Samuel's editorial history. In particular, revisers reshaped the story of David's ark transfer 
in Chronicles and Samuel. Chapter two surveys issues related to synchronic and diachronic 
approaches to Samuel and Chronicles. The writer suggests that the impasse between these 
competing approaches may be resolved by the textual- exegetical approach, that is, by using 
text -critical controls on redactional arguments. The versional evidence substantiates the 
validity of the diachronic approach -there are earlier and later forms of biblical texts and 
editions of biblical stories -and scholars can use this evidence to discern literary origins and 
developments- developments in the versions whose special features, and the reasons for 
them, may be perceived and appreciated through holistic or final -form readings. Related to 
this, the writer points out that the issues of text, language (grammar, vocabulary, style) and 
story are interconnected. Textual variation and grammatical and stylistic incongruities and 
lexical discrepancies frequently signal editorial developments in biblical compositions. Three 
helpful models for understanding this developmental process are considered: McKane's 
rolling corpus, Tov's and Ulrich's literary layers, and Fishbane's inner -biblical exegesis. 
Finally, it is stated that the principal text -critical aim in this thesis is the detection of earlier 
and later forms of biblical texts or stories, or to state it differently, the discovery of earlier and 
later stages in their editorial histories. Using the aforementioned insights and methodologies, 
chapters three through six closely examine 2 Samuel 6 and the synoptic portions of 1 
Chronicles 13, 15 -16. The latter has one short and two lengthy pluses (13.1 -4; 15.1 -24; 16.4- 
42) but the text and story in its synoptic material are more primitive than in synoptic MT 
Samuel. 2 Samuel 6 has one short plus (vv. 20b -23) but the text and story in its synoptic 
material have developed in MT Samuel beyond LXX Samuel and beyond synoptic 
Chronicles. In other words, 2 Samuel 6 is a shorter version on the whole, yet in many 
particulars the MT is a later version of the story of David's ark transfer. The text's 'poor 
condition' is evidence of its editorial history. Overall, 2 Samuel 6 shows greater textual 
variation and fluidity, more doublets, and more interpretative difficulties than does 1 
Chronicles 13, 15 -16. Specifically, the MT reflects much literary creativity and ideological 
bias. The readings special to this text relate to an apology of Davidic kingship, an apology of 
Davidic and Yahwistic character, and cultic practice. In addition, many textual manipulations 
in MT 2 Samuel 6 connect to the language of stories in 1 Samuel, especially chapters 2, 10- 
15, 17 and 25. All these interconnected adjustments point to successive editorial interventions 
over a substantial period of time and their cumulative appearance and objective may be 
labelled a literary layer. The thesis concludes with observations regarding the implications of 
the present investigation for the theories of A. G. Auld. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Chapters one and two discuss the investigative context and methodological 
approach of this thesis. Therefore, the brief introductory remarks to follow deal only with 
the genesis and objective of this study. 
My interest in the literary artistry of biblical stories originally surfaced while 
investigating the reconstruction of Israelite history in the Late Bronze and Iron ages by 
employing both written and artifactual evidence. W. G. Dever's insistence on correlating 
'text and tell' initially influenced me to approach Israelite history this way. Paradoxically, 
in my first related writing project, I argued that historians and archaeologists regularly 
misuse biblical literature in their discussions of the emergence of Israel in Canaan. My 
criticisms addressed their markedly straight -forward readings in which they stop short of 
grasping the literary artistry in biblical historiography. I argued, under the influence of M. 
Z. Brettler and K. L. Younger, that the proper use of biblical stories in the exploration of 
Israelite history should involve a new -literary- or narrative- critical investigation of 
biblical stories and a comparative -literary contextualization of those stories in their 
ancient context. I have further explored this methodology in writing projects on Canaanite 
(Amarna), Ugaritic and Hittite history. The present writing project takes an additional 
step backwards in the investigative process as I originally envisioned it: the unfolding of 
Israelite history based on the twin -foundation of 'text and tell' can occur only after 
appraising the literary artistry of biblical stories, and that appraisal should incorporate a 
critical examination of the biblical texts which convey those stories. The heart of this 
thesis is textual and literary criticism, and my approach is indebted to the supervision of 
A. G. Auld, and to his writings as well as those of J. C. Trebolle Barrera. 
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This thesis investigates the synoptic presentations of David's relocation of Israel's 
sacred ark to Jerusalem in 2 Samuel 6 and in 1 Chronicles 13, 15 -16. For more than two 
centuries scholars have supposed that the Chronicler rewrote the story in the Former 
Prophets, and consequently the differences between the accounts in language and content 
are assumed to be the Chronicler's. In addition, since scholars consider Chronicles to be 
secondary to Samuel on a literary basis, they also consider the later book to be generally 
inferior to the earlier one in historical particulars. Since the discovery slightly more than a 
half -century ago of 4QSama, scholars have gradually recognised that not every difference 
between the synoptic presentations is due to the Chronicler's initiative or Tendenz. 
Additionally, scholars' confidence in the Chronicler's historical reliability has increased 
somewhat while at the same time their confidence in the Deuteronomist's dependability 
has gradually waned.1 This thesis seeks to advance still further this appraisal of Samuel - 
Kings vis -à -vis Chronicles by arguing that MT Samuel's portrayal of David's transfer of 
the ark shows much late literary creativity and ideological bias. 
I See Peltonen 1996: II, 754 -795. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
Contexts: Books, Stories, Versions 
1.0 Introduction 
This chapter surveys three areas of research related to Samuel and Chronicles: (1) 
the history of research and current views on the composition of these books; (2) the 
history of research on the story of David's transfer of the ark in Samuel and Chronicles, 
and the meaning of each narrative in its context; and (3) the history of research on the 
textual witnesses to Samuel and Chronicles, focusing on the received versions, the Greek 
translations, and in the case of Samuel, on the Dead Sea Scrolls. This survey establishes 
the context for the investigation as a whole. 
1.1 Samuel and Chronicles 
The relationship between Samuel -Kings and Chronicles is extraordinarily 
complex. Synoptic material makes up forty percent of Chronicles2 but only five percent of 
Samuel and fifteen percent of Kings.3 Notable large -scale differences between these 
books are David's preparations for the temple in 1 Chronicles 15 -16, 22 -29, the absence 
in Chronicles of Samuel's histories of Saul and personal life of David, and the absence in 
Chronicles of Kings' history of northern monarchs. In addition to these and other large 
2 This percentage is true for portions of Chronicles which are parallel to Samuel -Kings and for portions 
of Chronicles as a whole which are parallel to these books as well as Genesis -Exodus, Numbers, Joshua - 
Judges, Isaiah -Jeremiah, Psalms, Ruth, Ezra -Nehemiah. 
s Verheij 1990: 31; cf. Johnstone 1998: 91 n. 3; Polzin 1976: 27 -28. 
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and small pluses and minuses, the wording and placement of the synoptic material often 
vary. a 
Chronicles summarises the period from Adam to David (1 Chronicles l -9), and 
deals with David's reign (1 Chronicles 10 -29), Solomon's reign (2 Chronicles 1 -9), and 
the kings of Judah, ending with Cyrus, king of Persia (2 Chronicles 10 -36).5 Many agree 
that the book's presentation of Israel's history appeals to the post -exilic community6 to 
submit to theocratic rule through a Davidic king over a unified Israel. This standpoint 
accounts for many recurrent themes such as (1) the temple and its personnel (Levites, 
priests, singers), the law, and the prophets; (2) the Davidic covenant and dynasty; (3) the 
focus on Judah and the supremacy of Jerusalem, and the corresponding antipathy for the 
northern kingdom; and (4) the disposition of the heart, personal piety, repentance, and 
divine favour and retribution. 
Since de Wette's Historisch -Kritische Untersuchung über die Glaubwürdigkeit der 
Bücher der Chronik (1806), research on Chronicles has focused on the credibility of the 
writer and his historical reliability.8 These issues are linked in turn to endeavours to 
delineate (1) the writer's sources and (2) the manner in which he used them.9 
4 See the commentaries and layouts in synopses: Hebrew: Bendavid 1972; Kegler and Augustin 1991; 
Vannutelli 1931; English: Endres, Millar and Burns 1998; Newsome 1986; also Crockett 1897; Mosiman 
1907; Wood 1896. Klein 2001 summarises 'additions', 'omissions' and 'changes' in Chronicles. 
5 It is unnecessary to discuss further the contents and structure of the book, and other issues such as: the 
book's name and place in the Hebrew canon; the book's extent and unity; the book's author(s), setting, 
audience and date; and the book's language, style and genres (especially lists and speeches). See, e.g., 
Japhet 1999; Jones 1993; Klein 1992; Kleinig 1994. 
6 Most think this community is situated in Jerusalem in the fourth century BCE. But see appendix 3. 
7 The word 'writer', rather than another term or 'writers' in the plural, is used loosely. Many now hold 
that the book was written by a single individual, i.e., Chronicles is a unified composition. 1 Chronicles 1 -9, 
15 -16, 23 -27 are disputed. 
8 Graham 1990: 9 -34; Peltonen 1996: I, 69 -82; Rogerson 1985: 29 -33; 1992: 55 -57; cf. Japhet 1985. 
9 Japhet 1993: 14-23, 28-30; Myers 1965: xlv- lxiii; Noth 1987: 11 -26 (Williamson's introductory 
remarks); Williamson 1982: 17 -23; also C. D. Bowman 1997: 4 -36; Macy 1975: 1 -27; esp. Peltonen 1999; 
earlier Brunet 1953, 1954. 
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First, what sources did the Chronicler use? The consensus regarding the writer's 
main sources is that they were the books of Genesis -Exodus, Numbers, Joshua -Kings, 
Psalms, Ruth, and Ezra - Nehemiah. Furthermore, he had these books in very similar 
though not identical (see 1.3.3) forms to the ones in our Hebrew Bible. In addition to 
these primary sources, he probably also had an unknown number of cited and non -cited 
extra -biblical sources. This thesis does not directly argue for or against the view that 
Chronicles is based mainly on Samuel- Kings, although the results of the analysis 
converge with the view that Chronicles and Samuel -Kings depend on a common or 
shared source.10 Rather, this thesis shows that the story of David's transfer of the ark in 
Chronicles is based on a more primitive textform than the one reflected in MT Samuel. In 
turn, this fact suggests that scholars may not yet have fully appreciated the literary history 
of Chronicles. 
Second, how did the Chronicler use his sources? Scholars label the Chronicler an 
author, historian or historiographer, theologian, commentator or expositor, interpreter or 
exegete, and targumist and midrashist." The consensus is that the writer did not desire to 
10 This was the standard view prior to de Wette who argued, against Eichhorn 1780 and others, that 
Chronicles' Vorlage was Samuel- Kings. Many subsequently abandoned the notion of a common source, 
with rare exceptions such as Hävernick 1836; S. Davidson 1856; Zöckler 1874 = Zöckler 1876; Rupprecht 
1898; and especially Keil 1833, 1859 and Keil and Delitzsch 1866, 1872. More recently, some argue, or are 
sympathetic toward the view, that the writers of Samuel and Kings and the writer of Chronicles relied partly 
or wholly on a common source: Rothstein and Hänel 1927; Goettsberger 1939; van den Bussche 1948; 
Rehm 1949a; E. J. Young 1949; Mayer 1965; Zawiszewski 1968; Harrison 1969; Macy 1975; Halpern 
1981; Friedman 1987; Payne 1988; Rainey 1997; Edelman 2000. The view is argued in Ho 1994, 1995, and 
by Auld, whose view surfaced in Auld 1983. Prior to Auld 1994, his arguments appeared in Auld 1992, 
1993. He has advanced his thesis in many essays now collected in Auld 2004a and in a short commentary 
on Samuel (Auld 2003). His thesis has garnered some support, but many criticise Auld on methodological, 
socio- historical, linguistic and literary bases. Regarding the latter, many disagree over (1) the suitability of a 
shared story beginning with the death of Saul (1 Samuel 31 // 1 Chronicles 10); (2) the motivation for the 
exilic or post -exilic writer of Kings to include so much material about the northern kingdom; and (3) the 
writer's supposed awareness of non -synoptic material in Samuel- Kings. The third issue is weighty, and an 
investigation of all (supposed) cross- references in Chronicles to material in Samuel -Kings is a desideratum. 
One instance of this phenomenon, Michal in 1 Chron. 15.29, is addressed in this thesis. 
I See, e.g., the titles of Graham, Hoglund and McKenzie 1997; Graham and McKenzie 1999; Graham, 
Knoppers and McKenzie 2003. 
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correct or repress or supplant the history in his sources, and neither did he seek to write an 
authoritative commentary to accompany them. Rather, his aim was to re- present or re- 
paint or re -cast Israel's history in a way that would advance his community's needs. He 
was a 'theological historiographer'. Furthermore, he exhibited much control o\ el- 111s 
sources and was careful and deliberate in his methodology.12 
Turning to Samue113, the book narrates overlapping histories of the 
priest /prophet /judge Samuel (1 Samuel 1 -25), King Saul (1 Samuel 9 -2 Samuel 1) and 
King David (1 Samuel 16 -2 Samuel 24). David is the main plot in the book. Samuel and 
Saul and their families, as well as the priestly family of Eli and the ark, are subplots 
which support and enhance the story of David. Nonetheless, the story of David is 
complex, and far from being an idealised hero, Israel's second and greatest monarch 
spends more (narrative) time clashing with and fleeing from Saul (1 Samuel 18 -29) and 
Absalom (2 Samuel 13 -19) than he does seated on the throne. Without the royal house of 
David, Israel would not have survived, although Samuel makes this house and its subjects 
answerable to firm standards of prophetic justice. In the end, Samuel's portrait of David is 
a holographic representation of Israel's experience from conquest to exile. The book is a 
work of national self -criticism. David, like Israel, is chosen, and David, like Israel, 
receives blessing for obedience and punishment for sin. Neither, however, is abandoned 
by Yahweh. The house of David and the nation of Israel will be punished and preserved. 
Samuel offers hope to those doubting Yahweh's covenant promises.14 
Since Rost's Die Überlieferung von der Thronnachfolge Davids (1926) and Noth's 
Überlieferungsgeschichtliche Studien (1943), the history of research on Samuel's literary 
12 Brettler 1995: 20 -47; Fishbane 1985: 380 -407; Shinan and Zakovitch 1986; Steiner 1992: 134 -151, 
324 -325. In more detail: Willi 1972 and especially Kalimi 1989, 1995, 2000, 2004. 
13 Besides introductions and commentaries, see Flanagan 1992; Gordon 1984; Klein 1999; McCarter 
1994; esp. Dietrich and Naumann 1995. On Samuel within the Former Prophets/Deuteronomistic History 
see Auld 1998; McKenzie 1992. It is unnecessary to discuss here many issues related to Samuel. 
14 Bergen 1996: 32 -37; Rosenberg 1987: 141 -143. 
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history focuses on the discernment of diverse traditions within the book which one or 
more Deuteronomistic editors united into a single composition as part of a larger history 
of Israel from conquest to exile (Joshua -Kings; prefaced by Deuteronomy). Scholars 
discern the following blocks of material in Samuel: 
1 Sam. 1.1-4.1a Traditions centred at Shiloh regarding 
the priestly family of Eli and the 
priest /prophet /judge Samuel 
1 Sam. 4.1b -7.2, perhaps 
2 Sam. 6.1 -23 
The Ark Narrative (AN) 
1 Sam. 7.3 -15.35 Traditions concerning Saul and the 
advent of kingship 
1 Sam. 16.1 -2 Sam. 
5.12 
The History of David's Rise (HDR) 
2 Sam. 9.1 -20.26 The Succession Narrative or Court 
History of David (SN or CH) 
2 Sam. 21.1- 24.25, 
diverse material in 5.13- 
25; 7.1 -29; 8.1 -18 
Traditions (as an appendix) concerning 
David 
Some assume a prophetic stratum containing part or all of Samuel between the earlier 
sources and the later Deuteronomistic editors. The methodology for discerning these 
originally independent blocks of material involves the affirmation of (1) particular yet 
distinct themes in each block, especially in the AN, HDR, and SN /CH, and (2) conflicts 
or duplications between the blocks. See 2.2. By consensus, the Deuteronomistic editors of 
Samuel compiled the earlier sources into a chronological and coherent story, but unlike 
Judges and Kings, they rarely intervened in these sources. Many think this hands -off 
procedure accounts for (1) the loose connections between the blocks of material and (2) 
the relative absence of Deuteronomistic vocabulary and subject matter. In the original 
formulation of his Deuteronomistic History (DH), Noth attributed the following portions 
of Samuel to the Deuteronomistic editor15: 
'5 Noth 1991: 76 -91; cf. Campbell 1994: 59 -60. According to Noth, 9.1 -10.16 and 10.27b -11.15 in 1 
Sam. 7.2 -15.35 are source material, and 2 Samuel 21 -24 is post -Deuteronomistic, following the separation 
of the book from the surrounding books. 
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1 Sam. 2.25b, 34 -35; 7.2 -17; 8.1 -22; 10.17 -27a; 12.1 -25; 13.1 
2 Sam. 2.10a, 11; 5.4 -5; 7.1b, 7a, lla, 12b -13a, 22 -24; 8.laa, 14b 
Many since Noth identify additional Deuteronomistic contributions to the book, but these 
are limited in number in comparison with other books.l6 
It is remarkable that sixty years after Noth's epic publication scholars agree over 
the concept of a DH but disagree over many foundational issues17, for example: (1) What 
are the scope and character of the (pre -Deuteronomistic) sources and of the 
(Deuteronomistic and post -Deuteronomistic) supplements to the original composition of 
the History? For instance, the extent and intention of the SN /CH (2 Samuel 9 -20; 1 Kings 
1 -2) are hotly debated.'$ Furthermore, many on one hand give a pre -exilic date to this 
pre -Deuteronomistic source (Blum, Brueggemann, Dietrich, Eissfeldt, Gunn, Kaiser, 
Keys, Naumann, Noth, Rost, Seiler, Von Rad, Whybray), although they disagree 
considerably over the century to which it belongs; but on the other hand, Auld, McKenzie 
and Van Seters give an exilic or post -exilic date to this composition. (2) Was the History 
composed in the pre -exilic period and then updated in the exilic /post -exilic period 
(Boling, Clements, Cross, Friedman, Knoppers, Levenson, Mayes, Nelson, O'Brien, 
Provan, Weippert- especially the 'Harvard school' [Dtrl, Dtr2]), or was it composed in the 
exilic /post -exilic period (Noth, Hoffmann, V. P. Long, McConville, Peckham, Polzin), or 
was it composed and then updated in the exilic /post -exilic period (Dietrich, Klein, 
McKenzie, Person, Smend, Van Seters, Veijola, Wörthwein- especially the 'Göttingen 
school' [DtrG, DtrP, DtrN])? Was the History the product of a 'Deuteronomistic school' 
active over much time (Lohfink, Nicholson, Person, Weinfeld, etc.)? 
16 Only 39 of 249 features in Weinfeld 1972: 320 -359 appear in Samuel; cf. Alvarez 1994: 49 -69. 
17 Person 2000: 1 -15; cf. the titles and contents of Knoppers and McConville 2000; McKenzie and 
Graham 1994; de Moor and van Rooy 2000; de Pury, Römer and Macchi 1996 = de Pury, Römer and 
Macchi 2000; Römer 2000; Schearing and McKenzie 1999. 
18 De Pury and Römer 2000; cf. Frolov 2002. 
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The following matters raise doubts about the conventional perspective on the 
literary history of Samuel. First, scholars disagree on the scope (start and end), purpose 
and date of the supposed sources of the book, and the same can be said for the editorial 
layers within these. The characterisation of the hypothetical sources varies with each 
scholar. Second, there is relatively greater agreement concerning the limits and nature of 
the AN, the HDR and the SN /CH than on the other supposed sources. It is not by 
coincidence that these have names. Yet a review of recent literature shows that scholars 
still disagree concerning many facets of these supposed sources. In particular, were 1 
Sam. 4.1b -7.2 and 2 Sam. 6.1 -23 originally a single document or is one story written as a 
prologue or epilogue to the another? See 1.2.2. And what exactly are 1 Sam. 1.1 -4.1a and 
7.3 -15.35 and 2 Sam. 5.13 -25; 7.1 -29; 8.1 -18; and 21.1- 24.25? Scholars often speak about 
'traditions' in each of these sections of Samuel, and the last is frequently designated an 
'appendix' or 'epilogue' to the book. 2 Sam. 5.13 -8.18 suffers the greatest neglect in this 
regard. Outlines respecting the supposed sources frequently chart the sections within 2 
Sam. 5.13 -8.18 independently rather than under a common heading. 
1 Sam. 16.1 -2 Sam. 5.12 = HDR 
2 Sam. 5.13 -25 
= ? 
2 Sam. 6.1 -23 
2 Sam. 7.1 -29 
2 Sam. 8.1 -18 
2 Sam. 9.1 -20.26 = SN /CH 
What is this material and how should one call it? Childs suggests that 'the difficulty of 
determining the structure of the book seems to arise from the long history of transmission. 
At various stages in the development the material functioned in different ways and 
vestiges of several organisational schemes are still evident'.19 Conversely, it is unclear 
how 'the material' in Samuel functioned independently or in any other 'organisational 
scheme'. Third, since the late 1960s /early 1970s practitioners of 'new literary criticism' or 
19 Childs 1979: 267. 
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'narrative criticism' have written many synchronic or holistic or final -form readings of the 
book which suggest that its contents and contours are not susceptible to the sharp 
distinctions made by source and redaction critics. For example: Alter, Bar -Efrat, 
Brueggemann, Fokkelman, Garsiel, Polzin, and to give more: Alonso Schökel, B. T. 
Arnold, Auld, Bergen, Berlin, Clines, Conroy, Eslinger, Exum, Flanagan, R. P. Gordon, 
Gros Louis, Gunn, Humphreys, Jobling, V. P. Long, Miscall, Rosenberg. These and 
others have identified thematic and/or structural and /or linguistic links between 2 Samuel 
5 -8 and 21 -24, 2 Samuel 2-4 and 9 -20, 1 Samuel 4-7 and 2 Samuel 6, 1 Samuel 1 -3 and 
4-7, 1 Samuel 1 -2 and 2 Samuel 22 -23, to give some, and there are many links between 
the stories of David and Saul (1 Samuel 16 -31) and David and Absalom (2 Samuel 13- 
20).20 This thesis will elaborate on connections between the story of David's transfer of 
the ark in 2 Samuel 6 and other passages in Samuel. The cumulative evidence suggests 
that the literary history of Samuel is inadequate in conventional perspective, and must be 
freshly unfolded. 
1.2 David's Transfer of the Ark 
1.2.1 Introduction 
The noun TIN appears 202 times.21 Cognate terms are widespread in Semitic 
languages but the etymology is uncertain. In the Bible the term may refer to a secular or 
religious chest. The secular usage is rare, occurring once in Gen. 50.26 for Joseph's 
coffin22 and six times in Kings and Chronicles for a coffer or money -chest (2 Kgs. 12.10, 
20 See 2.1 and appendix 5. 
21 In general: G. H. Davies 1962a; Grintz and Freedman 1972; Hague 1997: 500 -510; Seow 1992; Zobel 
1974: 363 -374; cf. De Vaux 1965: II, 297 -302; Clements 1965: 28 -39; von Rad 1984; and in more detail, 
Fretheim 1967; Woudstra 1965. 
22 Some connect Joseph's coffin and the canonically later sacred box, e.g., Görg 2000. 
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11 II 2 Chron. 24.8, 10, 11 [twice]). Elsewhere, 111N (195 times) refers to a sacred box.23 
Ninety percent of these occurrences are in Samuel (61 times)24, Chronicles (48 times)25, 
Joshua (30 times), Exodus (26 times) and Kings (12 times).26 Only 51 references to the 
ark occur without any qualification, and very few of these occur without an antecedent 
with a fuller name for the ark. In total there are 29 different designations for the ark, 60 
(118 times) percent with an appellation related to the deity -usually either mgt or =5x- 
and 40 percent (77 times) without one -usually 11 -N alone or with MID or nnn. The 
designations (and distribution) of p-ia indicate the complex significance of ancient Israel's 
sacred box.27 
The ark has aroused more curiosity and conjecture than any other Israelite cult 
object. On one hand, referring to David's transfer of the ark to Jerusalem in 2 Samuel 6, 
Noth said 'In fact the position in world history which Jerusalem has occupied ever since is 
due to this very act'28, but on the other, and less than ten years following Noth's statement, 
G. H. Davies said 'the accounts of the ark in the Old Testament are beset with the most 
difficult and tantalising problems'.29 He lists eighteen difficulties regarding many facets of 
the ark (or arks ?), and he discusses three of these in greater detail: the origin, the 
mobility, and the significance and function of the ark. These remain unresolved. 
The history of the ark. Was there one or several arks in ancient Israel? Did it 
originate within Israel, during Israel's nomadic period in the wilderness, or was it taken 
23 There are also allusions to Israel's sacred box; cf. G. H. Davies 1962a: 225 -226; Seow 1992: 387 -388. 
24 inx occurs in 1 Samuel 3 -7 and 2 Samuel 6-7 and elsewhere only in 1 Sam. 14.18 and 2 Sam. 11.11; 
15.24 -25, 29. 
25 inx occurs in 1 Chronicles 13 -17 and elsewhere in 1 Chron 6.16; 22.19; 28.2, 18; 2 Chron. 1.4; 5.2, 
4 -10; 6.11; 8.11; 35.3. 
26 The religious use of p -ix appears 195 times in 189 verses in 50 chapters. It occurs 41 times in the 
Pentateuch, 104 times in the Former Prophets, once in the Latter Prophets, and 49 times in the Writings. 
27 See appendix 2. This complexity is augmented by the difficulty in reading 'ark' or 'ephod' in a number 
of passages in Samuel. See the discussion of MT 1 Sam. 14.18 in 3.1.2.3 and the comments on 'ephod' in 
5.1.3.7. 
228 Noth 1958: 190. 
29 G. H. Davies 1966: 30. 
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over from the Canaanites, after Israel entered Canaan? Critical examinations have shown 
that these and other questions cannot be effortlessly or precisely answered. The use of it 
in Samuel is especially suspect, and many doubt the historicity of the stories in 1 Samuel 
4-7 and 2 Samuel 6. Why are these passages replete with textual and interpretative 
difficulties? Does the ark really disappear from 1 Sam. 7.2 to 2 Sam. 6.2 or does MT 1 
Sam. 14.18 indicate the presence and use of the ark during Saul's monarchy? Why, after 
David places the ark in Jerusalem, is it virtually absent and unused in the remainder of 
Samuel (only in 2 Sam. 11.11; 15.24, 25, 29; cf. 7.2). Finally, what was the ultimate fate 
of the ark? 
The meaning of the ark. There is greater agreement on the significance and 
function of the ark. Most think its meaning should be considered in relation to other 
ancient parallels that bear a resemblance, but there is no indisputable correlation to 
Israel's ark. Was the ark a war palladium (a sacred safeguard), or a tent shrine or 
miniature temple in which the deity was thought to be present, or a throne -seat or 
footstool for the deity who was invisibly seated there, or a container symbolising divine 
leadership or presence? The common denominator is that the biblical ark is the 
representation of the deity's immanence or presence. What was the conceptual and 
historical relationship of the ark to the tent /tabernacle, mercy -seat and cherubim? What 
was inside the ark and why: tablets of the law, jar of manna, Aaron's rod? Do various 
literary strata (e.g., 'P', Deuteronomy, 'the AN', Chronicles) attest a continuous history and 
meaning for the ark? 
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1.2.2 David's Transfer of the Ark in Samuel 
The history of research on the ark has focused on the book of Samuel.3° 
Wellhausen argued that the priestly description of the ark in the Pentateuch is younger 
than the portrait drawn in Samuel, and Rost solidified the case by arguing that the AN 
was a tenth century BCE document which functioned as the tpòs Xóyos. of the 
Jerusalem sanctuary.31 Rost's hypothesis is addressed below, but the extremely varied 
perspectives on the history and meaning of the ark in Samuel cannot be addressed here. 
The following general remarks pertain to various aspects of 2 Samuel 6, the zenith of 
biblical ark stories. 
(1) Structure of 2 Samuel 6: Many consider 2 Sam. 6.1 -20a an integral whole with 
a concentric structure that circles from Jerusalem to Jerusalem (place to place, exit and 
return, beginning and ending). In addition, many like Rost distinguish between two 
unconnected traditions in 2 Samuel 6, believing that the Michal material in vv. 16, 20b -23 
is secondary. See 5.0 and 6.1.2.2. In this thesis, 2 Sam. 6.1 -20a is characterised as 
follows: the exposition of the main plot (2 Sam. 6.1 -5); the inciting incident, initiating the 
conflict or complication (2 Sam. 6.6 -7); the rising action (2 Sam. 6.8 -15 [16]); the climax 
or turning point (2 Sam. 6.17a); and the resolution or denouement or falling action (2 
Sam. 6.17b -20a). 
(2) Uzzah and Michal in 2 Samuel 6: Many think the parallel Uzzah (vv. 6 -8) and 
Michal (vv. 16, 20b -23) incidents are interruptions, and also reprimands of David's 
enterprise. Both stories, however, enhance rather than disparage David's character. 
3° For research to the 1960s see Fretheim 1967: 1 -51, 302 -326; Woudstra 1965: 14 -27. For research 
during the 1960 -1980s see Campbell 1975: 1 -54; 1979; Gordon 1984: 30 -34; McCarter 1980a: 23 -26; 1984: 
173 -184; Miller and Roberts 1977: 1 -9; Schicklberger 1973: 17 -25; Seow 1989: 1 -8; Smelik 1989: 128 -130 
= 1992: 35 -39; Stoebe 1973: 127 -128; 1994: 183 -187. See esp. Dietrich and Naumann 1995: 121 -143. 
31 Rost 1982: 6 -34 says the AN comprises 1 Sam. 4.1b -18a, 18 -21; 5.1 -11ba, 12; 6.1 -3ba, 4, 10 -14, 16; 
6.19 -7.1; 2 Sam. 6.1 -15, 17 -20a. 
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(3) 2 Samuel 6 and 'P': Scholars assign cultic relevance to many facets of the ark 
story: the ark and its epithet; the status of Abinadab, his sons Uzzah and Ahio, and Obed- 
edom, and the nature of their 'no; the status of the nameless transporters in the second 
attempt; the mood (rejoicing), sounds (voices, instruments) and movements (dance) in 
each attempt; the threshing floor; Michal at the window; the sacrifices; the tent; David's 
'self -revelation', clothing (ephod), blessing and distribution of food -stuff; and the 
significance of the new cart pulled by oxen and Uzzah's extending his hand, each of 
which has been interpreted as an instance of cultic error. Many believe David and Uzzah 
erred in the first attempt to transfer the ark (2 Sam. 6.1 -10) by failing to observe priestly 
regulations regarding the transport of the ark.32 In his second attempt (2 Sam. 6.11 -20a) 
David supposedly rectified this cultic error.33 Conversely, and somewhat inconsistently, 
many scholars use David's priestly activity in 2 Sam. 6.13 -20a as both a source and 
illustration of the theme 'royal priesthood' or 'sacral kingship', to show that David was a 
king -priest similar to other ANE kings who were also priests of their deities.34 
32 The Pentateuchal legislation (Exodus 25 -26, 30, 35, 37, 39 -40; Leviticus 16; Numbers 3-4, 7, 10; 
Deuteronomy 10, 31) addresses these matters: (1) the ark is made according to exact specifications; (2) the 
ark contains the covenant between Yahweh and Israel; (3) the meeting place between Yahweh and Moses is 
before the ark; (4) the ark is separated from the people in the sanctuary and/or behind/under a curtain or 
screen; (5) the Levites are responsible for the proper care and transport of the ark, including its 
transportation on their shoulders using poles placed through rings in the ark; (6) the ark travels ahead of 
Israel on her journeys by a period/distance of three days. The last point is declarative rather than legislative. 
Levitical portage (xrz) of the ark also appears in Joshua 3-4, 6, 8; 1 Samuel 4; 2 Samuel 15; 1 Kings 2, 8; 1 
Chronicles 15; 2 Chronicles 5. 
33 This view is argued at length in Kleven 1991, 1992. He emphasises the centrality of vv. 13 -14 in the 
story since they (supposedly) describe three changes David made after the failed attempt to transfer the ark 
(transport on foot, sacrifices, priestly garment). Consequently, David overlooked the law, but in the end he 
learned and changed. Wright 2002 argues that the second attempt to move the ark is marked by reformation 
in ritual and intensification of devotion and piety. There are significant problems with Wright's approach: 
(1) assumptions concerning the story's historical setting and date; (2) ad hoc use of the versions alongside 
the facile emendation of the MT; (3) heavy reliance on the 'late' Michal material to construe the 
interpretation of David's dance; (4) recourse to 'late' and 'priestly' material to explain terminology and 
concepts in MT Samuel; (5) assertion that cultic error /flaw is the basis for David's reforms; and (6) 
misreading the circumstantial clauses as finite (see 5.0), thus failing to recognise that the story does not 
describe the movement of the ark in the interval from start to finish. 
34 For other passages and some discussion see Cazelles 1992. 
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(4) 2 Samuel 6 and Psalm 132: One segment of scholarship on 2 Samuel 6 takes 
its point of departure from Mowincke1.35 He associated the ark procession in 2 Samuel 6 
with an annual enthronement festival of Yahweh, and more particularly with Psalm 132.36 
However, most are doubtful about the concept of an annual enthronement festival of 
Yahweh, and most believe 2 Samuel 6 is the source, rather than the reflex, of Psalm 132. 
Furthermore, most seem to think that the (seed of the) story of David's transfer of the ark 
is history rather than fiction or myth. 
(5) 2 Samuel 6 and 2 Sam. 5.13 -8.18: This material seeks to demonstrate 
Yahweh's choice of David and Jerusalem. A chiastic structure is identified and developed 
by Flanagan.37 Many recognise the verbal, thematic and structural links, and the central 
role of 2 Samuel 6, within this materia1.38 Finally, the placement of the ark transfer within 
the chronology of the life of David is disputed. Most place it near the beginning of his 
career, as related in Samuel and Chronicles, but many recognise that the presentation of 
events in Samuel is dischronologised in favour of a thematic arrangement.39 Accordingly, 
Merrill argues that David took the ark to Jerusalem late in his reign.40 
(6) 2 Samuel 6 and 1 Sam. 4.1b -7.2: The history of the ark in this material seems 
straightforward. The ark is taken from Shiloh into battle against the Philistines, but the 
35 Mowinckel 1922. Seow 1989: 2 -4 (cf. 145 -203) summarises the views of Mowinckel, Engnell, 
Bentzen and Kraus. 
36 Compare 2 Samuel 6 // Ps. 132.1 -9 and 2 Samuel 7 // Ps. 132.10 -18. Other Psalms are mentioned in 
this regard, but their setting is far from clear, and numerous hypotheses have been proposed to explain their 
relationship to 2 Samuel 6. 
37 Flanagan 1983. 
38 Earlier scholars recognised some of these, e.g., Carlson 1964: 58 on verba associandi. On the themes 
in this material see Brueggemann 1992: 970; Smelik 1989: 139 -140 = 1992: 51 -53. 
39 Bright 1981: 198 -199; Flanagan 1979: 238; 1983: 361 -362; Gelander 1991: 33, 138; Glatt 1993: 57- 
60; Halpern 2001: 333 -337; Japhet 1993: 287; Mazar 1963; McCarter 1984: 175 -176. Bailey 1990 
concludes that Absalom's revolt occurred early in David's reign and his marriage to Bathsheba took place 
following the revolt. Flanagan 1972: 173 and McKenzie 2000: 132 -135 argue that 2 Samuel 11 -12 is a 
secondary insertion in its context. Greenberg 2002 passim discusses many instances of dischronologisation 
in Samuel. 
4o Merrill 1989; cf. 1987: 238 -248. 
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Israelites are defeated and the ark is lost (1 Sam. 4.1b -22). After a seven month sojourn in 
the land of the Philistines (1 Samuel 5), the Philistines under divine duress return the ark 
to the Israelites, and in turn they convey it to Beth -shemesh and then abandon it in 
Kiriath-jearim (1 Sam. 6.1 -7.2). The ark remains in Kiriath-jearim (or does it? [MT 1 
Sam. 14.18]) for a number of decades until David brings it to Jerusalem (2 Samuel 6). 
There are many thematic, structural and terminological links between the two ark stories, 
and also notable differences, such as the place and personal names and the Levites' 
absence from 2 Samuel 6.41 As stated previously, much scholarship on 2 Samuel 6 takes 
its point of departure from Rost's hypothesis of an AN, but many now think the stories are 
a literary layer rather than an independent source.42 Most assume that 2 Samuel 6 was 
composed in response to 1 Sam. 4.1b -7.2, but some explore the possibility that the 
canonically earlier story presupposes, foreshadows or reinterprets the later one.43 Also, 
some explore the significance of the ark stories in an exilic or post -exilic context: just as 
Yahweh overcame the Philistine oppressors and journeyed to Jerusalem in triumph, so too 
the people of the exile would be freed from their Babylonian captors and journey back to 
Jerusalem.44 However, this writer thinks the relationship between these chapters can be 
framed more precisely. Scholars recognise that the principal topic is Yahweh rather than 
41 Blenkinsopp 1972: 71 -74; Steussy 1999: 59. See appendix 4. 
42 Fokkelman 1993: 1 -316; Polzin 1989: 18 -71; Van Seters 1983: 346 -353; also Gitay 1992; Na'aman 
1992; Smelik 1989 = 1992. These are dependent on Willis 1971, 1972, 1979. Tur -Sinai 1951 believes 1 
Samuel 6 and 2 Samuel 6 represent variant traditions regarding a single divine visitation. For a review of 
the evidence for and against the hypothesis see Eynikel 2000. 
43 Schicklberger 1973: 144 -148; also Auld 2003: 233. Albertz 1994: I, 300 n. 31 and Polzin 1989: 68 
seem to affirm this view. P. R. Davies 1976: 16 -17 thinks 1 Sam. 5.1 -7.2 developed from 2 Samuel 6. 
Linguistic, literary and ideological issues are thought to favour this view. For this writer, the significant 
language items are nott (1 Sam. 6.3 -4, 8, 17), nn`m (1 Sam. 6.15), nn r m-1p (1 Sam. 6.21 -7.2), and perhaps 
nn'-r' 117ä (1 Sam. 4.3, 4, 5). In particular, this writer believes the totality of the evidence indicates that 
the ark was originally associated with Baal(ah) Judah (2 Sam. 6.2; 1 Chron. 13.6), then with Kiriath-jearim 
(1 Sam. 6.21 -7.2; 1 Chron. 13.5 -6), and finally with Gibeah (2 Sam. 5.25; 6.3 -4). 
44 Lorenzin 2001; Timm 1966. Also: Ackroyd 1971: 52, 63; Ahlström 1984: 143 -144; Auld 2003: 218; 
Conroy 1983: 27 -28; Gordon 1984: 36 -37; Klein 1983: 61; Smelik 1989: 140 -144 = 1992: 53 -58; Van 
Seters 1983: 352; cf. Brueggemann 2002. 
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the ark itself (theodicy) and that there is a progression from an old to a new epoch 
(transition) in these stories. Many comment on the deity's autonomy in both sets of 
passages. In 1 Sam. 4.1b -7.2, he refuses to fight, he allows himself to be captured, he 
consents to be moved back and forth, he pours out wrath on both the Philistines and the 
people of Beth -shemesh, and he miraculously guides the milch cows upon his return. In 2 
Samuel 6, he maliciously slaughters Uzzah and then strangely blesses Obed -edom. Polzin 
rightly says '1 Samuel 4-6 looks to the triumphant David of 2 Samuel 6'.45 Consequently, 
David's victory may be construed as his situating the deity in a permanent abode, whereby 
the deity becomes predictable and manageable. See below. Furthermore, whereas the loss 
of the ark signals the end of the house of Eli (1 Sam. 4.12 -18), the recovery of the ark 
under Davidic patronage occasions the end of Saul's house (2 Sam. 6.20b -23). The house 
which remains is David's. In an exilic context, hope for the reinstatement of Davidic 
kingship symbolises the reinstatement of Yahweh's presence among his people. 
(7) Purpose of 2 Samuel 6: Birch provides a good list and discussion of 
interpretations of 2 Samuel 6.46 The narrative of David's transfer of the ark to Jerusalem is 
interpreted as an ideological vehicle which blends continuity and contrast (e.g., ancient 
and 'modern', northern and southern) in order to substantiate political, religious and social 
change in ancient Israel.47 This change revolves around three groups of people and places 
in Samuel: 
Eli and Samuel, Shiloh, Ephraim, 1 Sam. 1.1 -8.22. 
Saul, Gibeah, Benjamin, 1 Sam. 9.1 -2 Sam. 5.12. 
David, Jerusalem, Judah, 2 Sam. 5.13- 24.25. 
Consequently, the common denominator in treatments of 2 Samuel 6 is the legitimisation 
of Davidic rule and its locus in Jerusalem. This explanation of 2 Samuel 6 is compelling, 
45 Polzin 1989: 71. 
46 Birch 1998: 1247 -1248. 
47 Ahlström 1994: 471 -472; Bright 1981: 200 -201; Brueggemann 1990: 247 -253; 1992: 968 -970; 
Flanagan 1979, 1983, 1988: 193 -272; Halpern 2001: 333 -336; McCarter 1983; Noth 1958: 190. 
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yet inadequate, for this reason: The ark's importance in 2 Samuel 6 is assumed -never 
asserted or explained -and consequently one must presume that the events in the earlier 
ark story and the events in the narrative lapse between that story and the present one seek 
to construe the manner in which David's ark transfer should be interpreted. Consequently, 
this writer prefers to construe David's act in 2 Samuel 6 as a triumph for him in relation to 
both the deity and the former monarch: 2 Samuel 6 narrates a dialectic between the 
enigmatic character and doings of Yahweh, who mysteriously kills and blesses, and 
between the firm intentions of King David, who succeeds in settling the potent deity in a 
fixed abode and in displacing the regime of the Saulide dynasty. David's triumphs over 
deity and king re- orient in his favour the religious and political spheres of Israel. In 
essence, David successfully elicits Yahweh's blessing of his /His (sacred and royal) 
houses.48 The last statement is confirmed by Yahweh himself in 2 Sam. 7.11b -16, and 
several other investigations explicitly affirm this interpretation of 2 Samuel 6.49 
(8) Editorial activity in 2 Samuel 6: Excluding the insertion of vv. 16, 20b -23, 
most limit editorial activity to vv. 5, 15, and perhaps vv. 13 -14. In addition, some 
consider the relative clause in v. 21 a gloss. 
(9) Text and sense in 2 Samuel 6: Many recognise that 2 Samuel 6 is rife with 
textual difficulties. Furthermore, it is not uncommon to read the following words for the 
48 Murray 1998 construes David's removal of the ark as an exceedingly negative act of ambition and 
intended divine manipulation. There is a drastic difference between David's overt actions and his covert 
intentions. A harmonious relationship between David and Yahweh appears on the surface, but 
undercurrents within this relationship gradually rise and become the governing drift in the tide of events in 
2 Sam. 5.17 -7.29. When at war in 2 Sam. 5.17 -25 David seems most at home with Yahweh, but his return 
home in 2 Samuel 6-7 is to a kind of war with Yahweh. In short, 'David's difference' with Yahweh is rooted 
in his royal pretension versus Yahweh's robust assertion of divine prerogative. Murray 1998: 307 -311 
summarises his argument. Murray supports his thesis by a persistent focus on allegedly negative features of 
the text, including not least Yahweh's bursting forth against Uzzah. However, his approach is extremely 
subjective, and beset with methodological difficulties, including dependence on underlying textual 
meanings and references to David's 'interior monologue' and 'covert intentions'. Contrary to Murray, this 
writer argues that David does not suffer defeats and setbacks in the Uzzah and Michal episodes, but rather, 
he overcomes both Yahweh and Saul in achieving his religious and political agendas. 
49 Gelander 1991: 137; Matthews 2003: 16 -18. 
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language and portrayals in 2 Samuel 6: abrupt, terse, laconic, cryptic, enigmatic, puzzling, 
ambiguous, unclear, etc. However, few connect the two phenomena, still fewer connect 
these to the editorial history of the passage, and still fewer investigate the implications of 
these issues for understanding the history of the text and story in 1 Chronicles 13, [ 14], 
15 -16. 
1.2.3 David's Transfer of the Ark in Chronicles 
Research on David's ark transfer focuses on Samuel. In turn, research on the 
synoptic material in Chronicles concerns itself with explaining the 'reworking' of the 
original story. First, what are the reasons for the changes- additions, subtractions and 
modifications -in Chronicles vis -à -vis Samuel? Scholars increasingly recognise that 
some of these differences were already in the Vorlage of the book of Chronicles. The 
synoptic material in 13.5 -14, 15.25 -16.3, and 16.43 is investigated in detail in chapters 3- 
6. Second, what are the reasons for the location of the material in 14.1 -17 and for the 
insertion of 13.1 -4, 15.1 -24 and 16.4 -42? Third, what literary strata are evident in 15.1 -24 
and 16.4 -42? What in these chapters is Chronistic and what is post -Chronistic? Fourth, 
what is the origin and significance of the songs in 16.7 -36? Are they primary or 
secondary to the synoptic material in Psalms? Fifth, what interests and themes moulded 
the story of David's ark transfer in Chronicles? What influence did 'P' exert on the 
Chronicler's history? Finally, it should be pointed out that de Wette used Chronicles' ark 
story for showing the unreliability of the book50, and Fishbane, and in more detail 
Brettler, use Chronicles' ark story to elucidate the editorial procedures of biblical 
5o De Wette 1806: 85 -91. 
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historiographers.51 The following remarks deal with several important aspects of 1 
Chronicles 13 -16. 






David attempts to transport the ark to Jerusalem 
David consolidates his kingdom under Yahweh's blessing 
David prepares to transport the ark to Jerusalem 
(tent, assembly, transporters, musicians) 
David transports the ark to Jerusalem 
David prepares for Yahweh's cultic service 
(musicians, songs, servants) 
A synoptic comparison of 2 Samuel 5 -6, 23 and 1 Chronicles 11 -16 reveals several 
differences between the two presentations. 
David is made king over Israel at Hebron 
2 Sam. 5.1 -5 // 1 Chron. 11.1 -3 
David captures Jebus /Jerusalem 
2 Sam. 5.6 -10 // 1 Chron. 11.4 -9 
David consolidates his kingdom 
2 Sam. 5.11-25 // 1 Chron. 14.1 -17 
The role of David's mighty warriors 
1 Chron. 11.10 -12.41 // 2 Sam. 23.8 -39 
David proposes to bring the ark to Jerusalem 
1 Chron. 13.1 -4 
David goes to fetch the ark and Uzzah is slaughtered 
2 Sam. 6.1 -11 // 1 Chron. 13.5 -14 
David consolidates his kingdom 
1 Chron. 14.1 -17 // 2 Sam. 5.11 -25 
David prepares to bring the ark to Jerusalem 
1 Chron. 15.1 -24 
David brings the ark to Jerusalem and blesses the people 
2 Sam. 6.12 -19a // 1 Chron. 15.25 -16.3 
David prepares for Yahweh's cultic service 
1 Chron. 16.4 -42 
The people return home and David returns to bless his house 
2 Sam. 6.19b -20a // 1 Chron. 16.43 
Michal the daughter of Saul chides David 
2 Sam. 6.20b -23 
The role of David's mighty warriors 
2 Sam. 23.8 -39 // 1 Chron. 11.10 -12.41 
Chronicles diverges from Samuel in (a) the alternate placement of the material in 11.10- 
12.41 and 14.1 -17; (b) the pluses in 13.1 -4, 15.1 -24 and 16.4 -42; and (c) the minus of 2 
Sam. 6.20b -23. 
51 Brettler 1995: 26-34, 43-45; Fishbane 1985: 392-394. 
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(2) 13.1 -4 plus: The following matters are spotlighted. (a) Consultation. David's 
decision is made in consultation and agreement with the entire gamut of Israel's leaders. 
(b) Democratisation. The people are not limited to playing the role of accompanying 
crowd or audience. The focus of the nation's worship, later identified with the temple, is 
thus understood as the inheritance of all the people, not just one section within it. (c) 'All 
Israel'. The feature of assembling all the people for major occasions is a recurrent theme 
in Chronicles (e.g., 1 Chron. 23.1; 28.1; 2 Chron. 1.2; 5.2; 30.1 -5). Regarding the 
relationship between David and the people, there is a constant process of broadening: 
David, the commanders, the present assembly, the people who remain in all the land of 
Israel, (the priests and Levites, the whole assembly, all the people,) all Israel from the 
Shihor of Egypt to the entrance of Hamath.52 (d) Priests and Levites. These are introduced 
since 'everything must be done according to P'.53 The priests appear in 13.2; 15.11, 14, 
24; 16.6, 39 and the Levites in 13.2; 15.2, 4, 11 -12, 14 -17, 22, 26 (// 2 Sam. 6.13), 27 (// 2 
Sam. 6.14); 16.4. (e) Motif of 'seeking' Seeking God and by proper means is key to 1 
Chronicles 10 -16. Observe 017 in 10.13, 14; 13.3; 15.13; 16.11.54 (f) Saul as foil. This 
theme is related to the previous one. Faithful kings seek God.55 
(3) 14.1 -17 placement: David consolidates his kingdom in the three month period 
between his initial effort (13.5 -14) and final success (15.25 -16.3) in transporting the ark. 
He receives gifts from Hiram, his family grows, and he achieves a double victory over the 
Philistines. This arrangement is considered part of a wider pattern in Chronicles in which 
a king's military victories and his sovereignty over other peoples are understood as 
consequences that result from seeking Yahweh.56 However: (a) The Chronicler probably 
52 Japhet 1993: 274. 
53 Curtis and Madsen 1910: 204. 
54 Another key term in this material is re, in 13.2, 11; 14.11; 15.13. 
55 Japhet 1993: 276. 
56 Selman 1994: 149. 
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did not make the same distinction between sacred and secular which we moderns make. 
(b) Some question whether the arrangement of the stories in Chronicles is secondary.57 (c) 
The Chronicler's technique of dischronologisation58 is also evident in 2 Sam. 5.13 -8.18 
(see above). Both stories are equally tendentious in this regard. 
(4) 15.1 -24 plus: David makes several other arrangements in the same three month 
period following his initial effort (13.5 -14) and final success (15.25 -16.3) in transporting 
the ark. He arranges a tent for the ark, gathers the people, and prepares levitical 
transporters and levitical musicians for the ark's removal to Jerusalem. These 
arrangements were in keeping with 'P' and the festivity of the occasion. The Chronicler's 
resolution of the failure of the first attempt to move the ark to Jerusalem is achieved by 
recourse to Torah. This theme, in turn, is related to the Chronicler's interest in 
retribution.59 
(5) 16.4 -42 plus: Following the successful transport of the ark to Jerusalem 
(15.25- 16.3), but prior to the story's end (16.43), David prepares levitical musicians and 
servants for Yahweh's cultic service, and he also designates songs to be sung by the 
levitical choirs.60 The greater narrative space given in Chronicles to the transfer of the 
ark, and the sustained interest throughout in the Levites, suggest that the telling of David's 
religious and political act is a vehicle for (anachronistically) legitimating the cultic role of 
the Levites in (post -exilic) Israelite religion.61 
57 Auld 2000b: 141 -142. 
58 Glatt 1993: 57 -60. Kalimi 1993 discusses the phenomenon of 'literary -chronological proximity' in 
Chronicles. 
59 Kelly 1996: 72 -79. 
6° Kleinig 1993: 133 -148. 
61 Dempsey 1998: 237; Eskenazi 1995: 268 -271; Kleinig 1993: 144; cf. Hanson 1992. 
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1.3 Versions of Samuel and Chronicles 
1.3.1 Introduction 
The textual witnesses to the books of Samuel and Chronicles stand at the centre of 
this thesis (see chapter 2). The study of the versions is complicated since each one has a 
lengthy and unique textual and exegetical history in the hands of successive generations 
of editors and copyists.62 
The received or rabbinic Hebrew version, 'the Masoretic Text' (MT), comes to us 
in toto following a lengthy period of Masoretic activity (ca. 500 -1000 CE) in relatively 
late manuscripts. The earliest and most important are the Aleppo (925 CE) and Leningrad 
(1009 CE) codices. In actual fact, 'the MT' is misleading since there is not just one text 
but a variety of manuscripts which represent the 'Masoretic Family' or 'Masoretic Group' 
of texts. Nonetheless, there is relative uniformity among these since sometime near the 
end of the first or early in the second century CE the rabbis selected one text ('the proto- 
MT') from among several alternative texts of each book of the Bible, and established it as 
the normative or authoritative text of that book ('the textus receptus'), thus eliminating 
variant lines of tradition in normative Judaism. See 2.3.2.1. 
For several centuries biblical scholars have recognised the value of ancient 
translations for grasping the earlier history of the texts which became the basis of the 
Masoretic family of texts. The earliest and most important of these is the translation of the 
Bible into Greek, which was accomplished in Alexandria in Egypt by men of Palestinian 
origin in the third and second centuries BCE. The original translation comprised only the 
Torah, and only it was known as the Septuagint (LXX). However, since the first centuries 
CE the term 'Septuagint' has come to signify the Greek Scriptures in their entirety, 
including other ancient Greek translations and revisions as well as books which are not 
62 Fernández Marcos 2000; Toy 1997a; 2001. 
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part of Hebrew Bible canon. Consequently, it is customary to refer to the first or original 
translation of each book contained in the Septuagint as the 'Old Greek' (OG) translation. 
The important manuscripts, containing all or almost all books of the Septuagint, are 
Vaticanus (B; 4th century CE), Sinaiticus (S; 4th century CE) and Alexandrinus (A; 5th 
century CE). 
It is impossible to speak about the Septuagint's character as a whole since each 
book within it reflects its translator's unique philosophy and capability. Nevertheless, 
overall the translators sought accuracy. In turn, this concern eventually encouraged a 
number of revisions of the Septuagint. These were undertaken in the second century CE 
by three Jews, Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion, and in the third century CE by 
Origen and in the fourth century CE by Lucian and perhaps Hesychius, all Christians. 
These revisers sought to (1) correct mistakes, (2) improve and update language and style, 
(3) adapt the Greek texts to the current Hebrew texts of the Bible, and (4) explain 
difficulties and make the text more appropriate for public usage. The fact that these 
revisions were based directly or indirectly on Hebrew texts meant that they increasingly 
differed from the Hebrew texts which underlay the original translations into Greek.63 
The discovery beginning in 1947 of biblical scrolls in the region of the Dead Sea 
has enormously increased our knowledge of the biblical text. Thus far, scholars have 
reconstructed more than two hundred biblical manuscripts from many thousands of 
fragments which range in date from the end of the third century BCE into the first century 
CE. These manuscripts attest all books in the Hebrew canon of Scripture with the 
exception of Esther (and Nehemiah) although there are many more copies of books of the 
Torah, Isaiah and Psalms than the other seventeen books combined. Perhaps the greatest 
surprise of the manuscript discoveries, and certainly the most significant for the present 
63 (1) Ur- or proto- Lucian and Lucian and (2) Ur -, proto- or KaíyE- Theodotion and Theodotion, cannot 
be discussed here. 
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investigation, are the pluriform texts of the manuscripts. Whereas, for example, 1 Qlsaa 
and 4QJera show remarkable agreement with the books of Isaiah and Jeremiah in the MT, 
4QSama and 4QJerb agree significantly with the Greek translations of these books. The 
discovery and publication of the biblical scrolls from the Dead Sea is the watershed event 
for Septuagintal studies, indeed, for the study of the text of the Bible in general, and 
especially for Samuel. 
This thesis centres on the Hebrew and Greek witnesses to Samuel and Chronicles. 
However, as for the Greek witnesses, Aquila, Symmachus, Theodotion, Theodoret of 
Cyrrhus and Josephus are mentioned occasionally, but as corroborative rather than 
primary evidence. In addition, occasional reference is made to the Aramaic, Syriac 
(Peshitta, Jacob of Edessa), and Latin (Old Latin [OL], Vulgate) evidence, but once again, 
these witnesses are corroborative rather than primary. The citations from ancient biblical 










Greek Septuagint Brooke, McLean and Thackeray 1906 -1940 
Holmes and Parsons 1798, 1827 
Rahlfs 1979 
Fernández Marcos and Busto Saiz 1986 





Reider and Turner 1966 
The above Septuagint editions 
Theodoret 
of Cyrrhus 
Fernández Marcos and Busto Saiz 1984 
Josephus Thackeray and Marcus 1934 
Niese 1885 -1895 
Aramaic Targum Sperber 1959 
Le Déaut and Roberts 1971 





Latin Old Latin Sabatier and de La Rue 1743 -1749 
Vercellone 1860 -1864 
Morano Rodriguez 1989 
Brepols Vetus Latina Database 
Vulgate Weber 1983 
1.3.2 Versions of Samuel 
The state of the Masoretic Text of Samuel is routinely the object of highly 
negative evaluations. It is 'difficult' or 'senseless' or 'faulty' or 'incomplete' or 'corrupt' or 
'slightly corrupt' or 'highly corrupt'. Few disagree that MT Samuel is one of the most 
corrupt and worst preserved biblical books. Most consider MT Samuel defective and 
haplographic, the latter due to innumerable instances of homoioteleuton. Many cite 
McCarter's statement: 
The received Hebrew text of Samuel in its Masoretic dress (MT) is in poor repair. 
It is a short text, but its shortness is not the wholesome shortness of a text free of 
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expansion and interpolation; rather it is the result of countless copying errors and 
omissions, some of them extensive, scattered throughout the book.64 
Textual scholars are accustomed to the fact that a textus receptus is usually a conflate 
text, but the reverse is true of MT Samuel. Consequently, for the purpose of emendation 
scholars for nearly two centuries have relied on the LXX, which was based on a 'better' or 
'purer' text of Samuel. 
The Old Greek translators rendered their Hebrew Vorlage 'literally' but not 
'woodenly'. They were 'faithful' to their base text. They did not paraphrase. The language 
of the translation is 'indifferent' or 'non- idiomatic' Greek. It is not literary KoLvil.65 LXX 
Samuel is generally longer and often smoother than the MT. Furthermore, 'the Hebrew 
underlying the Septuagint is a full text, sometimes conflate, frequently original', such that 
the Septuagint translation and the MT 'stand at opposite poles in their textual 
development'.66 The most significant Greek manuscripts for the text -critical evaluation of 
Samuel are Vaticanus (B; LXXB) and Alexandrinus (A; LXXA). In Samuel, LXXB 
provides a direct link to the OG translation. LXXA shows systematic revision toward the 
developing MT. 
The previous characterisation must be refined and extended. First, Thackeray, 
followed by Barthélemy, demonstrated that the Greek books of Kingdoms (Samuel - 
Kings) in LXXB were revised by the 'KaayE- recensionist' from 2 Sam. 11.1 onward.67 
Subsequently, Shenkel set the initial limit at 10.1.68 Herbert demonstrated that based on 
current evidence it can only be said that the reviser took up his task somewhere between 
9.6 and 10.6.69 In any case, this issue does not directly affect the present investigation 
64 McCarter 1980a: 5. 
65 Cross 1995: 132 n. 4; Jellicoe 1968: 283; McCarter 1986: 89; Thackeray 1909: 13. 
66 Cross 1995: 133 n. 2. 
67 Barthélemy 1963; Thackeray 1907 
68 Shenkel 1968. 
69 Herbert 2002. 
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since 2 Samuel 6 is outside the parameters of the reviser's efforts. Second, scholars have 
recognised the value of the Lucianic manuscripts for the text -critical evaluation of MT 
Samuel.70 The manuscripts having the Lucianic recension (LXXL) in Samuel are 19 (b'), 
82 (o), 93 (e2), 108 (b) and 127 (c2), frequently referenced as boc2e2. On one hand, 
scholars show that in the Kaíyc section these cursives provide superior access to the OG. 
On the other hand, these manuscripts have a remarkably full appearance, and they not 
infrequently have conflate readings; that is, they have two readings side by side which 
otherwise are attested individually in the MT and LXXB. In other words, Lucian revised 
the Greek version via the Hexapla toward the developing MT tradition, but he frequently 
did so not by deleting the original reading and inserting the revised one in its place (cf 
LXXA) but rather by inserting the revised reading alongside the original one. This is a 
complex issue. The important point is this: late and conflate LXXL is often valuable for 
confirming an OG reading vis -à -vis a more recent or developed reading which is found in 
the MT or other Greek manuscripts. 
The discovery and publication of four Dead Sea scrolls of Samuel is most 
significant for the study of the text of this book. These manuscripts are 1QSam /1Q7, 
4QSama /4Q51, 4QSamb /4Q52 and 4QSamc /4Q53. Since three of these preserve relatively 
little of Samuel, and in fact do not contain any of 2 Samuel 6, the present discussion 
focuses on 4QSama, but this should not diminish the value of the other three 
manuscripts.71 4QSama was written between 50 and 25 BCE. The extant fragments 
represent portions of 33 of 55 chapters or approximately 30% of all verses of Samuel. 
Altogether, less than 10% of the original manuscript has survived. Nevertheless, the 
significance of the manuscript outdoes this shortfall. 
7° Busto Saiz 1990; Fernández Marcos 1998; 2000: 223 -238; cf. the introductory material in Fernández 
Marcos and Busto Saiz 1989, 1996. 
71 On the contents of the Samuel scrolls see Ulrich 1998b: 655 -656. Polak 2000 describes all four 
manuscripts. Abegg, Flint and Ulrich 1999: 213 -259 translates all variant readings in Samuel. 
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The official editors, Cross and Parry, have published extensively on the scroll', as 
have a number of other scholars, most notably Tov, Ulrich, Pisano, Polak, Rofé, Trebolle 
Barrera, Catastini, Herbert and Fincke. The key issue is the character of the manuscript in 
terms of its affinity with other texts of Samuel, mainly the MT and the Septuagint 
translation(s), but also with Chronicles and other ancient witnesses to Samuel, especially 
the OL and Josephus. This is a complicated matter.73 Nevertheless, several generalisations 
are valid. 
4QSama is 'non -aligned', neither proto- Masoretic nor 'Septuagintal'.74 
4QSama has independent features which are often overlooked.75 
4QSama is closely related to the Vorlage of the OG. Consequently, the 
manuscript vindicates critics such as Thenius, Wellhausen, Driver and H. P. 
Smith who previously valued highly the Greek translation in their text -critical 
evaluations of MT Samuel.76 
4QSama is not related in a large -scale way to LXXL.77 
4QSama is closely related to the presumed Samuel Vorlage of the book of 
Chronicles in synoptic materia1.78 
To sum up, Polak says: 
Samuela contains some readings that can only be described as variant 
developments of the reading reflected by the Septuagint; some important variants 
in the Qumran scroll are not represented in the Masoretic Text or the Septuagint 
but are reflected in the Greek paraphrase of Josephus's Jewish Antiquities (as well 
as many other variants that also are reflected by the Septuagint ...). The text of the 
Old Greek used by Josephus was probably even closer to the Qumran scroll than 
to the Septuagint in its present state. Attempts to minimize the text -critical 
relevance of the scroll as exegetical and thus secondary vis -à -vis the Masoretic 
Text seem less plausible. ... But statistical analysis of the available data79 ... 
indicates an undeniable affinity between the Septuagint and Samuela: out of more 
than 180 simple variants (disregarding complex redactional phenomena, long 
72 Cross 1953 was the first publication. 
73 See the caution in Ulrich 1998a: 90. 
74 Toy 1980: 45 -47, 62; 2002: 156; 1997a: 192 -194. 
75 Parry 2002. 
76 Cross 1953: 23; 1995: 12; Greenspoon 1997: 166. 
77 Ilerbert 1997a: 37. 
78 See the above references and the next section of this thesis. 
79 Polak 1992. 
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stretches, and so forth), more than 120 are common to the Septuagint and the 
scroll. Accordingly, both witnesses seem to belong to one branch of the tradition, 
but the Septuagint reflects an older state of this text, whereas Samuela represents a 
further development of it. Since the variants characteristic of this branch include 
many explanatory readings, it appears to embody a recension of an ancient 
Hebrew text, which makes itself felt in Chronicles and not in the Masoretic Text 
of Samuel ... But the Samuela and Septuagint variants also include many primary 
readings that have not been preserved in the Masoretic Text. ... Many of the 
independent readings of Samuela are to be considered secondary, but some are 
better viewed as primary. ...80 
There are several dissenting views regarding the agreements of (1) Greek Samuel 
and 4QSama against MT Samuel and (2) 4QSama and Chronicles against MT Samuel. 
Regarding the first issue, both prior to and since the discovery of 4QSama, some scholars 
have favoured the MT over other text traditions: Barthélemy, de Boer, Erdmann, Frankel, 
Gooding, Keil, van der Kooij, Löhr (the reviser of Thenius' commentary), Nöldeke, 
Nyberg, Rofé and Stoebe.81 Pisano challenges the agreements given above. He concludes 
after an analysis of 69 passages where LXX or 4QSama differ from the MT by way of a 
major plus or minus 'that in the vast majority of cases a large plus or minus occurring in 
the LXX or 4QSama vis -à -vis MT indicates a further literary activity by LXX or 
4QSama'.82 In general, Pisano's arguments are unconvincing.83 The present investigation 
argues that in fact MT Samuel shows a high degree of literary initiative. Regarding the 
second issue, some suggest or at least raise the possibility that some non -MT Samuel 
readings in 4QSama are the result of Chronicles' influence.84 This is unlikely.85 Finally, 
80 Polak 2000: 820 -821. 
81 Barthélemy, Gooding, Lust and Toy 1986 illustrates the split in viewpoints. 
82 Pisano 1984: 283. Pisano 1984 deals with vv. 2, 3, 4 and 7 and Pisano 2000 with v. 21 in 2 Samuel 6. 
83 Williamson 1986; and at length: Gordon 1992; Trebolle Barrera 1986b. 
84 Van dcr Kooij 1982: 202 n. 113; Verheij 1990: 13 n. 1; Vermes 1977: 207 -208; van der Woude 1992: 
166. 
85 Tov 1999: 282. 
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Fincke wishes to convince us that the manuscript 4QSama was the Vorlage of the Greek 
translation of Samue1.86 
In addition to Pisano, two other major contributions evaluate 4QSama and other 
versions as textual witnesses to Samuel. Ulrich describes the textual nature of 4QSama by 
charting the scroll's relationship to the MT, to the various forms of the Greek version, and 
to the narrative of Josephus' Jewish Antiquities. He concludes that the group comprised of 
4QSama, the OG, LXXL, the OL, Chronicles and Josephus 'often, especially where the 
Massoretic text is troubled, provides or points toward an ancient, preferanda form of the 
text of Samuel'.87 Several conclusions related to Chronicles are88: 
During the first century before the first century of the Christian era, texts of 
Samuel were extant which at points were much closer to our present 
Chronicles than to our present MT Samuel. 
4QSama is a Samuel text of a tradition different from MT Samuel, and LXX 
and proto -LXXL Samuel are significantly closer to the 4QSama tradition than 
to MT Samuel. 
MT Chronicles never agrees with MT Samuel against 4QSama, except for the 
addition of one preposition (n in 2 Sam. 10.5). On the other hand, MT 
Chronicles agrees with 4QSama against MT Samuel in 42 readings. 
Furthermore, none of the 4QSama and MT Chronicles agreements betrays 
characteristics commonly associated with Chronicles' specific interests. 
4QSama is not a late conflation of an old Samuel text corrupted and 
supplemented by Chronicles' readings. It cannot be proved either that 4QSama 
is a conflation of MT Samuel and MT Chronicles or that MT Chronicles is 
dependent on 4QSama. 
Josephus is solidly and significantly affiliated with the 4QSama tradition. 
Josephus used a text of Samuel strikingly close to 4QSama, but that text was in 
the Greek language, closely connected with LXX and proto -LXXL Samuel and 
clearly distinct from both MT Samuel and the KaíyE and hexaplaric 
recensions. Furthermore, although Josephus supplemented his narrative with 
details from Chronicles on rare occasions, these insertions stem from a source 
in Greek. 
86 Fincke 2000, 2001. Fincke argued his case at the 2003 SBL meetings in Cambridge and Atlanta. His 
'lecture' at the latter was met with incredulity. Ralph Klein gives a candid review of Fincke 2001 at 
http: / /www.ot- studies.com. 
87 Ulrich 1978: 259. 
88 Ulrich 1978: 154, 163 -164, 190 -191. 
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Nysse's unpublished doctoral thesis focuses on the relationship between the Greek 
and Hebrew witnesses in 2 Samuel 1 -9. He summarises: 
The central contention of this study is that, in 2 Sam 1 -9, MSS B, y and a2 [_ 
G:B +] witness to a distinct Vorlage more clearly than other Greek manuscript 
groups, specifically b, b', o, c2 and e2 (G:L) and MSS A, c and x (G:Acx). That 
Vorlage is distinct from the Massoretic text (MT) and from the tradition shared by 
4QSama and Chronicles (Pal). G:B+ is, thus, the best witness to the Old Greek 
(OG). The witness of G:L to the OG is obscured by proto- Lucianic, hexaplaric 
and other revisions. G:Acx has undergone extensive hexaplaric revision. Overall, 
G:B+ cannot be characterized as having undergone revision toward the MT. The 
OG Vorlage is distinct from the MT and, to a lesser extent, from Pal. These 
conclusions are reached through a study of the pluses and minuses that arise when 
G:B+ is compared to G:L (and G:Acx) and when both are in turn compared to the 
MT. The affiliation of Pal and the Old Latin (OL) is noted when available. Apart 
from the Lament of David at the end of chapter one, G:B+ strongly attests the OG. 
It lacks all of the marked hexaplaric readings, differs from 'true' Theodotionic 
readings, has not been infiltrated by Katlic, and contains a substantial number of 
readings that point to a Vorlage that disagrees with the MT. When G:B+ does 
agree with the MT over against G:L, the readings are more suggestive of revision 
in G:L than they are of G:B+ revision toward the MT. G:B+ has a relationship to 
Pal by virtue of its attestation of the OG, but it has no special, post -OG 
relationship to Pal. G:L does demonstrate some post -OG revision that correlates 
with the text of Pal, but also goes beyond it. The OL corroborates these G:L 
readings. G:Acx is not an independent witness to the OG. The OG Vorlage differs 
from both the MT and Pal. The latter two also disagree with each other and, thus, 
there is evidence of three text types. The OG, however, also shares a significant 
number of readings with Pal. The OG, thus, has a relationship with Pal that 
extends beyond the mutual contact with the original text that is still present in all 
three text types despite their many independent departures from it.89 
Ulrich and Nysse have shown, unquestionably, the convergence of other ancient 
witnesses against MT Samuel. They, as Cross their Doctor Father, underestimated the 
independent readings of 4QSama, and they overestimated the affinity between 4QSama 
and the Greek translation (see above), but overall their conclusions are sound. 
1.3.3 Versions of Chronicles 
Compared to Samuel, the textual traditions of Chronicles are homogeneous. A 
possible explanation for this phenomenon is offered in 2.3.2.1. The Masoretic Text of 
89 Nysse 1984; cf. Nysse 1980. Important studies focusing on LXX 1 Samuel are Brock 1996; Taylor 
1992. 
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Chronicles is 'fairly well preserved', with the frequently discussed exceptions of numbers 
and proper names.90 Only one small fragment of Chronicles was discovered among the 
Dead Sea Scrolls, 4QChr /4Q118, containing portions of 2 Chron. 28.27 -29.3 with slight 
variations from the MT.91 It is unclear whether the virtual absence of the book of 
Chronicles among the Dead Sea Scrolls is by accident or design, perhaps related to the 
book's deficient authoritativeness or its focus on Jerusalem and the Temple.92 The Greek 
translation of Chronicles (Paraleipomena) is 'literal' and 'non -expansionistic' compared 
with MT Chronicles.93 It often has readings which are considered preferable to those of 
the MT, and which agree with MT and/or LXX Samuel -Kings against MT Chronicles. 
According to Gerleman, the genealogies and lists of names in LXX 1 Chronicles 1 -9 
show greater resemblance to the Samaritan Pentateuch than to the MT.94 Allen undertook 
a thorough study in which he showed that the OG is best preserved in his group 4 (G) 
which includes B, c2 and S, but the latter is extent only for 1 Chron. 9.27 -19.17.95 His 
other three manuscript groups, group 1 (L or Lucianic; principally óe2)96, 2 (R; 
principally dpqtz) and group 3 (O or Hexaplaric; principally ANaceghn), are revisions 
toward the MT. Allen thinks Greek Chronicles has absorbed varying amounts of 
contamination from parallel texts in Samuel- Kings.97 Furthermore, he believes MT 
90 On the basis of these S. Davidson 1862: II, 108 says 'We believe that the text is more corrupt that that 
of any other sacred book' (cf. 108 -115). Payne 1978, 1979 give some attention to this issue, and more 
recently, Klein 1997 gives a short review of numbers over 1,000 in Chronicles for the purpose of 
determining the meaning of Ltx. The present writer has investigated all numbers with ri /rnxn and/or 
15x/o'n'm in MT 1 Samuel 31 -2 Samuel, 1 -2 Kings, and 1 Chronicles 10 -2 Chronicles 36. The results of 
this analysis must be given elsewhere. In any case, S. Davidson overstates the facts. 
91 Trebolle Barrera 2000a; cf. Abegg, Flint and Ulrich 1999: 632 -633; Trebolle Barrera 1992b, 2000b. 
92 D. D. Swanson 1995 shows that the Temple Scroll used Chronicles as a source. However, since the 
Scroll is probably not a Qumran sectarian document, but rather, predates the community, it cannot be used 
as proof that Chronicles was in fact more favoured in the community. 
93 Klein 1992: 995; Trebolle Barrera 2000b. Jellicoe 1968: 290 -294 is inaccurate. 
94 Gerleman 1948. 
95 Allen 1974. 
96 That is, 19 (b'), 93 (e2), 108 (b). Similarly, Fernández Marcos and Busto Saiz 1996. 
97 Allen 1974: I, 26 -30, 175 -217; cf. Gerleman 1946; Rehm 1937. 
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Chronicles has undergone assimilation to Samuel -Kings in several instances: 1 Chron. 
6.46 (LXX 6.61); 16.35; 2 Chron. 6.27; 27.8.98 
The perennial issue regarding Chronicles is the Vorlage of the book. As stated 
already, the present writer is not certain that Chronicles' principal Vorlage was Samuel - 
Kings, but given that this is the consensus, it is necessary to reiterate that the textform of 
the book's Vorlage was certainly not proto -MT Samuel -Kings. Earlier scholars, and still 
some, assumed that the Chronicler used a text much like that reflected in MT Samuel - 
Kings, and attributed the differences between the two to the composer's rewriting. A 
dramatic change in thought has come about in the past half century. Recent commentaries 
and many other publications on Chronicles acknowledge that the textform of Chronicles' 
Vorlage was not identical to the text found in MT Samuel- Kings.99 This view was 
forcefully championed by Cross from the early 1950s on the heels of the Qumran 
discoveries, and two subsequent Harvard theses on Samuel100 and three on Chronicles101 
have sustained his thesis. Many others give corroborative evidence, and the cumulative 
result of these studies is that it is unacceptable to 'discredit' the Chronicler with many 
(supposedly tendentious) deviations from his Vorlage. 
1.4 Summary of Chapter one 
This chapter surveys three areas of research related to Samuel and Chronicles: (1) 
the history of research and current views on the composition of these books; (2) the 
history of research on the story of David's ark transfer in Samuel and Chronicles, and the 
98 Allen 1974: I, 217 -218; cf. this writer's discussions in 3.1.2.3, 3.1.5.2, 3.1.6.2, 4.1.2.1, 5.1.1.1, 5.1.3.5, 
5.1.3.7. 
99 This view is so pervasive that it hardly requires validation, but nonetheless: Japhet 1993: 28 -29; 
Williamson 1982: 2 -3. 
ioo Nysse 1984; Ulrich 1978. 
101 Klein 1966; Lemke 1963; McKenzie 1984. McKenzie goes further, arguing that the original version 
of Chronicles was based on Dtr' (his first or pre -exilic or Josianic edition of the DH), but his thesis is 
questionable (Williamson 1987). 
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meaning of each narrative in its own context; and (3) the history of research on the textual 
witnesses to Samuel and Chronicles, with particular emphasis on the Greek translations, 
and in the case of Samuel, on the Dead Sea Scrolls. This survey establishes the context 
for the investigation as a whole. The following conclusions are significant. 
First, scholarship increasingly attributes more of Samuel to Deuteronomistic 
editors and less of the book to pre- existing material which was later incorporated into the 
book. Historically, however, scholars have discerned relatively little Deuteronomistic 
intervention in Samuel. The current trend is to move from sources to composition. Many 
practitioners of narrative criticism treat the book as a unified whole. Consequently, it is 
appropriate to ponder once again the literary history of the book of Samuel, and to 
reconsider the matter in light of fresh evidence -or at least with a fresh view on relatively 
new evidence. 
Second, MT Samuel frequently diverges from other witnesses to the book, 
especially the Greek translation and the fragments preserved among the Dead Sea Scrolls. 
It is impossible to defend the view that Chronicles was based on proto -MT Samuel, if in 
fact Chronicles was even based on Samuel Kings in the so- called DH. Furthermore, this 
thesis corroborates the results of Ulrich and Nysse, who identify many belated readings in 
MT Samuel. Consequently, it is problematic and wrong to use LXX Samuel, or 4QSama, 
or Chronicles, solely to emend MT Samuel. MT Samuel is not simply the result of scribal 
carelessness. 
Third, many recognise that 2 Samuel 6 is sated with textual and linguistic 
problems. It is remarkable, however, that scholarship has failed to find any significant 
connection between MT's condition and the nature of the language and portrayals in 2 
Samuel 6. Furthermore, the divergence between the witnesses in this chapter and 
elsewhere has not been factored into this equation. Ulrich and Nysse, for example, 
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demonstrate the secondary nature of many readings in MT 2 Samuel 6, but neither they 
nor others seek to connect the diverse phenomena just described. Why is the total 
situation such as it is? This thesis argues an answer to this question. The text and sense of 
2 Samuel 6 are the result of successive interventions by editors as they sought to relate the 
story of David's transfer of the ark to their needs or the needs of their communities. 2 
Samuel 6 speaks about David, and his relationship to both the deity and the former 
monarch. These are not 'light' topics; thus the state and significance of MT 2 Samuel 6 are 
not uncomplicated. By focusing on the Chronicler as the reshaper of the story, scholars 
fail to perceive revisers' heavy hands in Samuel. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
Approaches: Synchronic, Diachronic, Textual- Exegetical 
2.0 Introduction 
This chapter surveys issues related to synchronic and diachronic approaches to the 
books of Samuel and Chronicles and suggests that the impasse between these competing 
approaches to the interpretation of these books, especially Samuel, may be resolved by 
the textual -exegetical approach. By combining textual and literary criticism in the 
analysis of the stories about David and Saul, and especially 2 Samuel 6 // 1 Chronicles 13, 
15 -16, the interpreter is enabled to roll back the process of formation of the texts and 
stories. 
2.1 Synchronic Approach: Reading the Stories about David and Saul in a Biblical 
Context 
Outside Samuel and Chronicles, the Bible refers by name to Israel's first monarch, 
Saul, only in Isa. 10.29 and in the headings to five Psalms (18, 52, 54, 57, 59). He is a 
character in Samuel and Chronicles in the following passages and blocks of material: 
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 1 Chron. 5.10 
Focus falls on Saul and his family throughout: 
1 Samuel 9 -2 Samuel 4 
Saul's lineage and death are reported in: 
1 Chron. 8.33; 9.39; 10.2 -8, 11 -12 
2 Sam. 5.2 1 Chron. 11.2 
1 Chron. 12.1 -2, 20, 24, 30 
2 Sam. 6.16, 20, 23 1 Chron. 13.3; 15.29 
2 Sam. 7.15; 9.1 -3, 6 -7, 9; 12.7; 16.5, 8; 19.18, 
25; 21.1 -2, 4, 6 -8, 11 -14; 22.1 
1 Chron. 26.28 
By and large Samuel and Chronicles sketch a positive portrait of David in 
comparison with Sau1.102 Both books offer a highly negative appraisal of the latter -of 
both his character and his deeds -and explicitly and implicitly in the books' structures, 
themes and language. See 1.1, 1.2.2, 1.2.3. Chronicles. The only non -negative reference 
to Saul is 1 Chron. 26.28, and many rightly question the literary integrity of this verse. 
Elsewhere, Saul, 'the non -cultic king', is simply a foil for David.103 Samuel. 'The 
legitimacy of David, an outsider /insider, over against Saul's house is a fundamental 
theme in the Samuel narrative'.104 The narrative in 1 Samuel 16-2 Samuel 5 is often 
described as an apology for David against the external threat to his kingship posed by 
Saul's house. For example, the narrative develops three themes for the purpose of 
showing that David did not usurp the throne of Saul: (1) Saul's animosity, (2) David's 
102 This does not mean that either book presents David as an idealised hero. This is sometimes 
overstated for Chronicles, but see Japhet 1997: 473 -478; 1993: 48; Williamson 1982: 118. The presentation 
of David in Samuel is complex (Steussy 1999: 40 -91). Not everybody, of course, takes such a positive 
view, e.g., Polzin 1989, 1993. As observed in 1.1, David spends more time clashing with and fleeing from 
Saul (1 Samuel 18 -29) and Absalom (2 Samuel 13 -19) than he does seated on the throne. In addition to 
some interpretations of 2 Samuel 6 and 24 (1 Chronicles 13, 15 -16 and 21), the obvious exception to 
David's positive portrait in Samuel is the story about David, Bathsheba and Uriah in 2 Samuel 10 -12. This 
material, however, may have been inserted secondarily in Samuel and in this particular narrative location, 
precisely in order to challenge a mostly positive portrayal of David in Samuel. See the note regarding 2 
Samuel 10 -12 in 1.2.2 (in the discussion of 2 Samuel 6 and 2 Sam. 5.13 -8.18). In this writer's opinion, the 
tension between a mostly positive and slightly negative appraisal of David's character and kingship is due 
more to recurrent re- interpretations, adjustments and supplements rather than to a one -time wholly 
conceived history of David. 
103 Duke 1990: 56 -59; Riley 1993: 39 -53. 
1°4 Flanagan 1992: 963; cf. Amit 2000: 169 -178; Brettler 1995: 91 -111; 1996. 
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non -aggression, and (3) David's innocence.105 An important theme in Samuel is the 
characterisation of Saul and David vis -à -vis their military aptness against the Philistines, 
and others such as the Amalekites, Ammonites, Arameans, Edomites and Moabites. For 
example: Yahweh chooses Saul that he might deliver Israel from the Philistines (1 Sam. 
9.16), yet Saul is incapable against them, unlike Jonathan and unlike David, and his end 
finally comes by their hands (1 Samuel 31). David is explicitly recognised for his 
victories over the Philistines during Saul's reign (1 Sam. 18.6, 30; 19.5; 21.12; 29.5), and 
upon assuming the kingship, he effectively eliminates the Philistine threat (2 Sam. 5.17- 
25; cf. 19.9), the purpose for which Yahweh chooses him too (2 Sam. 3.18). In spite of 
similar evaluations in 1 Sam. 14.47 -48 and 2 Sam. 8.10b -12, the book makes clear that 
David rather than Saul removed the Philistine reproach from Israel (cf. MT 1 Sam. 17.26). 
Research has shown that the pro -David/anti -Saul polemic in 1 Samuel 16 -2 
Samuel 5 extends outside this corpus of material, even into 'earlier' and 'later' books, and 
far beyond a hypothetical tenth century BCE setting. The fact that David's kingship did 
not immediately eclipse the influence and memory of the Saulide dynasty is at least 
suggested by 2 Sam. 3.1. 
(1) Saul and Samuel, in 1 Samuel 1 -15. Samuel is somewhat concerned to show 
the failures of Saul independent from and antedating his relationship with David (1 
Samuel 9 -15). David did not cause Saul's failure; rather, Saul disqualified himself before 
David came on the scene. It has been argued that the link between the traditions 
concerning Saul and the HDR, namely 1 Samuel 15, is a secondary insertion by an editor 
with a strong pro -Davidic bias, the effect of whose intervention was to hasten the fall of 
Saul in order to make way for the kingship of David.106 Some argue that an original 
105 McCarter 1980b; Whitelam 1984. 
106 Foresti 1984. 
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history of Saul in 1 Samuel 9 -15 was rewritten as an anti -Saul story107, and some argue 
that the birth narrative in 1 Samuel 1 originally spoke of Saul, but that it too was 
subjected to pro -Davidic editing.108 
(2) Saul and Absalom, in 1 Samuel 16 -31 and 2 Samuel 13 -20. Few remark on 
the literary links between the stories of David and Saul and the stories of David and 
Absalom. The links between 2 Samuel 2-4 and 2 Samuel 9 -20 are developed by Gunn, 
McKenzie and Van Seters, among others.109 However, the connections which these 
observe at the peripheries of the HDR and SN /CH actually lie closer to their centres. Ho 
develops many affinities' I°, and this writer summarises additional ones in appendix 5. In 
summary, it is suggested that Saul, Nabal and Absalom are types of one another, each 
opposed to David. Absalom is a second Saul. Thus both are pitted against David, as 
external and internal threats to his throne. They are 'negatives' of David. 
(3) Saul and Samson, in 1 Samuel 16 -31 and Judges 13 -16. To begin, observe 
that MT and LXX 1 Sam. 12.11 speak of Jerubaal, Bedan (MT)/Barak (LXX), Jephthah 
and Samuel. In spite of 'Samson' rather than 'Samuel' in the NRSV 111, Samson is never 
mentioned outside the book of Judges. Brooks argues that these stories are intimately 
related.' 12 In particular, Saul's birth story is incorporated into that of Samuel (see above). 
When the image of Samuel is put to one side, it becomes clear that Saul's image closely 
parallels that of Samson in that they share not only a similar Nazirite birth, but also their 
heroic characters. In Brooks' opinion, the pro -Saul author could not openly write the true 
story of Saul; instead he camouflaged it behind the heroic image of Samson. The writer 
expands on Brooks' thesis in appendix 5. In short, a number of conceptual and linguistic 
107 J. M. Miller 1974. 
108 Brettler 1995: 109; 1996: 89 -90; 1997: 602 -603. He cites Hylander 1932: 11 -39. 
109 Gunn 1978: 65 -84; McKenzie 2000; Van Seters 1983: 281 -285; 2000. 
11° Ho 1994: 24 -28, 131 -188. 
111 This translation is presumably based on the reading in the Greek cursives 19 (b'), 29 (b2) and 376 (c). 
112 Brooks 1996. 
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elements suggest that Brooks' association of Saul with Samson merits further 
consideration. It is possible and perhaps better, however, to read the Samson story as anti - 
rather than pro -Saul. 
(4) Saul and Gibeah, in 1 Samuel 16 -31, and in Judges 19 -20. David has his 
origin in Bethlehem in Judah (1 Samuel 16 -17) and is associated with Hebron in Judah 
during his early kingship (2 Samuel 2- 5).113 Saul is a Benjaminite closely attached to 
Gibeah (1 Sam. 10.5, 10, 26; 11.4; 13.2, 15; 14.2, 16; 15.34; 22.6; 23.19; 26.1, 3; MT 2 
Sam. 21.6)114 and in a few cases to Geba (1 Sam. 13.3, 16; 14.5).115 Isa. 10.29 associates 
Saul with both these places. Conversely, Greek Samuel associates Saul with Gibeon in 2 
Sam. 21.6, as do the genealogies in MT /LXX 1 Chron. 8.29 -40 (esp. 29, 33) and 9.35 -44 
(esp. 35, 39). In addition, Gibeon is a significant locale related to Saul's affiliates or deeds 
in 2 Sam. 2.12 -13, 16, 24; 3.30; 20.8; 21.1 -4, 9, and it is also the site of a significant mom 
related to Solomon in 1 Kgs. 3.4 -5; 9.2 // 2 Chron. 1.3, 13 (cf. 1 Chron. 16.39; 21.29). 
Based on these passages, and following Wellhausen116, some argue that Saul's home was 
really Gibeon rather than Gibeah.117 However, P. M. Arnold argues against a historical 
association of Saul with Gibeon118, and Walters points out that Saul is the only person in 
the Chronicler's genealogies unlinked to one of Jacob's twelve sons. He is connected 
instead with Gibeon, a city which typifies Canaanite religious and political traditions. He 
is therefore unsuitable to be king, and the future belongs to David and a revived Davidic 
113 Milgrom 1989: 392, citing Levenson 1978, suggests that the magnification of Caleb in the early 
tradition (Numbers, Joshua -Judges) reflects and legitimates David's coronation in Hebron (the home of the 
Calebites) as king of Judah. 
14 Gibeah occurs elsewhere in 2 Sam. 2.24 -25; 6.3 -4; 23.29. See 3.1.2.3. 
115 Geba occurs elsewhere in 2 Sam. 5.25. See 3.1.2.3. 
116 Wellhausen 1871: 209. 
17 Ahlström 1984; Blenkinsopp 1969, 1972, 1974; Demsky 1973; Edelman 1984, 1988, 1991, 1992, 
2001, 2003; Schunck 1963; van der Toorn 1993. 
118 P. M. Arnold 1990. 
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state.119 Consequently, the association of Saul with Gibeon in Chronicles is merely a 
literary construct.120 Whatever the case may be, it is sufficient to observe that MT Samuel 
repeatedly links Saul to rvna and occasionally to vna but never to ilDna. As for the 
association of Saul with Gibeah and Geba, both locations were essentially synonymous 
geographically, and the similar orthography has resulted in confusion in the literature as 
illustrated in Judges 20 and 1 Samuel 13- 14.121 Is there further significance in the link 
between Saul and Gibeah? Some argue that Samuel's story about Saul should be read in 
light of the story of the Levite and his concubine in Judges 19 -20 (and then in light of 
Genesis 19) which entails a hidden anti -Saul polemic.122 
(5) Saul in the Writings (outside Chronicles). Amit and Brettler suggest that the 
introduction of Mordecai as the 'son of Jair son of Shimei son of Kish, a Benjaminite' in 
Esth. 2.5 reflects positively on Saul, whose descendant is the hero of the story.123 
Ackroyd, Brettler and Flanagan think the preservation of the genealogy of Saul in 1 
Chron. 8.29 -40 and 9.35 -44 makes a similar point.124 Finally, Brettler suggests that Isa. 
55.3 and indeed Deutero- Isaiah as a whole should remind us that not everyone in exilic 
and post -exilic Israel had messianic expectations of the house of David.125 
(6) Saul in post -biblical literature. Brettler traces the pro -Saul ideology described 
above into post -biblical literature.126 
119 Gibeon is significant elsewhere only in Joshua 9 -10, where the Gibeonites are disparaged. 
129 Walters 1991. 
121 P. M. Arnold 1990, 1992a, 1992b, 1992c; Demsky 1973; Langston 1998: 83 -92; J. M. Miller 1975. 
P. M. Arnold argues that once Gibeah fell under Judean political control and linguistic influence, its name 
changed from Gibeah to Geba. 
122 Amit 1994, 1999, 2000, 2003; Brett ler 1989, 2002; Jüngling 1981; Lasine 1984; O'Connell 1996. 
Dragga 1987 builds his case for the failure of Saul on the list of judges mentioned in 1 Samuel 11. 
123 Amit 2000: 185; Brett ler 1995: 110. This view is also argued in Abramsky 1983, 1984. 
124 Ackroyd 1973: 42; Brett ler 1989: 423 -425; 1992a: 106; 1992c: 689; 1995: 110; Flanagan 1982: 25; 
1983: 366. Williamson 1982: 93 rejects this view. Flanagan 1988: 343 -347 gives genealogical charts of the 
Davidic and Saulide lines. 
125 Brett ler 1995: 110, who cites Eissfeldt 1962. 
126 Brett ler 1995: 110 -111. 
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This survey shows that a pro -David/anti -Saul polemic lies behind all of Samuel, 
figures in Judges, which serves as a preface to Samuel, moves beyond these compositions 
into the Writings, and continues in post -biblical literature. Furthermore, Brettler and 
others show that an anti -David/pro -Saul polemic is recognisable in more restricted 
portions of biblical and post -biblical literature.127 It is reasonable to conclude that '(house 
of) David versus (house of) Saul' and/or 'Judah versus Benjamin' were important motifs in 
the exilic, post -exilic and post -biblical chapters of Israelite literature and history, long 
after a hypothetical tenth century BCE setting for the historical figures. The existence of 
this ideological battle in ancient Israel is undeniable, although its full range and dynamics 
are not entirely clear.128 A major goal of this thesis is to demonstrate that many details in 
the story of the ark in MT 2 Samuel 6 are related to the aforementioned pro- David/anti- 
Saul polemic. Most believe this polemic is elevated in Chronicles vis -à -vis 2 Samuel 6, 
with the exception of 2 Sam. 6.16, 20b -23, by the insertion of 1 Chron. 13.3 and the 
retention of 15.29. However, it has gone unnoticed that many details outside the Michal 
material in MT 2 Samuel 6 are secondary and aimed at advancing the contrast between 
King David and Saul. 
127 It is likely that a systematic study of this topic will locate additional examples of the vitality of 
'(house of) David versus (house of) Saul' and/or 'Judah versus Benjamin' in biblical and post -biblical 
literature, such as the Apocrypha, Pseudepigripha, Dead Sea Scrolls, Josephus, Targumim, Mishnah, 
Tosefta, Talmud and Midrashim. 
128 Scholarship is gradually revealing the importance of the region of Benjamin in the Babylonian and 
Persian periods, which may provide an historical basis for the composition and/or revision of many biblical 
texts. On the archaeology and history of Benjamin in these periods see Lipschits 1999; Stern 2001: 321- 
323, 431 -434; Zorn 1997. On biblical literature see Amit 2000: 184 -188; 2003; Edelman 2001, 2003. Also 
see the helpful discussion in Langston 1998. He examines Benjaminite cult sites, designated by rite :, ruma or 
rm, and concludes with a helpful discussion of cultic and political implications of Benjamin's cultic 
prominence (180 -200). His comments on David's transfer of the ark in 2 Samuel 6 are pertinent. In his 
view, '[t]he account serves to symbolize the divine rejection of Benjaminite cultic leadership in favor of 
Levitical control', and the figure of Michal functions as a symbol of Benjamin (192 -194). He concludes his 
book saying: 'Perhaps during the time of the exile and the early days of the restoration, rumblings of support 
for the Benjaminites had resumed, thereby necessitating a re- affirmation of the Levites and David. If so, the 
conflict between Levi and Benjamin had re- surfaced'. 
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2.2 Diachronic Approach: Discerning Literary Layers in Stories about David and 
Saul 
Scholars use the following criteria for discerning sources and editorial layers in 
Samuel and the DH. 
Oppositions: contradictions, inconsistencies or incongruities, tensions in a 
passage or between passages. 
Variations: in style, grammar, vocabulary (e.g., divine appellation), 
perspective or viewpoint, that is, ideology or religious outlook (e.g., prophetic, 
legal, cultic). 
Repetitions: conflations or duplications of words, phrases or passages; 
includes terminology such as doublet, duplicate, double reading, double 
narrative, lectio duplex, conflate reading, alternative reading, synonymous 
reading, recapitulation, resumptive repetition, repetición de engarce, reprise, 
Wiederaufnahme, etc. 
Insertions: abrupt interruptions and explanations (e.g., explanatory glosses) 
which disrupt the logic, flow, and continuity of a narrative. 
Comparisons: noticeable differences in the compilation and redaction of 
parallel accounts (e.g., Samuel -Kings // Chronicles). 
The ensuing remarks are not comprehensive. 
First, it is well known that the application of these criteria has resulted in diverse 
and perhaps irreconcilable views concerning the literary makeup of Samue1129 and the 
compositional layers of the DH.13° This is illustrated by a comparison of the views held 
by adherents to the 'Göttingen School' with the views held by advocates of the 'Harvard 
School'. 
Second, the aforementioned situation results from scholars' dependence on 
subjective criteria for the demarcation of literary layers, namely, the discernment of 
different themes, interests or perspectives, both positive and negative. For example, the 
division between positive and negative, pro- and anti -, prophetic and nomistic, judgment 
and blessing, and so on, depends heavily on the conceptualisation of the interpreter; also, 
129 McCarter 1994. 
130 McKenzie 1992. 
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the contrasted ideas are not necessarily mutually exclusive in a single literary stratum. 
The philologist ought not to maximize for his text an expectation of consistency and 
unflawed esthetics'.131 
Third, practitioners of 'new literary criticism' or 'narrative criticism' have produced 
many synchronic or holistic or final -form readings of biblical texts. These scholars, due to 
dogmatic or pragmatic reasons, reject the diachronic approach and the above criteria for 
discerning sources and editorial layers. The outcome is the 'disappearing redactor' 
phenomenon.132 
Fourth, the gap between adherents to the diachronic and synchronic approaches 
and methodologies continues to increase.133 Some respond to this impasse by reassessing, 
reaffirming and sometimes modifying source- and redaction -critical methodologies. This 
is illustrated in investigations which find analogies or models in non -biblical literature for 
diachrony in biblical texts.134 Others focus on the usefulness of uniting the diachronic and 
synchronic approaches.135 For example, Auld and Conroy affirm the diachronic and 
synchronic approaches and argue that textual criticism can serve as a pivot -point between 
them.136 This tactic is promising. The versional evidence substantiates the validity of the 
diachronic approach -there are earlier and later forms of biblical texts and editions of 
biblical stories -and scholars can use this evidence to discern literary origins and 
developments -developments in the versions whose special features, and the reasons for 
them, may be perceived and appreciated through holistic or final -form readings. 
131 Tsevat 1980: 203. 
132 
J. Barton 1984: 57; cf. 56 -58. 
133 Gillingham 1998; Haynes and McKenzie 1993. 
134 Kaufman 1982; Tigay 1975, 1985; Tertel 1994. 
135 De Moor 1995. Borges 1989 and Talstra 1993 make complementary use of synchronic and 
diachronic methods. 
136 Auld 1996: 167; 1999a: 126; Conroy 1996: 218. 
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2.3 Textual- Exegetical Approach: Combining Textual and Literary Criticism in an 
Analysis of the Stories about David and Saul 
2.3.1 Rise, Decline, Rebirth 
Goshen -Gottstein's classic essay 'The Textual Criticism of the Old Testament: 
Rise, Decline, Rebirth' (1983) chronicles the place of textual criticism in biblical studies 
over a period of five centuries. His survey begins in the sixteenth century, when textual 
criticism formed the background of the critical -exegetical endeavour. However, he then 
shows that beginning in the late eighteenth century the undertaking of large research and 
publication projects, such as Kennicott's collations, led to sub -specialisation, with the 
result that textual criticism became slowly divorced from other fields of critical inquiry. 
There were occasional exceptions during this period, such as Cornill's Das Buch des 
Propheten Ezechiel (1886), de Lagarde's Anmerkungen zur griechischen Übersetzung der 
Proverbien (1863), and Wellhausen's Der Text der Bücher Samuelis untersucht (1871). 
Nevertheless, the time around 1950 signifies for Goshen -Gottstein the beginning of what 
may be looked upon as a new stage in the history of textual criticism.137 Since the 
discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls, a handful of scholars has returned to text -critical 
exegesis or the textual- exegetical endeavour. 
Trebolle Barrera is a key figure among those taking this approach to biblical 
literature.138 Auld is another.139 In a much briefer and more focused historical sketch than 
Goshen -Gottstein's, Trebolle Barrera describes the role of textual criticism in 
137 Also Cross 1995: 183. 
138 He develops a textual- exegetical methodology in three monographs on Samuel and Kings: Trebolle 
Barrera 1980: 1 -44, esp. 27 -44; 1984b: 89 -97; 1989a: 13 -39. Unfortunately, most are unfamiliar with these 
major contributions. Shorter applications of his methodology are Trebolle Barrera 1982, 1984a, 1998: 381- 
387. Additional contributions related to the history of redaction of passages in Samuel are Trebolle Barrera 
1979, 1981, 1989b, 1990. Trebolle Barrera 1986a interacts with McCarter and Trebolle Barrera 1986b with 
Barthélemy and Pisano. 
139 Other significant names in this regard are Barthélemy, Bogaert, Cross, Fernández Marcos, Floss, 
Gooding, Knoppers, van der Kooij, Lust, McKenzie, Person, Pisano, Rofé, Rösel, Schenker, Stipp, Talmon, 
Z. Talshir, Tov and Ulrich. 
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investigations of the DH since Noth's Überlieferungsgeschichtliche Studien (1943) and he 
describes an alternative approach to the evidence. 
Research on the books of Kings has been dominated in these last decades 
by the work of M. Noth on the Deuteronomistic redaction. His masterpiece 
opened up new paths and proposed new models of research. After every 
masterpiece, however, research sooner or later becomes 'scholasticized' and 
confines itself tamely to the lines traced by the master. Furthermore, the impact of 
a masterpiece tends either to marginalize earlier paths of research or to close them 
off entirely. Thus in the work of Noth and his disciples very little importance has 
been given to the contributions to be drawn from the versions (esp. the LXX and 
the VL) for recension history and text history of the books of the Bible. In the 
books of Kings these versions offer many important variant readings with respect 
to the MT. Noth's work in 1943 coincided with a generalized 'return to the MT' 
movement. At that time the Greek version came to be considered mostly as a 
targum or as a midrashic paraphrase of the Hebrew. J. W. Wevers at mid -century 
and more recently D. W. Gooding and R. P. Gordon developed this line of 
research by studying the 'principles of exegesis' underlying the Greek version of 
Kings and the midrashic elements it contains. 
If the early decades of this century were characterized by both the use and 
abuse of conjecturally restoring the 'primitive text' (Urtext) by choosing among 
the many variants found in the versions, these last decades have seen the 
analogous abuse of conjecturing, on literary grounds, what was the 'primitive 
form' (Urform), and this on the basis of the Massoretic text alone. Consequently, if 
on the one hand the history of the tradition and redaction of Kings (10th -5th 
century BC) now appears excessively complicated, on the other hand we are 
content with a very simple history of the transmission of the text. In the long span 
stretching from the 5th century BC up to the medieval Massoretes, it is currently 
assumed that there existed but a simple and direct line of textual transmission in 
the Hebrew (Noth); the variants of the versions are considered to be merely 
tendentious deviations from a uniform Hebrew text. 
The study of the biblical MSS of Qumran, in particular of 4QSama'b'`, has 
facilitated a new understanding of the parallel history and parallel evolution of the 
Hebrew and Greek texts of Samuel- Kings. This new knowledge creates the need 
for an interdisciplinary dialogue between the practitioners of redaction history 
(Noth and his school) and those of the study of the transmission and recension of 
the text (e.g., W. F. Albright, F. M. Cross, D. Barthélemy, etc.). 
In such a dialogue it will be accepted that many of the variants in the 
versions do not represent isolated phenomena or occasional acts of negligence on 
the part of the translators and /or copyists. Rather, they represent complete patterns 
all their own which correspond to different types of text that once existed in the 
Hebrew tradition. It will also be accepted that the plurality of textual types can 
even reflect different stages in the earlier process of the redaction and editing of 
the text.140 
140 Trebolle Barrera 1982: 12 -13. 
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The keystone of his methodology is the use of text -critical controls on redactional 
arguments in the DH, for the reason that 
methodologically speaking ... an argument based on the formal aspects of a given 
text should take precedence over an argument based on its possible 'tendencies'. It 
also comes first in order as one applies the several critical methods. Tendenzkritik 
is very much exposed to the fantasies and the biases of each exegete.141 
Auld and Person make similar claims.142 Formal or external evidence /criteria are 
objectively superior to non formal or internal evidence /criteria for discerning diachronic 
developments in biblical texts. The analysis of biblical texts should not end here, but this 
is the best departure point. The following sections elaborate on the underpinnings and 
tactics of the textual- exegetical endeavour. 
2.3.2 Concepts and Methodology 
2.3.2.1 From Pluriformity to Uniformity 
The text of the Bible did not change substantially during the Talmudic and 
Masoretic periods of activity: authoritative readings were chosen and annotated in cases 
of variants; attempts were made to implement a unitary orthography; and signs for 
vocalisation and accentuation were added. However, textual fluidity and pluriformity 
characterised the Bible prior to the end of the first or early in the second century CE. 
These phenomena have analogies in other ancient literature, and they are corroborated by: 
Repetitions of words, phrases, passages and books (Samuel -Kings // 
Chronicles) in the received text and other versions of the Bible, which may 
also point toward conflicting literary and historical traditions.143 See 2.2. 
Small and large scale variations from the received text in the Samaritan 
Pentateuch, the Dead Sea Scrolls, the versions of the Septuagint, and 
elsewhere. Discussions of double and successive literary editions will follow. 
141 Trebolle Barrera 1982: 25. 
142 Auld 1993: 5 -6; Person 2002: 17 -24. 
143 Nahkola 2001; Trebolle Barrera 1992a. 
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 Variations from the received text in extra -biblical citations, in the Apocrypha, 
Pseudepigrapha, New Testament, and rabbinic and patristic literature. 
Origen's description and treatment of disagreements between biblical texts and 
attempts by him and others to bring the Septuagint in line with the received 
text. 
Rabbinic traditions about textual disorder and the activities of the sopherim 
('the authorised revisers of the text'144) and the Masoretes. 
The concepts of textual fluidity and pluriformity are self -evident and now widely 
embraced.145 Among others, Barthélemy, Childs, Cross, Goshen -Gottstein, Sanders, 
Skehan, Talmon, Tov, Trebolle Barrera, and Ulrich, have published widely on these 
topics.146 For example, Ulrich says 'The Scriptures were pluriform (as were Judaism and 
Christianity) until at least 70 C.E., probably until 100, and quite possibly as late as 135 or 
beyond'.147 It was not until then that the rabbis selected one text ('the proto -MT') from 
among several alternative texts of each book of the Bible, and established it as the 
normative or authoritative text of that book ('the textus receptus'), thus eliminating variant 
lines of tradition in normative Judaism. The Bible was pluriform by process; it was made 
uniform by selection. 
The four hundred year 'pre- stabilisation phase' (ca. 300 BCE -100 CE) was a 
period of productive (not just reproductive) work by scribes and editors, during which 
many intentional (not just unintentional) changes were made. The biblical texts and 
144 Ginsburg 1897: 307. 
145 First, Sanders 1992: 848 points out that there is a pervasive tendency to deny these phenomena 
within Jewish and Christian religious communities and confessional groups. This trend is related to beliefs 
about the inerrancy and infallibility of the sacred text and, in this writer's opinion, is deeply embedded in 
the psychological preference for the 'comfort and simplicity' of the received text over the 'discomfort and 
complexity' of varied and competing texts. Brotzman 1994: 17 -24 is an illustration. Second, Knoppers 
2000: 126 makes the point that 'The differences between these various textual witnesses suggest a certain 
instability and history of development within the text before the Common Era. In short, ignoring or defying 
evidence for diachronic development in the Deuteronomistic History can lead to superficial or forced 
arguments for synchronic unity'. 
146 The sole attempt to refute this position is van der Woude 1992 (cf. 1995), and van der Kooij 2002 
adds his support. Their arguments are significant, but insufficient to rebut the consensus view (Ulrich 2002; 
cf. Lim 2001). 
147 Ulrich 1999: 31. 
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stories were fluid and pluriform, changing and growing continually, dynamically and 
organically.148 The 'transformation' of biblical texts and stories is discussed below. 
Prior to the twentieth century mid -point scholars affirmed, to some extent, the 
fluidity and pluriformity of 'the biblical text'. In addition, they recognised the likelihood 
of variant editions in Hebrew of some biblical books. The discovery of biblical scrolls 
beginning in 1947 in the region of the Dead Sea transformed scholarly opinion on both 
issues. In its 'pre -stabilisation phase' the biblical text(s) was far more fluid and pluriform 
then previously imagined, and the possibility of variant editions of biblical books in 
Hebrew was made reality. Scholars must now contend with 'an array of variant literary 
editions of virtually all the books of the scriptures'.149 These facts call for the complete 
rewriting of the history of development of the biblical 'text'. 
This is not the place to present and critique the principal views on the history of 
development of the biblical 'text'. In short, Cross argues for a theory of local texts, 
Talmon argues for a theory of multiple pristine editions, Tov argues for a theory of 
textual variety, and Ulrich argues for a theory of successive literary editions.' 
5° Most 
scholars find Cross' local texts theory unsatisfactory since the extant textforms and textual 
phenomena cannot be exclusively situated in a Palestinian, Egyptian or Babylonian 
setting. In this writer's view, Ulrich's theory of successive literary editions provides an 
accommodating framework for investigating textual and literary developments within 
particular books of the Bible.151 He describes the theory this way: 
The heart of the theory is that the main lines in the picture of the history of the 
biblical text are formed by the deliberate activity of a series of creative scribes 
who, one after another in different eras for different reasons, produced the new 
literary editions of the books (or passages) of the Bible. ... The fundamental 
principle guiding this proposal is that the Scriptures, from shadowy beginnings to 
148 Lim 1997: 95; Saebrr 1998: 46; Trebolle Barrera 1980: 371; Wörthwein 1979: 108, 110. 
149 Ulrich 2000: 128. 
150 VanderKam and Flint 2002: 140 -147 is a recent 'non-partisan' survey. 
151 Ulrich 1999 collects many relevant essays. 
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the final, perhaps abrupt, freezing point of the Masoretic tradition, arose and 
evolved through a process of organic development. The major lines of that 
development are characterized by the intentional, creative work of authors or 
tradents who produced new, revised editions of the traditional form of a book or 
passage. New Zeitgeisten or events, new problems or possibilities, were probably 
the catalysts for new such editions. This happened repeatedly for all books of the 
Bible, from the earliest formulations of their sources, until the threats to the 
continued life of Judaism itself -the Roman destruction and the Christian crisis in 
the late first or early second century CE- probably brought the process of 
development to an abrupt cutoff.152 
Ulrich also describes three steps for studying these variant literary editions. ' 53 
The new theories regarding the developmental history of the biblical 'text' force 
the reconsideration of the concept of 'the original text' and of the goal of textual criticism. 
First, was there a single exemplar or archetype or prototype or Ur -text of each book of the 
Bible? It is not an overstatement to say that most follow de Lagarde's belief in the 
existence of 'the original text' of each biblical book. Scholars such as Greenberg and 
Talmon, who think in terms of parallel or divergent or irreducible pristine texts, are few 
in number. Nevertheless, the search for 'the original text' depends in large part on how 
one defines the phrase. Ulrich gives eight possible meanings, ranging from 'the original 
text" of the source incorporated by an early author or tradent', to "'the original text" as the 
original or superior form of the MT ...', to 'the original text" as fully attested in extant 
manuscript witnesses'.154 What stage in the development of a given biblical book should 
be called 'the original text'? This writer doubts that a single exemplar or archetype or 
prototype or Ur -text of any biblical book is recoverable. The evidence suggests that the 
biblical texts and stories were fluid and pluriform, changing and growing continually, 
dynamically and organically, and this diachronic complexity makes the question of 'the 
original text' unanswerable. Second, what then is the aim of textual criticism? This issue 
is discussed in all handbooks on textual criticism. For example, Tov believes the text- 
152 Ulrich 1998a: 83. 
153 E.g., Ulrich 2000: 128. 
154 Ulrich 1999: 12 -16. 
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critic seeks the 'completed literary composition which had already passed through several 
written stages and which stood at the beginning of the process of textual transmission'.155 
However, if Ulrich is correct, the 'end of the process of the composition of a biblical 
book' was nothing more than the 'abrupt interruption of the composition process for 
external, hostile reasons (the Roman threat or the Rabbinic -Christian debates)'. In view of 
these dilemmas, the principal text -critical aim in this thesis is the detection of earlier and 
later forms of biblical texts or stories, or to state it differently, the discovery of earlier and 
later stages in their editorial histories.156 
Finally, the explanation promised in 1.3.3 for the relative homogeneity of the 
textual traditions of Chronicles in comparison with Samuel (and Kings) follows. The 
book of Chronicles has held an inferior position in the annals of Jewish and Christian 
scholarly activity from the earliest times to the present day.157 This marginalised doublet 
was /is considered a contradictory repetition and/or supplement marked by less 
importance, reliability and authority, and worthy of less attention and use, than its 
counterparts in the Former Prophets. The evidence indicates that the book was studied, 
revised, transmitted, and copied differently and less frequently than the books of Samuel 
and Kings. Consequently, the textual fluidity and pluriformity evident in the early 
versions of Samuel and Kings are uncharacteristic of the early versions of Chronicles. In 
short, the disarray in Samuel's textual traditions is the consequence of systematic revision, 
whereas the state of Chronicles' textual traditions is the result of regular disinterest and 
neglect.1 5s 
155 Tov 2001: 17 -18, 177 -180, 287 -291. 
156 Compare Rofé 1997: 402. 
157 Ben Zvi 1988; Japhet 1999; Kalimi 1998; cf. Trebolle Barrera 2000c. 
158 Ackroyd 1973: 42; Curtis and Madsen 1910: 36; Wörthwein 1979: 18. 
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2.3.2.2 Concept of a Rolling Corpus 
The fluid and pluriform appearance of biblical texts and stories in the period of the 
Second Temple suggests that they developed gradually over a substantial period of time 
under the guidance of successive individuals or groups. Three helpful models for 
understanding this process are McKane's rolling corpus, Toy's and Ulrich's literary layers, 
and Fishbane's inner- biblical exegesis. The idea of a rolling corpus, or revision by 
supplementation, is not new to biblical studies and it is not unique to McKane. However, 
McKane develops and illustrates the concept at length in his analysis of Jeremiah. His 
point of departure is the radically different versions of Jeremiah preserved in the longer 
MT and 4QJera over against the shorter LXX and 4QJerb. 
Is Sept. a witness to a different and shorter text than MT, or is there only one 
Hebrew text to be recovered (MT) from which Sept. is derived by processes of 
abridgement and modification? I have concluded that Sept. gives us access to a 
Hebrew text which is shorter than MT, and so enables us to identify expansions of 
the Hebrew text in the period which lies between the Hebrew Vorlage of Sept. and 
MT. This is a conclusion which is not free from assumptions, but, even so, there is 
no firmer method than this and none which is so disciplined by objective control, 
and it is the right point of departure for the examination of the concept of a rolling 
corpus. There is a proximity to the facts which no other method possesses: the 
examination of extant texts and the observing of differences between them. The 
intention is not to assert that a higher criticism should never override these 
indications, or be pursued when it contradicts them, but its procedures are 
necessarily more speculative and are not controlled by such hard evidence. One 
should require a particularly sharp argument before assenting to a speculative kind 
of criticism which contradicts the indications of a more solid, textual evidence.'59 
From here McKane adopts the concepts of 'kernel idea' and 'reservoir idea' from 
Holladay, Hyatt, and Thiel, and argues that a substantial portion (much of it prose) of MT 
Jeremiah was triggered or generated from the pre- existing text or part of it (much of it 
poetry). The book was handled, transmitted, and repeatedly recast through a process of 
interpretation and supplementation. 'In general, the theory is bound up with the persuasion 
159 McKane 1986: I, 1-li; cf. 1-lxxxiii; cf. 1999. 
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that the rolling corpus "rolled" over a long period of time and was still rolling in the post - 
exilic period'.' 60 
McKane's rolling corpus is a helpful model which has been insufficiently explored 
in relation to the Former Prophets. This is largely due to the history of research on 
Joshua - Kings. However, with reference to Samuel the current research trend is to move 
from sources to composition, and therefore it may be suggested that the rolling corpus is a 
good model for the developmental process. Auld explores 'the revision by 
supplementation of a common inherited text' in Samuel -Kings and Chronicles161, and 
elsewhere he argues that the earlier royal stories in these books were the classics on 
which later biblical authors of Genesis -Judges drew for their language, expressions, 
themes, situations, histories and stories.162 In more focused contributions, Auld and Ho 
argue that the longer story in MT 1 Samuel 17 -18 was revised by means of 
supplementation from a shorter one similar to LXXB 1 Samuel 17 -18. Their conclusion is 
that 
All the major MT pluses can be explained when they are read side by side with the 
characterization of Saul in 1 Samuel 9 -10. ... Our hypothesis is that all these 
points about David (i.e. most of the MT pluses) are supplements, modelled by a 
redactor upon the story of Saul with the purpose of contrasting David and Sau1.163 
This thesis argues that the process and intent of the revision in MT 1 Samuel 17 -18 are 
observable in MT 2 Samuel 6. 
2.3.2.3 Concept of Literary Layers 
Ulrich's third step for studying variant literary editions is: 'the individual textual 
variants should be studied as a group, to see whether a significant number of them might 
160 McKane 1986: I, lxxxiii. 
161 Auld 1994. 
162 Auld 1998. 
163 Auld and Ho 1992: 38; cf. Auld 2004b. 
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display an intentional, systematic pattern'. Toy makes similar comments on 
interpolations.164 With respect to Samuel, Toy says: 
More importantly, if limited recensional differences are recognized within a 
certain book, such as in 1 Samuel 16 -18, the complete book, in this case Samuel, 
is likely to reflect such features elsewhere, including in small details ...16' 
Toy makes a similar claim for 1 Samuel 1 -2: 
If different editions of the Song of Hannah are assumed, evidence for them should 
also be visible in other chapters in the book of Samue1.166 
This writer, like Toy, recognises the difficulty in deciding whether or not a difference in a 
small detail is part of 'a more extensive stratum of changes' or 'an overall recensional 
layer'. Nevertheless, this thesis argues that many of the textual manipulations in the 
received text which are suggested by the totality of the versional evidence are intentional 
and connected, and represent a literary layer in the compositional process. More 
specifically, many adjustments in MT 2 Samuel 6 are connected to the language of stories 
in 1 Samuel sharing the theme 'Davidic displacement of the Saulide dynasty'. Having said 
this, however, it is not clear whether these adjustments were carried out at one time by a 
single individual, or group, or whether they represent the cumulative efforts of numerous 
individuals or groups over a substantial period of time. The latter seems more probable. 
This is reasonable since, as stated above, '(house of) David versus (house of) Saul' and /or 
'Judah versus Benjamin' were important motifs in the exilic, post -exilic and post -biblical 
chapters of Israelite literature and history, long after a hypothetical tenth century BCE 
setting for the historical figures. 
164 Toy 1999: 68 -69; c£ the discussions of literary layers in Toy 1997a: 238, 242, 261 -263; 2001: 347- 
350. 
165 Toy 1997a: 242. 
166 Toy 1999: 434. 
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2.3.2.4 Concept of Inner -Biblical Exegesis 
Scholars have long recognised that there are a variety of relationships between 
passages and books in the Bible, and they have sought to explain the origin and nature of 
the developments which led to these resemblances. The label 'midrash' in particular has 
been applied by many not only to the relationship of Chronicles to Samuel -Kings or of 
Deuteronomy to Exodus but also to other textual associations and interactions in the 
Bible. The label itself may be appropriate insofar as similar patterns of activity are 
observable in biblical and post -biblical literature; and indeed many think the origin of 
midrash proper is already visible in the Hebrew Bible.167 Lim takes up these issues, 
discussing the origins and emergence of midrash in relation to Hebrew Bible.168 'Midrash' 
or 'midrashic', however, is only one pair of terms among many which scholars use for the 
variety of relationships between biblical passages and books and for editorial or scribal 
activities within these. For example, on one hand, biblical or textual, or inner -, inter- or 
intra- biblical or textual, and on the other hand, terms such as exegesis, commentary, 
interpretation, editing, revision, redaction or dialogue, are frequently joined to form such 
phrases as 'biblical exegesis' or 'inner- biblical interpretation' or 'inter -textual dialogue' and 
so on. There are a variety of perspectives on these phenomena, and scholars do not agree 
on a single label for all of them. This is due to the complexity of the relationships 
between the passages and books and to the diversity of scribal and editorial activities 
within them. 
In recent years a number of scholars have written extensively on 'midrash' within 
Bible. From the United States, the obvious examples are Childs and Sanders, and a group 
of closely associated scholars, Sarna (who coined 'inner- biblical exegesis'), Fishbane, 
Brettler, Levinson and Sommers. Several Israelis have written extensively on this topic, 
167 For general discussion see Neusner 1987; Porton 1992. 
168 Lim 2004. 
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such as Seeligmann, Rofé and Zakovitch. A lesser known example, but no less prolific, 
who routinely talks in terms of 'Vorlage versus Targum' and 'Historia o Midrás', and with 
reference to Samuel -Kings too, is Trebolle Barrera. Fishbane gave us the classic 
treatment.169 In his compendium of exegetical insights he analyses hundreds of cases in 
which earlier biblical texts or traditions are taken up in later texts for authoritative 
reference, clarification, reinterpretation, and the like. Individual cases can be disputed, 
and the direction of movement is not always obvious, but Fishbane certainly demonstrates 
the growing and self -referential character of biblical literature. 
The concepts of pluriformity, a rolling corpus, literary layers, and inner- biblical 
exegesis, combine to result in a serious difficulty: How can one distinguish between 
authors, editors and scribes? Who did what and how can we know? Who is the author, 
composer or writer? Who is the editor, redactor or reviser? Is an editor who gathers 
material a compiler, one who expands an augmenter or supplementer, and one who 
explains a glossator or interpreter? At what point does the role of author and editor cease 
and the role of scribe, copier, copyist or transmitter begin? The current evidence from the 
period of the Second Temple renders the distinction between these 'occupations' and 
'practices' virtually impossible.170 
Ancient authors, editors and scribes used a variety of editorial or exegetical 
procedures. Peckham summarises these techniques, or marks or signs, under the headings 
'repetition' and 'reversion'.171 Repetition may be resumptive or proleptic. Lexical 
repetition involves a catchword (a key word or phrase, 'Buber's leading word'), allusion or 
citation, a formula, or an adjacent term or phrase ( Wiederaufnahme, synonymous /parallel 
word pair). Grammatical repetition involves a deictic marker, typically ,, 17.7N, 
169 Fishbane 1985. 
170 Fishbane 1985: 85 (and frequently), 543; Talmon 1975: 380 -381; Tov 1999: 434. 
171 Peckham 1995; cf. Fishbane 1985: 23 -65; throughout Levinson 1997. 
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('namely'), nr ('this [means]'), tin or x'r: ('it is'), or x'rfrr nay. Structural repetition involves 
an inclusio or chiasm, such as 'Seidel's law' (abcdXd'c'b'a', where X is the contextually 
disruptive element). Reversion 'consists in a literarily unmotivated or grammatically 
irregular change of person, number, or gender combined with some repetition that, 
besides modifying the adjacent text, signals a connection between it and a prior or later 
non -contiguous context'. Unmarked editing is uncommon since as a rule 'writers and 
editors' wish to deliberately and clearly mark off their additions from the original. At the 
very least, their activity is marked by simple repetition or redundancy, which seems to be 
more than the product of accident or formal style.172 
Lexical repetition is an editorial technique encountered in a number of cases in 2 
Samuel 6 // 1 Chronicles 13, 15 -16. Alter discusses this phenomenon in a chapter on 
techniques of repetition and then again in the conclusion to the book.173 Simply stated, 'A 
Leitwort is a word or a word -root that recurs significantly in a text, in a continuum of 
texts, or in a configuration of texts ... 1.174 An article by Amit is entirely dedicated to the 
phenomenon of 'Buber's leading word': 
In sum, the leading word is a linguistic expression repeated in identical or similar 
fashion in a text or a number of texts in a way that calls attention to the needs of 
strengthening messages in a text or to the relations among texts. Recognition of 
the fact that the biblical text has been transmitted over generations, and that, in 
any case, change and additions, deletions and adaptations, were made in it, raises 
the possibility that whoever was responsible for the appearance of the leading 
word is not necessarily the original author of the text. An assumption of this kind 
leaves room for the intervention of an editor or a highly resourceful adapter, who 
took the trouble of weaving into the text adaptations that suited his purposes.175 
It is shown in the analysis of 2 Samuel 6 // 1 Chronicles 13, 15 -16 that particular words 
in MT 2 Samuel 6 seek to link acts of David in this passage to those of other characters in 
other passages ('word linkage'). 
172 This remains true in spite of occasional criticisms, e.g., B. O. Long 1987; Quick 1993. 
173 Alter 1981: 88 -113, 179 -180. 
14 Alter 1981: 93. 
us Amit 1989: 109 -110. 
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The last issue in this discussion of inner- biblical exegesis is that of methodical 
versus arbitrary adjustments in biblical texts. Ulrich and Tov suggest that individual 
variants which initially appear random may actually display a systematic pattern which 
can be recognised as a literary layer (2.3.2.1, 2.3.2.3). It is clear that ancient 'participants' 
in the composition and transmission of biblical texts were partisan in their tactics and 
objectives. This writer affirms that 'the study of any text must include a clear sense of its 
revisionary target'.176 Conversely, major and minor alterations in biblical texts 
accumulated over substantial periods of time, and it is entirely uncertain how many 
individuals or groups of individuals intervened in any particular passage or book. This 
may have caused numerous disconnected adjustments. Person makes a case for the 
complex interplay between oral and written processes in the transmission of biblical 
literature. Rather than slavishly copying their texts word for word, scribes preserved the 
traditions with an oral mind set, thus generating variety and fluidity in their productions. 
In contrast to mere copyists, they were performers, allowing for variations as they did 
their work. What we perceive to be textual variants are rather the products of scribes who 
were faithful in their work of copying for communities of an oral culture.177 The present 
thesis shows that many specific readings in MT 2 Samuel 6 are united in their affirmation 
of several related revisionary targets, namely, apology of Davidic kingship and apology 
of Davidic and Yahwistic character. Another significant theme in this material is cultic 
practice. Nevertheless, it is impossible to know precisely who or what groups are 
responsible for these adjustments and at what points in time they were made. 
176 Levinson 1997: 156. 
177 Person 1998, 1999, 2002: 83 -101. 
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2.3.2.5 Principles of Textual Criticism 
The writer accepts the standard text -critical procedures. Preference is given to 
mechanical or unintentional error rather than intentional alteration (when the former is 
justifiably probable)178 and to internal rather than external criteria.179 No a priori 
preference is given to any version of the story of David's ark transfer. All versions must 
be considered equally. None has a monopoly on 'earlier' readings. The evidence does not 
permit the assumption that Hebrew witnesses should be valued more highly than Greek 
witnesses to a Hebrew original. The uncritical acceptance of the MT in any particular 
instance may be tantamount to the emendation of an 'earlier' reading found elsewhere to a 
'later' one found in the MT. With reference to the Septuagint, each manuscript, book and 
tradition must be individually examined in order to ascertain translation techniques and 
scribal tendencies. The personalities of the witnesses and the patterns of relationships 
must be kept in mind.180 These standards are followed insofar as it is possible and 
necessary within the parameters of this thesis. Driver, following de Lagarde, makes these 
points in his discussion of 'the original text of the LXX': 
If a verse or part of a verse appears in both a free and a slavishly literal translation, 
the former is to be counted the genuine rendering. 
If two readings co- exist, of which one expresses the Massoretic text, while the 
other can only be explained from a text deviating from it, the latter is to be 
regarded as the original. 
[These] canons formulate the principle for estimating double renderings in the 
same MS., or alternative renderings in different MSS., and derive their 
justification from the fact that the general method followed by later revisers and 
correctors was that of assimilating the renderings of the LXX to the Hebrew text 
(the 'Hebraica veritas') current in their day.' 81 
178 On unintentional errors and intentional alterations see Toy 2001: 236 -285. 
179 On internal and external text -critical criteria see Toy 2001: 298 -310. These criteria are limited in 
value in the textual criticism of the Hebrew Bible. 
180 Greenspoon 1997: 156. 
181 Driver 1890: xliv -xlv. 
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These judgments are followed judiciously rather than slavishly. The following comments 
are in order: First, Tov categorises 'doublet (conflate reading)' under 'unintentional 
variants' and refers to it as a 'mistaken juxtaposition'.182 Elsewhere, Tov distinguishes 
between 'doublets' and 'synonymous readings', listing the former under 'readings created 
in the course of the textual transmission' and the latter under 'readings intentionally 
created by scribes'. He qualifies 'doublets' by saying: 'These doublets sometimes resulted 
from an erroneous juxtaposition of elements, but in other cases they grew out of a 
conscious desire to preserve alternative readings'.183 Toy may be correct that some 
doublets were created through the accidental insertion of interlinear or marginal elements, 
but this is the exception rather than the rule. Talmon and Trebolle Barrera have repeatedly 
demonstrated that doublets in the Hebrew and Greek versions are typically conscious and 
deliberate.184 Furthermore, scholars frequently malign the Greek versions, especially 
LXXL, for its double readings; but this perspective neglects to appreciate the motivation 
and significance of these double readings. For the ancient it was more correct to retain 
(with reasonable modification for the sake of sense) the extant traditions, rather than 
allow one of them to fall into obscurity. 'Doublets thus illustrate the scribes' reverence for 
transmitted alternative readings which were invested with a measure of sacred 
authority'.185 'They prove that copyists had great respect for every existing variant reading 
transmitted in the mss'.186 Second, as Driver points out, in cases of double or alternative 
readings, the reading dissimilar to the one found in the MT is probably the earlier reading. 
The disharmonious reading is best. This is particularly true when the MT reading is the 
one which harmonises or coheres best with the diction, style, or Tendenz (broadly 
182 Tov 1992: 409. 
183 Tov 2001: 241 -243, 260 -261. 
184 Trebolle Barrera 1989a, 1992a; Talmon 1960, 1961, 1976. The topic of Talmon's 1956 PhD thesis at 
the Hebrew University was conflate readings. 
185 Talmon 1976: 170. 
186 Trebolle Barrera 1992a: 125. 
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understood) of the particular MT passage or book in which it is located. This may seem 
counter- intuitive, and in practice commentators routinely argue for the originality of an 
MT reading on these very grounds (i.e., it harmonises best with the diction, style, or 
Tendenz of the author). However, the suggested approach coincides with the general 
tendency of editors and scribes (and authors too) to harmonise readings and stories. A 
reading which is less harmonised and more disparate from the reading of the MT is 
generally the earlier reading in the history of textual growth. 
It is stated in 2.3.2.1 that 'the original text' is unattainable, and consequently, the 
textual -exegetical task is to roll the process of textual formation back as far as the extant 
evidence permits. It is characteristic of recent generations of biblical scholars to use the 
versional data to discover the 'best reading' or correct a perceived 'error' in the received 
text's wording. This writer's conviction is that these academics have been so concerned 
with delineating the putative original that they have undervalued, and in many cases, 
neglected entirely, the significance of textual variation as evidence for the compositional 
process of biblical books. Textual variants, and grammatical and stylistic incongruities, 
frequently underscore important points in the literary development of a composition.187 
Consequently, textual criticism must not be separated from other forms of criticism 
(source, redaction, narrative, etc.). Furthermore, for each variant reading, in each version, 
one must ask what function that particular reading has in its own context. Childs' 
discussion of the text -critical task in a canonical context is germane.' 88 
Scholars too often correct a perceived 'error' in the MT, the received text, thus 
failing to ascribe integrity to that tradition and its unique developmental process and 
187 'Las variantes textuales más significativas se verifican en los puntos débiles por tratarse muchas 
veces de hilos o de casos sueltos, a los que se ha cosido una pieza de un paño diferente, con un mal 
remiendo a veces. En el proceso posterior de transmisión del texto el tejido de la composición tiende a 
romperse y a corromperse precisamente por aquellos puntos de sutura' (Trcbollc Barrera; source 
unidentified). 
188 Childs 1979: 84 -106; esp. 103 -105. 
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meaning. Related to this point, it is unnecessary to emend the MT once one realises that 
biblical authors, scribes and editors elevate polemic above literary coherence and 
historical veracity.189 Thus, for example, many MT passages which scholars routinely 
emend are in fact intelligible. The interpretative task is to comprehend the meaning of 
these passages in their own right. 
This is but one of several problems in [2 Sam. 21.1 -14] which have long caused 
translators and commentators difficulty. It is common to solve them by amending 
the Masoretic Text with the help of the Septuagint. In some of these cases, the 
LXX's smooth and intelligible readings are seductively attractive, and it is correct 
that they should be considered. But it is the assumption of this paper that MT's 
angularities are probably not mistakes, but evidences of the text's use. They do not 
signal the text's corruptness, but its usefulness to the earliest communities which 
esteemed and transmitted it. MT is a used text, coming with marks of its own past 
service written into it.190 
2.3.2.6 Issue of Dating 
This writer holds firm to no particular view about the dating of the (possible) 
sources or composition of the books of Samuel and Chronicles. Furthermore, in his view, 
scholars have not successfully dated these books or their contents to any particular period 
in Israel's pre -exilic or exilic or post -exilic history. At many points throughout this thesis, 
and in appendix 3, it is demonstrated that frequent assertions regarding earlier and later 
forms or uses or diachronic developments in biblical Hebrew are patently untenable.191 
2.3.2.7 Tools for Grammatical and Lexical Analysis 
The grammatical and lexical investigations in this thesis are dependent upon the 
standard Hebrew grammars' 92, lexica193 and concordances 194 as well as computer 
189 The comment in W. R. Arnold 1917: 14 n. 2 on MT 2 Sam. 6.21 is pertinent. 
190 Walters 1993: 290; cf. 295; cf. 1988, 1991. Dever 1990: 11 describes the Bible as a curated artefact. 
191 See Rezetko 2003. 
192 GKC; JM; WO; Bergsträsser 1918; A. B. Davidson 1901; Ewald 1855, 1881; Kropat 1909; van der 
Merwe, Naudé and Kroeze 1999; Meyer 1992; Williams 1976. 
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software based on the machine -readable database 'Groves- Wheeler Westminster Hebrew 
Morphology'195 which is incorporated into many Bible software products.196 
2.4 Summary of Chapter Two 
In 2.1 (synchronic approach) the writer shows that a pro- David /anti -Saul polemic 
lies behind all of Samuel, figures in Judges, which serves as a preface to Samuel, moves 
beyond these compositions into the Writings, and continues in post -biblical literature. In 
2.2 (diachronic approach) the writer presents the traditional criteria for discerning sources 
and editorial layers, and he suggests that the impasse between the synchronic and 
diachronic approaches to biblical literature may be resolved by means of the textual - 
exegetical approach, i.e., by the use of text -critical controls on redactional arguments. The 
versional evidence substantiates the validity of the diachronic approach -there are earlier 
and later forms of biblical texts and editions of biblical stories -and scholars can use this 
evidence to discern literary origins and developments - developments in the versions 
whose special features, and the reasons for them, may be perceived and appreciated 
through holistic or final -form readings. In 2.3 (textual -exegetical approach) the writer 
surveys the rebirth in the mid -twentieth century of the textual -exegetical approach. This 
resurgence was brought about by the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls and the 
confirmation of the textual pluriformity of the Bible in the Second Temple period. Three 
helpful models for understanding the developmental process of the biblical text are 
reviewed: McKane's rolling corpus, Tov's and Ulrich's literary layers, and Fishbane's 
inner- biblical exegesis. It is stated that the principal text -critical aim in this thesis is the 
193 BDB; DBHE; DCH; HALOT; NIDOTTE = VanGemeren 1997; TDOT; TLOT = Jenni and 
Westermann 1997; TWOT = Harris, Archer and Waltke 1980. 
194 Even -Shoshan 1990; Mandelkern 1977. 
195 See http: / /www.wts.edu/hebrew. 
196 This writer uses, in order of preference, GRAMCORD for Windows 2.4, Bible Windows 7.0 and 
Bible Works for Windows 5.0. 
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detection of earlier and later forms of biblical texts or stories, or to state it differently, the 
discovery of earlier and later stages in their editorial histories. More specifically, a major 
goal of this thesis is to demonstrate that many details in the story of the ark in MT 2 
Samuel 6 are related to a pro -David/anti -Saul polemic. It has gone unnoticed that many 
details outside the Michal material in MT 2 Samuel 6 are secondary and aimed at 
advancing the contrast between King David and Saul. Many adjustments in MT 2 Samuel 
6 are connected to the language of stories in 1 Samuel sharing the theme 'Davidic 
displacement of the Saulide dynasty'. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Analysis of 2 Samuel 6.1 -5 and 1 Chronicles 13.5 -8 
3.0 Introduction 
The material in 2 Sam. 6.1 -5 // 1 Chron. 13.5 -8, as well as the supplement in 1 
Chron. 13.1 -4197, reports David's initial attempt to bring the ark to Jerusalem. The 
synoptic verses relate that David assembles a group of Israelites, and they go to bring the 
ark to Jerusalem, which is mounted on a cart guided by attendants, while they all 
celebrate with dance and music on the way back. This initial portion of the plot, which 
may be called the exposition, presents information essential to the story. It is clear that 
David is the main character (who ?; the protagonist) and his mission is to get the ark 
(what ?; the situation). The reason for David's mission (why ?), however, is not related in 2 
Samuel 6, although a limited explanation is given in 1 Chron. 13.3: '... for we did not turn 
to it in the days of Saul'. Nevertheless, neither narrative explains the intrinsic significance 
of the ark which ultimately provokes David's undertaking. The exposition's depiction of 
the setting is also unclear with respect to both time (when ?) and place (where ?), and 
Samuel and Chronicles differ on several points. Regarding the occasion, and in addition 
to the enigmatic rig in 2 Sam. 6.1, David's enterprise is placed after his defeat of the 
Philistines in Samuel (2 Sam. 5.17 -25) but before it in Chronicles (1 Chron. 14.8 -17). See 
1.2. The geographic information in the versions of 2 Sam. 6.1 -5 // 1 Chron. 13.5 -8 is 
particularly difficult to construe. Does the march set out from Jerusalem or from some 
other location in Israel? To where does the procession arrive, or in other words, where is 
the ark located prior to its relocation to Jerusalem? The exposition also refers to other 
197 See 1.2.3. For comments on the individualistic focus in Samuel versus the presentation in Chronicles 
see Japhet 1993: 273 -277; Williamson 1982: 113 -115. 
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background information such as additional participants and their conduct, the manner in 
which the ark is transported (how ?), and the ark's epithet, but these issues are not free of 
problems. First, what are the identity and number of the Israelites who accompany David? 
The relative agreement among the versions of 2 Sam. 6.5 // 1 Chron. 13.8 on the conduct 
of the participants stands out against the difficulties evident in the second half of the 
story. Second, the ark is conveyed on an animal -drawn cart guided by attendants, but who 
are these persons and what is their physical position with respect to the ark during the 
procession? Third, what should be made of the different epithets given to the ark, 
especially in 2 Sam. 6.2 // 1 Chron. 13.6? Significant problems and discrepancies are 
evident in the versions of 2 Sam. 6.1 -5 // 1 Chron. 13.5 -8. A thorough commentary on 2 
Samuel 6 II 1 Chronicles 13, 15 -16 would enlarge this thesis at least four -fold; 
consequently, the analysis provided here concentrates on textual variation and on 
grammatical and stylistic incongruities and lexical discrepancies, which point to editorial 
adjustments in the compositions. 
3.1 Analysis 
3.1.1 The Story's Context and Occasion 
3.1.1.1 The Literary Context 
The storyline in 1 Chronicles 11 -16 vis -à -vis 2 Samuel 5 -6, 23 clearly portrays 
David's first act after his coronation as a religious one. This is indicated by the location of 
the material on David's consolidation of his kingdom in 2 Sam. 5.11 -25 // 1 Chron. 14.1- 
16 as well as by the topics of Chronicles' non -synoptic material in 1 Chron. 13.1 -4; 15.1- 
24; 16.4 -42. See 1.2.3. It is a separate matter, however, whether Chronicles' variations in 
vocabulary in the parallel portions of the ark story are adjustments which coincide with 
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the story's religious framework. These will be addressed in the analysis of the details of 
the story. 
The review of research in 1.2 refers to the kinds of readings given for David's ark 
story. The alleged inconsistency between the story as a religious episode and the military 
language of 2 Sam. 6.1, namely `7x1tv'n nirmn and 95x n'e70, as well as the presence of m» 
and the partial doubling with verse two (1nx -10x nv 1-`7n1 07'1), have suggested to 
many that the verse is either displaced or interpolated. However, the facts do not facilitate 
a decision regarding the authenticity of the verse as a whole. The analysis of the details, 
nevertheless, will contend that particular features within this verse of Samuel were 
adjusted to underscore a pro -David/anti -Saul polemic. See 1.2. 
3.1.1.2 2 Sam. 6.1 
1 Chron. 13.5 
717 -111) 90'1 
717 5ri7'1 
rip] is vocalised as an H wayyiqtol 3ms form of 90', but the absence of a 
complementary verb (either an infinitive or a wayyiqtol form) explaining what David 'did 
again' suggests that 901 must be related to the verb 90x.198 This is also supported by 
6vvrlyayEv in Greek Samuel and by an equivalent verb in the versions of Chronicles. 
The form X0'1 may have originated as a defective spelling of 90x'1 due to aleph quiescence 
(cf. Ps. 104.29 and Mic. 4.6), although the G wayyiqtol 3ms form of 90x elsewhere 
appears as rib çi (as in 2 Sam. 10.17; 12.29; cf. 1 Sam. 14.52; 2 Sam. 11.27, with a 
suffixed pronoun). 
198 -1117 90' in Samuel is always followed by a complementary infinitive (1 Sam. 3.6 [the infinitive 
intervenes]; 7.13; 23.4; 27.4; 2 Sam. 2.22, 28; 5.22; 7.20; 14.10), except for one instance where a 
complementary wayyigtol follows (2 Sam. 18.22). The construction -ns) 90'1 (from no') followed only by a 
direct object cannot be construed with any sense. 
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The verb '77 in 1 Chron. 13.5 was not substituted for r1,N on the basis of linguistic 
chronology199, but it may have arisen under the influence of the noun `rip in non -synoptic 
13.2, 4, and it is perhaps also related to Chronicles' portrayal of Israel as a liturgical 
L,np.200 However, noteworthy points are: (1) The verbs noN and Yop are used similarly to 
`-xnp in Chronicles, as in 1 Chron. 11.1; 19.17, where 'all Israel' is the object (cf. 23.2). (2) 
`7rfp is not substituted elsewhere in Chronicles for fox in the Vorlage although this could 
have been expected in some passages (e.g., 1 Chron. 19.17). (3) Chronicles uses the verbs 
L7rp and riox side -by -side in 1 Chron. 15.3 -4 in a religious context, but the referents are 
Israel, and priests and Levites, respectively. (4) The verb L2rip does not occur in non - 
synoptic 2 Chronicles 29 -30 which deals with Hezekiah's cleansing of the temple and the 
celebration of the Passover, although the verb port occurs on five occasions, and the noun 
'Prfp on thirteen, and these occur together in context in 2 Chron. 30.2 -4, 13. 
Most believe the adverb My was inserted by catch -word influence in the text once 
float had 'become' nog, but My is unnecessary following nog (e.g., 1 Sam. 3.6, 8) and only 
about one -quarter of the occurrences of no, and only about one -third in Samuel are with 
Iii. Rather, fly was probably inserted deliberately, but why? The full answer to this 
question will be given after the discussion of the participants' identity and number 
(3.1.3.1). Prior to 2 Sam. 6.1 it is never explicitly stated that David assembled a group of 
Israelites for battle, but 1 Sam. 18.5, 13 and 2 Sam. 5.2 do report that David under Saul 
was a military commander with an army at his disposal. Prior to his exile (1 Sam. 19.12) 
one supposes that he assembled his troops on a regular basis for the encounters with the 
Philistines (1 Sam. 18.27, 30; 19.8), and one also supposes that he did the same for the 
battles against the Jebusites in 2 Sam. 5.6 -9 and twice against the Philistines in 2 Sam. 
199 See appendix 3. 
200 Riley 1993: 166 -167. 
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5.17 -21, 22 -25. Does r11) 90'1 imply one or more of these occasions or does the text mean 
to say that David assembles a group of Israelites which had been explicitly assembled 
until that time by another? 
In view of 1 Chron. 11.1, 4 the retention of r11) following L7rrp'1 would have made 
good sense in 1 Chron. 13.5 if it had been in the Vorlage. For this reason, and because r11J 
usually does occur in Chronicles in other synoptic passages201, the plus in Samuel is 
probably an insertion. Was 90$ altered to L7rr7 in Chronicles? This is possible for the 
reasons cited above. Could '7rip have been altered to rptt in Samuel? In Samuel the noun 
'77 occurs in 1 Sam. 17.47 and the verb L77 is the Qere reading in 2 Sam. 20.14. The 
ensuing discussion of the participants' identity and number will show that it is equally 
possible that Samuel contains the adjusted verb lexeme. However, in the end, it is 
uncertain whether 90N or L7np is the earlier reading. 
3.1.1.3 2 Sam. 6.2 
1 Chron. 13.6 
1 Chron. 13.5 
non 171L717b ... 717 1L7'1 071 
tUt] rll'7yTI'7 ... 7'17 L71.)'1 
x'nrr5 
Dhorme and Hertzberg notice the anomalous accentuation in MT Samuel's i 7r1 
1'1 and suggest the insertion of additional words202, whereas W. R. Arnold and McCarter 
consider 7'1 inauthentic.203 In narrative the verb nip often 'functions idiomatically as 
"begin to do something ,,,204 or 'refers to preparatory activity, especially (although not 
exclusively) pursuant to traveling'.205 It has gone unnoticed, however, that 017 followed by 
201 7111 occurs in both versions in thirteen synoptic passages. It does not occur in Chronicles in five 
synoptic passages (2 Sam. 6.1 // 1 Chron. 13.5; 2 Sam. 7.19 // 1 Chron. 17.17; 2 Sam. 21.18 // 1 Chron. 
20.4; 1 Kgs. 10.10 // 2 Chron. 9.9; 1 Kgs. 12.2 // 2 Chron. 10.2). It occurs in Chronicles alone in two 
synoptic passages (2 Sam. 5.23 // 1 Chron. 14.14; 2 Kgs. 22.9 // 2 Chron. 34.16). 
202 Dhorme 1910: 318; Hertzberg 1964: 275. 
203 W R. Arnold 1917: 41; McCarter 1984: 161 (cf. translation). 
204 Martens 1997: 903. 
205 Coppes 1980a: 793. 
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a verb of movement206 with the same subject occurs most frequently in Samuel (nearly 40 
times -all but six in 1 Samuel 16 -31 and 2 Samuel 11 -19) and never in Chronicles. In 
addition, the construction occurs only twice in synoptic passages, in this verse and in 1 
Sam. 31.12 // 1 Chron. 10.12. In the latter passage Samuel but not Chronicles has 
nL7L2n -5D &71, which is an expansion intended to criticise the 'heroic' acts of the men of 
Jabesh- gilead.207 The evidence suggests that in both cases Samuel's construction is a 
stylistic, and perhaps thematic, modification. Chronicles' S ri is not clearly the result of 
orthographic confusion, 'linguistic tendency'208, or a different perception of the story's 
geography (see below).209 It is impossible to know for certain whether tri or riL7D is the 
earlier verb. If it were the latter, then upon the addition of the n» clause, the resultant nij 
rftl, which occurs only in 1 Sam. 13.15 in Samuel, would easily give way to tm c p, 
which makes up about half of the nearly forty cases of the construction in Samue1.21° 
206 The occurrence subsequent to nip of each of the following 33 verbs of movement was located and 
examined: r nK, nrvx, nnx, x1 :, ma, jnn, tn, TT, 5nr, pon, Y', -r-i, cva, al), nm, Do], 1Ko, »o, nlo, -au, nn17, n517, 
-1nw, MD, MOD, 'IDS, Mnp, inn, r1n, MD-1, moo, ]1VJ, 11r. 
207 Ho 1994: 41 -43; cf. McKenzie 1984: 60. Fields 1992: 17 -32; 1997: 103 -114 discusses the biblical 
motif of night -time. 
208 The generalisation in Japhet 1987: 35 n. 92 demands a full- length study. 
209 The reading Kai ávfiyayEV ai rriv in LXX" 1 Chron. 13.6 could reflect lrbirl in the Vorlage, but 
more than likely reflects the translator's interpretation of 517.1 as an H rather than a G form, in which case it 
became necessary to insert a direct object. 
210 Observe that Chronicles says 'David went up (5171) ... to bring up (n117n5)' which could be 
considered the lectio d ffcilior due to lexical redundancy. It is unclear whether the verb 71`ó17 is used in 2 
Sam. 6.2 (once) and 1 Chron. 13.6 (twice) because of the stories' conception of the topography or because 
sacred places are usually situated in prominent locations, often elevated on a mound or mountain. Apart 
from stylistic variation, there is no apparent reason for Chronicles' use of K'Dn5 in 13.5 instead of n1 ̀ 217n5 as 
in v. 6. 
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3.1.2 The Story's Geography 
3.1.2.1 The Procession's Origin 
Where were David and the Israelites prior to going for the ark? In their present 
arrangements Samuel and Chronicles apparently situate them in different places, the 
former in the Shephelah (cf 2 Sam. 5.25) and the latter in Jerusalem (cf. 1 Chron. 11.4- 
8). However, these are literary depictions. It is impossible to know what span of time 
elapsed between the events related in 2 Samuel 5 and 6 and whether David and the 
Israelites returned to Jerusalem during that period. Furthermore, many believe the 
historical sequence of events related in 2 Samuel 5 is first the removal of the Philistine 
threat and then the conquest of Jerusalem; that is, the battles in 5.17 -25 originally stood 
between the coronation in 5.1 -3 and the conquest in 5.6 -9.211 Consequently, the position 
of the geographic description nra vnm in 5.25 immediately prior to the geographic 
descriptions in 6.2 -4 is significant from a literary perspective. 
3.1.2.2 2 Sam. 6.2 
1 Chron. 13.6 
1 Chron. 13.5 
// r rnrr 
nriinr'7 rin`21.7: 
Most commentators on Samuel and Chronicles think the original story had a 
geographic reference to Baal(ah) Judah212, reconstructed as niir1' preceded by 5vn or a 
variant (*In, 1153.2] or ' '73.m) which was subsequently glossed with Kiriath-jearim in one 
textual tradition (Chronicles and 4QSamaas in Josh. 15.9, 60; 18.14)213 but distorted 
into a gentilic phrase in another (Samuel). 214 Scholars agree that Baal(ah) Judah and 
211 McCarter 1984: 157 -160. See the discussion in 1.2.2 of 2 Samuel 6 and 2 Sam. 5.13 -8.18. 
212 Modem English translations have 'to' (NAB, NASB, NIB) or 'from' (ASV, ESV, JPS, KJV, NIV, 
NKJV, NRSV, RSV) 'Baale- judah' or 'Baala(h) of Judah'. 
213 The belated association of the ark with Kiriath-jearim is one point in favour of the literary priority of 
2 Samuel 6 over 1 Sam. 4.1b -7.2. Compare 2 Sam. 6.2 and 1 Sam. 6.21; 7.1 -2. 
214 The related biblical references are Josh. 3.16; 9.17; 15.9 -11, 60; 18.14 -15, 28; Judg. 18.12; 1 Sam. 
6.21; 7.1 -2; 2 Sam. 6.2; Jer. 26.20; Ps. 132.6; Ezra 2.25; Neh. 7.29; 1 Chron. 2.50, 52 -53; 13.5 -6; 2 Chron. 
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Kiriath-jearim were located in the hill country northwest of Jerusalem, but other questions 
remain unsettled: Do Baal(ah) Judah and Kiriath-jearim refer to one place only or to two 
different places? What is /are the exact location(s) of Baal(ah) Judah and Kiriath-jearim? 
Was /were Baal(ah) Judah and Kiriath-jearim originally allotted to Benjamin or Judah? 
Why are references to this /these place(s) so divergent in the Hebrew and Greek Bibles, 
especially in Joshua? How did the ark become associated with Baal(ah) Judah and/or 
Kiriath-jearim instead of a more prominent Israelite sanctuary? This chapter cannot 
address such questions, and it will not dispute the consensus described above, except for 
one point: MT Samuel's gentilic phrase rr nrr 47vntn is a revision rather than a 
corruption.2 t s 
What does r nn L nnn mean and why did it become the undisputed reading in the 
Masoretic and Greek versions of Samuel? The phrase refers undoubtedly to a group of 
people rather than a place, and in addition to the Greek versions it is interpreted this way 
by Aquila and Symmachus (d rrò -rwv Éxóv-rcov Iou8a), the Vulgate (de viris Iuda), the 
Peshitta (r<3 am. r i \ x.), and Targum Jonathan (nr1T n'n1 N'ilpn). The phrase does 
1.4. For in -depth discussion see dictionary and encyclopaedia entries, volumes on geography and historical 
geography, and commentaries on Joshua and Samuel. The following deserve special mention: Blenkinsopp 
1969 passim; commentaries: Boling 1982 and Nelson 1997 on Joshua 9, 15, 18; W. R. Arnold 1917: 52 -59; 
McCarter 1984: 162 -163; Stoebe 1994: 188; text -critical discussions: Herbert 1997b: 122; McKenzie 1984: 
47 -48; Pisano 1984: 101 -104; Ulrich 1978: 198 -199. It is impossible to discuss here all the facets of this 
textual problem. The following points sum up the significant issues which are not summarised in the 
consensus expressed above: (1) The preposition in in Samuel's 111m7' '5.nn is unoriginal. Movement in the 
original version and in the present versions is toward rather than from (p) a place, although the meaning of 
the text is construed feasibly by scholars who emend it to 'from (In) Baal(ah) Judah'. (2) The phrase Eîs 
rróacv DauiS in Greek Chronicles is an intra- Septuagintal reading derived by initially reading rw for rr -p, 
or encouraged by the translator's conception of the direction of movement, or motivated by the desire to 
avoid the inappropriate resonance of Baal(ah). (3) The phrase TOD ßouvoû in LXXL Samuel is an addition 
intended to smooth the meaningless Év dvaßdui standing alone, and is derived contextually from 2 Sam. 
6.3 -4. (4) The phrases Curl-6 Tc iv ápXóvTCw Ioußa and Év ávaßáQEC in Greek Samuel are a double reading 
reflecting n-nrr '5v :t3 and <nnin'> n5v: respectively. The original Greek reading is Év ávaßáaEC Iou6a to 
which the revised reading árrò Twv ápxóvrwv is prefixed in order to reflect more closely the received 
version. See Herbert 1997b: 122; McKenzie 1984: 47 -48; Ulrich 1978: 198 -199. 
215 The following scholars believe the gentilic phrase makes good sense but they take it as the original 
reading: W. R. Arnold 1917: 58 -59; Blenkinsopp 1969: 146, 152; 1972: 10, 80 -81; Caird 1953: 1077; 
Campbell 1975: 171. 
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not mean 'lords' or 'rulers' of Judah as many surmise216 but rather 'citizens' or 'inhabitants' 
or 'landowners' of Judah.217 The commoner rather than the elite is in view. Early editors 
of Samuel may have altered the text in order to avoid the inappropriate resonance of 
Baal(ah)218, or because only Judean soldiers would be returning with David to Jerusalem 
after battle219, or because the transfer of the ark to Jerusalem was a noteworthy event for 
Judeans more than others.22° Most significantly, shortly it is demonstrated that later 
editors of Samuel consigned the ark rw (2 Sam. 6.3 -4) rather than to Baal(ah) Judah. 
3.1.2.3 2 Sam. 6.3 
2 Sam. 6.3, 4 
1 Chron. 13.7 
no-m n5a1)-5N ... 1M»'1 
nyMaM -17.7N ITnC 17Inv,1 
rrrnN nrnn MYTI n5ar51) ... » 
The grammar of the 5N =inn ('mount upon') and in to] ('bring /carry /take 
away /from/off/out') clauses in 2 Sam. 6.3 is disrupted only by the unoriginal 5N in the 
former221 whereas the absence of the verb xv.n in Chronicles makes :r govern a 
prepositional phrase introduced by 5y and another one introduced by 1n. Chronicles' » -171 
1n construction is artificial and suggests that either the verb NV] was deleted or the 
prepositional phrase M-TnN rrnn was added.222 Allen, following Fishbane, suggests that 
216 This notion is expressed by rr-nn ')pi in Samuel (1 Sam. 30.26; 2 Sam. 19.12; cf. 2 Kgs. 23.1 // 2 
Chron. 34.29; Ezek. 8.1). There is a large number of words in biblical Hebrew for leaders and rulers. 
217 BDB 127; HALOT I, 143. See Num. 21.28; Josh. 24.11; Judg. 9.2 -47 (15 times); 20.5; 1 Sam. 23.11- 
12 (two times); 2 Sam. 21.12. W. R. Arnold and Caird (see above) read 'fighting men of Judah' but this 
misrepresents the vocabulary. 
218 See Ginsburg 1897: 399 -404. 
219 W. R. Arnold 1917: 59. 
22° Campbell 1975: 171. 
221 Observe LXX Samuel's Éní and 4QSama's 51). See Herbert 1997b: 121, 123; McCarter 1984: 163. 
See 4.1.3.5 and appendix 3 on the interchange between 5N and 51). 
222 The only other occurrence of In » -171 is 2 Kgs. 23.30 (// 2 Chron. 35.24) in which ronn nn is 
probably an interpolation. 'The Hebrew statement is certainly terse beyond comparison' (Montgomery and 
Gehman 1951: 537 -538). The frequent translation 'carry, drive, transport' for m3-0 in 2 Kgs. 23.30 and 1 
Chron. 13.7 is awkward since the verb generally refers to position rather than movement. Space does not 
permit the development of this point. 
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NW] was omitted due to its religious connotation in 1 Chron. 15.2, 15, 26- 2722223, but 1 
Chron. 13.6 explicitly seats the ark on a cart, and this does away with any supposed 
tension. Conversely, the only other case of in ma with spatial significance in Samuel is 1 
Sam. 4.4 where the people of Shiloh bring out the ark in preparation for battle against the 
Philistines. In addition, t.W.n is significant elsewhere in Samuel for relating the movements 
of the ark (1 Sam. 4.4; 2 Sam. 6.13; 15.24). Finally, Murray demonstrates that litho i in 
6.3 -4 'reinforces the sense of victory celebration through a link' with nxron in 5.21 (cf. 1 
Chron. 14.12). 224 To conclude, it is suggested that the interesting detail that the ark is 
housed in the nna'nx rr , which is probably a reference to a temple or a complex 
containing a temple, is interpolated in Chronicles from Samuel, and the phrase may also 
be inauthentic in 1 Sam. 7.1 and 2 Sam. 6.3 -4. 
The supplementary comment in 2 Sam. 6.3 -4 (also in 1 Sam. 7.1) that the n,n 
nna'nx is MI= is customarily interpreted as a topographical feature and rendered as 'the 
house of Abinadab that /which is /was in/on the hill'. This understanding suffers the 
following limitations: (1) The rendering 'in/on the hill' for nvnan is ambiguous in context 
and in Samuel. (2) r rymn cannot be construed convincingly as a known district of Baal(ah) 
Judah or Kiriath - jearim on the basis of Josh. 18.28.225 (3) The position of a locale on a 
familiar hill is expressed more appropriately by r rvnan L7.w. (4) The noun MOM rather than 
myna would be the suitable term in Samuel for a well -known shrine if this meaning were 
intended (cf. 1 Sam. 9.12 -14, 19, 25; 10.5, 13). (5) Alternatively, the noun ntan could have 
been used, as in 1 Sam. 22.6: '... Saul was sitting at Gibeah (nynan) under the tamarisk tree 
on the height (Harin) ...'. Interestingly, min and Hann are used similarly. The noun ntri is 
always used with the article (Hann), except in Josh. 13.26 (nmtan nn); Josh. 19.8 (notin 
223 Allen 1999: 385; Fishbane 1985: 392 -394. 
224 Murray 1998: 32 -33, 96 -98, 104, 122. 
225 Boling 1982: 428, 431 -432; Nelson 1997: 211 -212. 
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nap); Judg. 15.17 (. rTL7 nn_); Ezek. 16.24, 25, 31, 39 ('lofty place'); Neh. 11.33 (Ramah); 
and always refers to Ramah, except in 1 Sam. 22.6. The bottom line is this: rw ('the 
hill') is Gibeah in the absence of additional clarification.226 However, few contemplate 
and even fewer embrace this rendering in 2 Sam. 6.3 -4 since it contradicts their corrected 
Baal(ah) Judah in 2 Sam. 6.2. 'Gibeah' is considered a possibility ('perhaps') by BDB227 
and Propp.228 Jerome's Vulgate229, the King James Version, and Sime230 and Murray23t 
support this view.232 In addition, Fox renders the text 'in Giv'a'233 and Brettler says 'The 
main theme of 2 Samuel 6 ... is the conveyance of the ark from Gibeah to Jerusalem 
234 Finally, Blenkinsopp also argues this view235, but as discussed in 2.1 he takes 
'Gibeah' as a covert reference to Gibeon. It must be stressed that nothing in the present 
text of MT 2 Sam. 6.2 -4 disallows 'Gibeah' and the only evidence against it is the 
emendation of '5vnn in 2 Sam. 6.2 and the remote linkage of the ark with Kiriath-jearim 
in 1 Sam. 6.21 -7.2236 and 1 Chron. 13.5 -6. As a matter of fact the following points argue 
in favour of the reading 'Gibeah': (1) The juxtaposition of In - rtm-71) vman in 5.25 and 
=an in 6.3 -4 creates a historical- geographic link which makes a rhetorically forceful 
226 For other examples of the noun + article combination elevated to such a position of uniqueness that 
they have become the equivalents of proper names see JM §137b, p. 505; WO §13.6a, p. 249. 
227 BDB 149. 
278 Propp 1992: 433. 
229 The Vulgate has 'Gabaa', and Bressan 1960: 523 aptly remark 'al contrario delle altre volte, qui S. 
Gir. ha preso per nome proprio el nome comune «in colle»'. 
23° Sime 1902: 113. 
231 Murray 1998: 53, 56, 102, 113, 118 -119. However, he erroneously locates 'a Gibeah' at Baal(ah) 
Judah, which he also equates with Kiriath jearim, thus conflating the extant literary traditions. 
232 Unfortunately, Greek Samuel is unhelpful here since the book routinely represents =an (= 'Gibeah') 
by ó ßouvós (1 Sam. 10.10; 14.2; 22.6; 23.19; 26.1). Greek Samuel expresses 'Gibeah' of 'Benjamin' or 
'Saul' with transliteration (1 Sam. 11.4; 13.2; 13.15; 14.16; 15.34; 2 Sam. 21.6; 23.29) but with ó ßouvós 
when'Gibeah' is further defined by another proper noun (1 Sam. 10.5; 23.19; 26.1, 3; 2 Sam. 2.24). 
233 Fox 1999: 174. 
234 Brettler 1995: 27. 
235 Blenkinsopp 1969: 150; 1972: 64, 79 -83. 
236 The statement that the ark was at Kiriath-jearim for 20 years (1 Sam. 7.2) is no less suspicious than 
the figures given for the judgeship of Samuel (1 Sam. 4.18; 40 years), the reign of Saul (1 Sam. 13.1; x 
years), and the reign of David (2 Sam. 5.4 -5; 40 years). 
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point regarding David's success against the Philistines.237 (2) Scholars frequently assert 
the ark's absence in Samuel from 1 Sam. 7.2 to 2 Sam. 6.2 but this is false for MT Samuel 
which relates that Saul in Gibeah (1 Sam. 14.2, 5 ['Geba'], 16) requested the 'ark of God' 
(1 Sam. 14.18) in his battle against the Philistines. Saul's request for the ark in the vicinity 
of Gibeah and David's transfer of the ark from the n'inx nn in Gibeah to Jerusalem is 
hardly a chance association.238 (3) MT's statements in 1 Sam. 14.18, 2 Sam. 5.25, and 2 
Sam. 6.2 -4 constitute an anti -Saul polemic which announces David's control over Saul's 
Gibeah and Saul's ark.239 David finishes the military task which Saul is unable to 
adequately and fully complete and David recovers the religious symbol which Saul is 
237 In addition to the remarks of Blenkinsopp and Murray, cited above, see Hertzberg 1964: 278; 
McCarter 1984: 157, 159 -160. See the discussion of Geba and Gibeah in 2.1. The former antecedent of non 
in 2 Sam. 6.2 // 1 Chron. 13.6 is Baal(ah) Judah. In Samuel the present antecedent is the expression -nv v :are 
nra -1xc in 5.25 and in Chronicles it is the glossed statement n,nv' rnp-5x nn5vn in 13.6. 
238 Most scholars emend MT 1 Sam. 14.18's lnx to Tex on the basis of the Greek and OL evidence, 
whereas another significant group of scholars retains the MT reading as the lectio difficilior, but for the 
most part these fail to explain the significance of the MT reading. It is impossible here to review the 
literature on 1 Sam. 14.18 and the theories that there were multiple arks in ancient Israel or that nnnx, 
wherever in the Bible it (apparently) stands for a solid object, has been deliberately and systematically 
substituted for ltnx, with the single and accidental exception of 1 Sam. 14.18. The MT version of this verse 
is meaningless, 'And Saul said to Ahijah, "Bring the ark of God ", for the ark of God was /existed in that day, 
and the sons of Israel', and this nonsense is a certain mark of editorial activity in the verse. There are a 
number of reasons for accepting ilDN as the earlier reading, such as (1) the concurrence of priest and ephod 
in the stories of Saul and David in 1 Samuel; (2) the reason for the request, i.e., oracular consultation, which 
fits best with the appearances of the so- called divinatory ephod in 1 Samuel; and (3) the language of the 
passage, such as the statement 'withdraw your hand' in v. 19, the reference to urim and thummim in v. 41, 
and the singular number of the verbs xrva (v. 3) and na: (v. 18), which is especially significant since 
elsewhere a plurality of persons is responsible for the transport of the ark. The presumed originality of 71DX, 
however, does not erase the requirement to explain the significance of the later and canonical form of the 
biblical text having lnx. It is unnecessary to emend the MT when one can accept that biblical authors, 
scribes and editors elevate polemic above literary coherence and historical veracity. Related discussion is 
given in 5.1.3.7. 
239 Edelman 1992: 22 -23 locates the um: ncvx :nr :x n,n southwest of Gibeon, but on the whole her 
historical reconstruction supports the view argued here: 'The ark almost certainly played a central role 
within Saul's national cult, a fact that led David to move it to his new capital at Jerusalem. As the site of the 
ark prior to David's reign, it is plausible that "Abinadab's hill" is an oblique reference to the religious capital 
of Saul's state. Textual tradition (esp. 1 Kings 3 -9 and 2 Chronicles 1 -2) tends to indicate that the great 
bämä sanctuary of Gibeon served as Saul's religious capital ...' This may be so, but Saul is linked overtly to 
vna /nvm in 1 Samuel, and p= never appears in the book. See 2.1. 
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incapable of properly employing.240 Saul is neither military nor religious leader. David is 
both. Chronicles has not omitted 'superfluous details', a point also sustained by an 
examination of similar references to geographic phenomena in synoptic material in 
Samuel, Kings and Chronicles241; rather, the early association of the ark with Baal(ah) 
Judah is transformed into a link between the ark and Gibeah in 1 Sam. 14.18 and 2 Sam. 
6.3 -4, and into a link between the ark and Kiriath-jearim in 1 Sam. 6.21 -7.2 and 1 Chron. 
13.5 -6 (and also in Ps. 132.6). These tardy and rival traditions accentuate Saul's 
incapacity and indifference, respectively.242 
3.1.3 The Participants' Identity and Number 
David's entourage is elaborated greatly in 2 Sam. 6.1 -5 in contrast to the focus on 
David in 6.12 -20a, where the participants are mentioned briefly in v. 15 and then are 
presented in vv. 18 -19 more as recipients of David's benevolence than as participants in 
his transfer of the ark. At the outset it is noteworthy that three times Chronicles has 
L2M- v, -17D in 1 Chron. 13.5 -6, 8 in contrast to a fuller phrase in each parallel case in 2 Sam. 
6.1 -2, 5 (and the same is also true in 2 Sam. 6.15 // 1 Chron. 15.28).243 
240 On the characterisation of Saul in 1 Samuel 14 see Jobling 1998: 94 -95; V. P. Long 1989: 41. 
241 The construction noun + relative + preposition + noun is common in biblical Hebrew for supplying 
geographic information. The preposition is frequently either : or in. 76 legitimate examples of the 
construction were located in parallel chapters and 13 of these constitute actual verbal parallels. The only 
minus in Chronicles is in the present passage. 
242 It is observed in the discussion in 1.2.2 of 2 Samuel 6 and 1 Sam. 4.1b -7.2 that some explore the 
possibility that the canonically earlier story presupposes, foreshadows or reinterprets the later one. This 
writer agrees with this hypothesis. It seems likely that the story in 1 Samuel was composed as a preface 
once the story in 2 Samuel was already written. The evidence suggests to this writer that the ark was first 
associated with Baal(ah) Judah, later with Kiriath-jearim, and finally with Gibeah. 
243 See appendix 1. 
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3.1.3.1 2 Sam. 6.1 
1 Chron. 13.5 
5rtl0'M 1117n-17:-M2 
L7ii10'-7:71Y 
Most scholars think 1m: was omitted in Chronicles thus producing an emphasis 
not found in the book's source. It is more probable, however, that 5rt1ty' -5 has undergone 
expansion in Samuel. This is suggested in part by the Hebrew variant n which results in 
grammatical incongruity in the geographic phrase following riot. The assembly of 
persons 'in', 'of, 'to' or 'from' geographic regions using the verbs Cori, o», p» and 57 is 
not articulated in biblical Hebrew by means of the preposition M.244 Murray rightly divines 
the significance of Samuel's 1inm in relationship to fort and also op, and he also supplies 
an explanation for the enigmatic 1iv following tort (see 3.1.1.2)245: 
'David again (Tx) gathered together all the élite troops...' To what does the 
temporal adverb refer back? The most obvious implicature is to a previous 
occasion when David had assembled such troops. But 5.17 -25 has neither 
explicitly narrated nor implied David's gathering such a military force, nor has 
there been any previous reference to David's doing so in the David story in 
Samuel. The answer to the puzzle may lie in the resonant conjunction of the 
expressions 'picked Israelite troops' (6.1) and 'to search out David' (5.17) further 
back in two episodes from David's flight from Saul. In 1 Sam. 24:3[2]; 26.2 Saul 
deployed three thousand picked troops from the fight against the Philistines 'to 
search out David' Or nrt O»`,) in the Judaean wilderness. Yet as things turned out 
on each occasion it was Saul's life that, put in jeopardy to David and his small 
personal band of fighters, was spared by David. Now in our present text the 
Philistines twice send a force 'to search out David' (in nrt tip± 5.174.; cf 5:22a), 
but it was they who were routed, by David and his personal band. Only following 
this defeat of the Philistines does 'David gather again all the élite troops in Israel', 
ten times Saul's 3000 (6.1). Thus the puzzling 119, 'again', in 6.1 evidently has 
rather distant textual anaphora, back to 1 Sam. 24.3[2] and 26.2, as being the first 
subsequent gathering of picked troops noted in the narrative. But this reference so 
far back in the story would by itself be too distant and allusive to be effective. It is 
made effective, however, through the further connection strikingly forged by the 
phrase 'to search out David' tip ±), a phrase which also links our passage 
to the same two earlier texts, and to nothing in between. This link creates narrative 
irony. For David has emerged unscathed from the Philistines come 'to seek his 
life', just as he had earlier from Saul. But more, with his small personal band 
David has now won the victory over the Philistines that Saul had failed to secure 
with Israel's élite troops.246 
244 See appendix 1. 
245 The root Inn is discussed further in 6.1.1.3.3. 
246 Murray 1998: 114 -116. An investigation of the verb up: in Samuel reveals an interesting tale of 
'seeker' and 'sought'. Saul and David are neither subject nor object in only two of 37 cases. There are eight 
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3.1.3.2 2 Sam. 6.1 
1 Chron. 13.5 
9`i,t ir72.750 
non cnso 
Chronicles' plus in 13.5 continues the broadness of the consultation in 13.1 -4 and 
corresponds to the most extensive biblical depiction of the land. The land promised to 
Abraham (Gen. 15.18) and left unconquered by Joshua (Josh. 13.3) is now described 
according to the frontiers of Solomon's kingdom (1 Kgs. 8.65 // 2 Chron. 7.8). David and 
Israel turned Joshua's hope into reality -not after David's military crusades and at the end 
of his rule, but at the very start of his reign! 
The 30,000 person army of MT 2 Sam. 6.1 pales into insignificance in light of the 
quantity of tribal troops in 1 Chronicles 12 and the military divisions in 1 Chronicles 27 
and 2 Chronicles 17, and in the face of the enumeration of David's (1 Chron. 21.5), 
Rehoboam's (2 Chron. 11.1), Jeroboam's (2 Chron. 13.3), Asa's (2 Chron. 14.8), 
Amaziah's (2 Chron. 25.5), and Uzziah's (2 Chron. 26.13) armies. Therefore Samuel's 
figure would be inappropriate in 1 Chron. 13.5. The significance of Samuel's ri'7x n'tv5tn 
should be construed in the context of Samuel, and Chronicles' non nL7 -7171 o,-)so nmtv-10 
in the context of Chronicles. Literarily, both descriptions fit their narrative contexts and 
thrusts appropriately. 
Samuel's numerical figure is as tendentious as Chronicles' geographic 
description247 and must be considered either figurative or rhetorical.248 The number in 2 
'seekers' in Samuel, and Saul is the subject in 23 of 37 cases, and there are ten 'sought' in Samuel, and David 
is the object in 23 of 37 cases. There are five purposes for seeking in Samuel, and destruction or killing is 
the topic in 27 of 37 cases. Saul seeks to destroy David (16 times), and find donkeys (three times) and enlist 
David (once) and consult a medium (once) and destroy Abiathar (once) and the Gibeonites (once). David 
seeks Yahweh's mercy (twice), and to destroy Saul's assassin (once) but not Saul himself (once). 
247 See the note in 1.3.3. The view that early Israel numbered two to three million people (based on 
Exod. 12.37; 38.26; Num. 1.46; 2.32; 11.21; 26.51) and that Palestine was the home of fifteen to twenty 
million people (based on Deut. 7.1) is fictional. See Grabbe 2000. Current demographic estimates for the 
population of Palestine are 150,000 for the Middle Bronze Age, 60,000- 70,000 for the Late Bronze Age, 
and 50,000- 150,000 at the start and 400,000- 600,000 at the peak of the Iron Age (Broshi and Gophna 1986: 
73 -90; Finkelstein 1988: 334, 341, 355; Gonen 1984: 61 -73; Gophna and Portugali 1988: 11 -28). 
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Sam. 6.1 may intend to evoke Numbers' and Joshua's cultic armies, or accentuate the ark's 
religious significance, or glorify David's rise to power from an original base of just 600 
men (1 Sam. 23.13; 27.2; 30.9). However, the compositional significance of n'm c 
may be appreciated more fully. The numbers three, 30, 300, 3000, 30,000 and 300,000 
are above all associated with military forces, and especially warfare between the Israelites 
and Philistines.249 There are three battle companies (1 Sam. 11.1; 13.17), three fighting 
sons (1 Sam. 17.13 -14; 31.6, 8; 2 Sam. 2.18), and 'the Three' and 'the Thirty' warriors (2 
Sam. 23.9, 13, 16 -19, 22 -24), and there are also the following: 
1 Sam. 4.10 The Philistines fell 30,000 Israelites in battle. 
1 Sam. 11.8 Saul musters 300,000 (MT) / 600,000 (4QSama, OG, OL) / 
700,000 (Josephus) from Israel and 30,000 (MT) / 70,000 
(4QSama, OG, OL, Josephus) from Judah to fight the 
Ammonites. 
1 Sam. 13.2 Saul chooses 3000 to fight the Philistines. 
1 Sam. 13.5 The Philistines muster 30,000 (MT, LXXB) / 3000 (LXXL, 
Peshitta) chariots and 6000 horsemen to fight Israel. 
1 Sam. 24.3 Saul assembles 3000 to pursue David. 
1 Sam. 26.2 Saul assembles 3000 to pursue David. 
2 Sam. 6.1 David assembles 30,000 (MT) / 70,000 (OG, OL) following 
his defeat of the Philistines.25° 
The versional evidence suggests that 70,000 was revised to 30,000 in MT 2 Sam. 6.1. The 
assimilation or harmonisation to 30,000 also has figurative or rhetorical significance in 
the book of Samuel. David's 30,000 is the number of Israelites killed when the Philistines 
248 The historical reliability of this and many other large numbers must be rejected, as well as attempts 
to explain them by means of mathematical formulae or by interpreting ri5x as 'troop' or 'unit' rather than 
'thousand'. The occurrence and role of large numbers in the Bible is paralleled in Sumerian, Assyrian, 
Babylonian, Hittite and Egyptian royal inscriptions and military annals. See Fouts 1992, 1994, 1997. 
249 See, e.g., Josh. 7.3 -4; 8.3; Judg. 7.6 -8, 16, 22; 8.4; 15.11; 16.27; 1 Chron. 11.11, 20; 2 Chron. 14.8; 
17.14; 25.5. Only verses with the numbers 3000, 30,000 and 300,000 are given here. 
250 On Josephus' reading see Begg 1997: 14. A comprehensive review of all numbers containing n.*.7 
5x / TpLáKOVTa XiXLáSas and ri5x n'i' n / 08O n¡KOV-ra xLXLÓ6as in the Hebrew and Greek versions of 
the Bible shows that the Greek version is not inclined to exaggerate numbers in the Vorlage and neither 
does it have a special interest in the particular number 'seven' or multiples thereof. Similarly, a thorough 
assessment of all instances of mtn/min and tx /n'n5x in synoptic passages in Samuel, Kings and Chronicles 
with attention to the versions shows that these books are equally prone to contain difficulties and disparities 
in numerical expression. The data supporting these conclusions, which the writer brings together in an 
unpublished essay entitled 'Large Numbers in Samuel, Kings and Chronicles', cannot be duplicated here. 
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capture the ark (1 Sam. 4.10) and the number of Judeans which Saul musters for battle 
against the Ammonites (1 Sam. 11.8). David's 30,000 also represents a ten -fold increase 
over the 3000 which Saul musters to fight the Philistines (1 Sam. 13.2) and pursue David 
(24.3; 26.2). MT Samuel's number serves to impart a pro -David/anti -Saul thrust to the 
story. 
This statement must be viewed in the light of the 'polar' description of the figures 
of Saul and David in what has gone before; we have previously noted the role 
played by the passage 5:17 -25 in this connexion. Saul had no more than 3000 
bahurim at his disposal for his wars with the Philistines and his hunt for David, 1 
Sam. 13:2, 24:3, 26:2. By contrast, David, the object of berakah, is able in 2 Sam. 
6 to muster 30,000 men in order to bring home the Ark, which according to the D- 
group Saul never recaptured, and according to the Chronicler never even inquired 
after. This association by contrast corresponds numerically to the song of 
acclamation in 1 Sam. 18:7, 'Saul slays his thousands, but David his ten 
thousands', which recurs in 29:5 to provide extra resonance for 2 Sam. 6:1. This 
expressive numerical symbolism must also be set over against 1 Sam. 11:8, where 
Saul gathers 300,000 + 30,000 men for the relief of Jabez, and 2 Sam. 24:9, where 
the number of men mustered in David's kingdom is said to be 1,300,000. The 
number 30,000 in 2 Sam. 6:1 is thus a highly significant component in this 
connexion.251 
3.1.3.3 2 Sam. 6.2 // v71-`,D1 
1 Chron. 13.6 L7rtn0'-7D1 
Is Chronicles' '7N- tir-`7c the result of the book's pan -Israel interest ?252 
Accompaniment by implied copula is frequently expressed in biblical literature by means 
of the formula X + ncvrt + ntz /ov + X ('the warriors which [are /were] with him/David'), but 
Samuel uses this construction far more than any other book. The construction regularly 
functions to express accompaniment in battle situations, especially in Judges and Samuel. 
The noun nv most often appears in an identical construction and context in synoptic 
material, but the phrase nvr-5D occurs three times more frequently in Samuel than in 
either Kings or Chronicles. The use of the noun nv in the formula nv + + ntz /ov + X is 
251 Carlson 1964: 64 -65; cf. Murray 1998: 114 -116, cited above. 
252 See 5.1.3.8 and appendix 1. 
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most common in Judges and Samuel, and once again, the construction usually expresses 
accompaniment in battle situations. The similarity between 1 Sam. 14.20 and 2 Sam. 6.2 
is remarkable, especially in light of Saul's request for the ark in MT 1 Sam. 14.18: 
1 Sam. 14.20 
2 Sam. 6.2 
nx -101.t Dyn-SD1 L71Ntv pvri 
Dyrt-5D1 -n-i -1`7i Dpn 
Finally, the phrase Dye t-5D in 2 Sam. 6.2's plus occurs at the beginning of a concentric 
structure which ends with David's blessing 'the people' (1:a-r; 2 Sam. 6.18 // 1 Chron. 
16.2), David's gift of food to 'all the people' (oin-5D; 2 Sam. 6.19a; cf. 1 Chron. 16.3), and 
the return of 'all the people' (DVrL7D; 2 Sam. 6.19b // 1 Chron. 16.43a) to their homes.253 
Again, is Chronicles' Lrt1tv,-5D really the result of the book's pan -Israel interest? 
3.1.3.4 2 Sam. 6.5 // `7 w.r ITM -t7D1 -nni 
1 Chron. 13.8 L7R1ty' -L2D1 1'11n 
According to Williamson 'This change is in line with the Chronicler's practice of 
avoiding terminology which might be confused with that used elsewhere in the Bible for 
the later political division'.254 This generalised statement must be doubted for both textual 
and literary reasons.255 First, the shortness of 'all Israel' (Chronicles) vis -à -vis 'all the 
house of Israel' (MT and Peshitta Samuel), 'the sons of Israel' (LXXAB Samuel and the 
Syro -Hexaplar), and 'all the sons of Israel' (4QSama, LXXL Samuel and Jacob of Edessa), 
suggests that the reading in Chronicles is pristine and that the other witnesses contain 
independent expansions.256 Second, some scholars emend MT 2 Sam. 6.5 to 'all the sons 
of Israel' whereas others deem the entire verse a late addition to the story based in part on 
'all the house of Israel' which they consider anachronistic. It is interesting that L7 tt iizr mD 
253 Murray 1998: 146 thinks Dvrt-`7D, rims mm and the assembly and dispersal of the participants form 
an inclusio between vv. 1 -2 and 18 -20. 
254 Williamson 1977: 109; cf. Japhet 1997: 271. 
255 See appendix 1 and 5.1.2.2. 
256 McKenzie 1984: 48. 
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occurs 125 times in the Latter Prophets (81 times in Ezekiel; 20 times in Jeremiah; 24 
times elsewhere), eight times in the Pentateuch (five times in Leviticus; twice in Exodus; 
once in Numbers) and four times in the Writings (three times in Psalms; once in Ruth). In 
the Former Prophets the phrase occurs in Josh. 21.25 and 1 Kgs. 12.21; 20.31 and seven 
times in Samuel, where the textual evidence for the occurrences is striking. L7xnur 
appears four times in the stories about the ark (1 Sam. 7.2 -3; 2 Sam. 6.5, 15) and n,n 
'7N -10' occurs three times in the context of the dynasty of Saul (2 Sam. 1.12; 12.8; 16.3). 
Furthermore, in both 2 Sam. 12.8 and 16.3 MT's L7N -10' rrn is probably secondary to nn» 
`7N -li' and L71.710" '1M, respectively.257 Gelander aptly comments: 
A key phrase for both episodes [Uzzah and Michal] is `j "1: (to bless), vss. 11, 12, 
18, 20 generally appearing alongside n'n (house), in vss. 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12, 15, 19, 
20, 21. There may also be a connection between the motif n': -nn (bless the 
house) and the unusual phrase '2Nnt r n': (house of Israel) which appears here 
twice, in vss. 5 and 15. This may be intended to stress the blessing brought by 
David, particularly in contrast to the house of Saul, hinted at in the phrase 'above 
your father and above all his house' (2 Sam. 6:21).258 
3.1.4 The Participants' Performance 
The agreement among the versions regarding n'prionhraí(ovTES in 2 Sam. 6.5 // 1 
Chron. 13.8 stands out against the textual uncertainties in the second half of the story (2 
Sam. 6.14, 16 // 1 Chron. 15.27, 29 and 2 Sam. 6.20b -22) where David's precise activities 
are unclear. Other details in 2 Sam. 6.5 // 1 Chron. 13.8 are not so straightforward. 
257 McCarter 1984: 295, 368 argues that, e.g., the Peshitta's áï! and. , reflect the original Hebrew. 
258 Gelander 1991: 47. The contrast between mi n': and 51xu n': is prominent in 2 Samuel 3, and 'house 
of Saul' occurs elsewhere only in 2 Sam. 9.1 -3; 16.5, 8; 19.18. Not only Caird 1953: 1078 considers 
Samuel's 5x- r n' :-5: 'an editorial exaggeration'. 
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3.1.4.1 2 Sam. 6.5 
1 Chron. 13.8 
// mm »L7 cpror 
n71`7xr Cpr iìm 
The prepositional phrase ']t i (or 'mr or mhr) followed by mm appears 251 times, 
including 24 times in Samuel, 14 times in Kings, and 19 times in Chronicles. The phrase 
followed by ,rbx(rr) occurs 24 times, including five times in Chronicles, but never in 
Samuel and Kings. It is remarkable that Chronicles does not dislike 'before Yahweh' 
which it uses twelve times in non -synoptic materia1259, has as a plus in one synoptic 
verse260, and shares five times in synoptic materia1.261 This evidence and additional 
evidence in appendix 2 suggest that Chronicles' two minuses and two variant readings 
'before God' in the story of David's transfer of the ark are not tendentious adjustments. 
In 1 Samuel 'King' Saul never acts mm 'ßt5, but others do: the Israelites, Samuel's 
parents Hannah and Elkanah, the prophet Samuel, the priest Ahimelech, Saul's servant 
Doeg the Edomite, Saul's son Jonathan, and David.262 The evidence from 2 Samuel and 
from synoptic material in 1 Chronicles is summarised in the following table: 
2 Sam. 5.3 // 1 Chron. 11.3 
2 Sam. 6.5 // 1 Chron. 13.8 
2 Sam. 6.7 // 1 Chron. 13.10 
2 Sam. 6.14 // 1 Chron. 15.27 
2 Sam. 6.16 // 1 Chron. 15.29 
2 Sam. 6.17 // 1 Chron. 16.1 
[Ps. 96.13 //] 1 Chron. 16.33 
2 Sam. 6.21 
2 Sam. 7.18 // 1 Chron. 17.16 
2 Sam. 21.9 
S and C have mm t5 
S has mm '1th; C has a'r5xr 1 'nth 
S has nrri5xi 11-1x 9; C has =5x 
S has mm 'nth in a plus 
S has mm nth in a plus 
S has mm nth; C has 17TI5xr r ']th 
C [and Psalms] has mm 'nth 
S has " :th twice 
S and C have mm 'nth 
S has mm 'Drh 
,7D17263 
259 
1 Chron. 16.33; 22.18; 23.13, 31; 29.22; 2 Chron. 1.6; 14.12; 19.2; 20.13, 18; 27.6; 31.20. 
260 2 Kgs. 21.22 // 2 Chron. 33.23. 
261 
2 Sam. 5.3 // 1 Chron. 11.3; 2 Sam. 7.18 // 1 Chron. 17.16; 1 Kgs. 8.62 // 2 Chron. 7.4; 1 Kgs. 22.21 
// 2 Chron. 18.20; 2 Kgs. 23.3 // 2 Chron. 34.31. 
262 See appendix 2. mn' 'ßt5 appears in 1 Sam. 1.12, 15, 19; 6.20; 7.6; 10.19, 25; 11.15 (twice); 12.7; 
15.33; 21.7 ('m`Pn), 8; 23.18; 26.19. 
263 Greek Samuel has a doublet, the first member in semi -agreement with MT Samuel and the second 
member in agreement with Chronicles. See appendix 2. 
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In 2 Samuel David conducts himself mm '»h (2 Sam. 5.3; 6.5, 14, 16, 17, 21; 7.18) at the 
expense of Saul and his sons (2 Sam. 6.21; 21.9). On one hand, Chronicles does not have 
an aversion to rrlm ' th, and on the other, Samuel wishes to emphasise David's conduct 
mm nez. The distribution of the theological adverbial mm 'ßt5 in Samuel, including its 
appearance in adjustments and supplements, the concentration of the phrase in 2 Samuel 6, 
and its repetition at the boundaries of 2 Sam. 6.21, are not chance occurrences. 
3.1.4.2 2 Sam. 6.5 // ^inn 'Sy `Inn 
1 Chron. 13.8 cs -r0n1 r1)-t» 
MT Samuel's n'w»n L7nn can be translated by 'with all (sorts of) conifer wood( - 
instrument)s'264 and Chronicles' and 4QSama's n, -r0n1 rv- '7= by 'with great exuberance 
and with songs'.265 Nevertheless, the consensus among scholars is that (1) MT Samuel is 
unintelligibly corrupt, and that (2) MT Chronicles retains the most pristine form of the 
original text, and that (3) MT Chronicles should perhaps be emended to n,l'uni ry ,Pnn, 
'with sonorous instruments and songs'266, by the simple addition of a , to 5nn, and that (4) 
either n-'wni ry or 0'1'w ry 'L)nn is the original reading in Samuel and in the Vorlage 
of Chronicles. Chronicles' present text may show the accidental omission of from an 
original 'L7nn, but MT Samuel's text is not the result of scribal errors alone: the omission 
of ', the orthographic confusion of r and , the orthographic confusion of i and ' as well as 
the placement of the mistaken reading, the metathesis of 0 and 1, and the orthographic 
confusion of ' and 1. MT Samuel's text must reflect at least some intentional modification. 
264 Wright 2002: 204. The exact family, genus and species of on: is unknown, so 'conifer' is 
appropriate. Other translations are 'cypress', 'juniper', 'fir' and 'pine'. Modem English translations, except for 
the ASV, JPS, KJV, NASB and NKJV, emend MT Samuel. 
265 Wright 2002: 204. 
266 McCarter 1984: 164. 
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Greek Chronicles has Év Trcíof 6uváµ.EL KaL Év LJaXT(;°6oî3 which aligns well 
with Chronicles' and 4QSama's r'oni tv-5=. Greek Samuel has Év ópyávoLs 
r`lpµoO]EVOLs (LXXA Kai) cv Lavin Kai EV cp6aîs, which may be rendered on well - 
tuned instruments mightily and melodically'. This text -string provides the clue for 
deciphering the history of Samuel's wording. The first and second prepositional phrases in 
Greek Samuel are a double reading in which each element corresponds to MT Samuel's 
17 :, and the third prepositional phrase in Greek Samuel corresponds to MT Samuel's 
n'rL7rn.267 
Greek Samuel MT Samuel Chronicles and 4QSama 
ÉV opycivoLs 7lpp.OPEVOLs 'v L7nn 
(Kat) ÉV LQXUL 'v 1.72 Tv-i= // Év Trac -rJ 6uvegLEL 
Kat Év ç 6aLs n'M1M n'1'VJMi II Kai. ÉV ìlíaXTw8oTç 
Ulrich argues that this is one of six instances in 2 Samuel 6 of hebraising revision by a 
'later translator' or the 'kaige recensionist' in which the general practice of the reviser is to 
prefix to the preserved OG translation his approximation toward MT: 
... the latter member EV LOXUL KaL EV Q 6aLS clearly reflects 4Q C (omitting 5D). 
The former member (also omitting '7n), is enigmatic (cf 6:14 where EV opyavoLs 
rlpp.o6µEVOLs = ry LP = [ ?] ...), but G is apparently attempting to reflect a plural 
construct chain (= M), not a conjoined pair (= 4Q C).268 
Chronicles' and 4QSama's ìv-L7nn is primary and MT Samuel's 
n'orin is secondary269, yet the latter is meaningful270 and its provenance and role in the 
267 Alternatively, does Greek Samuel's Év ópyávoi pp.ocr i voiç in 2 Sam. 6.5, 14 reflect o'i' 'S» or 
C?Y )J 0'SD? Observe inn / isaXTripLov TEprrvóv in Ps. 81.3 (LXX 80.3). For the adjective o'vn see also 2 
Sam. 1.23; 23.1; Ps. 16.6, 11; 81.3; 133.1; 135.3; 147.1; Job 36.11; Prov. 22.18; 23.8; 24.4; Cant. 1.16. 
268 Ulrich 1978: 198; cf. 197 -202; cf. Keil and Delitzsch 1866: 331. Some believe Samuel's Év 
ópyávoLs pko IDOLS (LXXA Kai) Év Lo-xin conflates u 'SDM and tv 52M (e.g., Driver 1890: 266; Herbert 
1997b: 123 -124; McCarter 1984: 163 -164; McKenzie 1984: 48 -49; Rehm 1937: 26). However, Murray 
1998: 57 correctly points out that TD 'S» would have been rendered by either Év ópyávoLs i6Xúos or Év 
ópyávoLs LXUpoîÇ. 
269 Most take this view, e.g., Wright 2002: 204 -207. Soggin 1964: 377 emends MT Samuel to 'sv 'S» 
n'ufD by the addition of'. 
270 MT Samuel's o'unn 'SD 5nn is retained in toto as the lectio difficilior by Barthélemy 1982: 242; 
Bergen 1996: 329; Seow 1989: 97 n. 51. 
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canonical book of Samuel should be explored. The roots ti) and -ru) do not play a 
significant role in Samuel and the Former Prophets in comparison with Chronicles''", but 
turn is prominent in Solomon's temple building narratives272, and notably in the form 
tnvinn 's.w (1 Kgs. 5.22, 24; 6.34; 9.11; cf. ovrn i' in 2 Chron. 3.5). The phrase 5i' 
n'tvinn in 2 Sam. 6.5 does not have the same referent as it does in the aforementioned 
passages, but 'May there not be hidden behind the language of TM and Pesh. a 
reminiscence of that cultic practice which exercised such a powerful literary influence 
upon 2 Sam. 6 ?'273. 
3.1.4.3 2 Sam. 6.5 // C475 =1 C'y tntn1 C'Mnni C, '7=i rnn»Ci 
1 Chron. 13.8 rnn=1721 C,nnnl 171n»» 
Samuel and Chronicles disagree on the latter word pair. By consensus Chronicles 
substitutes n'n5m and rnn=n for Samuel's C'i n (2 Sam. 6.5) and C47NL) (2 Sam. 6.5; 
twice in Ps. 150.5) because Samuel's terms are exceptional whereas the others are 
common in Chronicles: n'n5st3 occurs 11 times, and elsewhere once in each of Ezra and 
Nehemiah; nnYNn occurs 16 times, and elsewhere five times in Numbers, three times in 
Kings, twice in Nehemiah, and once in each of Hosea, Psalms and Ezra. However, this 
approach has problems. (1) The terms in Hebrew and Greek Chronicles line up well, but 
271 Both rs) and -iv are developed more fully in Chronicles. Chronicles uses the noun w I ('strength') 
most often (6 times; 1 Chron. 13.8; 16.11, 27 -28; 2 Chron. 6.41; 30.21) following only Psalms (31 times), 
Proverbs (9 times) and Ezekiel (8 times), whereas Samuel only has it twice (1 Sam. 2.10; 2 Sam. 6.14). The 
adjective IT occurs in 2 Sam. 22.18 but not in Chronicles, and the verb w occurs in neither book. On the 
theme 1D in Chronicles see Johnstone 1997: I, 322. Chronicles uses the noun -ro most often (14 times; 1 
Chron. 6.16 -17; 13.8; 15.16; 16.42; 25.6 -7; 2 Chron. 5.13; 7.6; 23.13, 18; 29.27 -28; 34.12) following only 
Psalms (42 times), whereas Samuel does not have the noun. However, Samuel does have the noun n-ro in 2 
Sam. 22.1 and the verb nv., in 1 Sam. 18.6 and 2 Sam. 19.36. Chronicles also uses the verb nv (17 times; 1 
Chron. 6.18; 9.33; 15.16 19 27. 16.9 23; 2 Chron. 5.12 -13; 9.11; 20.21; 23.13; 29.28; 35.15, 25), equal to 
the number of occurrences in Nehemiah, and following only Psalms (27 times). 
272 
1 Kgs. 5.22, 24; 6.15, 34; 9.11; 2 Chron. 2.7; 3.5. n1n0 occurs elsewhere in 2 Kgs. 19.23; Ps. 104.17, 
and also ten times in the Latter Prophets. Compare nrn: in Cant. 1.17. 
273 Carlson 1964: 64; cf. 77. Seow 1989: 97 n. 51 thinks 'ui 'S9 is a cognate of Akkadian burá.<u, 
'crushed wood' or 'wood shavings', used in rituals. 
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Greek Samuel does not reflect nnum, and aúlós generally stands for L7L7n. (2) The 
agreement of n'`7 2 /n,n5=/Ki p43aaov in all versions of Samuel and Chronicles shows 
that Chronicles also does not reflect C'DDI M, but there is partial agreement between Greek 
Samuel (avaós) and Hebrew and Greek Chronicles (n-=n and dXrrty) on the inclusion 
of wind instruments. The differences between MT Samuel and MT Chronicles are not due 
to simple substitution. (3) The affiliation of 4QSama's text is uncertain, and Herbert raises 
the possibility of an additional musical instrument in 4QSama.274 (4) Many assert that 
Chronicles' n'rhNn is a late equivalent for Samuel's 12'L&7, but n'L7 L7 in 2 Sam. 6.5 and 
twice in Ps. 150.5 can also be construed as a late term.275 (5) Several scholars notice the 
absence of aerophones from MT 2 Sam. 6.5, and Wright considers this sufficiently 
troublesome to conclude that they are nevertheless present in the first procession even if 
not to the degree that they are in the second.276 (6) It is a logical fallacy to conclude that a 
term which is frequent in Chronicles and on occasion stands opposite an uncommon term 
in Samuel or Kings is substituted because of ordinariness. This could be the case, but 
frequency can only suggest the probability of such a substitution. Both n'rhsn and rrissn 
occur first in Chronicles in 1 Chron. 13.8 and perhaps these initial (and original ?) 
occurrences prompt the independent large -scale inclusion of both instruments in 
Chronicles' non -synoptic supplements dealing with music (1 Chronicles 15 -16, 25; 2 
Chronicles 5, 13, 15, 20, 29).277 These issues make it impossible to know the earliest 
wording in 2 Sam. 6.5 II 1 Chron. 13.8. 
274 Fincke 2001: 149; Herbert 1997b: 124. 
275 See appendix 3. 
276 Wright 2002: 208 -209, 214 -215. 
277 Elsewhere Kings and Chronicles share nri rt twice in 2 Kgs. 11.14 // 2 Chron. 23.13 and Chronicles 
has a minus of Kings' clause with r ri in 2 Kgs. 12.14 // 2 Chron. 24.14. 
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3.1.5 The Attendants' Identity and Position 
3.1.5.1 2 Sam. 6.3 
1 Chron. 13.7 
// » rrrxl 
1'nN1 \ì>1 
Five persons have the name tzry /r rr' ('Uzzah'), a hypocoristic or shortened 
theophoric name for tz'ry /rrry or L7W11.). Three persons have the name ITN ('Ahio') which 
some suggest is similarly short for rITIN or irrrai. Most scholars retain MT's punctuation 
(i'ntt) although some re -point the consonants as yr ('his brother') or vrTrtt ('his brothers'; 
cf. of d8EA,43,oì airroÛ in Greek Samuel and Chronicles). The textual implications favour 
the view that vTrN is the proper name 'Ahio'. Three persons have the name n-irntz 
('Abinadab') and in this context Uzzah and Ahio are called n-rrntz nn, understood to mean 
'sons' rather than 'grandsons' of Abinadab. It is pointless to discuss here the literary and 
historical difficulties related to the identification of Uzzah and Ahio.278 The pragmatic 
assumptions are that n'-irntz n': refers to a temple or a complex containing a temple and 
that :-rr Mt 'm serves to authenticate Uzzah's and Ahio's appropriate cultic status. In light 
of this fact it is remarkable that 1 Chron. 13.7 has nirntz mn but not nmsntz ']n. 
Furthermore, an investigation of similar descriptions based on formal criteria suggests 
that n-rrmt ']: defining Uzzah and Ahio would not have been omitted if it had stood in 
Chronicles' Vorlage. There are 86 statements of personal identification in parallel 
passages in Samuel -Kings and Chronicles that consist of 'proper noun + X + proper noun' 
in which the proper nouns are not Israel or Ammon and in which X is any of 7p /nn, ntt /rrt, 
rtx /nlrN or o'tz /mutt. In summary: 55 times Samuel -Kings and Chronicles share an identical 
phrase or a similar phrase involving an orthographical difference, a substitution, or a 
smaller or larger number of words; 15 times the parallel in Samuel -Kings and Chronicles 
278 Are they sons or grandsons of Abinadab? Are Uzzah and Eleazar brothers or one and the same 
person? Is rntt an obscure reference toZadok'? What implications does the seemingly long period of time 
between 1 Sam. 7.2 and 2 Sam. 6.1 have for the identification of these characters? See the commentaries 
and also Brettler 1992b; Edelman 1992; Propp 1992; Ramsey 1992; Thompson 1992b. 
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is inexact or uncertain; 4 times Chronicles has a plus; 12 times Samuel -Kings has a plus: 
8 of the 12 revolve around figures who are clearly defined or known contextually, or who 
appear in non -parallel material in Samuel -Kings, or other issues related to shared /non- 
shared material are involved279; 3 of the 12 are complicated and arguments can go in 
either direction.280 This instance of Samuel's plus and Chronicles' minus does not tally 
well with the data just mentioned. Consequently, the burden of proof falls on scholars 
who suggest that Chronicles has gratuitously omitted the phrase.281 The description y 
nnrMz is literarily significant in Samuel, and potentially so in Chronicles, because it 
serves to authenticate Uzzah's and Ahio's appropriate cultic status, and in so doing it also 
implicates Uzzah (the rhetorically foregrounded character in 2 Sam. 6.3) rather than 
David for cultic negligence or Yahweh for inexplicable caprice in MT 2 Sam. 6.6 -7. 
Uzzah should have known better! 
3.1.5.2 2 Sam. 6.3 
1 Chron. 13.7 
2 Sam. 6.4 
2 Sam. 6.7 
1 Chron. 13.10 
/17=7 n'an3 rntti tzun 
n5as» n,am rztTi 
1rnzn 'an`p tn rntti 
n'n5ttn TIN ny 
nrn5tt aDL7 
The disjunctive construction narn ... rntti ttu n in 2 Sam. 6.3 // 1 Chron. 13.7 
introduces background information which vivifies the story and prepares the reader for 
subsequent events. The details in 2 Sam. 6.3, 6 // 1 Chron. 13.7, 9 allow the following 
reconstruction using extra -biblical data: the ark is on a two -wheel flat -bed wood cart, 
drawn by a pair of oxen, each ox with a yoke harness attached to either side of a long pole 
279 
2 Sam. 3.3 I/ 1 Chron. 3.1; 2 Sam. 3.5 // 1 Chron. 3.3; 1 Kgs. 12.21 // 2 Chron. 11.1; 1 Kgs. 15.1 // 2 
Chron. 13.1; 1 Kgs. 15.18 // 2 Chron. 16.2; 2 Kgs. 11.2 // 2 Chron. 22.11; 2 Kgs. 18.1 // 2 Chron. 29.1; 2 
Kgs. 23.34 // 2 Chron. 36.4. 
280 2 Sam. 8.3 // 2 Chron. 18.3; 2 Sam. 23.18 // 1 Chron. 11.20; 2 Kgs. 22.3 // 2 Chron. 34.8. 
281 The writer suggests in 3.1.2.3 that :17': r': is interpolated in 1 Chron. 13.7 from 2 Sam. 6.3. In 
view of the present discussion the interpolation was likely completed prior to the insertion of :wr:x :: in 2 
Sam. 6.3. 
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extending forward from the cart, and each ox with a nose -ring to which a cord is attached, 
and which Uzzah and Ahio hold as they guide (n'ana) the oxen, cart and ark along the 
road. 
Scholarship maintains that MT 2 Sam. 6.3 -4 contains a classic example of 
dittography through homoioteleuton, in which the second n5ay gave rise to the accidental 
insertion of the first ntvnn (after the first nhav) together with the repetition of the following 
Hunan nrrax n'nn 171N0'1. Indeed, the MT reflects several difficulties in its current 
form: (1) a tautologous report of the xwJ -ing of the ark; (2) an obvious case of 
grammatical disagreement in the second nurtn n5avn; (3) distant anaphora for the suffix of 
the second inxt ri; and (4) the words following the presumed dittography, n'nL7xn irtt ED, 
cannot be made to fit on to the repeated clause; that is, it is illogical to say: 'They brought 
it [the ark] out of Abinadab's n':, which is Hunan, with the ark of God'. 
After eliminating the presumed dittograph, the MT reads: 
mt nn n5a17-47x n'n5xn 117x -nrt innn,i 
71 .1= "ItUtt nna'nx n'nr3 inxcv' 
[ntvnn] n`711n -nx n'am nna'nx ']n l'nxl xTyl 
[Hunan ntvx nnrnx n'ntn rrî 'i] 
n'n5xrt 111x nsa 
irtzn 'aß`7 j5n rnxi 
This emended text has additional difficulties282: (1) The combination n-ra'nx '» l'nx1 xwvi 
n'r 7xn nv n`7ayn-nx n'am is unidiomatic; rather, one might expect a clause containing 
the preposition 517, such as mL71) n'nbxn linx 10x nbavn -nx ... ('... the cart on which was 
the ark of God'). (2) The omission of any comment on the position of Uzzah is striking. 
The MT points out that Ahio is located lnxn 'any but where is Uzzah, who is the principal 
character in v. 6? In view of these problems some scholars suggest the insertion of xT171 
j prior to Inc" .1ß`7 i5n i nn n'n5xn 1nx MD: 'And Uzzah was walking beside God's ark 
and Ahio was walking before the ark'. 
282 Murray 1998: 56 -57. 
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The emended MT also fails to do justice to other versional evidence. LXXL 
Samuel's Kat (Ka ... ÉrropEÚOVro is often used to generate the phrase tn xtvl with 
which scholars emend MT to TIN trl tttv1, and LXXL Samuel's Kaì É K 
rrXayíwv T7iÇ KLPWTOÛ is usually considered an independent adjustment to clarify the 
attendants' position vis -à -vis the ark or to stress their care for the ark. Contrary to these ad 
hoc corrections of MT, LXXL's µrrpoOEv Kai ÉK rrXayíwv is a doublet which conflates 
two originally independent prepositional phrases: µrrpoaêcv stands for ,ath and ÉK 
rraayLwv corresponds to nwh.283 Trebolle Barrera argues that the textual evidence in 
Hebrew and Greek 2 Sam. 6.3 -4, 7 // 1 Chron. 13.7, 10 attests three traditions regarding 
the role of Uzzah and Ahio284: 
The brothers conducted the cart. r 1 JasM n /nx Inn] xtsn 
The brothers marched in front of the ark. Inc -7 th [0' /1]D'T1 rr1x1 xts.r 
The brothers marched beside the ark. 1rxr1 nr2w' [n' /1]n'7r1 rrxc xtsn 
The first tradition is primary. Chronicles has this tradition alone, and it is also reflected in 
all versions of Samuel. Consequently, 'C appears to contain the most pristine text in this 
passage'285, with the exception of :-rr :x rnrz which is probably interpolated from Samuel 
(3.1.2.3).286 4QSama clearly shares the longer form of the text, but its exact wording is 
uncertain.287 The pluses and minuses in Greek Samuel attest forms of the received text at 
various stages in its composition, although the Greek versions also reflect the hands of 
their own editors. In the first half of 2 Sam. 6.4 it is impossible to determine with 
certainty the sequence of the gradual supplementation with morn-r, a7]'Mx n,nn 171xiv'l 
nnan, 11 -1x MD and n'n17xr1. LXXA is revised toward MT with T1 V KaLV1 V Kai. ;wow aÚTrpv 
àrrò otKou Aµwa6aß Év ßouvc;), and LXXL is revised with TOO OEOÛ. In the latter half of 
283 See appendix 3. 
284 See Trebolle Barrera 1989a: 98 -100; 1992c: 320 -321. 
285 McKenzie 1984: 48. 
286 See appendix 3 on il5 inTrIN versus n' aun. 
287 Fincke 2001: 148 -149; Herbert 1997b: 121. 
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2 Sam. 6.4 the earliest supplement to the story was probably ntw`) [c' /I]cL71 rrn xw1 
in n. LXXB was revised in full whereas LXXL was revised in part with the insertion of 
1Jyrrpo66E1) only, thus creating the double reading in LXXL. LXXA is incoherent. 
Originally, the brothers were the conductors of the oxen, cart and ark. Later, 
biblical editors positioned the brothers beside the ark in order to account for the fate of 
Uzzah. Finally, editors took Ahio away and stationed him in front of the ark so as to 
explain his survival and shield his character. These editors simultaneously made the story 
unclear with respect to Uzzah's location. This remarkable ambiguity entices scholars to 
emend MT Samuel, but its editorial intention encourages the reader to doubt Uzzah's 
adherence to his role and ultimately Uzzah's confidence in the deity's self -sufficiency. 
Again, the homicide in 2 Sam. 6.7 is not the result of David's cultic negligence or 
Yahweh's inexplicable caprice. Rather, Uzzah's 'unfaith' proved fateful. 
3.1.6 The Ark's Epithets 
3.1.6.1 1 Chron. 13.5 c,715xn 1nx -nx 
2 Sam. 6.3 // c,nbxn 
1 Chron. 13.7 n,n5xn linrt -nx 
2 Sam. 6.4 cnttn 1»x cv 
2 Sam. 6.4 1»xn 
See appendix 2. 
3.1.6.2 2 Sam. 6.2 // r'73) nix= mm co co ttnprnott cnbn 111x nx 
co xnpr-icvrt c'cincn cor mn c7115xn 1in,t 1 Chron. 13.6 
The construction co ... KT] (in this order or reversed) occurs 33 times, 20 times 
outside an nott clause either with (nine times) or without (11 times) an `71) element, and 
thirteen times within an -lox clause that functions to characterise more precisely an 
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antecedent. With regard to the second type of clause, on 11 occasions the construction 
occurs with an 51.) element and consists of the following parts: 
Z L71) Y no Klp) lox X 
(1) an antecedent main subject (X) 
(2) followed by a sub -clause introduced with the 
relative pronoun MN and containing 
(3) the verb KT] and 
(4) the embedded subject no with a pronominal 
suffix (Y) and 
(5) the preposition 51) with a resumptive pronominal 
suffix (Z) referring back to the main subject (X) 
2 Sam. 6.2 is exceptional among the 11 examples because the embedded subject no lacks 
the pronominal suffix Y and is duplicated and because there is a noticeably long interval 
between the no and 'Z L2v' elements.288 Again with regard to the second type of clause, on 
one occasion the construction occurs without the 'Z '7y' element (Dan. 10.1), and in 1 
Chron. 13.6 the construction occurs without both the Y and 'Z L71)1 elements. The 
expression 'Sv ... n+v ... 3d1p] (in this order or another) denotes ownership and/or authority 
over places or people(s), and over an object in the case of the ark.289 Therefore, the 
absence of the 'Z 5y' element makes 1 Chron. 13.6 exceptional.290 In view of these 
stylistic incongruities, and other difficulties highlighted below, it is proposed that the 
earlier text common to both Samuel and Chronicles was nry ntvx ('which happened to 
be there'; lr ip II [cf. I]). Ehrlich's brilliant suggestion, developed further by 
288 The antecedent main subject (X) is the temple in Jer. 7.10, 11, 14, 30; 32.34; 34.15; Jerusalem in Jer. 
25.29; Dan. 9.18; the Israelite people in 2 Chron. 7.14; the gentile nations in Amos 9.12; and the ark in 2 
Sam. 6.2. 
289 BDB 1027 -1028; Coppes 1980b: 810; Jonker 1997: 973. 
290 The phrase in Dan. 10.1 is an interpolation (e.g., Hartman and Di Lella 1978: 13 -14, 255), and it is 
also semantically distinct in that it does not denote ownership and/or authority. 
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Seeligmann, and adopted by Japhet, supplies a plausible origin for the present 
textforms.291 
Most are convinced that 2 Sam. 6.2 has undergone interpolation. Accordingly they 
retain none of rev n'n'-nn nur nix= mm no, or keep only vSv mm or vLPv n' :1Dr1 mm 
or l'L717 rains mm. The literary evidence against the primitive use of ninny mm is 
substantia1292, and historical and theological factors also weigh heavily against the views 
that rims mm originated in the pre -Jerusalem cultus at Shiloh (cf. 1 Sam. 1.3, 11) and 
that the formula o'nnnn nvr n: mm (1 Sam. 4.4; 2 Sam. 6.2) is the earliest or official 
epithet of the ark.293 Additional difficulties with 2 Sam. 6.2 // 1 Chron. 13.6 are: (1) the 
different placement of n'n[1]nni no[1]' [nia ] mm in Samuel and Chronicles; (2) the 
absence of nix= from 4QSama294, and from Chronicles, in spite of the fact that the word 
appears in 2 Sam. 5.10 // 1 Chron. 11.9 and 2 Sam. 7.8, 26 // 1 Chron. 17.7, 24 (but not in 
291 Ehrlich 1910: 286; Japhet 1993: 278; Seeligmann 1961: 204 -205. Sasson 2000 uses the versions 
injudiciously and he is insensitive to 'Hebrew idiomatics' in spite of his claim to the contrary. He naïvely 
'go[es] back to the Masoretic text'. 
292 The usage of ninny (n'r5x) mm is conspicuous. It is distributed unevenly and is strongly associated 
with prophetic speech. ram mm occurs 259 times: ten times in Samuel; two times in Kings; three times in 
Chronicles; eight times in Psalms; and 236 times in the Latter prophets, notably 77 times in Jeremiah, 62 
times in Isaiah, 53 times in Zechariah, 24 times in Malachi, and 14 times in Haggai. rainy LIT mn' occurs 
19 times: one time in Samuel; two times in Kings; five times in Jeremiah; six times in Amos; and five times 
in Psalms. Interestingly, nanny (n'r ) mm appears 82 times in MT Jeremiah, but only 12 occurrences are 
reflected in the shorter and more authentic Greek version, and perhaps only six are original (cf. Olofsson 
1990: 122 -124). 
293 Albertz 1994: I, 132, 300 n. 31 says: 'While the tradition of the title "Yahweh Sabaoth, who is 
enthroned on the cherubim" ... is connected with the ark (I Sam. 4.4; II Sam. 6.2), and this leads some 
scholars, to derive it and the conception of Yahweh as king from the sanctuary of Shiloh (cf. I Sam. 1.3, 
11), it draws so much on the cultic decoration of Solomon's temple with its cherubic throne that here we 
very probably have a back -projection of the Jerusalem temple theology.... In its present form the ark 
narrative is doubtless conceived from the end backwards, i.e. from its introduction into the Jerusalem 
temple. If the ark, which in the meantime had been accepted almost universally, was not itself a divine 
throne, we must assume, first, that a cherubic throne had already stood in the sanctuary of Shiloh, and 
secondly, that its static imagination had clung to the ark despite its vagabond fate. However, there is no 
evidence for the first, and the second is a difficult assumption'. With reference to 1 Sam. 4.4, MT has TIN 
n'n-:n nGr nix= mina -n'10 , but the OG text is TO KLÍG)TÓV Kuplou Kaariii6vou xpouP ii, whereas LXXAL 
are revised toward the MT. See Driver 1890: 46; Klein 1983: 37; McCarter 1980a: 103; H. P. Smith 1899: 
34. 
294 Spacing in 4QSama precludes the second nu and rainy (Fincke 2001: 148; Herbert 1997b: 121 -123, 
154; McKenzie 1984: 48; Ulrich 1978: 66, 160, 194, 197, 201, 204). 
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Chronicles in 2 Sam. 6.2, 18; 7.27 // 1 Chron. 13.6; 16.2; 17.25); (3) the absolute singular 
no in MT Samuel and Chronicles which is highly uncharacteristic of biblical Hebrew; (4) 
the insertion of airroû in LXX Chronicles which eases the occurrence of the absolute 
singular iivop.a; (5) the insertion of KET. in LXXL Chronicles which suggests the double 
reading DO and ntv; and (6) the repetitious ntv ntv in MT Samuel in which the second no 
serves to editorially reinterpret the first no as ntv rather than ntv. These points call 
attention to substantial editing in 2 Sam. 6.2 // 1 Chron. 13.6: 4 was reinterpreted as ntv 
in an earlier nu) tro ntv , ray n'nnnn : r rnn, nt, was interpolated, and nix= was inserted. 
The versions reflect this editorial process at various stages. Nevertheless, MT Chronicles' 
consonants are closest to the earlier form of the text.295 
3.2 Summary of Chapter Three 
The texts and stories of 2 Sam. 6.1 -5 and 1 Chron. 13.5 -8 differ appreciably. This 
chapter is concerned with editorial adjustments in the compositions which are signalled 
by textual variation and grammatical and stylistic incongruities and lexical discrepancies. 
The major differences between the texts may be classified as pluses /minuses and 
substitutions. With the exception of the pluses in 1 Chron. 13.5 (rt1±-11n -nrro-ln 
nnn) and 6 Om n "nv" ITT LPN) the text of Samuel is regularly fuller. Most differences 
between Samuel and Chronicles are expansions in Samuel. Consequently, Chronicles' text 
is generally closer to the (shorter and) earlier form of the story. Twice it is suggested that 
words in Chronicles were interpolated from Samuel. See nnrnx n'mn in 3.1.2.3 and mm 
n "ninnn nor in 3.1.6.2. It is not surprising that biblical editors occasionally adjusted 
Chronicles on the basis of Samuel since Samuel 'ranked higher in canonical esteem' than 
295 See appendix 2. 
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Chronicles.296 See 2.3.2.1. In several cases it is unclear whether the text of Samuel or 
Chronicles is closer to the earlier textform and/or it is probable that lexical or stylistic 
preferences more than polemic determined the forms of the texts. See, e.g., "1 cp'ß // 71.7"1 
in 3.1.1.3; '7Y7Y :i innvYn» // rr rT 'tst»i in 3.1.4.3; and perhaps tort // 777 in 
3.1.1.2. Three factors influenced the editing of MT Samuel. First, the theme apology of 
Davidic kingship. See 3.1.1.2, 3.1.2.3, 3.1.3.1, 3.1.3.2, 3.1.3.3, 3.1.3.4, 3.1.4.1. David 
rather than Saul is rightfully king. This editorial polemic, for example, explains Samuel's 
terminology in 6.1, which never served as the start of a (now lost) military campaign; 
rather, the language was adjusted to highlight David's achievements in comparison with 
Saul's. In particular, several connections between MT 2 Samuel 6 and 1 Samuel 14 were 
observed. Second, the theme apology of Davidic and Yahwistic character. See 3.1.5.1, 
3.1.5.2. The elucidation of Uzzah's identity and the ambiguous record of his location 
prepare for the misfortune in MT 2 Sam. 6.6 -7 which is clearly due to his misconduct 
rather than David's cultic negligence or Yahweh's inexplicable caprice. Third, the theme 
influence of cultic practice. See 3.1.4.2, 3.1.5.1, 3.1.6.2. Many recognise the influence of 
religious traditions in the story's moulding. These factors greatly influenced the rest of the 
story of David's transfer of the ark. 
296 Würthwein 1979: 18. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Analysis of 2 Samuel 6.6 -10 and 1 Chronicles 13.9 -13 
4.0 Introduction 
The exposition in 2 Sam. 6.1 -5 // 1 Chron. 13.5 -8 supplies information 
fundamental to the story: the protagonist, the situation, the setting and other background 
information. Accordingly, the analysis in chapter 3 of the procession's beginning is 
organised topically: context and occasion, geography, the participants' identity, number 
and performance, the attendants' identity and position, and the ark's epithets. The 
procession barely begins, however, when Uzzah is impelled to seize the ark and Yahweh 
promptly executes him (2 Sam. 6.6 -7 // 1 Chron. 13.9 -10). This inciting incident initiates 
the conflict (or complication) which will drive the plot until its climax (or turning point) 
(2 Sam. 6.17a // 1 Chron. 16.1a): the encounter between Yahweh and Uzzah is ultimately 
a conflict between the deity and the king. Commentators remark on the problematic 
character of the material in 2 Sam. 6.6 -7 // 1 Chron. 13.9 -10: it is marked by textual 
variation, literary ambiguity, and theological difficulty. These phenomena are inter- 
connected. The section following the inciting incident, yet still within the conflict, and 
prior to the climax, is the rising action. This material alternately conveys David's response 
to Yahweh's homicidal act (2 Sam. 6.8 -10 // 1 Chron. 13.11 -13), Yahweh's response to 
David's rejection (2 Sam. 6.11 // 1 Chron. 13.14), and David's response to Yahweh's 
blessing (2 Sam. 6.12b -15 // 1 Chron. 15.25 -28). This chapter focuses on 2 Sam. 6.6 -10 // 




4.1.1 Uzzah's Error 
4.1.1.1 2 Sam. 6.6 
1 Chron. 13.9 
//pm 11à -i> liin'1 
1T r lt.tn'1 
The Israelite threshing -floor was a flat hard circular surface outside on a hill near 
the edge of a rural or urban locale. The hard surface (of packed soil or smoothed stone or 
bedrock) prevented earth from mingling with the grain and open air breezes aided 
winnowing.297 The procession's route and the location of the threshing -floor(s) in 2 Sam. 
6.6 // 1 Chron. 13.9 are unknown and will remain so regardless of the manner in which 
MT's 11» and are construed.298 The textual variation among the versions is extensive. 
The following tables give the evidence and possible textual antecedents or Vorlagen: 
297 Here it is unfeasible and also unnecessary to review historical aspects of the ancient Israelite 
threshing -floor, such as threshing methodology, the structure of a threshing -floor, temporary versus 
permanent threshing- floors, community versus privately owned threshing- floors, and the connection of 
threshing -floors and cult sites. The latter can be confirmed for some ancient societies, but scholars debate 
the association in biblical literature (e.g., Münderlein 1978: 64 -65), although the relationship between 2 
Samuel 6 // 1 Chronicles 13, 15 -16 and 2 Samuel 24 // 1 Chronicles 21 is notable. 
298 Nevertheless, the comments in Mullins 1992: 904 are suggestive: 'While no name resembling Chidon 
or Nacon has been preserved, there are two plausible routes for the transport of the ark to Jerusalem. The 
most direct, but more difficult access would have been to go somewhere along the line of the present 
Jerusalem -Tel Aviv highway, a distance of about 13 km/8 mi. The easier, but longer way would have been 
to go from Kiriath-jearim to Gibeon (el -Jib); and then on to Jerusalem via Gibeah of Benjamin (Tell el -Ful). 
Thus the ark would have been brought through Benjamin in full view of the local population. Given the 
political tensions between the Benjaminite house of Saul and the Judean house of David, this would have 
served as a bold statement by David that he is now the one in charge. This latter route also has the benefit of 




Syro-Hexaplar relic-Ire n 1 7 1 N 
LXX Mmg, 158/g, 56/itxt, 245/v, 554/zmg, 
108/b, 82/o, 127/c2 = LXXL (cf. 19/b', 93/e2, 
158/g, 245/v, 246, 707/a 
Opva Toû 
IEpovo-aLOU 
71 7 1 N 
LXX 247/x, 376/c AXwv I 1 n x 
Barhebraeus' Scholia tart' 7 1 D N 
LXX Mtxt, 55/h*, 56/img, 554/ztxt, rell AXwp 7 1 n ,; 
LXX N, 55/h°°r, Eusebius Onomasticon NaXwp 7 1 7 1 
LXX B Nwsap n 7 1 D 
LXX 509/a2 Nobap n 7 1 1 
4QSama 1711299 1 7 i 1 
MT 11p 1 I 1 D 
Mishnah Baba Bathra 2.8 .trop 1 1 D 1 
Targum 1Pnn 1 1 1 
Peshitta re-117 all 1 1 1 
LXX A NaXwv 1 1D D 
Aquila ÉTOLu.Tis 1 1 n D 
Vulgate Nachon 1 1 n 1 
Josephus' Antiquities 7.4.2 (cf. Chronicles) XELBwvos 1 7 D 
Chronicles 
MT 17'D I 7 n 
LXX 106/p, 107/d, 120/q, 134/t, 243/j, 489/f, 
554/z 
xLBwv 1 7 D 
OL sceptri I 7 ' 3 
Vulgate Chidon 1 7 ' D 
LXX A, N XELÁwV I L7 ' 
LXX 19/b', 108/b XaLAwv I L7 ' 
LXX 92/m, 93/e2, 158/g XEXwv 1 i ' D 
LXX B rell; Origen's 5th column300 minus 
Preliminary remarks: (1) Most are uncertain about the earliest /original reading(s). (2) 
Most believe Chronicles' reading does not entail a tendentious alteration of the book's 
Vorlage. (3) Most text -critical discussions are incomplete: they fail to consider the 
entirety of the evidence and they neglect literary facets of the textual traditions. (4) The 
witnesses cited above may be placed into about five groups, broadly defined, and within 
each group, except for the one reflecting 11 :1, additional textual variation is evident. (5) 
299 Fincke 2001: 149 reads erroneously. BHS, McCarter 1984: 164, and Ulrich 1978: 195 read 71:. 
Herbert 1997b: 124 says 'The third letter, however, is a regular 7, lacking the 7's characteristic sharp right 
shoulder. 4QSama, therefore, deviates from all witnesses'. 
300 Field 1875: I, 715. 
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The letter (followed by 11,) is most consistent throughout the witnesses. (6) OG Samuel 
may be Nw6aß and OG Chronicles is certainly a minus. Is the latter due to haplography 
through homoioteleuton (jj': 1ia) or is the simple reading 1ian /Tris dXwvos the starting 
point for the compositional processes in the versions? (7) In anticipation of the conclusion 
reached below, the readings in MT Samuel and MT Chronicles are genetically unrelated 
but perhaps conceptually similar. Each reading may be an independent expansion of an 
original ran. Otherwise, if one of the MT traditions is secondary to the other, then MT 
Samuel's ita is probably secondary to MT Chronicles' 7 . The bases for this assertion 
are (a) greater variation among witnesses to Samuel and (b) discernible literary motives 
for the readings (and m -nit) in Samuel. 
The words pm and 7D are construed as proper names, common nouns, or in the 
case of pia, as an adjective. The greater part of medieval and modern commentators, most 
ancient versions (see below for other renderings), and almost all modern English 
translations, construe the second element in the phrases pm fa and 7D na as proper 
nouns: 'the threshing -floor of Nacon' or 'Nacon's threshing -floor' (except for NAB's 
'Nodan' which is based on 4QSama) and 'the threshing -floor of Chidon' or 'Chidon's 
threshing -floor' (except for the NJB which has 'the threshing -floor of the Javelin'). Some 
emend Samuel on the basis of Chronicles301 or Chronicles on the basis of Samue1302, but 
the variants do not have an obvious genetic relationship. No view has garnered broad 
support because none convincingly relates the two major families of variants, those 
beginning with a/v and those beginning with D /X. The potential orthographical and 
phonological errors are self -evident in the table above. A thorough analysis of the 
readings with possible derivations and revisions requires an entire chapter. Two points 
require mention. First, it is specious to conclude that Josephus was dependent on 
301 Rehm 1949b: 81. 
302 Braun 1986: 172 -175. 
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Chronicles for XEL8c,3vos.303 Second, most reject the textual originality of the Samuel 
variants having the Araunah/Ornan of 2 Samuel 24 // 1 Chronicles 21. Many ancient and 
medieval commentators favoured this reading in 2 Sam. 6.6 II 1 Chron. 13.9, but thematic 
links between the two narratives and the unlikelihood that an Araunah/Ornan in the 
preceding story would be altered are arguments against the reading's originality. In spite 
of its popularity, the view that 11= and n'D are proper nouns in MT Samuel and 
Chronicles must be rejected. First, the notion of private ownership of a threshing -floor is 
questionable. The only other possible examples are doubtful304: -rtaxn 11a in Gen. 50.10 -11 
cannot be a personal name and the common noun in n rlx /nrnxn TT, // 1n-ix na in 2 Sam. 
24.16, 18 // 1 Chron. 21.15, 18, 28; 2 Chron. 3.1 has a Hittite provenance, thus Seow 
says: 'If `mitt and rnrx(ri) are not personal names, "the threshing floor of PN" in 2 Sam 
6:6 would be unique in the Bible. Indeed, as a PN 1i» is without parallel in Semitic 
onomastica'.305 Second, 'Neither the author nor his readers would be familiar with the 
name of the owner of every threshing -floor between Kirjath-jearim and Jerusalem'.306 
Some construe the second element in the phrases 11= 11a and 17'D as common 
nouns. In addition, OL Chronicles has sceptri. Keil and Delitzsch relate Chronicles' 72 to 
the noun 7'D, a hapax legomenon used in Job 21.20, and translate 'the threshing -floor of 
destruction/disaster'.307 Youngblood suggests that Chronicles' is a defectively written 
form of 1i-n ('dart, javelin, spear'), which is used nine times308 and is also written 
defectively in Jer. 50.42.309 This is the natural understanding of 1-rß in MT 1 Chron. 13.9 
and only bias in favour of Samuel can reasonably lead one to abandon it. 11'D is 'a 
3 °3 Ulrich 1978: 213, 254. 
3 °4 The ownership of the threshing -floor in Ruth is unstated. 
305 Seow 1989: 97 -98 n. 52. 
3 °6 W R. Arnold 1917: 62. 
307 Keil and Delitzsch 1866: 332 (emphasis added). 
308 Josh. 8.18, 26; 1 Sam. 17.6, 45; Jer. 6.23; 50.42; Job 39.23; 41.21 
3 °9 Youngblood 1992: 871. 
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threshing -floor of a spear' or 'a "piercing " -threshing- floor'. Similarly, some scholars 
entertain the common noun view for Samuel's 11» which they relate to the verb noa310 and 
translate as 'the threshing -floor of the blow /stroke' (cf. Job 12.5).311 Literary factors in 
support of this view are mentioned below. The interpretation of 1»a and f ̂D as common 
nouns is more defensible than their interpretation as proper names. Furthermore, 11= and 
1-1^D would also be similar in concept. 
A few interpret Samuel's as a N participle of 1iß, thus as an adjective. Several 
ancient witnesses also support this interpretation: the Targum's 1pnn, the Peshitta's 
Aquila's ÉTO([ins, and cognate arcp in Mishnah Baba Bathra 2.8 and the Gemara thereon. 
The meaning of 1i= Ina may be construed as 'a certain threshing- floor', or 'a prepared 
threshing -floor' (i.e., smoothed and swept), or more likely 'a fixed/permanent threshing - 
floor': 'The reader, upon being informed that the oxen had come to a "permanent threshing 
floor" would immediately picture a floor either of rock or of very hard earth, on which a 
slip such as that of Uzzah was quite natural'.312 Scholars raise four objections to this 
interpretation313: (1) Aquila often renders proper names adjectivally. (2) viop may not be 
the exact equivalent of 1»).314 (3) The noun na is given as feminine by lexicographers, but 
the evidence is sparse and the gender seems to have varied.315 (4) Some say the phrase so 
construed would be pointless, 'But we have seen that the sense is satisfied if the 
description can be shown to have direct bearing on the accident'.316 
310 The derivation of 1t» from n» is similar to other nouns derived from n" 5 verbs, such as m from mn, 
1tnn from ann, and inn from ann. The typical noun for a 'blow' is am (cf. 1 Sam. 6.19). 
311 Keil and Delitzsch 1866: 332; Tur -Sinai 1951: 279. Also see HALOT II, 698. Emphasis added. 
312 Marget 1920: 75. 
313 See Carlson 1964: 77 -78. 
314 However, see Jastrow 1903: 1311. 
315 Interestingly, an is usually but not always construed as feminine (HALOT III, 1197 -1198), and also 
when modified by an adjective (e.g., n'711) mn, ncinn nv , rain nn, run an), but Ps. 51.12 has ì nn, and 
this is the only other attributive adjective use of pm. 
316 Marget 1920: 72. 
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The minus in OG Chronicles may reflect the earliest form of the text: 'and they 
came to the threshing floor'. The article is either the simple identification or well -known 
('celebrity', 'familiar') usage317. The expressions 1»> 17; and 17; are anarthrous, and 
since the nomen rectum in each case is doubtfully a proper name, the phrases must be 
translated indefinitely: 
Samuel 'a fixed/permanent threshing -floor' 
'a threshing -floor of a blow /stroke' 
'a "striking " -threshing -floor' 
Chronicles 'a threshing -floor of a spear' 
'a "piercing " -threshing -floor' 
The comment creates tension in the narrative and foreshadows the incident to follow, 
e.g.,: 'and they came to a "killer " -threshing -floor [oh no!] and Uzzah reached out ... and 
Yahweh's anger was kindled against Uzzah and God struck [n7 ;] him there ...'. Is the 
phrase solely metaphorical or does the story hint at the manner in which the ark's military 
escort dispatched Uzzah? Moreover, does Chronicles have the word 1(ì) -r: for this 
reason? Furthermore, word - linkage in 2 Sam. 6.6 -7 suggests that 1»> and n» play on one 
another. The verb 701 also recalls 'the wave of plague and death' of 1 Samuel 5 -6318, and 
continues too a theme that is played out in Saul's and David's military escapades in 
between the two stories, most recently in 2 Sam. 5.8, 20, 24 -25. 
4.1.1.2 2 Sam. 6.6 
1 Chron. 13.9 
/1 in rnN'1 n'rbrt- r 1nx-5x mu) n'Yvri 
1rx rnN 17"1-Irc rtrv nbcri 
The absence of 'his hand' in MT Samuel could be the result of ellipsis but the 
collective evidence suggests that the phrase originally stood here, as most commentators 
conclude. First, the phrase appears in the preponderance of ancient witnesses, including 
4QSama, LXX Samuel, Josephus, and Chronicles. Second, 'hand' is absent in prose from 
317 See, e.g., Judg. 6.37; 2 Kgs. 6.27; Ruth 3.2 -3, 6, 14. 
318 McCarter 1984: 169; cf. 1 Sam. 5.6, 9, 12; 6.19 (also with ran). 
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an implicit nr n'm construction only in 2 Sam. 6.6, although the ellipsis of other objects 
following 175rv, especially 'word/letter /message', is not uncommon. Third, Chronicles' 
construction with the complementary infinitive is frequent but an investigation of the 
formal structures in which nom is used points out the awkwardness of the object following 
LPN in MT Samuel and 4QSama, which is generally a person ('send a message to a person') 
and less commonly a place ('send a messenger to a place'), but a non -geographic place in 
Samuel only in 1 Sam. 17.49 and 2 Sam. 6.6. This stylistic incongruity together with Érrí 
in LXX Samuel (LXXL is revised to rrpós) may indicate that MT Samuel's LPN is 
unoriginal.319 The phrase r' nx perhaps dropped from MT Samuel by haplography 
through homoioarcton (TIN 5x [in, nit] xu ) n'xr1), in which case the omission is 
subsequent to the adjustment of an original 5v to 5x. Then again, Murray argues that the 
minus is original and should not be restored 
for good rhetorical reasons ... The addition of 17' nx before ' r5xn 117x L7x 
considerably weakens the impact of the latter, whereas the ellipsis heightens its 
impact by placing it in the position where rr nx would be expected, and thus 
demanding increased processing effort from the listener /reader.320 
This argument, however, may explain the intentional omission of the phrase, and the 
collective evidence mentioned above should not be dismissed either. Finally, the evidence 
of usage is inconclusive regarding the ethical force of [n,] n *ry in 2 Sam. 6.6 and 1 Chron. 
13.9, 10, and must be construed by context and the force of the complementary verb 
phrase. The phrases `n/5x n' ilL70 are used to express both hostile and non -hostile rbo -ing, 
and hostility would be expressed more pointedly by means of -r' rbo. 
Many think Chronicles' infinitival form (nnnLP) is a tendentious alteration of 
Samuel's wayyiqtol (in rnxr): 'The Chronicler from a feeling of reverence shrinks from 
319 See appendix 3. 
izo Murray 1998: 58 -59. 
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saying, and took hold of it (2 Sam. vi. 6)'.321 For the Chronicler, 'even the intention' to 
touch the ark was sufficient to incur God's wrath.322 The versions are key to resolving the 
editorial history of the text. 4QSama's reading is unclear. Fincke reconstructs the text as 
rnrt,l 
(!)323 and Herbert as in trttt'1324, but McKenzie and Ulrich favour nra6.325 The Greek 
witnesses to Samuel reflect either Chronicles' infinitival form or both the infinitival form 
and the finite verb form, but no Greek witness to Samuel attests only MT Samuel's finite 
verb form. On one hand, LXXMN and four cursives have KaTaaxELv aÚTrjv, lacking Kaì 
ÉKpáTr)GEV avTTv altogether, and similarly Josephus has KaTaGXEw ÉOEXTjGavTa. On 
the other hand, most cursives and the Lucianic recension have a doublet (KaTaGXE îv 
aÚT1V KaL ÉKpaT1iGEv /ÉKpaTaL(.Qacv a -TO) and LXXAB and three cursives have a 
triplet (KaTaaXEI.V a )T7jV Kai. EKpdTflGEV aÚT1il ... TOD KaTa6Xîv /GXL(E v 
a )T6v).326 The correspondence between Chronicles' n 2 /KaTaaXEIV and Greek Samuel's 
KaTacXEly validates the view that Chronicles' infinitive is not editorial, as many 
commentators recognise.327 
Few seem to ponder whether MT Samuel's in rnx'1 could be a tendentious 
modification to the story, but this may be the case. The G stem of rnrt ('take possession of, 
lay /take hold of, hold fast, seize, grasp') generally implies 'a certain vivacity or 
forcefulness'328, and this is due to the punctual Aktionsart of the verb which portrays a 
321 Elmslie 1916: 97. 
322 Ackroyd 1973: 57. 
323 Fincke 2001: 150. 
324 Herbert 1997b: 121, 124. 
325 McKenzie 1984: 78; Ulrich 1978: 200. 
326 OG Samuel is Éii Tip) K13 )TÓV TOD OEOD KaTGXE.V DTTi1 and OG Chronicles is TOD KaTQGXELV 
Tlty K13ú)TÓV. Subsequently, Greek Samuel was revised toward MT Samuel by the insertion of the finite 
verb phrase Kai ÉKpáTTtGEv /KpaTaCúxYEV ai)Tiiv. Contrary to general practice, however, the reviser of the 
OG placed the approximation to MT after the OG reading in order to avoid the awkward pattern É ÉTEi1EP 
XELpa ... Kaì KaTa6XEÎV aÚTlV ... (Ulrich 1978: 199 -201; cf. Klein 1974: 48- 
49; Nysse 1984: 201 -203, 380, 472). 
327 Contra Rehm 1937: 26 -27, Greek Samuel's infinitival form was not derived from Chronicles. 
328 Konkel 1997: 354. 
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swift and immediate change.329 The object of the G stem of lrtrt is expressed by : (20 
times), a pronominal suffix (12 times), an accusative (ten times), and n,t (five times), and 
each of these is used for hostile or violent grasping. Consequently, the statement that Trn 
with n is used 'sometimes perh. intensifying action of verb'33o is true insofar as the context 
of the situation somehow specifies a more intensive than usual act of grasping. 
Furthermore, a perfective form (in this case wayyiqtol) of a verb with punctual Aktionsart 
relates an instantaneous or momentary occurrence but it does not and cannot accentuate 
the act of grasping. A suitable contrast, however, between Samuel's in rrIN'l and 
Chronicles' 1r rrnrt Ttlte7, may be the grammatical completed -ness of the former and 
incompleted -ness of the latter. Of course, 1 Chron. 13.10 explicitly says Uzzah placed his 
hand on the ark, but 1 Chron. 13.9 does not go this far. Consequently, Samuel's wayyiqtol 
vis -à -vis Chronicles' infinitive may stress that Uzzah definitely handled the ark, and this 
in turn may serve to rationalise Yahweh's behaviour in 2 Sam. 6.7. See below.33' 
4.1.1.3 2 Sam. 6.6 npan innty 'D 
1 Chron. 13.9 
The Hebrew and Greek versions332 effectively agree on npnn lrotm : but the 
significance of the clause is paradoxically mysterious. The verb tot= occurs nine times, 
seven times in the G stem and once each in the N and H stems. The G form is presumably 
transitive and is generally glossed 'release, relinquish, remit, loosen, let drop, let loose, let 
rest'.333 However, assuming npmr r is the subject, the Hebrew clause lacks the requisite 
object. Consequently, many commentators and some modern translators supply 'it'. 
329 See the note on Aktionsart (and tense and aspect) in the discussion of 2 Sam. 6.1 I/ 1 Chron. 13.5 in 
section 1.4.5 of appendix 1. 
330 DCH I, 186. 
331 On the ark's epithet see appendix 2. 
332 It is unnecessary to discuss here the interesting conjectures in the Syriac and Latin texts regarding the 
meaning of the clause. 
333 See Exod. 23.11; Deut. 15.2; 2 Kgs 9.33; Jer. 17.4. 
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However, many others, including most modern translators, render the clause 
intransitively: 'the oxen stumbled'. Others wish to construe the subject and object of the 
verb in unique ways. For example: Uzzah and Ahio are the subject and the oxen are the 
object, i.e., 'they dropped the leads'; but this is unlikely since the object marker rx is 
lacking. MT's Itonv,.i is pointed as a G perfect 3cp form. Some re -point as 'op, a G perfect 
3ms form with a 3ms suffix (cf. Kai ÉKpdTflaEV /ÉKpaTaíc)QEV aÚT7Iv) or perhaps a dual 
form with a 3ms suffix ( *, ama(chú).334 The collective noun 1p: is employed for a team of 
oxen, and therefore the noun should be construed with a plural verb335, which makes itopti 
rather unlikely. However, the evidence is sparse. Finally, W. R. Arnold adopts Bochart's 
view based on Arabic analogy that the oxen defecated: Uzzah slipped because the oxen 
shot!336 Whatever the solution, MT Samuel and Chronicles agree, and the textual 
traditions are more concerned with pinning the blame on Uzzah than in resolving the 
exact role of the oxen. They may have caused it but he did IT! 
4.1.2 Yahweh's Response 
4.1.2.1 2 Sam. 6.7 
1 Chron. 13.10 
x/r ITyn rnri' 
The Hebrew versions of Samuel and Chronicles are identical except for the 
spelling of Uzzah's name: 'the anger of Yahweh burned/was kindled/was aroused against 
Uzzah' or 'Yahweh was angry /was incensed with/at Uzzah'. The Greek traditions vary in 
two matters. First, was hx present in the Hebrew texts used by the translators? Allen and 
Nysse have shown that both followed a Vorlage lacking 9X.337 As additional evidence, the 
G stem of non is used 82 times in the following constructions: 
334 McCarter 1984: 164. 
335 GKC §145b, p. 462. 
336 W R. Arnold 1917: 63. 
337 Allen 1974: I, 145; Nysse 1984: 346. 
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(1) X Y9x nnn 38 times 'anger of Y burns against X' 
(2) Y 5 nnn 24 times 'burns to Y' 
+ 1 infinitive construct (object only implied) 
(3) Y 9x ;7n11 14 times 'anger of Y burns' 
(object only implied) 
(4) X Ynnn once 'Y burns against X' 
(5) X 51) Y 9x nnn once 'anger of Y burns against X' 
(6) X 5x Y rix nnn once 'anger of Y burns against X' 
(7) n'rvn rrn twice 'burns in the eyes of Y' 
The fourth construction appears only in the poetry of Hab. 3.8. The first represents nearly 
half of all occurrences of inn. An earlier X n Y nnn in Samuel and Chronicles was 
(independently ? -or was Chronicles revised on the basis of Samuel ?) assimilated to the 
more common construction. Second, do TW O(ct in some manuscripts of Samuel and É-Ft 
O(a in Chronicles attest Vorlagen distinct to /ms ? In Rahlfs' edition of the Septuagint 
the verb Oup.ów appears with no personal dative and no preposition (27 times), or it is 
construed with Érrí (14 times; with an accusative or dative), a personal dative (eight 
times), Etg (four times), Év (four times), Trépt (three times), Trpóç (twice), and icaTd 
(once). Omitting further details, except to say that the Greek translators (of Samuel and 
Chronicles too) are inconsistent in rendering the preposition in the phrase n (9x) nnn, 
Nysse concludes correctly regarding Samuel that 'the use of a preposition is only a 
potential revision toward the MT, for it could also be a stylistic alteration on the part of 
G:B+ [ =MSS Bya2] or G:L'.338 The same may be said for Chronicles. It will be shown 
below that Yahweh's anger expressed by X n Y 9x nnn (2 Sam. 6.7 II 1 Chron. 13.10) and 
David's anger expressed by Y L7 nnn (2 Sam. 6.8 II 1 Chron. 13.11) are not qualitatively 
different; rather, the latter is a stylistic circumlocution for the maintenance of 
reverence.339 
338 Nysse 1984: 346. 
339 Yahweh's anger is rarely directed against a specific person, and never with the dire outcome handed 
out to Uzzah: Moses (Exod. 4.14), Miriam and Aaron (Num. 12.9), Balaam (Num. 22.22), Eliphaz, Bildad, 
and Zophar (Job 42.7), Amaziah (2 Chron. 25.15), and potential anger against Abraham (Gen. 18.30, 32) 
and Gideon (Judg. 6.39). 
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4.1.2.2 2 Sam. 6.7 // 5or 1-51) nr 1`3rtn r:1 
1 Chron. 13.10 r r15u-nox '71.) irT:r1 
The verbs Trat6EV and ÉTrá-raEv are intra -Greek variations based on idiomatic 
considerations rather than alternate Vorlagen.340 The adverb co occurs 834 times, 
including 90 times in Samuel, 101 times in Kings, and 40 times in Chronicles. nn appears 
31 times in synoptic passages: it is shared 17 times and it is a plus eleven times in 
Samuel -Kings and three times in Chronicles. However in ten of the latter fourteen cases 
the plus is part of a more significant difference or expansion of which co is merely one 
element. Thus, Samuel has a plus in the present passage, Kings has a plus in 1 Kgs. 8.9 // 
2 Chron. 5.10, and Chronicles has pluses in 2 Sam. 5.6 // 1 Chron. 11.4 and 2 Kgs. 19.37 
// 2 Chron. 32.21. Furthermore, the adverb co marks the location of an act of r IM on six 
occasions, in 2 Sam. 5.20 // 1 Chron. 14.11, and in 2 Sam. 3.27; 6.7; 10.18; 18.11, and in 
each case co is superfluous to a reference to a particular location. The absence of co in 
MT Chronicles may relate to an editor's attempt to avoid repetition (cf. co ric,i), but it 
may also reflect an idiomatic addition in Samuel. Regarding LXX Chronicles, Allen and 
Rehm believe ÉKÎ is an example of assimilation to the parallel (Greek) text.341 Some 
consider Chronicles' shorter text the original342 whereas others consider only nr bi'tr l a 
pleonasm.343 W R. Arnold and Youngblood consider ' i n no original. Youngblood 
believes co emphasises the threshing floor as the locale of Uzzah's death: God struck him 
there and he died there.344 W R. Arnold believes the superfluous reference to the deity is 
'thoroughly characteristic of the author's style'.345 There is no plausible reason for the 
34° Nysse 1984: 228. 
341 Allen 1974: I, 191; Rehm 1937: 44. 
342 Budde 1890: 229; Dhorme 1910: 321; McCarter 1984: 164 -164; McKenzie 1984: 49. 
343 Nowack 1902: 173; H. P. Smith 1899: 292, 294. 
344 Youngblood 1992: 871. 
345 W. R. Arnold : 64. 
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omission of VrILN.Zrt from Chronicles, but Fokkelman explains the significance of 'God' and 
involuntarily supplies a reasonable explanation for the insertion in Samuel: 
Except in v. 7b, the word 'God' serves only as a modification of the ark in the set 
phrase 'the ark of God', and occurs only in vv.2 -7 and 12, seven times to boot. 
From v.9 onwards the set phrase is relieved of duty by 'the ark of Yahweh', which 
remarkably enough occurs the same number of times. ... The priest who wants to 
support 'the ark of God' and must die right next to it is killed by God, after 
Yahweh has become angry - a remarkable variation. Line 7b is the only place 
where 'God' is more than a modifier; He is now the subject who acts. It seems as if 
this passage wants to link the general term 'God' to Uzzah (just as the previous one 
withholds the specific yhwh from his brother in 4b) so as to suggest that this priest 
no longer had any insight into the uniqueness of the God of Israel. Then 6b and 
7bc repeat the focalisation of Uzzah, whilst the narrator in 7a actually does have 
an eye for what is specific about this God and designates him by his own name, as 
does David immediately afterwards in vv. 8 -9. The victory of the name of 
Yahweh has become a fact after this blow.346 
Fokkelman's comment that 'this passage wants to link the general term "God" to Uzzah .. . 
so as to suggest that this priest no longer had any insight into the uniqueness of the God 
of Israel' is striking. Samuel's version of Uzzah's slaughter is revisionary, the product of 
enhanced theological acumen. Again, Uzzah rather than David or Yahweh is held 
responsible for his own death. 
The explanation for Yahweh's execution of Uzzah is textually and theologically 
fascinating. According to 2 Sam. 6.7 the reason is 5tvrr-53) but according to 1 Chron. 13.10 
it is 111Xr1-51) 11" 1750--101.2 L7v. What is the earliest reading and what is the basis for 
Yahweh's outburst? The textual evidence is: 
346 Fokkelman 1990: 180, 188. 
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Samuel 
MT ,L',1 -` 'for/because of (his) crime / 
error / fault / inadvertence / 
inadvertent act / 
indiscretion / irreverence / 
irreverent act / neglect / 
negligence / rashness / 
remissness' 
Targum ;571M-1 '71) 'because he erred /failed 
himself 
LXX A (om Tn), 
19/b', 52/e, 56/i, 
82/o, 92/m, 93/e2, 
108 /b, 127/c2 (sub 
), 158/g, 243 /jmg 
(sub ), 247/x, 
314/w, 376/c, 
489/f 
Érri Tt) TMOTTETELá 'on account of rashness' 
This reading is the Lucianic 
recension, is marked in 
Origen's Hexapla as an 
addition, and is also 
reflected in the Armenian 
version, Barhebraeus' 
Scholia and in the Syro- 
Hexaplar. 
Aquila ÉTTI, Tti ÉKVOLá 'on account of 
senselessness'347 




pro ignorantia '(as punishment) for 
ignorance' 
This is cited as the OL by 
Sabatier, but whether this is 
really the OL reading is 
disputed.349 
4QSam`' Herbert350: inn 5x rr 11L77.) nott `71) 
Fincke351: intn L7x Ìnß tray x' (17tUt1 517) 
'because he reached out his 
hand toward/against the 
ark'352 
Peshitta cox. r< krza r(, 11. 'because he stretched out 
his hand' 
LXX B, M, N, 
29/b2, 55/h, 106 /p, 
107 /d, 119 /n, 
120 /q, 121 /y, 





minus The minus is also reflected 
in the Coptic and Ethiopic 
versions. 
347 Dhorme 1910: 321. 
348 Bressan 1960: 525. 
349 For discussion see Nysse 1984: 30 -31; Ulrich 1978: 219. 
350 Herbert 1997b: 124 -125. 
351 Fincke 2001: 150. 
352 Also see Pisano 1984: 104 -106; Ulrich 1978: 159, 179, 195, 205 -206, 233. 
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Chronicles 
MT 111w1"71) 17' rtLPW -17)X 51-' 'because he put forth / 
reached out his hand to / 
toward / on / upon / against 
the ark' 
Peshitta r<61c1-=-3 m3- r rcom cam, 1- 'because he stretched out 





sLCI TÓ ÉKTEIVaL TO XElpa a)TOÛ 
É1rt T1jV KL(3WT6V 
'because he stretched out 
his hand upon/against the 
ark' 
Jerome's Vulgate quod contigisset arcam 'because he touched the ark' 
LXX 107 /d minus 
Josephus' Antiquities 7.4.2 has ÉKTELVaVTa XEîpa Kat KaTa6XEIV 
ÉeEí76aVTa, ÖTL µ>1 c7)V iEpEìus l aTO TaúTris, but it is unclear from where he derived 
the longer plus or whether it is his logical deduction. The minus in LXXBMN and 
numerous other cursives of Samuel cannot convincingly be explained away as omission 
out of desperation over a supposedly incomprehensible Hebrew Vorlage. Rather, this is 
the OG reading. 'The OG apparently lacked the plus, going back to an early, 
characteristically concise, Egyptian Hebrew text'.353 
The G:L reading is a marked, hexaplaric addition. This is the only one of the three 
such readings in this section in which MSS Acx corroborate G:L. The OG Vorlage 
lacked this plus. The Pal tradition has expanded the text independently. Three text 
types are in evidence.354 
There are effectively four possibilities for the genesis of the textual variation. 
MT Samuel's shorter text is original and Chronicles' and 4QSama's longer text 
is a clarification. 
Chronicles' and 4QSama's longer text is original and MT Samuel's shorter text 
is either a mutilation or a purposeful alteration. 
Both the shorter and longer texts are 'original': each represents an alternative 
Vorlage or tradition. 
Neither the shorter nor the longer text is original: each is an independent 
expansion. 
353 Ulrich 1978: 205. 
354 Nysse 1984: 366; cf. 462. 
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The extant traditions could be based on (1) textual sources, (2) oral information, (3) free 
composition or (4) logical deduction. Excepting the (N)RSV, which emends Samuel on 
the basis of 4QSama and Chronicles, modern English translations retain the shorter 
reading in Samuel and the longer reading in. Chronicles. 
Most commentators (but not translators) think Samuel's shorter text is corrupt, a 
mutilated fragment of a reading like Chronicles', and Samuel is restored accordingly. 
Driver gives the classic statement: 
Ch. has 11-11Z7 5y tT ri ti lt5 L71); and when the strangeness of the Hebrew 
expression here used is considered, it will hardly be deemed too venturesome to 
regard it as a mutilated fragment of the words cited from Ch., which were either 
still read here in their integrity by the Chronicler, or (as the sense is sufficiently 
plain without them) were introduced here as a gloss from the parallel text of Ch., 
and afterwards became corrupted.355 
However, it is impossible that the shorter reading is solely the result of parablepsis, since 
the difference between the two MT versions is more than simple subtraction: 
Chronicles nrv nn'1 111Krr 51) 1-1' r1`70 tvK 5y 
Samuel no ,nL2K71 171D'1 
The two versions clearly show editorial adjustments in Samuel's :7'7K1 t) and 
Chronicles' lr rt -Ln 17', and one must also account for the additional rt in MT Samuel. 
Even if the shorter reading is the result of scribal error, it must also be an editorially 
restored version, and presumably one in which the intentionally inserted n was 
meaningful. The 'corruption' must have been substantial for Lmn-Lv to remain! 
Some think Samuel's shorter text is the remnant of another non -extant reading, 
and should be restored through conjectural emendation. W. R. Arnold, followed by 
Marget, thinks the text originally had L2 V1 (from '7m, 'slip').356 An original L2D phrase in this 
context could just as easily refer to (1) the manner in which Uzzah died, i.e., by means of 
X, or to (2) a location, i.e., Uzzah was killed on/upon/in front of a given place or object. 
355 Driver 1890: 268. 
356 W R. Arnold 1917: 63; Marget 1920: 72. 
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Thus several suggest that the residue most likely represents an attempt to give a location 
which is now unintelligible. H. P. Smith takes this view but does not venture to suggest a 
particular locale.357 Klostermann likes DL7V.M-51.7, 'on the side beam' of the cart on which 
Uzzah sat.358 Dhorme likes `700 -1 -'71), 'near the tamarisk tree' (cf. 1 Sam. 22.6; 31.13).3'9 
Several medieval Jewish scholars, some modern scholars360, and most modern 
English translators, think Samuel's shorter reading is understandable and should be 
retained as original. In this view the preposition L717 is causal361, and `20's translation should 
be 'crime, error, fault, inadvertence, inadvertent act, indiscretion, irreverence, irreverent 
act, neglect, negligence, rashness, remissness'. This perspective is based on cognate 
vocabulary.362 Akkadian evidence is the verbs . elû ('be negligent, careless, inattentive') 
and sullú /sullú ('treat disdainfully') and the nouns §ilûtu ('negligence'), illatu 
('blasphemy, sacrilege, insult, insolence, slander, offence, misdeed') and . ullû /sullu 
('impudence, disloyal speech'). Aramaic evidence is the noun '`)0/1`70 ('error') and the verb 
'Ltv /tt7ty /rbty ('err'). The noun i52) occurs in Dan. 3.29; 6.5; Ezra 4.22; 6.9; and both the 
noun and the verb are frequent in post -biblical Aramaic. The related adverbial expression 
\y ('suddenly') can also be mentioned. In addition, the Hebrew cognate verb 71L70 
occurs eight times.363 Notice that the noun and verb are used for cultic 'negligence' in 
Dan. 3.29; Ezra 6.9; 2 Chron. 29.11. Thus '70 is the Hebrew cognate to Aramaic 1`72.7. 
Apocope is frequent in the nominal and verbal forms of ;7 5 roots364, but it has been 
suggested that `'tv could be the exact equivalent of if the waw on the following word 
357 H. P. Smith 1899: 294. 
358 Klostermann 1887: 152. 
359 Dhorme 1910: 321. 
360 Barthélemy 1982: 243 -244; Carlson 1964: 79; Fokkelman 1990: 378; Keil and Delitzsch 1866: 332- 
333; Pisano 1984: 104 -106; Youngblood 1992: 879. 
36' BDB 753 -754; HALOT II, 826; GKC §158, p. 492; JM § 170h, p. 639. 
362 CAD XV, 366; XVII, part 11, 274 -275, 445 -447, 453; HALOT IV, 1502 -1504; V, 1994. 
363 
2 Kgs. 4.28; Jer. 12.1; Ps. 122.6; Job 3.26; 12.6; 27.8; Lam. 1.5; 2 Chron. 29.11 
364 JM p. 75. 
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(rn) 'were doing double duty'365 or if the final waw disappeared via haplography.366 In 
spite of this lexical and grammatical evidence most scholars still believe '70 in 2 Sam. 6.7 
is 'dubious, corrupt, meaningless, unintelligible, untranslatable', and very often a 
reference is made to Driver: '(1) rbui is scarcely a pure Hebrew word: where it occurs, it is 
either dialectical (2 Ki. 4) or late (2 Ch.); so that its appearance in early Hebrew is 
unexpected; (2) the unusual apocopated form (Ptti for '`Pti) excites suspicion'.3ó7 However, 
Driver's presupposition is that Samuel is an 'early' biblical composition, and even if his 
historical linguistic argument were correct, it would not cancel out the view that L70 is a 
late editorial revision in 2 Sam. 6.7.368 The exact derivation of 5tv is uncertain, but it is 
certainly 'meaningful, intelligible, translatable' in 2 Sam. 6.7, as evinced in the 
translations and commentaries of quite a few ancient, medieval and modern scholars. 
Scholars who argue for the integrity of MT Samuel's reading suggest that 
perplexity over `7 5 meaning led to (1) its erasure in the OG translation and to (2) the 
explanation in the tradition represented by 4QSama and Chronicles. However, these 
assumptions are baseless. The view taken here is that both pluses, L'orr '73.) and nbry --ox 5.1) 
11-1x7-`71) rr, are independent expansions of the original story which failed to supply an 
explanation for Yahweh's behaviour. On one hand, 1 Chron. 13.10 actualises through 
logical deduction the intention of 1 Chron. 13.9 (see above): 'Uzzah extended his hand to 
grasp the ark (incompleted -ness) and Yahweh struck him dead because he extended his 
hand upon /against the ark (completed -ness)'. Barthélemy is correct in concluding that 'le 
texte le plus coulant provienne d'un développement inspiré par le contenu du verset 
précédent'.369 On the other hand, 2 Sam. 6.7 concretises Uzzah's grasping and also 
365 Watson 1969: 531; Youngblood 1992: 879. 
366 Fokkelman 1990: 378. 
367 Driver 1890: 267 -268. 
368 See appendix 3. 
369 Barthélemy 1982: 243. 
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emphasises the nature of Uzzah's act: 'Uzzah extended his hand upon/against the ark of 
God and he grasped it (completed -ness) and God struck him dead there because of his 
negligence'. Chronicles has the rhetorically weaker text370, but both texts exemplify 
ancient editors' desire to justify God's behaviour.371 
The big questions are: Why did the deity become angry? Why did Uzzah die? Did 
Uzzah sin? Did David sin? Did both sin? Did neither sin? Who, if anyone, did anything, 
whatever it might be, wrong? Scholars offer these explanations for Yahweh's anger and 
Uzzah's death.372 
Yahweh killed Uzzah because of David's hubris. The king illegitimately 
sought to transfer the ark for religio- political purposes. He acted with 
ambition, presumption, calculation, manipulation. Yahweh's message to David 
and Israel is that the deity cannot be controlled by any human being. 
Furthermore, Chronicles implicates all Israel in the hubristic transfer since the 
people took part in the decision to do so. 
Yahweh killed Uzzah because David failed to involve the Levites in the ark 
transfer. There is no evidence that Uzzah was a Kohathite Levite, which he 
should have been according to cultic law (Num. 3.29 -31; 4.5 -6, 15; 7.9; Deut. 
10.8; 31.9, 25). In addition, Chronicles explicitly makes this point in the 
expansive treatment on levitical preparation and participation in the second 
attempt to transfer the ark (1 Chron. 15.2 -28). The unfortunate incident 
permits the Chronicler to develop further a theology of immediate retribution. 
Yahweh killed Uzzah because David disregarded the ark's proper method of 
transport. He had the ark transported on a cart rather than with poles, carried 
on the shoulders of the Kohathite Levites (Exod. 25.12 -15; 35.12; 37.5; 39.35; 
Num. 4.5 -6, 15; 7.9). Again, Chronicles explicitly makes this point (1 Chron. 
15.13, cf. 15.2, 15, 26), and it could be the implication of several differences 
in Samuel's continuation of the ark transfer story. Furthermore, transport by 
cart is ritually undesirable or disagreeable to God, because it was a solution 
used first by the uncircumcised Philistines. Some blame may have attached to 
Uzzah and his family, since for years they had been in charge of the ark and 
should have known better. 
370 Murray 1998: 59, 124. 
371 The writer suggests that similar exculpatory theologising is worked out in the former ark narrative, 
where MT Samuel attempts to account for the smiting by appeal to cultic taboo (cf. Num. 4.20). LXX 1 
Sam. 6.19 says that some Israelites were struck down when they saw the return of the ark and failed to join 
in on the celebration (Kai oÓK ì ap viaav of uioi IEXoVLOU ÉV TOLS áv6pánLv BaiOaaus ÓTL Ei6av 
T7V1 KL13orròv [Tot j KupLou); but the MT says they were struck down because they looked into the ark of 
Yahweh (mm irin wi D). 
372 The writer omits citations of adherents since more than sixty are represented in this list. 
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 Yahweh killed Uzzah because of Uzzah's familiarity with the ark. Uzzah acted 
with presumption, contempt, mistrust, profanity, irreverence. God can take 
care of his own, and doesn't need faithless human assistance. The ark cannot 
be treated casually, and according to law should never be touched (Num. 
4.15), especially by someone who may not even be a priest. Uzzah's instinct is 
outdone by the consummate behaviour of the draught animals in 1 Sam. 6.12, 
who hold their Creator in higher esteem than their maternal instinct (to echo 
Isa. 1.3). 
Yahweh killed Uzzah because Uzzah (unintentionally) frustrated the divine 
will by his failure to recognise that the falling of the ark was a sign indicating 
Yahweh's desire to halt the procession. 
Uzzah was killed because he and the procession happened upon a sacred site 
possessed by a(n evil) spirit. The story retains a relic of some primitive 
animistic belief. 
Uzzah was killed because of a ritual accident. The ark partook of God's 
numinous holiness which could and did break out with destructive force 
against any unconsecrated person who offended. A very holy object is also 
very dangerous, and utmost care is needed in its manipulation. The story 
illustrates holiness contagion. 
Uzzah was killed because the forces of man or nature simply had their way. A 
member of the ark's military escort used his spear to dispatch Uzzah. Uzzah 
was crushed when the ark moved backward and fell on him. Uzzah was 
horrified at his own action, and overcome by fear suffered a heart attack. 
Uzzah slipped on dung, hit his head on the hard rock surface, and died. Uzzah 
was electrocuted by the strong static electricity of the (gold overlaid) ark, 
which it picked up as it bumped along the rocky road (!). 
The strongest argument for the failure of David and/or Uzzah is the explicit legal 
statements concerning the transport of the ark using poles carried on the shoulders of 
levitical attendants.373 If cultic law was broken, then Yahweh's outbreak against Uzzah 
could be justified on a legal basis. Blatant sin brings swift judgment. The argument based 
on legal infringement is pervasive, and few fail to cite the Pentateuchal legislation. 
However, this view faces several difficulties.374 First, the perspective presupposes a 
relative chronology of legislation on the proper transfer of the ark. In actual fact, the story 
of Uzzah's death may have led to the genesis of later legal tradition. 
373 Exod. 25.12 -15; 35.12; 37.5; 39.35; Num. 3.29 -31; 4.5 -6, 15; 7.9; Deut. 10.8; 31.9, 25 
374 Sunoo 1999: 69 -74. 
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At the very least, uncertainty about the relative dating of legal and narrative texts 
such as these precludes a compelling argument that Uzzah was supposed to have 
violated one or more specific commandments.375 
Second, if one insists that some form of legal tradition prohibiting the touching of holy 
objects predated the story of Uzzah's death, there is still evidence elsewhere in Samuel 
that those who touched the holy things did not always die. For example, in 1 Sam. 4.17; 
5.1 -2; 6.11, none of the Philistines were struck dead for presumably touching the ark; and 
in 1 Sam. 21.6, David eats the bread of the presence. Furthermore, 
The ark was handled at the start of the journey ..., patently by Uzza and Ahio ..., 
and that with undeniable impunity. Furthermore, as a result of the present 
incident, David will have it deposited (... actual handlers unspecified) in the 
house of Obed Edom, also with impunity. Finally, at the journey's eventual end 
the reader will see the ark installed ..., again with impunity, and that by 
anonymous attendants ..., whose cultic fitness to handle the ark is thus nowhere 
made as evident as that of Uzza.376 
Third, if it were clearly understood to be a sin to carry the ark on a cart, then 
someone would have had to be punished for this breach of divine law. But then 
why would Uzzah have been the one to be killed since any number of individuals 
might have been responsible for placing the ark of God on the cart?377 
Fourth, the implication of several differences in Samuel's continuation of the ark transfer 
story (2 Sam. 6.13 -14) may have nothing to do with a previous violation of legal tradition. 
See 5.1.3.3. It is readily admitted that 1 Chron. 15.2 -28 addresses the issue of the failed 
transfer, however, Chronicles' expansion is unparalleled in Samuel, and 1 Chronicles 15 
is not 1 Chronicles 13. Fifth, following up on the first point, it is remarkable that priests 
and Levites are explicitly absent from 2 Samuel 6 (and indeed the shared version of the 
story), while they are transparently present in the stories about the crossing of the Jordan 
(Joshua 3-4), the conquest of Jericho (Joshua 6), the former ark narrative (1 Samuel 4-7), 
375 Sunoo 1999: 71; cf. Kirkpatrick 1881: 291; Murray 1998: 124 -125; Schniedewind 19996: 177. 
376 Murray 1998: 125 -126. 
377 Sunoo 1999: 71. 
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and Solomon's installation of the ark in the temple (1 Kings 8 // 2 Chronicles 5-6), as well 
as in Josh. 8.33 and 1 Kgs. 2.26, and even 2 Sam. 15.24 -29. 
With justification, then, a few recognise that Yahweh's homicidal anger against 
Uzzah is inexplicable. There is no sin in 2 Samuel 6 // 1 Chronicles 13. Gelander's 
perspective on the theological message of 2 Samuel 6 was discussed in 1.2.2. The 
important point is that he unequivocally disavows any error on David's or Uzzah's part: 
In the description the only thing that is out of place is the apparently unreasonable 
outburst of the Lord's wrath, and it seems to me most reasonable to regard this as 
having no cause or explanation. Like other outbursts of wrath or other 
manifestations of 'the dark side of the Deity', here too we have a manifestation of 
God's demonic aspect. However, this is not the main point of the text, which is 
rather David's reaction. From it we learn not only that David turned 'the Lord's 
wrath into blessing', but that he was bringing the Ark up to Jerusalem after it had 
been 'cleansed' and could no longer do any harm. The symbolism of bringing the 
Ark up to Jerusalem is complex. Clearly the story tells us not only that David 
promises the continued sanctification of ancient traditions by adopting their 
symbols, but also that adopting these symbols marks a turning- point, since he 
uproots from them elements that he regards as undesirable. As I have indicated 
above in the Introduction, what we see here is a substantive change in the 
perception of the Deity. The historiographer apparently wishes to ascribe 
something like a revolution to David and his work, namely, an attempt to establish 
belief in a Deity who can no longer be regarded as capricious, ill- tempered, 
wrathful.378 
Sunoo's unpublished doctoral thesis seeks to elucidate the theological complexity 
and rich variety of biblical narrative by reading three 'unexpected disruptions' in the 
narrative landscape in conversation with the wisdom books of Job and Qoheleth. These 
passages are Exod. 4.24 -26, 2 Sam. 6.6 -11 and 2 Samuel 24. These passages are chosen 
since they fit the following paradigm: 
God bursts forth. 
God bursts forth violently. 
The victims are, so far as the text reveals, innocent. 
378 Gelander 1991: 44-46. 
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In successive chapters, she subjects each narrative to textual, contextual, and theological 
analysis. Reception history figures prominently in her discussions. In the case of each 
narrative, the history of reception (from ancient to modern times) is characterised by 
attempts to circumvent the theological question it raises: Why is no clear explanation 
offered for Yahweh's behaviour? In each case, three strategies emerge: 
Scholars deny that it was really Yahweh who burst forth. 
Scholars deny that what Yahweh did was in fact a sudden act. 
Scholars supply appropriate reasons for Yahweh's behaviour. 
The history of scholarship on these passages has been profoundly influenced by the drive 
to find rationality, morality, and consistency in the character of Israel's God. A common 
strategy, for example, is the inclination to read these puzzling narratives in light of legal 
traditions (e.g., concerning circumcision, or the proper handling of the ark, or census - 
taking), which may or may not predate the narratives in which these laws were 
supposedly disobeyed. 
These three stories share other features as well. For example, they contain 
enigmatic terminology and syntax, ambiguity and /or logical and clu-onological 
inconsistency, and two of the three have textual problems: 
In two of the three narrative passages, a difficult word or phrase appears in the 
Hebrew text at a key point in the story. In the case of Exod 4:24 -26, not only the 
identity but even the significance of a 'bridegroom of blood' (omn -inn) in the plot 
is shrouded in mystery. In the case of 2 Sam 6:6 -11, at the very point when the 
reader hopes to be told why Uzzah has suddenly been killed, there appears in the 
MT the untranslatable expression 'Ptim . Traditional interpretations of each 
passage have proceeded from the assumption that behind these difficult Hebrew 
expressions lie clues as to why the human victims in the stories meet their 
respective fates. Since Yahweh would never burst forth against anyone without 
just cause, the logic goes, perhaps the Hebrew text itself ought to be translated in 
such a way that it offers a reason -a neglected circumcision, for instance (in the 
case of Exod 4:24 -26), or the violation of a clear rule concerning the handling of 
the ark (in the case of 2 Sam 6:6 -11). Once prior assumptions about the rationality 
and predictability of divine behavior are set aside, however, it appears equally 
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plausible that the Hebrew text betrays no comprehensible motive on Yahweh's 
part in either of these two situations.379 
In her analysis of the Uzzah story, Sunoo rightly focuses her textual analysis on 
the enigmatic lr no and L7071-7v. Her contextual analysis focuses on the reading of the story 
in light of biblical traditions concerning the transportation of the ark and/or within the 
context of biblical traditions concerning the touching of holy objects. Her theological 
analysis surveys the attempts to circumvent the theological problem of Yahweh's 
behaviour: 
Naturalistic explanations. 
Explanations that soften the language of the text, made by interpreters 
reluctant to note the fierceness of David's reaction, and whose aim is to show 
that David had no right to be angry at Yahweh because Yahweh's actions are 
always just. 
Explanations that rationalise God's behaviour by suggesting that human error 
or sin is to blame. 
This brief review of Sunoo's thesis is concluded with these citations: 
... the danger for exegetes lies in the temptation ... to assume that Uzzah must 
have erred because God became angry and killed him. The logical fallacy 
proceeds as follows: (1) When humans sin, God punishes them. (b) Therefore, if 
God bursts forth against someone that individual must have done something to 
provoke God's wrath. The logic breaks down in at least two places, however. The 
second half (b) is nullified at the very least by the presence of the books of Job 
and Ecclesiastes in the Hebrew canon, books which insist that sometimes even 
blameless individuals suffer at the hands of God. Neither can the first half be 
maintained, simply by virtue of the number of times God offers opportunities for 
repentance before striking out against those who have committed crimes against 
God and one another. In other words, the very premise of the argument, (a), is 
nullified by divine grace. God's sovereignty means, among other things, that God 
is full of surprises, sometimes graciously forgiving when punishment is due, and 
sometimes apparently allowing or even causing unmerited suffering.380 
Such efforts to supply human errors (errors unspecified in the MT) would be 
considered superfluous if the texts could simply be received in the light of a 
different biblical tradition, a tradition of dissent or protest. The alternate biblical 
paradigm of intra- wisdom critique may in fact be the best heuristic device for 
interpreting the theological perspectives espoused in Exod 4:24 -26, 2 Sam 6:6 -11, 
39 Sunoo 1999: 110. 
380 Sunoo 1999: 78. 
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and 2 Samuel 24. How differently these individual pericopes would be received if, 
rather than being examined exclusively in the light of the dominant theological 
paradigms of Exodus and the Deuteronomistic History, they were read in 
conversation with the wisdom books of Job and Ecclesiastes. Viewed from this 
alternate perspective, narrative characters who are victims of Yahweh's violent 
outbursts would be given the benefit of the doubt. The possibility would be more 
seriously entertained that Yahweh may have burst forth against faithful servants in 
these instances without warning and without just cause.381 
The present writer's intention is to highlight (1) the perceived inexplicability of 
God's wrath in 2 Samuel 6 II 1 Chronicles 13, (2) the drive by ancients and moderns to 
supply an explanation, and (3) the relationship of that driving desire to the textual 
variation in the ark narrative's portrayal of Uzzah's slaughter. This thesis will not discuss 
Yahweh's 'dark, shadow, dreadful, sinister, amoral, savage, pernicious, cruel, hostile, 
demonic, satanic' side. God's 'violent outbursts of destructive fury and incomprehensible 
wrathi382 and 'inexplicable caprice'383 are addressed elsewhere.384 Crenshaw in particular 
has skilfully written on theodicy385, and on anthropodicy whereby God's justice is 
salvaged by placing the blame on humans.386 These topics are taken up in a series of 
essays in honour of Crenshaw387 and in particular within that volume in an essay by 
Steussy, in which she addresses 'the problematic God of Samuel' by examining 'God's 
inner life', 'God's "walk "', 'God's talk' and 'God -talk from human characters' in the 
book.388 She shows that the characterisation depicts a God of strong likes and dislikes, 
wrathful and destructive, more inclined to anger than love, more adept at terrorising and 
smiting than at healing and encouraging. She goes on to suggest that her observations 
381 Sunoo 1999: 115 -116. 
382 Gelander 1991: 25. 
383 Herion 1992: 993. 
384 On Samuel see Gelander 1991: 25 -28; Sunoo 1999: 1 -30. More generally see Cover 1992: 38; Herion 
1992: 993; Kaufmann 1960: 74 -76; Whybray 2000. 
385 Crenshaw 1983b, 1984, 1992. 
386 Crenshaw 1983a. 
387 Penchansky and Redditt 2000. 
388 Steussy 2000. 
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help free us from the automatic assumption that the picture in Samuel must be 
pro -David and pro -God. They raise the possibility that the Samuel narratives do 
not attempt to create bright legend from murky fact but may instead deliberately 
darken an existing legend.389 
This view should be entertained by all, and will be welcomed by some, but insofar as 2 
Sam. 6.7 is concerned, the opposite is true: the text is anti -Uzzah, and consequently pro - 
Yahweh and pro- David. 
Sunoo says 'a single translational difficulty has thus revealed the central 
theological problem of the text', and she suggests that the original Hebrew version may 
have lacked a rationale for Uzzah's death, and also that early readers may have been 
bothered by this and so they supplied one.39° This conclusion is supported by the present 
analysis. Although biblical editors allowed the Uzzah episode to remain as part of the 
canonical portrayal of Israel's God, they did not allow it to remain without intervention. 
Just as modern scholars strive to make sense of this narrative, so did medieval scholars, 
and the ancients before them, but separating us from them is the textual permanence and 
canonical status of the Bible, which we cannot adjust, but which the early transmitters of 
the traditions adjusted freely when it seemed necessary to do so. See 2.3. 
4.1.2.3 2 Sam. 6.7 // n'rbKn Friti nu no rivi 
1 Chron. 13.10 n'715N ,»5 nvi 
Did Uzzah die 'next to the ark of God/Yahweh' (MT Samuel, LXX Samuel #1)391 
or 'before God' (4QSama, LXX Samuel #2, Chronicles) ?392 Some argue (unjustifiably) 
that the Chronicler intentionally heightened the narrative by personalising the deity, 
conceivably as an expression of post -exilic monotheism. However, many conclude that 
Greek Samuel has a conflated text retaining two synonymous readings, and that this 
389 Steussy 2000: 158. 
390 Sunoo 1999: 68 -69. 
391 On av as 'beside, next to' see BDB 768. 
392 See appendix 2. 
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evidence (1) releases Chronicles from the accusation of tendentious modification of its 
Vorlage, and (2) suggests that Chronicles' reading is in fact original.393 McCarter says 'the 
reading of MT Sam is reminiscent of v. 4' and he rejects it on the basis of assimilation394, 
whereas for Murray n'nbxn nv is 'a more graphic representation, which links better 
with v. 4'.395 Both are correct -and both stray by failing to recognise the significance of 
the persistent doublet throughout MT 2 Sam. 6.3 -4, 7. According to MT Samuel, Uzzah is 
located 'next to the ark of God' and 'before God'. MT Samuel reflects a conflated and 
extensively reworked version of several traditions. See 3.1.5.2. Trebolle Barrera says: 
A similar double reading is to be found in v. 7b. The MT of Samuel has here 
nnxn 1í7x nv, while the parallel in Chronicles reads 'n`,x 'th. The Septuagint in 
Samuel has a conflated reading: Trapà T1 1) KLÍ3 YTÓV Tot Kvpíov É1)Ú 1T .ov Tot 
OoD. We have, therefore, two traditions relating the manner in which the ark had 
been transported. Each member of the presumed dittography in the MT introduces 
the text of one of the two traditions.396 
4.1.3 David's Response 
4.1.3.1 2 Sam. 6.8 
1 Chron. 13.11 
// nr.= ne mm inn -10x 5v 11117 1171 
xrvM mm ,D '711 
The Hebrew versions of 2 Sam. 6.8 // 1 Chron. 1 3.1 1 vary on two points: (1) the 
preposition introducing the causal clause: -irvx '7v in Samuel and in Chronicles397; (2) 
the orthography of 'Uzzah': My in Samuel and xw in Chronicles. The statement mm rn 
x /num r,e will be discussed together with x /mv re in the next section. 
The writer suggested that Yahweh's anger expressed by X : Y rix r rin (2 Sam. 6.7 
// 1 Chron. 13.10) and David's anger expressed by Y 5 nnn (2 Sam. 6.8 // 1 Chron. 13.11) 
are not qualitatively different; rather, the latter is a stylistic circumlocution for the 
393 Nysse 1984: 473 -474; Ulrich 1978: 198 -200; the commentaries. 
394 McCarter 1984: 165. 
395 Murray 1998: 60. 
396 Trebolle Barrera 1992c: 321. 
397 See appendix 3. The variation is stylistic, although the direction of the change is uncertain. 
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maintenance of reverence. Many, however, feel compelled to mitigate David's anger 
against Yahweh, and they adopt one of three strategies to accomplish this. First, some 
render nrn as David 'was/became annoyed, despondent, disheartened, displeased, 
distressed, disturbed, frustrated, grieved, ill- humoured, troubled, vexed'.398 Second, some 
direct David's anger against something else, such as the interruption of his plan, or toward 
someone other than Yahweh, such as David's advisers, for failing to instruct him on the 
proper method of transport, or even against David himself. Third, on the basis of á6uµ co 
in the Greek translations some wish to emend MT 2 Sam. 6.8 // 1 Chron. 13.11 to 71n1 
('tremble, be terrified'), ßn,ì ('be bitter') or ('be hard pressed, depressed'). 
Nevertheless, Hebrew usage and Greek translation technique back the standard 
interpretation that David is truly angry with Yahweh. The seven constructions with the G 
stem of r i-in were reviewed above. It is impossible here to give a complete account of 
biblical usage. The important points are these: (1) Most often Yahweh is the angry one, 
and almost always against Israel or an Israelite. (2) Frequently a person is angry with 
another person, and in these cases a superior is almost always angry with an inferior. (3) 
In the few cases when a person expresses anger with Yahweh the construction is 
inevitably Y 5 771 and Yahweh is the implied object: Cain is angry with Yahweh when 
he does not receive his sacrifice (Gen. 4.5 -6). Samuel is angry with Yahweh because of 
the deity's change of heart regarding the kingship of Saul (1 Sam. 15.11). David is angry 
with Yahweh over the homicide of Uzzah (2 Sam. 6.8 // 1 Chron. 13.11). Jonah is angry 
with Yahweh because he has mercy on the Ninevites (Jonah 4.1, 4, 9). The Greek 
translation paves the way for modern scholars who wish to avoid anger altogether in these 
passages. Contra Nysse, etOup ù is not synonymous to non; rather, it is a euphemistic 
substitution which aims to create a theologically less offensive passage, as Ulrich 
398 See, e.g., the following modem English translations: ASV, DRA, JPS, KJV, NAB, NJB, TNK, but 
not ESV, NASB, NIV, NKJV, NRSV, RSV, which retain 'angry'. 
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argues.399 Finally, most presuppose that the report of David's anger against Yahweh is 
intended as a negative reflection upon David, implicating him for his 'fault, indignity, 
impiety, inability, irritation', but this assertion is not corroborated. On the contrary, Sunoo 
says (correctly): 
David's reaction to Uzzah's death could imply that David himself was believed to 
have felt God's outburst against Uzzah to have been an arbitrary, capricious act. 
Like the figure of Job, David complained to God, expressing both anger and fear, 
when God's ways seemed strange and unjust.40° 
4.1.3.2 2 Sam. 6.8 nrrr nrm -71.7 x/ r1, ximri niptY5 x-rpn 
1 Chron. 13.11 
The only significant difference in the Greek versions of 2 Sam. 6.8 // 1 Chron. 
13.11 is the passive ÉicX1-101 in Samuel and active ÉKcÍXEEV in Chronicles. Both MT 
versions have r77I. Greek Samuel's Éicar elr) probably does not reflect an original xv]. 
This conclusion is based on a examination of ( '7) xrp in naming clauses and on an 
investigation of the translation of these clauses in the Greek version. The G verb form in 
both versions is original and should be rendered impersonally as 'and they named that 
place' or 'and that place was named'.401 The passive verb in Greek Samuel is an inner - 
Greek phenomenon. Rabin has shown that the 3ms verb form is used impersonally to a 
much greater extent than is generally thought and that the deviation in the Greek version 
does not provide evidence for a different Vorlage.402 In addition, there is no reason to 
suggest that wv is an editorial addition, and the presence of the adverbial phrase 
clearly fails to cohere with the interpretation that makes David the subject of xi7,i. The 
simplest solution is that the verse in its entirety is authentic and that it was composed 
399 Nysse 1984: 127, 133; Ulrich 1978: 218. 
400 Sunoo 1999: 77; cf. Acicroyd 1977: 66 -67; Gelander 1991: 39. 
401 GKC §144d, p. 460; JM § 155e, p. 578. McCarter 1984: 165 suggests reading a yigtol form: and they 
call that place'. 
402 Rabin 1962. 
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substantially later than the events narrated therein.4o3 In any case Samuel and Chronicles 
agree on the text of the passage. 
The story says Yahweh burst out against Uzzah and consequently the place 
received the name Perez -uzzah or 'the breach of Uzzah'. What is the motive for this 
naming? McCarter gives genealogical and geographical explanations for Perez -uzzah (a 
break in Uzzah's family line and a breach in the fortifications of Jerusalem, 
respectivel))404, and Zakovitch offers a religious perspective (a monument to the miracle 
wrought there)4o5, but possible associations with several other stories are noteworthy. 
Astonishingly few mention Yahweh's warning in Exod. 19.22, 24, and one certainly 
wonders about the direction of influence if a connection is intended. Langston thinks rip 
refers back to Judg. 21.15, 
where Yahweh was said to have made a nE among the tribes of Israel [mm ncuv 
'LIMrvM rlDi ... Both events underscore the illegitimacy of any Benjaminite 
claims to cultic dominance since Yahweh has demonstrated that even he is against 
their contro1.4o6 
403 The formula r ttr orr -71) occurs 84 times, and is employed with the ark seven times, more than with 
any other object or institution. Childs 1963 is the seminal essay. After briefly reviewing the groundwork 
laid by Alt, Bright, and Noth, Childs summarises the basic etiological and non -etiological uses of nrn s 
71T and related formulas, and then continues with a detailed analysis of seven categories of usage. He 
considers the formula in 2 Sam. 6.8 II 1 Chron. 13.11 an example of an etymological etiology. He reaches 
three conclusions: (1) 'In the great majority of cases, the formula "until this day," has been secondarily 
added as a redactional commentary on existing traditions'. (2) 'The formula reflects the age of many 
different redactors'. (3) 'The biblical formula, rite cirri iv, seldom has an etiological function of justifying an 
existing phenomenon, but in the great majority of cases is a formula of personal testimony added to, and 
confirming, a received tradition'. Geoghegan 1999 thoroughly reviews the history of interpretation and use 
of the formula. Geoghegan 2003 is a summary of his research. Geoghegan acknowledges Child's first point, 
but argues instead that in the DH the formula belongs to the pre -exilic Deuteronomistic historian (Dtr'), not 
to numerous redactors from diverse time periods. Geoghegan has written a helpful study, but his thesis 
suffers several faults, including especially his two paragraph treatment in an appendix of Chronicles. He 
argues that the five non -shared occurrences of ern -rt.) in Chronicles 'belonged to a preexilic, perhaps 
Deuteronomistic, source that was used by the Chronicler in constructing his history' but which the 
Deuteronomistic historians decided to eliminate from their final composition (!). 
404 McCarter 1984: 170; cf. Carlson 1964: 84. 
405 Zakovitch 1992: 856. 
406 Langston 1998: 192 -193. The distribution of the root r -ID in the Former Prophets is interesting: Judg. 
21.15 (noun); 1 Sam. 3.1 (N); 25.10 (HtD); 28.23 (G); 2 Sam. 5.20 (G, noun); 6.8 (G, noun); 13.25 (G), 27 
(G); 1 Kgs. 11.27 (noun); 2 Kgs. 5.23 (G); 14.13 (G); cf. ran in Judg. 5.17 and lm in Judg. 19.7; 1 Sam. 
15.23; 2 Kgs. 2.17; 5.16. A close look suggests that Judg. 21.15 and 2 Sam. 5.20; 6.8 are related. 
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In the nearer context the occurrence of the root Yee seven times in 2 Sam. 5.20 // 1 Chron. 
14.11 and 2 Sam. 6.8 // 1 Chron. 13.11 is hardly coincidental. For some, the link 
comments largely on Uzzah (and his family), who is implicitly compared with the 
enemies of Israel.407 For others, the negative spotlight falls on David; and his anger, 
naming, fear and refusal are part and parcel of his 'inchoate realization that Yahweh's will 
and power, far from being at his disposal, may even be set against him'.408 In light of 
previous discussion of the inexplicability of Yahweh's homicidal anger against Uzzah it is 
suggested that the naming makes a pointed comment about the deity. To adopt the words 
of Polzin, 
As the presence of the ark was first harmful to Philistines but then mysteriously 
noxious to Israelites themselves in 1 Samuel 4 -6, so here in 2 Samuel 5 -6 the 
LORD first bursts forth against the Philistines but then mysteriously erupts against 
an Israelite.409 
Finally, several link the name 'Uzzah' and the noun ry in [2 Sam. 6.5 //] 1 Chron. 13.8 and 
2 Sam. 6.14 [// 1 Chron. 15.27]. The root 7.w, which is the nominal root of Uzzah's name, 
occurs three times in MT Samuel: in 1 Sam. 2.10, where it is an attribute given by 
Yahweh to the king; in 2 Sam. 6.14; and in 2 Sam. 22.18, where the adjective ty is applied 
to David's enemy Saul from whom Yahweh delivered David. With the exception of other 
proper names containing TD, the root appears in MT Chronicles in 1 Chron. 13.8, and in 1 
Chron. 16.11, 27, 28; 2 Chron. 6.41 where it is an attribute of Yahweh. It also appears in 
2 Chron. 30.21 where it modifies musical 'instruments'. Auld offers astute observations on 
T1) in 2 Samuel 6: 
The place name (6:8) that commemorates the worrying incident has an interesting 
double resonance. The Perez part of Perez -uzzah refers to the same sort of 
eruption or breakthrough as was celebrated in the previous chapter at Baal - 
perazim, where the Deity broke through the enemy like a flood (5:20). And the 
407 Caquot and de Robert 1994: 416; Carlson 1964: 84; McCarter 1984: 170; Seow 1989: 99 -102. 
4°8 Murray 1998: 157; cf. 235; also see McConville 1984: 39. 
409 Polzin 1993: 63 -64. 
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Uzza part reminds us of the Hebrew word for might. The same word is used to 
describe the enthusiasm or strength of David's dancing (v. 14). This word 'oz is 
often associated with Yahweh, and memorably with his ark in the psalm which 
celebrates David's efforts to find a dwelling place for the Almighty: 'Arise, O 
Yahweh, and go to thy resting place, thou and the ark of thy might' (Ps 132:8). 
Baal -perazim is translated 'Lord of breakthroughs.' Perez -uzzah is ambiguous: it 
could, in the spirit of the psalm, suggest 'Breakthrough of Might'; but it is 
understood in our story as 'Breakthrough on Uzzah'. The versions we read in 
Samuel and Chronicles were not the only biblical recollections of the arrival of the 
ark.41° 
The name n /rtw means 'Oh [Yahweh or God, my] Strength' and is a short form related to 
the names Uzziah/Uzziel, 'Yahweh/El (God) is my Strength'.411 Ironically, then, Yahweh 
becomes angered (non) and strikes down (n=) 'Oh [Yahweh or God, my] Strength'. 
Consequently, Yahweh's breakthrough (re) against 'Oh [Yahweh or God, my] Strength' 
incites David's anger (inn) and the place of the irruption is memorialised as n htry nn, 
'breakthrough of /on "Oh [Yahweh or God, my] Strength '. As Auld observes, the name is 
ambiguous, and the second element could be interpreted as a subjective or objective 
genitive, although the latter is indicated by n /xrvn re earlier in the verse. However, this 
may not end the story. It is difficult not to make a connection between Yahweh's 
mysterious and inexplicable homicidal anger against n /N-ry and David's response with 
TD .412 Is David 'strength' redivivus? Or is David 'strong' in spite of Yahweh's breakthrough 
against 'Oh [Yahweh or God, my] Strength'? Gelander says: 
The events that occurred in the house of Obed -edom the Gittite can be interpreted 
as a victory won by David. Moreover, the feeling that it is David who is doing the 
reprimanding also comes from the description of his initial reaction: 'And David 
was angry because the Lord had broken forth upon Uzzah' (2 Sam. 6:8); and 'So 
David was not willing to take the ark of the Lord into the city of David; but David 
took it aside... (2 Sam. 6:10). These expressions suggest that the initiative and the 
decision were David's. ... Thus all the indications are that the text is emphasizing 
David's initiative and his control of the situation. ... Like other outbursts of wrath 
or other manifestations of 'the dark side of the Deity', here too we have a 
manifestation of God's demonic aspect. However, this is not the main point of the 
410 Auld 2003: 233. 
411 Thompson 1992b: 776. 
412 Notice that whereas David dances with r9 prior to the Uzzah incident in MT Chronicles he does so 
after it in MT Samuel. 
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4.1.3.3 
text, which is rather David's reaction. From it we learn not only that David turned 
'the Lord's wrath into blessing', but that he was bringing the Ark up to Jerusalem 
after it had been 'cleansed' and could no longer do any harm.413 
2 Sam. 6.9 
1 Chron. 13.12 
// urn mm-nx -n-r tr1i 
tann nrn trn5rtr-nN 117 N-1-1 
The versions deviate solely over mm in Samuel and ,nbltri in Chronicles.414 ,t 
mn, (na) occurs 64 times, most frequently in Psalms, Kings and Deuteronomy. The 
concept appears elsewhere in Samuel only in 1 Sam. 12.14, 24, where Samuel exhorts 
Israel to 'fear' and serve and obey Yahweh, and in Chronicles only in 2 Chron. 6.31, 33 (// 
1 Kgs. 8.40, 43). 'rbtt(n) (r) tnr occurs 18 times, but only here in Chronicles, and never 
in Samuel. mrr (na) trr is certainly not a Deuteronomistic addition415 since David's fear is 
unrelated to 'fearing Yahweh' as a facet of maintaining loyalty to the God of the covenant. 
David's fear is 'fear associated with terror', not fear associated with respect or worship.416 
Apart from Jonathan's reassurance to David (1 Sam. 23.17) this is the only other occasion 
where the verb Km is applied to David. Even the dangerous rebellion of his son Absalom, 
from whom David flees for his life, is not said to induce fear in David. For most 
commentators, David's fear is the recognition of his (supposed) fault, and some nuance it 
as 'respect'. Others, more acceptably, relate David's anger to Yahweh's mysterious and 
inexplicable homicidal anger. 'David is afraid ... realizing that he is in the presence of a 
mysterious power he can neither control nor comprehend'.417 Sunoo says: 
Indeed, why would David react with fear, and insist that the ark remain far from 
his presence, unless he was horrified at what had happened to Uzzah and feared 
the destructive power of God might again be unleashed without warning? David's 
413 Gelander 1991: 43 -44. 
414 See appendix 2. 
415 Contra, e.g., Caquot and de Robert 1994: 416. 
416 Van Pelt and Kaiser 1997: 528 -529. 
417 Allen 1999: 386. 
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reaction to Uzzah's death could imply that David himself was believed to have felt 
God's outburst against Uzzah to have been an arbitrary, capricious act.418 
Similarly, Josephus' Antiquities 7.4.2 suggests that David was fearful at the thought that 
he might suffer the same fate as Uzzah. 
4.1.3.4 2 Sam. 6.9 // nnn, 11-1K 17rt ttin -¡rt nnrri 
1 Chron. 13.12 ,nbrt1 111N ntt '71.t rtmtt nn,t'7 
The principal witnesses to both Samuel and Chronicles agree against MT Samuel's 
finite verb nntvi. In addition, for every wayyiqtol verb followed by Hart in MT Samuel and 
Chronicles, Samuel (3::1) has a greater tendency than Chronicles (2::1) to have the 
wayyiqtol form of nmtr. To these facts one may add the fact that on only three occasions 
does Chronicles have -me, where Samuel -Kings has the wayyiqtol form of mt. 
Consequently, the original reading in the passage is nt2tt17, and MT Samuel was adjusted 
due to stylistic preference. Tx and Trr are two of five interrogative adverbs for manner.419 
The others are rî , r»'t and rrn, the latter sometimes in combination with other 
elements, as in r nn. This set of interrogative adverbs is seldom used to pose the ordinary 
question of manner 'how ?'. The main uses are42o: 
Introducing a simple question, 'how ?', 'by what method ?'. 
Introducing a rhetorical question, 'how is it possible that ?', 'surely it is not 
possible that ?'. 
As an interjection expressing enormity of catastrophe, typically within a 
lament, 'how terribly!'. 
418 Sunoo 1999: 77; cf. Polzin 1993: 64. 
419 See appendix 3. 
429 DCH I, 208 -209. 
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The primary function is rhetorical, and this is evident in about half of all occurrences. It is 
used to clarify that some event or state of affairs is out of the question. The nature of 
David's question is addressed below.42' 
In Samuel, the question is 'how will Yahweh's ark come to me ?', and in 
Chronicles, 'how will I bring God's ark to me ?' Johnstone believes the alteration in 
Chronicles indicates 'The focus has changed from blind fear of the irrational to the 
necessary preparations which David knows he must make to receive the token of the very 
presence of God within his own residence'.422 Dhorme says 'Il est clair que Rim' es plus 
primitif que x' ;rt de I Chr.; d'ailleurs «j'amènerai vers moi» serait assez étrange'.423 Nysse 
thinks Chronicles clears up ambiguity regarding the subject of air, by using the first 
person.424 However, what is strange or ambiguous about the grammar or phraseology of 
either text? Barker says 'One is tempted to argue that this is the Chronicler's theology at 
work, heightening the centrality of David. However, with so many unknowns, it would 
seem best to relegate this to a stylistic variation'.425 Samuel probably has the original verb 
form, but there is no firm basis for deciding between the readings or identifying a 
rhetorical difference between them. 
LXXL Samuel and perhaps 4QSama (according to Herbert426) have the additional 
clause KaL i XOEv tj KLßwTÓS TOÛ Kup(OU / mm 'Mx NIT). Nysse considers the longer 
reading to be secondary427, whereas McCarter thinks it is original and all other witnesses 
were shortened by haplography.428 The longer reading is not a doublet, in agreement with 
both scholars. It may indicate that subsequent to Uzzah's homicide the ark continued its 
421 On the ark's epithets see appendix 2. 
422 Johnstone 1997: I, 172 -173. 
423 Dhorme 1910: 321 -322. 
424 Nysse 1984: 283. 
425 Barker 1984: 112 -113. 
426 Herbert 1997b: 125. 
427 Nysse 1984: 282 -283. 
428 McCarter 1984: 165. 
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movement to a point closer to the City of David, and was diverted by David at that time, 
to another location in 'greater Jerusalem'. A more certain element of the narrative is the 
repetition of the first person singular pronoun on each occasion of David's speaking in 2 
Samuel 5 -6 and in the synoptic parallels, except in 5.8 (but notice 'those whom David 
hates'): 'my hand' (5.19 // 14.10), 'my enemies' (5.20 // 14.11), 'come/bring to me' (6.9 // 
13.12), 'chose me' (6.21). Furthermore, in 6.10 // 13.13 the goal of the transfer is ... 17N 
1(')17 7'y-`7071). Therefore, Steussy says David 'now speaks as if everything happens for 
his own sake. Will God correct the king's vision ?'429, and Murray says 'The one whose 
first recourse in 5.17 -25 was to consult Yahweh ... is now remarkably reluctant, even 
when brought up sharp by Yahweh, in any way to confide in him!'43° Conversely, David's 
unwillingness reflects his practical awareness that there is 'an unpredictable danger, a risk, 
in seizing the ark' and bringing it near him and his home.431 Therefore, in the rhetoric of 
the passage, 'Surely it is not possible that the ark of Yahweh will come to me!' David was 
no less prudent than the people of Beth Shemesh (1 Sam. 6.20): Jerusalem and the 
Davidides were at stake! 
4.1.3.5 2 Sam. 6.10 // mm 11ntt-nx rLptz 7,or5 m-r 
1 Chron. 13.13 7'11 1',V-L7tz r5tz 11-Itzr-ntz `r1`1 1'071-ttL21 
The principal difference here is the variation between l'or t`, ... nctt-tt51 in Samuel 
versus 70r-151 in Chronicles. For some, Chronicles' minus intentionally avoids 
attributing Samuel's unworthy motivation to David.432 Was rot.; deleted from Chronicles 
in order to make David look better? Does the presence or absence of Cott have an effect 
on the portrayal of David? The verb rot; occurs 54 times, always in the G stem, and then 
429 Steussy 1999: 61. 
43° Murray 1998: 129. 
431 Polzin 1993: 64; cf. 63. 
432 Barker 1984: 113 (cautiously); Murray 1998: 60. 
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twice as often in Samuel (14 times) as in any other book. It means 'will, want, consent, 
accept', but since in all but two cases (Isa. 1.19; Job 39.9) it is preceded by a negative 
adverb433, the resultant idea is 'refuse, decline, not want'. The term itself is neutral. It is 
used in contexts having a positive or negative tone. For example, BDB makes 1 Sam. 
15.9; 2 Sam. 13.14, 16 'bad' uses, and 1 Sam. 22.17; 26.23; 31.4; 2 Sam. 6.10 'good' 
uses.434 B. Johnson discusses specific theological considerations, including (1) God as 
subject, (2) hardness of heart, and (3) as an attitude toward God. He does not place 2 Sam 
6.10 in either (2) or (3).435 He also says 'The primary emphasis here is not on the intention 
as a psychological factor in the inner man ... but on the main behavioral patterns and 
actions in which the intention is manifested'.436 In this context David's inner motivation is 
the anger and fear reported in the previous verses, neither of which should be construed as 
negatives about David. Finally, Murray considers Chronicles' minus 'terser and less 
characterfuli437, and Fokkelman remarks that the sounds yabo' 'elay in 2 Sam. 6.9 are 
picked up at the beginning of v. 10 by welo' 'aba ... 'elaw, which 'reinforces the lines' 
coherence'.438 Both points may argue for the originality of Samuel's text; however, both 
are also good reasons for a stylistic adjustment in Samuel. 
The verb -170 occurs nearly 300 times. The H form is usually translated 'cause to 
turn aside /depart, remove, eliminate, take away', and the object marker rim frequently 
follows the verb, as do the prepositions 10 and '7170. Several factors may hint at the 
complicated editorial history of 2 Sam. 6.10 // 1 Chron. 13.13. For example, this is the 
only place where the preposition LAt is used with the H of Ito, and elsewhere the H of -no 
433 Always x5, except for I'm in the second of two occurrences arm; in Ezek. 3.7, and except for 5x in 
Prov. 1.10. 
434 BDB 2. 2 Sam. 2.21; 12.17; 13.25; 14.29; 23.16, 17 are unclassified. 
435 B. Johnson 1974: 26. 
436B. Johnson 1974: 24. 
437 Murray 1998: 60. 
438 Fokkelman 1990: 190. 
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is rarely accompanied by any comment on to where something is removed, and in the 
handful of passages where this information is given an additional verb follows. With 
respect to the usage of No in general there are a remarkable number of textual difficulties 
in the MT, discrepancies in synoptic passages, and translation equivalents in the Greek 
version. These factors, which cannot be related in detail here, raise a question about what 
if any of the material prior to the iron clause is original to the passage. Was David's 
unwillingness in the rhetorical question of 2 Sam. 6.9 II 1 Chron. 13.12 originally 
followed by 'and he diverted it to the house of Obed -edom the Gittite'? In any case, since 
Rio does occur in both 2 Sam. 6.10 and 1 Chron. 13.13, it is more prudent to focus the 
discussion on the presence or absence of rox. 
The different locations of 1(9rr and 147r,r in the texts are related to the diverse verb 
and object formulations.439 See appendix 2 for the variation in the ark's epithet. See 
3.1.2.3 and appendix 3 on the interchange between L7x and L73.7 . Here, MT Samuel's 5I) is 
secondary.440 All versions agree on 7011 ',v / (Tip)) rróaty Aau18441, which is in 
apposition to V / rrpòs avróv /ÉauTóv, thus furnishing 'to himself, to the city of David'. 
Although this construction may seem redundant, it is neither awkward nor necessarily a 
conflation or double reading.442 Fokkelman says 
The name Jerusalem has been clearly avoided, and systematically replaced by 'the 
city of David' (in triplicate; vv. 10a- 12c -16a). This stresses the personal aspect of 
439 Typical Hebrew word order is verb + riot- phrase + 5x- phrase when the object is compact, and verb + 
5x- phrase + nx- phrase when the object is extended, so as to avoid distant separation and/or ambiguity. 
440 Observe Samuel's rn î 71)-5y ... v x. MT Chronicles' Sx, and Eis in LXX Samuel and Chronicles, 
suggest that MT Samuel's 59 is secondary. In biblical Hebrew, 51.) with an object of person or place 
following a verb of movement normally means 'upon' or 'against', and this cannot be the intended 
significance in 2 Sam. 6.10. Driver 1890: 268 says 'Read 5x, as in I Ch. 13, 13'; cf. Dhorme 1910: 322. 
441 1011 n,.V occurs 44 times in the MT, and only three times outside Samuel, Kings and Chronicles (Isa. 
22.9; Neh. 3.15; 12.37). There are five occurrences in 2 Samuel (5.7, 9; 6.10, 12, 16) and five in 1 
Chronicles (11.5, 7; 13.13; 15.1, 29). The remainder are in Kings (17 times) and 2 Chronicles (14 times). 
442 See, e.g., Gen. 8.9; Num. 10.3; Josh. 2.8; 11.7; Judg. 4.7; 2 Kgs. 10.15; Jer. 38.14; 48.44; 51.56; 2 
Chron. 32.6. 
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the removal led by the king: he finds that the ark ought to be housed in the crown 
lands, and so be permanently connected with them.44 
But 2 Sam. 6.10 // 1 Chron. 13.13 briefly reverses the truth of this appraisal: David 
refuses to bring Yahweh's ark 'to himself, to the city of David', and this locution hints at 
why he refuses Yahweh's presence for the moment: the deity is so dangerous and 
unpredictable that his presence could place in danger David and his city! After all, who 
can predict against whom Yahweh's homicidal anger might next erupt? 
4.1.3.6 2 Sam. 6.10 // nan nrT,t --rnv n: 717 1no'i 
1 Chron. 13.13 'nan n,n -L7rt 
The H of no] means 'turn (aside), steer sideways, guide away', is roughly 
equivalent to -no in the previous verse, and is generally construed with an accusative 
object and the prepositions 1rß, and L21), but with an adverbial accusative of place here 
only. The grammar of both versions is acceptable, and the presence of do in Greek 
Samuel does not necessarily suggest the loss of irt. The reading in Chronicles may be 
secondary. See 5.1.1.1. Only LXXL Samuel has p.fvas Tpts in 2 Sam. 6.10 as well as in 
v. 11, where 'three months' appears in all versions. McCarter rightly concludes that the 
reading is 'the remnant of a long haplography from "the house of Obed Edom the Gittite" 
in v. 10 to "the house of Obed Edom the Gittite" in v. 11, which has been repaired (the 
restored material standing under the Hexaplaric asterisk in e2)'.444 
Much ingenuity is exercised in explaining David's entrusting the ark to 'Obed- 
edom the Gittite'. A surface reading suggests that the ark was sent to the house or temple 
of a (former or current ?) servant of the god Edom, a man of Philistine Gath by birth. 
'Edom' is interpreted as the name of a deity, a king, or a tribe, but few disfavour the 
theophoric interpretation: Edom is a particular deity. It is unclear whether Obed -edom is a 
443 Fokkelman 1990: 180. 
444 McCarter 1984: 165. 
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convert to Yahwism or whether he maintains allegiance to Edom. na(n) describes Obed- 
edom (2 Sam. 6.10, 11; 1 Chron. 13.13), Ittai (2 Sam. 15.19, 22; 18.2), and Goliath (2 
Sam. 21.19; 1 Chron. 20.5), and is used generically as 'the Gittite' (Josh. 13.3) and 'the 
Gittites' (2 Sam. 15.18). na, used five times as 'winepress', most often refers 
unambiguously to Philistine Gath (33 times), and this is especially true in Samuel. 
Consequently, 'r (n) cannot refer unambiguously to an individual from Gath -hepher 
(Josh. 19.13; 2 Kgs. 14.25 -in Zebulun), Gath -rimmon (Josh. 19.45; 21.24, 25; 1 Chron. 
6.54 -in Dan) or Gittaim (2 Sam. 4.3; Neh. 11.33 -in Benjamin). These Gaths (and other 
Gaths mentioned in Amarna correspondence) are modified precisely to distinguish them 
from one another. Of course, this means that the ark was sent into the care of a (former or 
current ?) servant of a god other than Yahweh, whose origin was from among David's 
enemies the Philistines. The consensus is that Obed -edom was a Philistine "") a from Gath 
who probably attached himself to David during David's period of mercenary service 
among the Philistines under 'King Achish of Gath' (1 Samuel 21, 27 -31). 
Some insist that Obed -edom was a Levite, by birth or possibly by adoption, but 
the consensus is that the Chronicler tendentiously gifted Obed -edom levitical status. 
There is no basis in 2 Sam. 6.10 -12 // 1 Chron. 13.13 -14; 15.25 for attributing levitical 
status to Obed -edom. Also, the Obed -edom in these passages and the Obed -edom in 2 
Chron. 25.24 (the keeper of ninbKr -nnn ... a'Ln-5n; minus in 2 Kgs. 14.14) are different 
individuals, although Chronicles intends to link the latter to the family of the former.445 
How is /are the Obed -edom(s) in Chronicles' non -synoptic material (1 Chron. 15.18, 21, 
24; 16.5, 38; 26.4, 8, 15) related to the Obed -edom in the parallel material given above? 
The editorial history of the levitical personnel in 1 Chronicles 15 -16 is complex, and by 
445 Many believe this (non- shared) reference to Obed -edom is a post -Chronistic addition, e.g., Japhet 
1993: 871; Rudolph 1955: 280; Williamson 1982: 331. 
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all accounts divergent layers of tradition are attested side by side.446 Obed -edom is 
presented as a gatekeeper (1 Chron. 15.18, 24; 16.38), a musician (1 Chron. 15.21; 16.5, 
38- together with 68 brothers!), and a son of Jeduthun (1 Chron. 16.38). In addition, 
Obed -edom is a descendant of Levi through Korah, and the progenitor of a sizeable and 
qualified family of gatekeepers (1 Chron. 26.4, 8, 15 -with 62 descendants, including 8 
sons!). 'Obed -edom is not a conveniently expendable alien (cf. 1 Chron. 8.13, where the 
original population were driven out by Benjamin), but a Levite, one of the approved 
personnel'.447 'The precise relationship between these four remains unclear due to the 
nature of the Chronicler's work where one or more families of temple servants claiming 
ties to the Philistine caretaker of the ark are given levitical ancestry'.448 In two in -depth 
studies Dirksen reviews scholarly opinion and seeks to explain the redactional growth of 
the Obed -edom traditions.449 He concludes: 




15.17 -18 (gatekeeper) 




16.38a (musician) [misplaced] 
16.42 
chs. 23 -27 (Williamson et al.) 
Dirksen sorts out the relationship of chapter 13 to chapters 15 -16, 26 by arguing that the 
Obed -edom of the ark narrative (1 Chron. 13.13 -14; 15.25) was elevated into a gatekeeper 
(1 Chron. 15.18, 21, 38b; 26.4, 8, 15), and that Obed -edom the musician (1 Chron. 15.21, 
24; 16.5, 38a) was an altogether different person: 
446 Braun 1986: 186 -188, 190 -191; Japhet 1993: 292 -296, 311 -313; Williamson 1982: 120 -122. 
447 Johnstone 1997: I, 173. 
448 Thompson 1992a: 6. 
449 Dirksen 1995, 1996. 
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The best is to begin with vs 21, which belongs to the Chronicler's own 
composition. In this verse Obed Edom is unambiguously listed as a singer, one 
among many. There is no reason to assume that this Obed Edom was thought by 
the Chronicler to be identical with the one in whose house the ark had remained 
for three months (I 13:14). If the Chronicler had any intention to elevate this Obed 
Edom to the rank of the (levitical) singers, he would at least have omitted the then 
embarrassing fact of his being a Gittite (I 13:13). Elsewhere, however, this Obed 
Edom is indeed elevated to the rank of a Levite, though not as a singer but as a 
prominent gatekeeper, who established a family of gatekeepers, viz. in I 26:4 -9, 
which belongs to the secondary material in ch. 23 -27. Now he is no longer a 
Gittite, but a Korahite (vs 1). That the writer is thinking of the Obed Edom of the 
ark narrative is clear from his allusion to that narrative in vs 5 «for God had 
blessed him». That as a Levite Obed Edom would be made a gatekeeper is much 
more natural that his becoming a singer, since he had actually been a gatekeeper 
avant la lettre during the three months the ark had been in his house.45° 
Samuel's and Chronicles' presentations differ remarkably on this point of the story, and 
Chronicles goes to great lengths to gift a levitical pedigree to Obed -edom (he had to be a 
Levite! -cf. Deut. 10.8 etc. -in defence of David ?), but in the end: 
The text is ambiguous and open -ended here, leaving the implicit tension 
unresolved. In any case, Chr's attempt to explain this possible inconsistency 
neither resolves nor conceals this problem, but merely heightens the degree of 
ambiguity that characterizes Israel's relationship with the Philistines. The presence 
of Obed -Edom among the levites remains a textual aporia.45I 
Why did David redirect the ark to the house or temple of Obed -edom? The 
difficult question to answer is 'Why Obed - edom ?'. Suggestions are: 
Expedient choice: Obed -edom's home was close (a quick exit from 
danger /embarrassment). 
Default choice: no Israelite would accept the dangerous thing. 
Test -case choice: David's thinking was 'better him (a Philistine!) than me; let's 
see what happens!'. 
Religious choice: Obed -edom had a n': ('temple'). 
Narrative choice: this is yet another Philistine interlude in David's and the 
ark's story. 
450 Dirksen 1995: 274 -275. 
451 Siedlecki 1999: 247 -249. 
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The easy answer is that the deity was too dangerous and unpredictable for David to bring 
Yahweh's ark into David's city near David and the Davidides! 
Two points conclude this chapter. First, besides the close association between 
David and Philistine Gath, 2 Sam. 6.10 -11 cannot effortlessly be taken independently of 1 
Sam. 5.8 -9, whatever the relationship between the two passages.452 Second, Fokkelman's 
thought merits reflection: 
But in any case an irony has come about; the God who has just been an extreme 
stickler for detail and very demanding of his priest now tolerates the housing of 
his ark in an uncircumcised man's residence thus behaving like a moderate 
towards, and even blessing, a man from another religion.453 
'Gittite' in Samuel and Chronicles again highlights the enigmatic behaviour of Yahweh 
towards Uzzah. 
4.2 Summary of Chapter Four 
The material in 2 Sam. 6.6 -7 II 1 Chron. 13.9 -10 relates the story's inciting 
incident in which Yahweh executes Uzzah and thereby brings an abrupt albeit short-lived 
halt to David's relocation of the ark to Jerusalem. The writer remarks in 4.0 that many 
observe the problematic character of this material, which is characterised by textual 
variation, literary ambiguity, and theological difficulty. The principal text -critical and 
interpretative issues are: (1) All witnesses exclusive of LXXB Chronicles (= OG) have a 
word modifying 'the threshing- floor'. The witnesses to Samuel in particular are marked by 
acute textual variation. Most mistakenly seek in the nomina recta a specific locale where 
the Yahweh -Uzzah incident transpired, but the route of the procession and the location of 
the threshing -floor are unknown. The expansive readings in Samuel and Chronicles were 
not intended as proper names. See 4.1.1.1. (2) The direct object phrase 'his hand' is absent 
452 McKane 1963: 208. 
453 Fokkelman 1990: 192. 
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from MT Samuel only and it undoubtedly once stood in this textual tradition. The minus 
may be unintentional or perhaps intentional. See 4.1.1.2. (3) The indirect object of 
Uzzah's action is 'the ark of God' in Samuel but only 'the ark' in Chronicles. See 4.1.1.2. 
(4) The double and triple references to Uzzah's 'grasping' in Greek Samuel suggest that 
Chronicles' infinitive phrase is original; the finite verb phrase in MT Samuel is an 
intentional adjustment intended to stress Uzzah's slip -up. He is the culprit. See 4.1.1.2. (5) 
MT Samuel and Chronicles were stylistically updated by the insertion of 'nose' in the 
expression of Yahweh's anger. See 4.1.2.1. (6) Yahweh is the subject of the 'striking' in 
Chronicles but Samuel alters the subject to God, and following Fokkelman this 
adjustment generates a lack of insight on the part of Uzzah into the uniqueness of 
Yahweh the God of Israel. See 4.1.2.2. (7) LXXB and a number of cursives of Samuel do 
not have an explanatory clause justifying Yahweh's homicide of Uzzah. This is the 
original reading. The ancient versions, and subsequent commentators to the present day, 
have struggled to comprehend Yahweh's behaviour. Gelander and Sunoo, among others, 
place this text and its interpretation in proper perspective. See 4.1.2.2. (8) Uzzah's fuzzy 
position vis -à -vis the ark results from editors' efforts to situate him in the spot where he 
might suitably become the object of Yahweh's malice. See 4.1.2.3 and also 3.1.5.2. (9) 
Remarkably, the meaning of ̀gyp i it is unclear, and revisers did not seek to spell out its 
meaning, which however is irrelevant since Uzzah alone is responsible for his death. See 
4.1.1.3. 
The material in 2 Sam. 6.8 -10 I/ 1 Chron. 13.11 -13 is more certain and less 
difficult than the material just described; text -critical issues are minor. Samuel has the 
plus neat. See 4.1.3.5. Chronicles has the plus Sat preceding rm. See 4.1.3.6. Chronicles' 
arMx is (probably) secondary to Samuel's atin. See 4.1.3.4. Two issues occupy interpreters. 
First, exactly who is 'Obed -edom the Gittite' and why was the ark entrusted into his care? 
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Second, how should one construe David's response to Yahweh? Did he respond 
inappropriately, or are his anger and fear and his refusal to continue the transfer, 
understandable rejoinders to Yahweh's baffling slaughter of Uzzah? It is argued here that 
interpreters have naturally but mistakenly criticised David's behaviour and by so doing 
they have misunderstood the significance of David's triumph in the relocation of the ark. 
David really was angry, and he really was terrified, but ultimately he succeeded in settling 
the potent deity in a fixed abode. 
Three themes which influenced the editing of MT Samuel are outlined in 3.2. 
How do these manifest themselves and sway the revision of MT 2 Sam. 6.6 -10? First, the 
theme apology of Davidic kingship is relatively insignificant in this material in 2 Samuel 
6. Second, the theme apology of Davidic and Yahwistic character stands in the 
foreground, but the story focuses less on the positive depiction of these characters than on 
the negative portrayal of Uzzah. Third, the theme influence of cultic practice is implied 
by `7t, in Samuel, a term which is used for cultic 'negligence' in Dan. 3.29; Ezra 6.9; 2 
Chron. 29.11. Furthermore, ancients and modems are inclined to interpret Uzzah's 
identity and behaviour in keeping with legal stipulations regarding the transport of the 
ark, but at best these are belated implications in the story. Finally, Obed -edom stands as a 
final highlight of the mysteriousness of Yahweh's behaviour towards Uzzah. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Analysis of 2 Samuel 6.11 -15, 17 -20a 
and 1 Chronicles 13.14; 15.25 -28; 16.1 -3, 43 
5.0 Introduction 
The material in 2 Sam. 6.1 -5 // 1 Chron. 13.5 -8 (and 13.1 -4) is the exposition of 
the main plot which presents information essential to the story. This is followed by the 
inciting incident in 2 Sam. 6.6 -7 // 1 Chron. 13.9 -10 which initiates the conflict or 
complication and in turn gives way to the rising action, which extends or develops the 
conflict. This material alternately conveys David's response to Yahweh's homicidal act (2 
Sam. 6.8 -10 // 1 Chron. 13.11 -13), Yahweh's response to David's rejection (2 Sam. ó.11- 
12a // 1 Chron. 13.14), and David's response to Yahweh's blessing (2 Sam. 6.12b -15 // 1 
Chron. 15.25 -28). Following the unexpected introduction of an additional character in 2 
Sam. 6.16 // 1 Chron. 15.29 (which is developed further in 2 Sam. 6.20b -23), the story 
reaches its climax or turning point in which the outcome of the story is made clear: David 
successfully relocates the ark to its designated place in the capital Jerusalem (2 Sam. 
6.17a // 1 Chron. 16.1a). Afterward, the main plot of the narrative is brought to a close in 
what may be denominated the resolution or denouement or falling action (2 Sam. 6.17b- 
20a // 1 Chron. 16. lb -3, 43 [and 16.4 -42]). 
This chapter will address the second and third parts of the rising action, the 
climax, and the resolution of the story. The sections in this chapter are: 
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5.1.1 5.1.2 5.1.3 
Yahweh's Response 
to David's Rejection: 
Blessing 
David's Response 
to Yahweh's Blessing: 
The Successful 









6.12b, 15a, 17a, 19b, 20aa 
2 Samuel 




15.25a, 28a, 16.1a, 43a 
1 Chronicles 
15.25b -27, 28b, 16.1b -3, 43b 
Material in 5.1.2 regarding the removal's completion alternates with elements in 5.1.3 
relating the adjuncts accompanying David's success. 
The analysis of the material in these portions of the story is abbreviated 
considerably. This abridgement is forced by the textual and interpretative difficulties in 
the passage. The two issues go hand in hand. Ancient editors and scribes preceded us long 
ago in the struggle to comprehend the significance of this material. The greater part of 
chapter 5 deals with the attendant circumstances of David's transfer of the ark David's, 
because he and his kingly capacity are in focus. David's entourage is elaborated greatly in 
2 Sam. 6.1 -5 (and in 1 Chron. 13.5 -8) in contrast to the focus on David in 2 Sam. 6.12b- 
20a, where the participants are mentioned briefly in v. 15 and then are presented in vv. 
18 -19 more as recipients of David's benevolence than as participants in his transfer of the 
ark. Observe, however, that 1 Chron. 15.25 -16.3, 43 focuses less acutely on David. The 
occasion overall is marked by celebration and reverence. A joyful mood is set at the very 
start followed by descriptions of sacrifices, movements (dance), garments, noises (voices 
and instruments), blessings and gifts. 
Most pay inadequate attention to the function of verbs in delimiting the passage's 
narrative structure. In particular, the story in 2 Sam. 6.12 -20a // 1 Chron. 15.25 -16.3, 43 
focuses on the end points of the transfer: its start (the first steps) and finish (the ascent 
and entrance). The attendant circumstances which are described accompany the ark's 
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departure and arrival. The interval between these points is left undescribed, thus 
eliminating any potential doubt regarding David's accomplishment. 
The narrative in 2 Samuel 6 is structured by (1) a large number of movement 
verbs together with (2) significant pauses in activity (vv. 6b -10a, I1 -12a, 17b -19a, 20b- 
23) and (3) verbal spotlights. The latter are fashioned by predicative participles in vv. 3 -5 
and 14 -16. These do not describe David's and the people's activity throughout the 
duration of the transport of the ark. Such an interpretation misconstrues the participles as 
finite rather than circumstantia1.454 
m'am in v. 3 is circumstantial to inton in the same verse. This verse asserts the 
punctiliar departure of the ark and relates the attendants' (their) position 
relative to it. 
I'm in v. 4 is circumstantial to lraon in the same verse. This verse asserts the 
punctiliar departure of the ark and relates the attendant's (his) position relative 
to it. The doublet in vv. 3 -4 is discussed in 3.1.5.2. Neither non n (twice) nor 
n'am and -¡`pn refer to activity during a period of travel from Abinadab's rn: to 
the threshing floor. 
n'prIon in v. 5 is circumstantial to ltzn'l in v. 6, and is intended to describe the 
activity of David and Israel as they arrived at the threshing floor. The 
participles in v. 5 and vv. 14 -15 function similarly: attendant circumstance at 
an arrival. 
454 
( 1 ) Qotel forms have adjective, substantive, relative, predicate, and periphrastic uses, but the 
periphrastic use is reliant on a finite verb (n'r), and the predicate use is generally circumstantial in biblical 
narrative, with true finite verb function limited to statements about the present -future in discursive texts. In 
biblical narrative the participle as predicate frequently occurs in circumstantial clauses. In these instances, 
the participle does not make an independent statement (primary) but a dependent comment (secondary). In 
general, the primary storyline of biblical narrative is carried along by a series of wayyiqtol forms. The 
secondary or subsidiary storyline, the background or circumstantial information which supplements and sets 
the stage for the main events, is often described with participial forms of the verb, and frequently 
introduced using disjunctive syntax. The wayyiqtol forms may be equated with the big picture, the view of 
an entire parade from the blimp above (perfective aspect), whereas the participles place the reader in the 
grandstands alongside the passing parade, giving an up -close and personal view (imperfective aspect). The 
two viewpoints are not mutually exclusive and normally occur together in good story -telling. The wayyiqtol 
forms keep one turning the pages of the book; the participles are the pauses to look at the pictures. (2) The 
participles in 2 Samuel 6 are frequently yet inconsistently rendered as finite verbs in modem versions and in 
translations in commentaries. (3) The vividness conveyed by the participles in this material is described by 
Campbell 1975: 138; Driver 1892: §135 [I], p. 166; Kleven 1991: 373; 1992: 309; Murray 1998: 134; 
Polzin 1993: 61. 
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 V. 12 is a synopsis of the transport of the ark to the city of David. The entire 
event and its mood are summarised in a single initial statement. 
V. 13 focuses on the departure of the ark and the commencement sacrifice. 
-o-on in v. 14, and 'am and 1D -on in v. 16, are circumstantial to c,5vn in v. 15, 
to xn in v. 16, and to ltznn in v. 17, and describe David's activity as he ascends 
and arrives at his city.455 In general, vv. 14 -17 focus on the ascent and arrival 
of the ark to the city of David, stressing David's participation and the fanfare 
of the arrival. The eyes and ears are stimulated by vivid descriptions of 
appearances and sounds. 
5.1 Analysis 
5.1.1 Yahweh's Response to David's Rejection: Blessing 
This material prolongs or raises anew difficult or impossible -to -answer questions. 
Who is the Gittite Obed -edom and what is his IT: (cf. 4.1.3.6)? What and how did 
Yahweh bless? Why did Yahweh bless? By whom was the blessing reported to David and 
why? What part, if any, did the prophets Gad456 and Nathan457 have in reporting to 
David? It is noteworthy that Yahweh's blessing inspires the second attempt to transfer the 
ark (2 Sam. 6.11 // 1 Chron. 13.14; 2 Sam. 6.12a) and that the successful completion of 
the transfer is capped by David's blessing of the people and his move to bless his own n,n 
(2 Sam. 6.18, 20 // 1 Chron. 16.2, 43). Murray takes (the report of) Yahweh's blessing as 
the turning point in the plot (2 Sam. 6.11 // 1 Chron. 13.14; 2 Sam. 6.12a)458, but the 
story's climax rather lies in the entrance of the ark into the city of David and its deposit in 
its tent in 2 Sam. 6.17 // 1 Chron. 16.1. Nevertheless, the fact that Yahweh's blessing 
prompts the successful transfer of the ark which in turn leads to David's blessing of Israel 
suggests that Yahweh's blessing forecasts a favourable outcome to the relocation. 
ass Fokkelman 1990: 194 takes nn-on in v. 14 as circumstantial to v. 13, but the repetition of "I»Dn in v. 
16 suggests that the verb should be construed with the ark's arrival rather than departure. 
456 
1 Sam. 22.5; 2 Sam. 24.11, 13 -14, 18 -19. 
457 
2 Sam. 7.2, 3, 4, 17; 12.1, 5, 7, 13, 15, 25. 
458 Murray 1998: 131. 
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5.1.1.1 2 Sam. 6.11 // nrcv-1n 7RDL70 'nan -1N 'MD n'n mn ¡n;!t nu'1 
'rvnn 70170 ln'nn "Mi] n'Y1:13.7 a'71L1K71 TN nun 1 Chron. 13.14 
The meaning of no' ('dwell, lodge, abide, continue, endure, remain, stay, tarry') 
and its representation by KaOíCw are unremarkable except to say that the usage of the 
latter in Greek Chronicles may indicate that an original KaTOLKÉG.) was revised to Kaeí(cw 
on the basis of Greek Samuel. This is an inner -Greek issue and does not require further 
discussion here.459 Both MT versions have n'cvnn ntv`m, as does LXXB Chronicles with 
TpELS pfvas, but Greek Samuel and LXXL Chronicles have µrivas TpEîs, and LXXA 
Chronicles has Tpîs >)µpas 46° The period of 'three months' appears in seven biblical 
passages, including 2 Sam. 6.11 // 1 Chron. 13.14 and 2 Sam. 24.13 // 1 Chron. 21.12.461 
Two questions regarding this period are unanswerable. First, did three months elapse 
before Yahweh's blessing was discernible or reported or did David deliberately wait three 
months to reassure himself of the ark's or deity's beneficent character ?462 Second, how did 
Yahweh bless Obed -edom such that the blessing was evident after three months? What 
happened to Obed -edom, or perhaps what did not befall him (!) in this brief period of 
time? Murray suggests that 'three months' in Samuel echoes the ark's sojourn in Philistia 
for seven months (1 Sam. 6.1): three months in Ashdod, three months in Gath, and one 
month in Ekron463; but the time spent in each city is unspecified in 1 Samuel 5. The 
narrative function of Chronicles' 'three months' has a dual purpose. First, 1 Chron. 14.1 -17 
shows how in the interim David 'grew progressively greater' in the eyes of the 
neighbouring states: 'He too, like Obed -edom, is continuing to be blessed in all he 
459 See Allen 1974: I, 181 -182. 
469 See appendix 3 on the numerical syntax, and also appendix 2 on the ark's epithet. 
461 Also: Gen. 38.24; Exod. 2.2 (o'rn' rio`70); 2 Kgs. 23.31 // 2 Chron. 36.2; 2 Kgs. 24.8 // 2 Chron. 36.9; 
Amos 4.7. 
462 Caquot and de Robert 1994: 416. 
463 Murray 1998: 130 n. 62. 
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does'.464 Second, many observe that (non -synoptic) 1 Chron. 15.1 -24 makes clear that 
proper care of the ark is a levitical prerogative, such that the interim stimulated David's 
acquiescence to cultic regulations. 
The accounts differ on the indirect object. First, MT Samuel has rm ... nwsi, MT 
Chronicles has n'n-CID ... nu'i, and the Greek translations have either Kat ÉKá6LaEV Eis 
OiKOV ( LXXAB Samuel) or Kai ÉKáOLO-EV Év (1-(13) OtK(il (LXXL Samuel, Greek 
Chronicles). Second, the story in Samuel continues with 'man but MT and LXXL 
Chronicles (but not LXXAB Chronicles) have both inx 'MD rn-n3.7 / Év T45 OtKW 
AßE88a6av and 1n'= / Év T4 o(K() aúTOD. Regarding the first issue, the absence of a 
preposition in MT Samuel has elicited two responses: either n was lost through 
haplography or rn is an adverbial accusative. It is suggested in 4.1.3.6 that the absence of 
a preposition in MT Samuel's nnarr non rn i irrvi (as opposed to LPK /Eis preceding 
T /oìKOV in the other versions) is possibly original. The same could be true here but the 
state of affairs is not straightforward. The verb rcri in 2 Sam. 6.10 // 1 Chron. 13.13 
requires that the ark go to Obed -edom's non. However, the verb nuri in 2 Sam. 6.11 // 1 
Chron. 13.14 can be construed with adjuncts meaning 'at' but also 'beside' and 'in'. First, 
what is the n-trt -ray rr : Obed -edom's house or the deity's house, i.e., a temple or a 
complex containing a temple ?465 Second, where is the ark deposited? It is clearly 'at' 
Obed -edom's mn, but was it kept inside or outside the rrn proper, perhaps in a tent or in 
another nearby edifice? Third, is MT Samuel's vague reading secondary (accidentally or 
intentionally) or are the other versions adjusted to eliminate this? 
464 Johnstone 1997: I, 173. 
465 Also see 3.1.2.3 on:I-T:1i n' :. 
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Static location ('where ?') is normally expressed with 2 or `, although an adverbial 
accusative of certain nouns can express 'place at which' or 'local determination'.466 For 
example, 172 (without a preposition) is used with ntr, meaning 'dwell in a/the house', in 
Gen. 38.11; 2 Sam. 13.20; Isa. 44.13; Jer. 20.6; 36.22; Prov. 25.24; 2 Chron. 26.21. This 
evidence also sustains the point that Samuel's ,nay D-tx 72v rr: mm jinx 2tv'i means 'and 
the ark lodged in -not "at" or "beside" -the Gittite Obed -edom's n'n'. It is also significant 
that ': is rendered Év (TCil) o( Kg) in the Greek translations of the aforementioned 
passages.467 The other constructions attested in 2 Sam. 6.11 // 1 Chron. 13.14 are 
summarised.468 
KaOi((o + É) (LXXL Samuel; LXX Chronicles) = 20' + :. This construction is 
common in both Hebrew and Greek, occurs with 172 (e.g., 2 Sam. 7.1, 2, 6), 
and consequently it is the lectio facilior. 
KaOL(co + Eis (LXXAB Samuel) = : r + 5x /'. Mti ' + '7x occurs in 1 Kgs. 13.20 
but elsewhere the construction is doubtful. 2t r + L7 occurs in Judg. 5.17 (LXX 
Trapá); Ps. 9.5 and 132.12 (LXX rr(); and Prov 9.14 (LXX Érrí). KaOi(co + 
Eic occurs elsewhere in Lam. 2.10 and interestingly in 1 Sam. 5.11, where it 
stands parallel to MT's :ltv + L7. 
:zr + Dv (MT Chronicles).469 The other valid example of this construction is 
Gen. 25.11; elsewhere the Hebrew and Greek examples express personal 
accompaniment (i.e., sit /remain with a person, donkey, baggage, etc.). CD may 
mean 'by, beside, alongside' but in many cases 'at' and 'near, close to' are 
equally viable interpretations.47o 
The most interesting versional reading is shared by MT and LXXL Chronicles: 
ln'DD D -rx law rin -DD / Év T(i) oLK(il A1E68016aV Év T(i) amp ai)Toü. The preposition ED is 
generally represented by I Ta or Trapá in the Greek version, but on occasion Év (the 
466 GKC §118d-h, pp. 373 -374; JM §125n, p. 449; §126h, pp. 458 -459; WO §10.2.2b, pp. 169 -171; A. 
B. Davidson 1901: §69, pp. 98 -99; Williams 1976: §54, p. 12. JM §126h, p. 458 points out that 'In Aramaic 
Enrn] is often used in the local accusative'. See appendix 3. 
467 Prov. 25.24 has Év oIKía. 
468 A thorough presentation of the evidence is unreasonable. The comments here focus on nt r with 
different prepositions rather than the latter with rr , although the writer has thoroughly investigated both. 
469 Would KaOíCco + péTa equal no' + Dv? KaOÍCco never occurs with rrapá or ßúv in biblical Greek. Or 
is Év the original translation? 
470 BDB 768. 
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workhorse of Greek prepositions) evidently stands for Dy471, as in Gen. 35.4 and 1 Chron. 
21.15, where ca) is used for locality. Curtis and Madsen, followed by others, think 
the ark was in its tent alongside or near the house of Obed -edom. This statement is 
a modification of that of 2 S. 611 ... where the ark is represented as placed in the 
house of Obed -edom. The Chronicler, however, evidently could not conceive of 
the ark placed in an ordinary dwelling and modified the text accordingly.472 
This view must be rejected for the following reasons: (1) The noun nn may refer to a 
family home or a king's or god's home (i.e., a palace or temple) so that the Chronicler did 
not necessarily understand rrn as an 'ordinary dwelling'. Furthermore, if the Chronicler 
was so concerned to have the ark in the proper place he could have supplied 57N, as in 1 
Chron. 15.1; 16.1 (// 2 Sam. 6.17); 2 Chron. 1.4; 5.5 (// 1 Kgs. 8.4). (2) If the ark was not 
in Obed -edom's non (whatever it is) then why did Yahweh bless it in 1 Chron. 13.14, and 
why did David and Israel bring up the ark after three months from it (2 Sam. 6.12 // 1 
Chron. 15.25)? (3) Fokkelman remarks that 'the house of Abinadab (the father of Uzzah) 
fulfilled ... the same function (as emergency accommodation for attending to the ark after 
a terrible blow from God) which the house of Obed Edom has here ...1473 Japhet, among 
others, discards Curtis' and Madsen's view, thinking Chronicles' functions to place 
'the greater emphasis on "in his house "; but why the emphasis? Nevertheless, she is right 
to discount the idea that Chronicles wishes to avoid 'na;r, since Obed -edom was already 
labelled a Gittite. Finally, although Samuel's man and Chronicles' ln'DD are far from 
wholly different in appearance, Chronicles' irr does not seem to be either an intentional 
or unintentional variant of Tian. 
471 Hatch and Redpath 1897: II, 174 -174; Johannessohn 1925: 324 -336; Muraoka 1998: 111. On the 
other hand, based on the usage of KaOÍCc,W, the occurrence of Év, and the spelling of Obed -edom's name, 
Greek Chronicles may reflect dependence on Samuel, but this seems less than likely for the preposition Év. 
See Allen 1974: I, 181 -182, 191 -192 for discussion. 
472 Curtis and Madsen 1910: 206. 
473 Fokkelman 1990: 193. 
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Textual variation in the versions suggests that editorial activity has fundamentally 
altered the original account, which was probably not simply mn or nnn meaning 'in the 
house' (the lectio facilior). An explanation which has not been suggested until now is that 
1i7= =IN "MD ITC-nv II Év T(il otK(A) AßE88aSav Év TCJ otKw a ,TOÛ is a double reading in 
which an original nv- statement is revised to Tmnn in MT Chronicles, followed by the 
Lucianic recension: 'the ark lodged "in proximity" to Obed -edom's n,n, in his n'n'. The 
exact nuance of nv is difficult to pinpoint. It could mean 'at' or 'by, beside, alongside' or 
'near, close to'. One reasonably concludes, however, that n,n-nv should not be construed 
as n'nn. The notion that the ark was housed 'at' (L7/nv) Obed -edom's rr: was transformed to 
say that it was housed 'in' (n) it. The original thought remains in the first member of MT 
Chronicles' doublet and in LXXAB Samuel which is also the OG translation.474 In 
summary, the story was revised to nrn(n) and glossed by Tr r in MT Samuel, and it was 
adjusted by the insertion of imnn in MT Chronicles. This change's motivation may be to 
properly house the ark in the 'cultic' mn. 
5.1.1.2 2 Sam. 6.11 II 117'n-47n-17w n-rrt nw-nrt mr -nn 
1 Chron. 13.14 *-nrUrt-'7n-nrt1 nIN-nCv nrn-nrt mn, -1-inn 
The object of Yahweh's blessing is expressed in two phrases, the first referring to 
'Obed -edom' or '(all) Obed -edom's non' and the second referring to 'all his rrn' or 'all his 
belongings'. Regarding the second clause, an earlier *- nwrt-n-nrti / Kaì irdvTa Tà aúToí 
was revised to in,n-`p-r i in MT Samuel's tradition, and this revision is reflected also in 
LXXA Samuel's Kai ÖXOV Tiw oÎKOV. Some think the second clause in Greek Samuel and 
in Chronicles was adjusted toward 2 Sam. 6.12a's 15- nort "? -nrti nnrt nnv n'n-rim. This is 
improbable since 2 Sam. 6.12a is a plus, and its first half is not reflected uniformly in the 
474 Nysse 1984: 449 implies the final point. 
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allegedly revised texts. MT and LXXA Samuel are the exceptions to consistent language 
in all other accounts. Regarding the first clause, the relationship of the witnesses is 
complex. Again, LXXA Samuel probably reflects revision toward the received text. The 
discrepancy in the location of n': in Samuel, and its occurrence in MT and LXXL 
Chronicles, but its non -appearance in LXXAB Chronicles, suggest that the presence or 
absence of this word was the focus of the revisionary process. Beyond this, the data 
precludes a definitive answer.475 Except for possible parablepsis related to taw in an 
original mn nx in Chronicles, there is no apparent motive for the absence of the noun in 
LXXAB Chronicles. 
In spite of the fact that n : occurs nearly twice as often in Kings (344 times) and 
Chronicles (330 times) as in Samuel (176 times), the noun occurs more often in 1 Samuel 
31; 2 Samuel 5 -8, 23 (33 times) than in 1 Chronicles 10-18 (29 times). On twenty -three 
occasions Samuel and Chronicles agree on n' :.476 Chronicles has rrn in non -synoptic 
material in 1 Chron. 12.29 -31; 15.1 (four times), and Samuel has it in 2 Sam. 5.8; 6.3, 12, 
21; 7.29; 23.5 (six times). In synoptic material Samuel but not Chronicles has n,n in 1 
Sam. 31.9 // 1 Chron. 10.9; 2 Sam. 5.9 // 1 Chron. 11.8; 2 Sam. 6.5 // 1 Chron. 13.8; and 2 
Sam. 6.15 // 1 Chron. 15.28. The reverse is true in 1 Sam. 31.6 // 1 Chron. 10.6477 and 2 
Sam. 6.11 // 1 Chron. 13.14, but it is suggested in 5.1.1.1 for the second set of passages 
475 See the discussion in Nysse 1984: 381, 474. He thinks three Hebrew textforms are attested. 
476 Once in 1 Samuel 31 // 1 Chronicles 10; once in 2 Samuel 5 // 1 Chronicles 14; seven times in 2 
Samuel 6 // 1 Chronicles 13, 15 -16; and fourteen times in 2 Samuel 7 // 1 Chronicles 17. 
47 Here Chronicles says Saul's entire rn perished whereas Samuel refers to 'Saul and his three sons and 
his armour -bearer and all his men'. Nine reasons (!) underlie the alteration in Samuel: Saul's son Ishbaal (2 
Samuel 2-4); Saul's sons Armoni and Mephibosheth by Rizpah (2 Samuel 21); Saul's five grandsons by 
Merab (2 Samuel 21); and Jonathan's son Mephibosheth (2 Samuel 4, 9, 16, 19, 21). Samuel's revisers were 
forced to alter the original reading since otherwise David could not have received a positive response to his 
question in 2 Sam. 9.1, and Samuel's story of protracted warfare between the houses of David and Saul 
would have faced literary obstacles as well. Auld 2003: 242 says: 'In the Book of Two Houses, in this case 
faithfully preserved in 1 Chronicles 10, Saul, like Elhanan and Goliath, had simply a walk -on part: he was 
killed, 'and his three sons, and his whole house together' (10:6). But the authors of Samuel first build him 
into a major tragic character and then prolong the death agonies of his house'. See Ho 1995: 85 -87. 
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that Chronicles' inrcc is an alternative reading for the preceding phrase clK lcy mn -cis. In 
light of these statistics, the frequency and variations in these chapters with respect to me 
suggest that Samuel has a somewhat greater interest in this notion than does Chronicles. It 
is pointed out in the discussion of L7x -10' me in 3.1.3.4 that n'n plays a key role in Samuel. 
The evidence suggests (see below) that Yahweh's blessing of Obed -edom's me is a 
'disguised' blessing upon David and his rc (to the detriment of Saul and his na). 
'Blessing' is important in this story, and in Samuel and Chronicles in general, 
which follow only Psalms, Genesis and Deuteronomy in frequency of usage of T,n.478 
Blessing makes its first appearance in 2 Sam. 6.11 -12 // 1 Chron. 13.14, where Yahweh 
blesses Obed -edom (or his r'c or belongings -see above) and then David blesses the 
people (6.18 // 16.2) and goes to bless his own m: (6.20 // 16.43). The issues here are the 
significance and shape of Yahweh's blessing. Normally Yahweh or Yahweh God blesses, 
and rarely God.479 In Samuel and Chronicles the deity is blessed more frequently than he 
blesses. One person may (potentially or actually) bless something or somebody, and 
Yahweh may be blessed or his blessing wished upon another, but the deity explicitly 
blesses only three times: He blesses Israel's people in 2 Chron. 31.10, Jabez in 1 Chron. 
4.10, and Obed -edom in 2 Sam. 6.11 -12; 1 Chron. 13.14; 26.5. Also, David requests 
Yahweh's blessing in 2 Sam. 7.29 // 1 Chron. 17.27, and the realisation of his petition 
seems more than certain since Yahweh explicitly promises the content of the requested 
blessing ('an eternal house') in 2 Sam. 7.5 -16 // 1 Chron. 17.4 -14.480 Just as Yahweh 
fulfilled his promise to deliver David from his enemies (compare, e.g., 2 Sam. 3.18 and 2 
Sam. 5.20; 7.1, 9, 11) so also does he pledge a Davidic dynasty. 
478 See appendix 2 on the variation in the reference to the deity in Hebrew and Greek Chronicles. 
479 See Greek Chronicles and appendix 2. 
480 Compare Polzin 1993: 65 -66. 
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McKane and Murray remark on the irony in Yahweh's blessing of a Gittite given 
the consequences of the ark's presence among the Philistines (Gittites et al.) in the earlier 
ark narrative.481 Indeed, only here does the deity bless anyone or anything in the ark's 
presence. (Canonically) earlier legal stipulations stress the proper care and transport of 
the ark by Levites and its separation from the people in the sanctuary and /or behind/under 
a curtain or screen. Positively, the ark embodies Yahweh's presence, guidance and gift of 
victory in warfare, but on a personal level the ark also lives up to its 'standoffish' 
reputation by bringing terror in battle, plague and destruction, and sudden death. The ark 
is charged with (by ?) a vicious force.482 
The dissimilar consequences of the ark's Philistine interludes summon to mind 
David's own experiences among the Philistines. If Israel's experiences with her 
archenemy were mostly negative, or at best a mixed state of affairs (especially under 
Saul), David had a positive experience under Philistine patronage, and he brought about a 
change of fortune for Israel as well, including the ark's recovery. Samuel even records the 
personal names of some Philistines, and in each case they function to authenticate David's 
political, social, and military achievements: patronage under Achish, loyalty and service 
from Ittai and Obed -edom, and victory (by David or his soldiers) over the Philistine 
giants Goliath, Ishbi -benob, Lahmi, and Saph.483 
The deity's blessing of Obed -edom and his house (in some versions -see above) 
provokes other potential ironies and connections. inn only occasionally has rrn as its 
object.484 The referents are the houses of an Egyptian (Gen. 39.5), a Philistine, David 
(twice), and the nation Israel (Ps. 115.12), and the subject in each case is the deity, except 
481 McKane 1963: 208; Murray 1998: 130 n. 62. Compare 2 Sam. 6.10 -11 with 1 Sam. 5.8 -9. 
482 Steussy 1999: 60. 
483 Delilah is the only other named Philistine in the Bible. 
4" Polzin 1993: 219 n. 6 overstates the facts saying 'It is not hard to find the LORD blessing all kinds of 
houses outside the History ...' 
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in 2 Sam. 6.20 I/ 1 Chron. 16.43, where it is David.485 The parallel between Yahweh's 
blessing of the Egyptian officer Potiphar on account of Joseph, a -la in Egypt, and his 
similar blessing of the Philistine guardian of the ark, Obed -edom, a na in Israel, is 
intriguing. Is this blessing on account of or for the benefit of David? The messenger's and 
David's responses indicate that at least they believe the answer is affirmative. 
Alternatively, Murray says '... the blessing of Obed Edom's household "on account of the 
ark" was a sign, not that Yahweh was now happy for David to remove the ark from there 
to David's city, but rather that he approved of its present lodgement'486, but Murray's 
explanation is dependent on reading behind the text rather than reading the text itself, 
which construes the blessing as a sign in David's favour, and eventually in Israel's favour 
too, since the populace also receives David's blessing. 
Yahweh's infrequent blessing in Samuel and Chronicles is sketched above. In 
addition, elsewhere in the Former Prophets Yahweh blesses only Israel as a people (Josh. 
17.14) and the boy Samson (Judg. 13.24). The very fact that Yahweh blesses at all in the 
story of the ark's transfer is significant. Indeed, Yahweh's blessing is the go -ahead for 
David to continue the ark's transfer, a sign that no further harm will come to him or 
others, and ultimately a 'disguised' blessing of David himself. In the Former Prophets 
Yahweh struggles or refuses to give his blessing, and perhaps for this reason the blessing 
on David is portrayed as a blessing on Obed -edom, a figure who never reappears in 
biblical literature aside from Chronicles' superfluities. Finally, it may be argued that 
David successfully elicited Yahweh's blessing by refusing to bring the ark to Jerusalem 
following Uzzah's slaughter.487 The text emphasises David's reprimanding; the ark emits 
485 r»n is applied to the 'house' of Israel (Ezek. 44.30). 
486 Murray 1998: 132 -133. 
487 Gelander 1991: 42 -46. 
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messages of reconciliation and appeasement. The focus falls on David's initiative, control 
and victory. 
Speculation on the content of the deity's blessing of Obed -edom includes 
descendants, riches, livestock, crops, goodness, and others, but what if any of this would 
become visible after three months? Caquot and de Robert speak of 'un charme de 
fécondité attaché à l'arche'.488 According to 1 Chron. 26.4 -8 Obed -edom had 62 
descendants, including 8 sons, and 1 Chron. 26.5 must certainly allude to 1 Chron. 13.14. 
According to post -biblical legend, the women in Obed -edom's house gave birth after a 
pregnancy of two months only, and bore six children at one time, and Solomon's temple 
began to bud cedars and cypresses and to bear fruit when the ark was transferred there.489 
In the end, however, the shape of the blessing of Obed -edom is disregarded.49° The focus 
of the blessing is David and his enterprise -not the ark's provisional attendant. 
5.1.1.3 2 Sam. 6.12 1`7-72»,Z-L7a_1 1 7n1) n,n-nx mn, -10x17 117 i5mL2 
n,n`mrr -11:17n 
Samuel's plus is attested uniformly (except for LXXL with áTTTjyyELXav versus 
LXXAB's árrrnty6xri49i). In addition, LXXL and the OL append additional material. The 
content of the messenger's report in v. 12a repeats the narrator's statement in v. 11b, but 
as noted above the wording in v. 12a, r i n-rrz 'My n,n -nit / Tòv o1KOv 
AßE86apa [cal, TrávTa Tà a )TOÛ, agrees with the wording in v. l la of LXXBL and also 
with MT and LXXL 1 Chron. 13.14. The query here concerns the authenticity of the plus: 
was it in Chronicles' Vorlage? Observe that the material in 2 Sam. 6.11 -12 is separated in 
488 Caquot and de Robert 1994: 416. 
489 Ginzberg 1928: 275; Patai 1947: 90 -91. 
490 Alternatively (as asked earlier) did Yahweh bless Obed -edom by not causing anything to befall him 
during the ark's three months stay in his n' :? 
491 Hp 7] in usually represented by dTrî yyar) in LXXAB of Samuel- Kings, whereas LXXL prefers 
¿trn yyELXaV. 
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Chronicles by 1 Chron. 14.1 -17 (// 2 Sam. 5.11 -25) and Chronicles' own plus in 1 Chron. 
15.1 -24: 
2 Sam. 6.11 // 1 Chron. 13.14 
o // 1 Chron. 14.1 -15.24 
2 Sam. 6.12a // o 
2 Sam. 6.12b // 1 Chron. 15.25 
1 Chron. 15.1 -24 recounts David's preparations for the ark's transport from Obed -edom's 
nn: he prepares a 'place' and a 'tent' for the ark (v. 1), and he appoints levitical carriers 
(vv. 2 -15) and musicians (vv. 16 -24). Some suggest that following the lengthy 
composition in 1 Chron. 15.1 -24 the Chronicler accidentally omitted the report found in 2 
Sam. 6.12a when he returned to his Vorlage.492 Some believe the Chronicler's omission 
was intentional but not tendentious, since in their view the minus in Chronicles is 
understandable following the lengthy span created by the insertion of 1 Chron. 14.1- 
15.24.493 Most think the Chronicler tendentiously omitted the report in his Vorlage since 
David carefully planned the ark's return to Jerusalem. The Chronicler avoided portraying 
David as an opportunist.494 On one hand, the frequent suggestion that David's response to 
the report in 2 Sam. 6.12a portrays him as an opportunist is baseless. Even if the report 
was in Chronicles' Vorlage, the Chronicler 'could equally well have taken it as evidence 
of David's piety, to sincerely desire the blessing of God' rather than as an unseemly 
incentive for fetching the ark.495 On the other hand, scholars overlook the significant role 
of 7:1 in Samuel which may enlighten the insertion of the plus.496 This verb occurs 370 
492 E.g., Lemke 1963: 35 -36; McKenzie 1984: 62; Rehm 1937: 52. 
493 E.g., Braun 1986: 191; Stoebe 1994: 195; Willi 1972: 147. 
494 E.g., Rothstein and Hänel 1927: 300; Rudolph 1955: 115; Williamson 1982: 119 -120. 
495 Lemke 1963: 36 n. 42; cf. 35 -36; cf. McKenzie 1984: 62. The comment in Murray 1998: 61 on the 
LXXL and OL plus is also pertinent here. It is unlikely that ancient editors would have perceived David's 
motivation in this way given that David's action brings a general blessing to all the people. Josephus saw 
nothing objectionable in David's conduct (Jewish Antiquities 7.84). 
496 Campbell 1975: 137 suggests that 'the impersonal passive construction throws the emphasis on to the 
reappearance of David in the narrative'. Both the H wayyiqtol 3mp (nr; nine times) and the Hp wayyiqtol 
3ms (m'i; eight times) function impersonally in Samuel to introduce a report. It is not obvious that the 
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times, 335 times in the H stem ('make known, disclose, declare, report') and 35 times in 
the Hp stem, and most often in Samuel, which has 89 occurrences (24 %) in 33 (of 55) 
chapters, followed by Kings (37 times), Genesis (36 times), Isaiah (32 times), Judges (28 
times), Jeremiah (28 times), and Psalms (20 times). Chronicles has a mere eight instances 
of this verb, seven of which are shared with Samuel- Kings. 2 Chron. 20.2 has the only 
non -shared occurrence. Aside from the current passage, Chronicles lacks an occurrence in 
a shared passage only in 2 Sam. 24.13 I/ 1 Chron. 21.11, where Samuel may very well 
have a doublet in which an original 1nH is supplemented by (the superfluous) 7n, but this 
must be argued elsewhere. In Samuel the verb frequently serves for a messenger's report, 
often in the context of a reconnaissance mission or military operation, and especially in 
material dealing with Saul versus David and Absalom versus David. However, -rn also 
has a prophetic facet in Samuel; from a theological perspective the verb -in is used 
primarily in prophetic and cultic texts.497 Samuel's bias for In, Chronicles' consistent 
replication of the verb in synoptic material in spite of its non -appearance elsewhere, the 
possible doublet in Samuel in 2 Sam. 24.13 II 1 Chron. 21.11, and the verb's prophetic 
connections in Samuel, suggest that the -ray- clause was inserted into Samuel. This should 
be considered in light of Gelander's argument that Yahweh's 'ark emitted messages of 
reconciliation and appeasement', as if reaching out to David to continue the transfer. After 
all, is there a better reason for carrying on than a prophetic message from the deity that he 
had blessed the attendant rather than slay him too? It is equally if not more likely that 
absence of an explicit personal subject for ix serves to highlight another figure in the context, in this case 
David, as if subtraction from one side of the balance (i.e., the messenger) causes the other to weigh heavier 
(i.e., David). The impersonal construction likely represents ordinary idiom, but it still causes us to wonder 
who mediated the report and why. 
497 García López 1998: 177 -182. 
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Samuel encourages (by supplementation) a cautious or fearful David than that Chronicles 
eliminates (by deletion) an opportunistic one.498 
This is the first time 'king' has been used as a title for David since 2 Sam. 5.17, 
and the designation appears twice more in 2 Samuel 6: 'King David' in v. 16 and 'the king 
of Israel' in v. 20.499 Otherwise, 'David' is used seventeen times and the 'city of David' 
three times (vv. 10, 12, 16) in 2 Samuel 6. Chronicles' ark story has the word 'king' for 
David only in 1 Chron. 15.29 (// 2 Sam. 6.16).500 Murray says 'Thus it is pointedly in his 
persona as melek that David responds to the news of the blessing brought by the ark to the 
household of Obed Edom'.501 Campbell says 'It is a pointer which already in this 
introduction to the second expedition augurs well for its success'.502 Should 'king' be 
construed as a commentary on David's person, as a foreshadowing of the outcome of the 
ark's transfer, both or neither? 'King' here and twice in the Michal material is significant. 
It may be suggested that a shared reference to David's kingship in 2 Sam. 6.16 // 1 Chron. 
15.29 is extended into Samuel's pluses in 2 Sam. 6.12, 20, and that the triple reference to 
David's kingship highlights his status vis -à -vis Saul, who is the father of Michal and also 
the former 'king'. According to Samuel, as soon as Saul's kingship begins (1 Sam. 15.1; 
75n7 ... ',vv.)), his disobedience (vv. 2 -9) causes Yahweh to regret the decision to make 
him ruler (vv. 10 -11; tgb Limo). The first occurrence of the phrase ton r1 L71NV occurs 
when the women of Israel come out to meet 'King Saul' (18.6) while paradoxically 
singing the pro -David refrain 'Saul has killed his thousands, and David his ten thousands' 
(v. 7). In fact, i'pnrr SiNV comes in an MT plus, in the form of the supposedly late phrase 
498 It is relevant that Murray 1998: 131 -132 argues that 'v. 12a is a rhetorically heightened repetition of 
v. l lb'. 
499 See appendix 3 on the grammar of 717 t7nL7. 
500 A generic reference to 'kings' appears in 1 Chron. 16.21. 
5°' Murray 1998: 132 n. 67. 
502 Campbell 1975: 137. 
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X'503 and is the only time in the Bible that Saul is called 'King Saul'. Ironically, the 
first reference to David's kingship (Y -ittn -j -nn) in 1 Sam. 21.12 is connected with the 
repetition of the same pro -David refrain. Elsewhere in Samuel '(the) king' is used with 
reference to Saul, but the final reference to Saul's kingship comes in 1 Sam. 29.3 
(7trIcv'-tn '71tto), which once again is connected with the repetition of the same pro - 
David refrain (v. 5),504 Throughout Samuel Saul's 'kingship' is slighted in favour of 
David's, and in the present context, and again in v. 16, -n-t -¡5nn implicitly says what 
Michal, the daughter of Saul, is soon to explicitly recognise herself (v. 20). 
See 5.1.1.2 on the shape and content of the messenger's report (-ïnv î rn -nrt mm 1n 
*--lott-L7n-ntti nett). An additional element here is the causal statement TIN -11wn 
n,n5ttn 505 The preposition ninon expresses either causality ('because of, on account of, on 
behalf of, for the sake of; 31 times, including 10 in Samuel and 9 in Genesis) or finality 
('so that, in order that'; 18 times, including 6 in Genesis and 5 in Samuel). According to J. 
A. Swanson the causal usage of -in= encompasses two semantically related nuances: it is 
either (1) a marker of the reason for an event ('because of, on account of) or (2) a marker 
of the participant that is benefited by an event ('on behalf of, for the sake oí).506 The 
object of -non is usually a person or group of people (21 times), but may also be an 
abstract concept (6 times) or an inanimate object (4 times). Does nrn 'pttn 1rtt m»» 
express the reason that Yahweh blessed Obed -edom ('because /on account of the ark') or 
the participant that is benefited by his blessing ('on behalf /for the sake of the ark')? The 
idea of the second option is that Yahweh blessed Obed -edom for the sake of the ark, so 
that David would return and take this significant object to its proper place. 
503 See appendix 3. 
504 It is remarkable that in the first account the women alone sing 'Saul has killed his thousands, and 
David his ten thousands' (1 Sam. 18.6 -7), but in the subsequent reports (1 Sam. 21.12; 29.5) the verb is 'they 
sang' (w,), which blurs the gender and extent of the group of singers. 
505 See appendix 2 on the ark's epithet. 
506 J. A. Swanson 1997: electronic edition. 
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At this point, LXXL and the OL have additional material which is attested in three 
forms. The hypothetical Hebrew Vorlagen are: 
'n'a r7tt ro1]r I TON -111 "ION'1507 
'n'a 5tt nanan ay 11ntt71 ntt Tow 1L7ti 117 1atr1508 
'mn L7tt nanorr nttl a'n5ttn 11ntt nrt n'cvtt irr nntr15o9 
Most consider the plus an unoriginal expansion. However, McCarter and Murray think 
the plus is original, but accidentally omitted by haplography due to homoioarcton (atri 
-1'77 'n'n LPN na-mm ntt TM.; 111).51O H. P. Smith believes the plus is original, but 
purposefully omitted 'on account of its frank egoism'.511 The following points disfavour 
the originality of the plus: (1) The plus does contribute to the structure, form, and content 
of the story, as some argue, but it is methodologically erroneous to equate suitability with 
originality. Primary and secondary hands are both capable of (re- )writing biblical stories. 
(2) The evidence for the plus is early and strong, thus its antiquity may be affirmed, but 
no trace of it exists in the Hebrew traditions. (3) The plus is the fullest of three distinct 
forms of the 2 Sam. 6.11b -12a narrative, and all things considered, and barring 
unintentional error, scribes and editors usually add rather than subtract. (4) The plus is 
attested with three different wordings and this is evidence of scribal activity in the 
ongoing composition of the plus. 
507 LXX mss 82 (o), 93 (e2), 108 (b), 127 (c2), 158 (g), 554 (z) = LXXL: Kai ENTE zau(6 ÉTft.a -rp IJW 
Trv EiiXoy(av Eis Tóv oIKÓV kov; Vercellone, Cod. Leg. Goth., L91.95 (OL marginal notes in Spanish 
Vulgate Bibles): et dixit david revocabo benedictionem in domum meam. 
508 Sabatier, Cod. Germ. no. 7: dixitque daueid ibo et reducam arcam cum benedictione in domum 
meam. 
5" LXX ms 19 (b'): Kai ELTfE Aau(6 ÉlT1Tp Th) T71V KL3WT6V TOD OEOÛ Kal Tip) EÚÁoy(av EiÇ TÓ1) 
O'LKÓV 1101). 
510 McCarter 1984: 165 -166; Murray 1998: 61, 132 -133. In Greek, haplography due to homoioteleuton 
is also possible: OEOÛ Kai ... µoû Kai. 
511 H. P. Smith 1899: 295 -296. 
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5.1.2 David's Response to Yahweh's Blessing: The Successful Removal of the 
Ark to Jerusalem 
The discussion in this section focuses on David's realisation of the ark's transfer 
whereas the next section looks at the circumstances accompanying this event. The chief 
elements in 2 Sam. 6.12b, 15a, 17a, 19b -20aa // 1 Chron. 15.25a, 28a, 16.1a, 43a are the 
subjects of the activities, the verbs of moving and placing, the ark and its epithets, and the 
locations involved. With respect to verb usage the successful completion of David's 
mission is narrated by trr (2 Sam. 6.12 // 1 Chron. 15.25), rï w (2 Sam. 6.12, 15 // 1 
Chron. 15.25, 28), -w (2 Sam. 6.13), xln (2 Sam. 6.16, 17 // 1 Chron. 15.29; 16.1) and 
especially (2 Sam. 6.17 // 1 Chron. 16.1).512 This vocabulary and its repetition 
conclusively 'carry out' the earlier endeavour to retrieve the ark. The arrival of the ark in 
the city of David and its positioning '(in its place) inside the tent' (2 Sam. 6.17 // 1 Chron. 
16.1) constitute the high point of the story. 
5.1.2.1 2 Sam. 6.12 
1 Chron. 15.25 
// -m -I'D MIN "MD n'cn c'nhx-r irrt-nx L71r3 -n-r 1L7'3 
rn*vn5 =5rin cre5xri ,ncvi 5x-10' ,]7n 1,77 ,7i 
n'cin 
Chronicles expands the shared subject 'David' by incorporating both L71Z 10, 77T and 
c'DLxn 70, thus transforming the focus on David as the chief performer into an act carried 
out by him and many others. It is widely recognised that Chronicles' focus on 'all Israel' is 
one of the book's characteristic traits: unanimity and unity, consultation and collaboration, 
between the king and the people, in important matters affecting national and cultic life. 
However, one must use cautiously the word 'Tendenz' as a label for Chronicles' plus.513 
512 The narration of the abortive effort to transfer the ark makes use of the verbs olp (2 Sam. 6.2), (2 
Sam. 6.2), r151) (2 Sam. 6.2 // 1 Chron. 13.6 [twice]), o» (2 Sam. 6.3 // 1 Chron. 13.7), xu: (2 Sam. 6.3 -4) 
and nio (2 Sam. 6.6, 9 // 1 Chron. 13.9, 12). The story's progress is brought to a standstill by the verbs (x ̀ P) 
-no (2 Sam. 6.10 // 1 Chron. 13.13), rrn: (2 Sam. 6.10 // 1 Chron. 13.13), and especially :v (2 Sam. 6.11 // 1 
Chron. 13.14). 
513 See appendix 1. 
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Also observe that Samuel includes the participation of others. David clearly has the 
leading role in the procession, but 2 Sam. 6.13 has nxrM, 2 Sam. 6.15 has 17,ncr -`, 
and the verbs =1 in 2 Sam. 6.17 imply a plurality of participants. 
The starting point of the ark's transfer is Obed -edom's nn and its goal is 'the city 
of David', but in this synoptic verse only Samuel explicitly states the latter.514 The 
instances of -r()in l'v are summarised in 4.1.3.5. 2 Samuel and 1 Chronicles share the 
phrase on four occasions. Samuel has a plus in synoptic 2 Sam. 6.12 // 1 Chron. 15.25 and 
Chronicles uses it in non -synoptic 1 Chron. 15.1. The facts that 'the city of David' is a 
Leitmotiv in 2 Samuel 5 -6 // 1 Chronicles 11, 13 -16 and that Chronicles has the phrase 
more than any other book suggest that MI -117 was inserted secondarily into 2 Sam. 6.12. 
The ark's epithet is n'r n in 2 Sam. 6.12 and rim-rm.-in in 1 Chron. 15.25, and both are 
probably secondary to an earlier rm, 1»x.515 
Contrary to most commentators and modern English translations Chronicles' 
n'D`,nr r ... 'non cannot be a periphrastic construction due to the definite article preceding 
the participle and to the disparity in grammatical number, i.e., rmi rather than n1 would 
be required. ;71 is introductory516 and the verse as it stands must be rendered 'And it 
was /happened (that) David and the elders of Israel and the chiefs of the thousands (were) 
"the goers" to bring up the ark of the covenant of Yahweh from Obed -edom's r '. Some 
scholars emend the text by deleting an allegedly dittographic he from n :5nn, but this 
emendation is unnecessary517, and it also creates an incongruence in the sequence of 
activity, i.e., an inept ellipsis in narrative sequence. Chronicles' expansion of the subject 
accentuates David's collaborators and the grammar anticipates the vivid portrayal of 
activity in 1 Chron. 15.26 -28 (// 2 Sam. 6.13 -15). Conversely, the action in Samuel's 
514 On mmn versus mm-ln see appendix 3. 
515 See appendix 2. 
516 See appendix 3. 
517 Kropat 1909: 13; cf. the discussion of 1 Chron. 15.26 in 5.1.3.3. 
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1'7'1 ... '717'1 is perfective and bounded (due to the limit or terminus expressed in -MD rnn 
717 -I'D nix) and thus portrays the ark's transfer as completed. 5s,^í is proleptic. From the 
very start Samuel's grammar draws attention to the certainty of the end result.'' 8 
5.1.2.2 2 Sam. 6.15 // mm 1nx-nx 12'5v2 5x-10 17n-51 mÏl 
1 Chron. 15.28 mnr-mnn 1rrt-nx n,5yn SK-10'-`J1 
Some think the absence of -rim in 1 Chron. 15.28 is due to haplography, following 
the -T of In in 2 Sam. 6.14 // 1 Chron. 15.27, but most think the Chronicler eliminated both 
717 and mn as part of a pan -Israelite Tendenz. 'And David' is reflected in all versions of 
Samuel and in the Peshitta of Chronicles. 'The house' is present in Samuel (including 
apparently 4QSama based on space considerations) and absent from Chronicles with the 
following exceptions: the noun is present in the Peshitta of Chronicles but it is absent 
from the Peshitta, Lucianic and Jacob versions of Samuel, and it is also lacking in three 
medieval Hebrew manuscripts.519 McCarter and McKenzie believe (mostly on the basis of 
LXXL) that 17N1V-L7n is original in Samuel, to which they think the name 'David' was 
added secondarily.520 The discussion in 3.1.3.4 of 2 Sam. 6.5 // 1 Chron. 13.8 supports 
their first point. It is suggested further that both MT 2 Sam. 6.5 and MT 2 Sam. 6.15 are 
revised to correspond in terminology (as they do in subject matter, to a degree).52' 
The participle '5vn is reflected in all witnesses to Samuel and Chronicles 
(including the imperfect verb forms in the Latin versions) except for Greek Samuel, 
which has either ávrjyayov (LXXBL = *v [ ?]) or áviyayEv (LXXA and mss cx = n`?yrr 
518 Campbell 1975: 137; Fokkelman 1990: 194. 
519 De Rossi 1785: II, 169. 
529 McCarter 1984: 166; McKenzie 1984: 51 -52. Nysse 1984: 236 is cautious about labelling the plus in 
LXXB (and LXXA) a revision toward MT Samuel. He is unsure whether LXXB or LXXL reflects the OG. 
The plus in LXXB could easily occur independently or the minus in LXXL could be due to haplography. 
521 See appendix 1. Campbell and O'Brien 2000: 289 reiterate the view, held formerly by most, that 'The 
status of 6:5, 15 as later additions is probable but not demonstrable (cf. Psalm 150)'. It may rather be that 
only specific aspects of these two verses are 'later'. See 5.1.3.2. 
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[ ?]). These variants together with the Greek translators' consistency in rendering 
predicative participles in this passage522 suggest that a qatal verb form, probably l '71,m, 
stood in Greek Samuel's Vorlage. If so, the revised reading contributes 'to give the reader 
a[n even more] vivid impression of the scene'.523 In both versions, nL71.2 functions 
grammatically to refer to attendant circumstance at an arrival. The pragmatic effect of the 
participles in these verses is to vivify the scene. In any case, this occurrence of the 
Leitwort r524 in 2 Sam. 6.15 // 1 Chron. 15.28 is the grammatical realisation of the 
proleptic statement in 2 Sam. 6.12 (// 1 Chron. 15.25) and the fulfilment of David's 
original intention in 2 Sam. 6.2 // 1 Chron. 13.6. David, his entourage, and Yahweh's ark 
and its transporters finally come up the south -eastern hill of Jerusalem to the city of 
David.525 
5.1.2.3 2 Sam. 6.17 // In iL2Mt07 '7nxrr ini7= rtiiT 1i1x-nx 
1 Chron. 16.1 Tr 15-17M ION L7rxr1 rix ia,N'l n'71`2xrf 
The climax of the ark story lies in the entrance Om) of the ark into the city of 
David and its deposit ON') '(in its place) inside the tent' in 2 Sam. 6.17 // 1 Chron. 16.1. 
These acts fulfil the literary intent and objective of the story of David's ark transfer. 
522 Except for this verse, all predicative participles in 2 Samuel 6 are rendered by imperfect or participle 
verb forms: nam /rlyov (v. 3), j'77 /ÉTropEúovro (V. 4), O'fpnon /TraíCOVTEc (v. 5), 1D1Dn /QllEKpOÚETO (V. 14), 
n'5vn /ávriyayov (v. 15), m/Trapayivop.bris (v. 16), 7npv.n /81 KuirTEv (v. 16), rrun /óp >oúiEvov (v. 16), 
1D1wn /ávaKpouóµEvov (v. 16). 
523 Murray 1998: 134; cf. Campbell 1975: 138; Driver 1890: §135 [I], p. 166; Fokkelman 1990: 195; 
Kleven 1991: 373; 1992: 309; Polzin 1993: 61. 
524 Gelander 1991: 47. With regard to Samuel, Seow 1989: 118 -131 discusses the language of Psalms 29 
and 47 and the ascent of Baal to his mount of victory in the Ugaritic literature, focusing on the royal 
connection of the verb dly in West Semitic, and he is thereby enabled to confer the notion of enthronement 
on David's and 'Yahweh's' ascent to Jerusalem. With regard to Chronicles, Johnstone 1997: I: 189 thinks the 
participle n,5v3 is a word play on 517n, which in 1 Chronicles is applied only to Judah (9.1) and Saul (10.13). 
525 This view is supported by (a) the wording of Ps. 47.6, which is either an allusion or ritual re- 
enactment of 2 Sam. 6.15, and by (b) the use of 71L79 as a technical term for the procession of the ark up to 
the sanctuary on the hill (1 Sam. 6.21; 7.1; 2 Sam. 6.2, 12, 15; 1 Kgs. 8.1, 4; 1 Chron. 13.6; 15.3, 12, 14, 
25, 28; 2 Chron. 1.4; 5.2, 5). See HALOT II, 828 -830. On the ark's epithets see appendix 2. 
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The versions differ regarding two issues in the first clause of this material. First, 
the ark's epithet in Samuel is 'Yahweh' whereas it is 'God' in Chronicles, except for the 
Targum and Peshitta of Chronicles which have 'Yahweh'.526 Second, LXX Samuel and 
Chronicles disagree concerning the grammatical forms and lexemes used to represent 
henni. Greek Samuel has a present active indicative verb form whereas Greek Chronicles 
has an aorist active indicative form, but the use of the historical present in Greek Samuel, 
as well as the use of Ow rather than Ei.6Opw in LXXAB Samuel, are inner -Greek issues 
which do not require additional discussion. 
The H stem of xlm means 'bring (in/near), introduce, conduct, lead' and is normally 
accompanied by an adverbial modifier(s) expressing either or both the origin or 
destination from or to which the object of the verb is brought. For example, this is the 
case in 35 of 42 cases of the H stem of gin in the book of Samue1.527 Nevertheless, the 
geographical goal of the transfer is clear, (2 Sam. 6.10 // 1 Chron. 13.13; 2 Sam. 
6.16 // 1 Chron. 15.29; 2 Sam. 6.12; 1 Chron. 15.1). The absence from 2 Sam. 6.17 // 1 
Chron. 16.1 causes the focus of the narrative to fall on David's placement of the ark '(in 
its place) inside the tent'.528 
The analysis of the second clause of this material looks at three issues: (1) the 
verb with its object; (2) the modifying adverbial phrase describing where the ark was 
placed; and (3) the defining relative clause introduced by ltvn.t. 
First, the Semitic versions use a form of qwm or sym to represent as' since the 
latter has no known cognate outside Hebrew. The OG of Chronicles is ácrrrlpí6avro 
(from árrEpE(.6op.aL, 'fix, set on/upon') and in spite of the varied evidence for the reading 
526 See appendix 2. 
527 The exceptions are 1 Sam. 1.22; 15.20; 16.12; 18.27; 2 Sam. 5.2; 6.17; 9.10. 
528 Consequently, Murray 1998: 137 n. 81 is correct to say: 'Thus, although the bringing of the ark by 
our David into his city is undoubtedly implicated by our narrative as being highly significant for Jerusalem, 
in making his analogy with Mesopotamian texts concerning the inauguration of new royal cities, McCarter 
... is seduced into rather misrepresenting the focus of our text, in the interests of his alleged parallels'. 
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in Samuel it is clear that a form of TíBfµL is the OG reading in that book.579 The verb :S 
('set, place') is relatively uncommon53o, occurring only sixteen times. The fact that the 
verb appears only in 1 Sam. 5.2 and 2 Sam. 6.17 in Samuel and only in 1 Chron. 16.1 in 
Chronicles is unquestionably intentional and significant. See below. BDB considers :s 'a 
vivid and forcible syn. of me 1 and Meier concurs532, as does B. Johnson: 'The choice of 
[aTn] in a particular context means ... that the speaker sees a special importance in the act 
of placing'.533 Indeed, =' is fitting for the climax of David's ark transfer. 
Second, the adverbial phrase describing where the ark was deposited survives in 
two forms. A bipartite tradition is found in most versions of Chronicles (MT, LXX, 
Targum, OL, Vulgate), as well as in the Peshitta and Jacob versions of Samuel, and 
evidently also in Josephus. A tripartite tradition is reflected in most versions of Samuel 
(MT, LXX, Targum, OL, Vulgate), as well as in the Peshitta of Chronicles. The affiliation 
of 4QSama is unclear. Herbert reconstructs the text with nipn534 whereas Fincke and 
McCarter do not include this noun.535 Almost all agree that the reference to n»n was 
omitted from Chronicles 'for some reason'.536 However, this is unlikely. McCarter is 
529 It is unclear whether the form was simple or composite (áva -, ¿rro- or ÉrnT(8rliL). It is fairly 
certain, however, that the form of the verb was an aorist active indicative third person plural. It is 
noteworthy that excepting 2 Sam. 6.17 and Judg. 6.37 (where LXXA" and many cursives have the lexeme 
áTrEp í8op.aL rather than LXXB's T(erlµn) there is no significant lexical variation in the Greek version for 
any other occurrence of as'. 
530 Other verbs belonging to the semantic category of 'placement, appointment, stand, station' are mtv II 
(6 times), ms1 I (74 times), Tip (75 times), rry (83 times), i» (218 times), ni (522 times), ntv (612 times), 
nip (662 times), Ina (2017 times). 
531 BDB 426. 
532 Meier 1997: 501: 'Of the sixteen occurrences of as:, some are largely synonymous with nt and n' 
(cf. Gen 30:38, 41, 42), but a persistent overtone of willful, deliberate, or intentional action (Judg 7:5; Hos 
2:3 [5]), often in the context of formal presentation (Gen 43:9; 47:2; Amos 5:15) and cultic establishments 
(Judg 8:27; 1 Sam 5:2; 2 Sam 6:17 [// 1 Chr 16:1]), seems peculiar to and characteristic of only this vb'. 
533 B. Johnson 1990: 251 -252. 
534 Herbert 1997b: 127. 
535 Fincke 2001: 156; McCarter 1984: 167. 
536 De Vries 1989: 147. 
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correct to conclude that Chronicles displays the primitive situation.537 Indeed, the 
Chronicler's supposed deletion would be extraordinary in light of the dual reference to the 
preparation of this 'place' in 1 Chron. 15.1, 3, and Chronicles' inclusion of Elpo in 1 
Chron. 21.22, 25 unlike its exclusion in synoptic 2 Sam. 24.21, 24 is not irrelevant to the 
discussion. Scholars' 'for some reason' is reason -less. 
The noun n pry is used about four -hundred times and frequently refers to religious 
places, both unclean/profane and clean/sacred sites. A theophany of Yahweh may occur at 
a ntpn, and a cipn may be a place of worship, where an altar is built and sacrifices) is 
made. Deuteronomy's M T nno,--vx »tin is significant for the notion of centralised 
worship (cf. Deuteronomy 12), which many scholars believe was inspired by Josiah's 
seventh century BCE reform (2 Kings 22 -23), and which is supposedly the 
Deuteronomist's principal doctrine: one God, one priesthood, one altar, and one place of 
worship. Most hold that this place was (in) Jerusalem, but some have argued that the 
'place' where God causes his name to dwell was not a single place but rather multiple 
places, so that other worship centres were not precluded. In biblical narrative (Genesis - 
Kings, Ezra -Chronicles), interestingly, nips is used in these religious senses in many 
passages, and most frequently in Chronicles outside the Pentateuch. 
In addition to the suggestion of McCarter that the insertion of n7n in 2 Sam. 6.17 
derives from 1 Kgs. 8.6538, scholars make three very different connections, two literary 
and one historical.539 First, ;Y in 1 Sam. 5.2 and 2 Sam. 6.17, and imprz in 1 Sam. 5.3, 11; 
6.2 and 2 Sam. 6.17, suggest a close connection between these passages: 'Nous avons 
donc ici comme la contrepartie positive de cet épisode malheureux, qui met un point final 
537 McCarter 1984: 167. 
538 McCarter 1984: 167. 
539 In addition, Murray 1998: 137 n. 80 thinks ipn refers to some kind of pedestal within the tent; and 
Cross 1959: 222; G. H. Davies 1962b: 506; and Keil and Delitzsch 1866: 337, think ipn refers to the inner 
sanctuary (r'aî / 'rv-tpn trip) of the tent. Neither suggestion has much worth. 
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aux pérégrinations de l'arche dans la perspective de l'auteur commun à ces deux 
passages'.54o Alternatively, the insertion of n17n in 2 Sam. 6.17 may derive from the pen 
of the composer(s) of the (canonically) earlier ark story. Second, surprisingly few 
emphasise the theme of the ark's home which closely links 2 Samuel 6 // 1 Chronicles 13, 
15 -16, and 2 Samuel 7 // 1 Chronicles 17.541 Third, 'in its place' (in»nn) is taken by some 
as an allusion to a pre- existing Jebusite sanctuary which stood on the 'threshing floor of 
Araunah'.542 Those taking this view go on to argue that the following definition '7nNn 
m- *MU] mutt 'is really superfluous and is not prepared for in any way by the course of 
the narrative; ... So it probably comes from the reviser who oriented the ark narrative on 
the earliest stage of Nathan's promise (2 Sam 7:1- 4a...11b...16)'.543 'In its place' (inipnn) 
could refer to a Jebusite sanctuary, but the scenario just described requires excessive 
historical supposition and insufficiently considers the belatedness of nipn in 2 Sam. 6.17, 
which was probably not 'dans le texte primitif as suggested by Vermeylen.544 
The noun ',MN ('tent') is used 345 times in the Bible for a travelling or immobile 
dwelling for human or divine inhabitation, although it is only one member in a group of 
terms referring to the deity's residence. Examples of such terms in the book of Samuel are 
L,nN (1 Sam. 2.22; 2 Sam. 6.17; 7.6); non ('house, temple'), either alone (2 Sam. 7.5 -7, 13) 
or as mm non (1 Sam. 1.7, 24; 3.15; 2 Sam. 12.20)545 ('palace, temple'; 1 Sam. 1.9; 
3.3; 2 Sam. 22.7); ('[tent]- curtain'; 2 Sam. 7.2); Ron ('sanctuary, tabernacle'; 2 Sam. 
540 Caquot and de Robert 1994: 417; cf. A. A. Anderson 1989: 106; Campbell 1975: 139. 
541 Eslinger 1994: 14 -15, 42 correctly emphasises the importance of the relationship in 2 Samuel 6 -7, 
but Gakuru 2000 and Schniedewind 1999a do not properly relate the chapters. Also see the relevant 
discussions throughout Carlson 1964; Gelander 1991; Murray 1998. 
542 Albertz 1994: I, 129 -130. 
543 Albertz 1994: I, 296. 
544 Vermeylen 2000: 231; cf. 230 -231, 684. 
545 Also see 1 Sam. 5.2, 5; 7.1; 31.10; 2 Sam. 6.3 -4, 10, 12. 
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7.6); and mm ('habitation, dwelling -place'; 2 Sam. 15.25).546 Scholars focus their 
exposition of 2 Sam. 6.17 on the identification of David's 5rrx. How is David's `,nx related 
to the above mentioned terms for the deity's residence? Furthermore, how is David's 17,rx 
related to other biblical 4PrIx, most notably 7.3.nn `7Mx547, but also to 5rixr1548, n1- rr 1771K5", 
and mm L7rx550? The persistent issue in this verse is the relationship of David's to the 
wilderness tent /tabernacle. The secondary literature on this issue is considerable. 
According to the once widely- accepted view of Wellhausen: 
The representation of the tabernacle arose out of the temple of Solomon as its 
root, in dependence on the sacred ark, for which there is early testimony, and 
which in the time of David, and also before it, was sheltered by a tent. From the 
temple it derives at once its inner character and its central importance for the 
cultus as well as its external form.551 
With few exceptions scholars concur with Wellhausen that the ark -tent association has a 
lengthy history, but the trend in recent generations is to reject Wellhausen's view that the 
priestly portrayal of the tent /tabernacle is merely an idealised retrojection of the temple in 
Jerusalem to the wilderness period of Israel's history. Rather, the attribution (by some) of 
'P' to the Iron Age together with the citation of Bronze Age comparative examples has 
caused some to assert that David's tent was new, but not novel, in that it was intended as a 
recollection of the earlier wilderness tent /tabernacle. Therefore, on one hand, David's tent 
is an early predecessor of the later yet retrojected wilderness tent/tabernacle, and on the 
other hand, David's tent is an early successor to the still earlier wilderness tent /tabernacle. 
In both scenarios David's tent is considered a primitive and reliable example of the ark- 
546 Another related term, but unused in Samuel, is 1v rpn ('sanctuary'). Two other terms to keep in mind 
are nnin ('altar'; 1 Sam. 2.28, 33; 7.17; 14.35; 2 Sam. 24.18, 21, 25) and run ('high place'; 1 Sam. 9.12 -14, 
19, 25; 10.5, 13 [cf. 2 Sam. 1.19, 25; 22.34]). 
547 133 times in Exodus - Numbers and 13 times elsewhere: Deut. 31.14; Josh. 18.1; 19.51; 1 Sam. 2.22; 
1 Kgs. 8.4; 1 Chron. 6.17; 9.21; 23.32; 2 Chron. 1.3, 6, 13; 5.5. 
548 32 times in Exodus and Numbers and seven times elsewhere: Deut. 31.15; 1 Kgs. 1.39; 8.4 // 2 
Chron. 5.5; 1 Chron. 9.19, 23. 
549 Num. 9.15; 17.22 -23; 18.2; 2 Chron. 24.6. 
550 
1 Kgs. 2.28 -30. 
551 Wellhausen 1885: 45; cf. 17 -51. 
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tent association. In addition to 2 Sam. 6.17 // 1 Chron. 16.1 and logical deduction (a 
religious relic needs a shelter, and a religious shelter is not normally empty) scholars 
generally cite the following (non -'P') evidence for the antiquity of the ark -tent 
association: Exod. 33.7; 1 Sam. 2.22; and 2 Sam. 7.6 // 1 Chron. 17.5. However, a close 
comparison of the received text with the Greek versions points out the textual instability 
in each of these verses. The foregoing review hardly covers the expansive literature and 
range of views on the biblical tent(s) /tabernacle(s), but it does illustrate a number of 
conjectures regarding the referents of nips and 5rx and the place of 2 Sam. 6.17 // 1 
Chron. 16.1 in the broader discussion. The Bible's variegated portrait of the deity's 
residence is not reducible to a simple chronology and clear -cut associations. In view of 
this diversity it is impossible to prove that David's tent is a primitive and reliable example 
of a long -held ark -tent association.552 Perhaps David's LP rix in 2 Sam. 6.17 // 1 Chron. 16.1 
contains the seed whose offspring are diversely born and displayed in different biblical 
texts and traditions. 
Third, the relative clause introduced by lmN relates that David had erected the tent 
into which the ark was placed. The verb nn] is used more than 200 times and appears 
previously (in a different stem) in 2 Sam. 6.10 // 1 Chron. 13.13. On a dozen occasions 
ntn has L7r1tt as its object553, and of these the combination is used five times for the 
establishment of 'sacred quarters' for communication with the deity or as lodging for the 
552 David's choice of habitation for the ark is presumably an example of his political sagacity. He wished 
to provide continuity with the past during a time of transition and thus to foster unity in Israel. Many 
holding this view presumably believe that the earlier wilderness tent/tabernacle was destroyed upon the 
destruction of Shiloh (cf. 1 Sam. 1.7, 9; 2.22, 24; 3.3 and also Josh. 18.1; 19.51), a destruction which is not 
reported in the Former Prophets but to which Jer. 7.12, 14; 26.6, 9 may allude. Contrary to this perspective, 
some commentators suppose with the Chronicler that the wilderness tent/tabernacle was situated at Gibeon 
(1 Chron. 16.39; 21.29; 2 Chron. 1.3, 13). Both of these hypotheses require excessive historical supposition 
far beyond the textual evidence. 
553 Pitching a tent was a common activity in ancient Israel, so it is striking that rim + 5nx occurs so 
infrequently. In less than twenty additional instances 5nx and/or pun are governed by the verbs yì7., ¡n:, nip, 
po and vpn. The verb 5m,t occurs in Gen. 13.12, 18; Isa. 13.20. The verb mn must, by implication, involve 
the pitching of a tent. 
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deity's ark.554 Some associate 2 Sam. 6.17 // 1 Chron. 16.1 with Exod. 33.7 due to 15 -r 
in both passages, although the referent of 1L7 in the former set of passages is more clearly 
the ark than it is in the latter passage. Based on this catch -phrase Johnstone suggests that 
the ark story portrays David as a new Moses.555 This may be, but the direction of 
influence is unclear. 
5.1.2.4 2 Sam. 6.19 -20 // -m :v..)i Drri7n 
1 Chron. 16.43 T11 oo,i 11ToL7 tv'rt 1)71-5> 1DL7,1 
The differences between Chronicles' 1:L7'1 and noon with reference to Samuel's 75'u 
and non are unrelated to 'late' Hebrew. The different verb in MT Samuel (non) and MT 
Chronicles (non) is explained by Japhet as a case of phonetic confusion, and she 
concludes that it is not clear which text is original.556 An analysis of translation 
equivalents in the Septuagint does not permit a decision regarding the Hebrew Vorlagen 
in 2 Sam. 6.20 and 1 Chron. 16.43. Nevertheless, the entirety of the evidence suggests 
that one would expect the verb nutv rather than o:o in the phrase 'David to bless his 
house'.557 
Following 2 Sam. 6.19a // 1 Chron. 16.3, Chronicles has a lengthy expansion prior 
to the resumption of the shared story. Chronicles' supplement relates David's appointment 
of levitical musicians and singers and his /their psalm of thanksgiving. The absence in 
Chronicles of the material on Michal in 2 Sam. 6.20b -23 is discussed in the next chapter. 
For now it is sufficient to observe that the finale in 2 Samuel 6 is a more pointed religious 
focus and climax in 1 Chronicles 16. The Chronicler by no means neglects the supremacy 
of David's dynasty over Saul's, but this theme is subordinated to, or better encompassed 
554 Exod. 33.7; 2 Sam. 6.17; 1 Chron. 15.1; 16.1; 2 Chron. 1.4. 
555 Johnstone 1997: I, 190, 242. 
556 Japhet 1987: 41. 
557 See appendix 3. 
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by, David's religious accomplishments. Indeed, the ark's transfer sets the stage for 
Solomon's future accomplishments.558 
The dual departure in 2 Sam. 6.19b -20a // 1 Chron. 16.43 leads to a denouement 
following significant movement and activity in the story of David's transfer of the ark. 
Again, the dual theme of 'blessing' and 'house' is brought into focus.559 
5.1.3 The Attendant Circumstances of the Ark's Transfer 
5.1.3.1 2 Sam. 6.12 
1 Chron. 15.25 
All witnesses reflect ririnom; thus the brief observations here concern literary rather 
than textual factors. The predominant vocabulary of joy', the verb Imo ('rejoice'), the noun 
rimy (joy'), and the adjective rno ('joyful'), appears most frequently in Isaiah and 
Chronicles (25 times in each book) next to Proverbs (28 times) and Psalms (68 times). It 
is noteworthy that only four of Chronicles 25 occurrences are in synoptic material and 
then at significant junctures in each case.56o Is this coincidence? In any case, the theme of 
'joy' is closely linked with cultic activity in biblical literature, and indeed it appears in all 
three ark stories: 1 Sam. 6.13 (also LXX 1 Sam. 6.19561); 2 Sam. 6.12 // 1 Chron. 15.25; 1 
Kgs. 8.66 // 2 Chron. 7.10. In the story at hand, nay in 2 Sam. 6.12 // 1 Chron. 15.25 
resumes the joyous fête of 2 Sam. 6.5 // 1 Chron. 13.8 following Uzzah's execution and 
David's ensuing anger and fear, and 'joy' also encapsulates the mood of the remainder of 
the story.562 
558 
2 Chronicles 5 -7; esp. 5.12 -13; 6.14, 42; 7.3 -4, 6. See 1.2.3. 
559 On David's blessing see 5.1.1.2, 5.1.3.5, 5.1.3.9, 5.1.3.10. 
560 
2 Sam. 6.12 // 1 Chron. 15.25; 1 Kgs. 8.66 // 2 Chron. 7.10; 2 Kgs. 11.14, 20 // 2 Chron. 23.13, 21. 
561 See the note on this passage in 4.1.2.2. 
562 The significance of this theme is discussed further in 5.1.3.5. 
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5.1.3.2 2 Sam. 6.15 // 'my.) 5Tpni minnn 
1 Chron. 15.28 nimm v5mn tnvntvn nnhsrn1 rm=nni neo '77n1 minn 
The phrase nmo 171pni nvtnnn is attested uniformly. An analysis of the dissimilar 
terminology in LXX Samuel and Chronicles reveals nothing regarding the history of the 
biblical text or its interpretation by the Greek translators.563 'Shouts' (minn) and 'trumpets' 
(new, -i- rï) are frequently mentioned together and on some occasions a particular 
phrase may be a hendiadys.564 The adjuncts mnn and nev 5ln announce (forewarn?) the 
ark's (Yahweh's ?) arrival in the city of David. They did not accompany the ark en route 
from Obed -edom's n'n to the City of David, movement which in fact is not related in the 
narrative. 
The noun minn has the general meanings 'shout' (of a voice) or 'blast' (of a 
trumpet) and one sometimes determines with difficulty which meaning is intended. 
Furthermore, it is difficult to clearly distinguish between secular and religious uses of 
711)171-1, especially in the context of warfare.565 Commentators often overlook the fact that, 
excepting a few cases in the Latter Prophets and Writings, nvnn recurrently appears at 
times of initiation or accomplishment, as an alarm or an announcement. This thread of 
usage is an argument against the view that the ark story intends to depict activity 
throughout the duration of the ark's conveyance, rather than at the point of David's and 
the ark's ascent and arrival. The essence of mnn here is a jubilant announcement (or is it 
a warning alarm ?) of the ark's (Yahweh's ?) arrival in the city of David. Finally, the verb 
yn ('shout, give a blast') and the noun vn ('shouting') are cognates of minn, and the former 
occurs in Samuel in 1 Sam. 4.5; 10.24; 17.20, 52. The occurrence in 1 Sam. 4.5 is an 
563 The transliteration of Leo by cmx4 /áp rather than its translation with 6áXTrLy is due to the fact that 
the translator of Chronicles reserved the latter for nriysn. The noun KEpaTívl also represents net in 
portions of certain books but it occurs in Chronicles only once and then in the revised texts (= LXXAL) of 2 
Chron. 15.14. It is unnecessary to discuss this passage further. 
564 Bressan 1960: 528. 
565 Longman 1997: 1083. 
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additional link between the stories of the ark in Samuel and also substantiates the point 
made above regarding the ark's ascent and arrival. 
The curved goat's or ram's horn (i.e., it is non -metallic) as a wind instrument is 
typically designated by 7Eitv.566 The noun appears 72 times in the Bible including 20 
occurrences in the phrase neitv(n) hip. Whereas the noun's origin is obscure, its function is 
clear: to proclaim, remind, inspire or summon in civil, military or liturgical contexts. The 
nMity is part of an ensemble only in Ps. 98.6 and 150.3, and in Chronicles' supplement to 1 
Chron. 15.28.567 The noun occurs predominately in battle and cultic contexts. 'Such cultic 
uses may relate to the religious significance of the npity as an awe -inducing instrument'.568 
McCarter and Robinson correctly relate the mention of the Welty to the proclamation of the 
ark's (and its deity's) ascent and arrival.569 
Chronicles' supplement in 1 Chron. 15.28 is in line with 13.8 and 15.16, 19 -21, 
24, and reflects the book's special interest in music. Music was important in both secular 
and religious contexts in the ancient world, as also reflected in the Bible, and especially in 
Chronicles' non -synoptic material. It is unnecessary to address the details in Chronicles' 
supplement.57° 
5.1.3.3 2 Sam. 6.13 // mow mm-jinx rtv n 
1 Chron. 15.26 mi-r-nnn jintt atty] nn'pn-nx 715;t71 ni 
The proposal summarised in the following pages requires a full chapter to argue 
thoroughly, so important primary and secondary evidence is excluded. In short, a 
thorough analysis of the versions suggests that Samuel's -m-clause and Chronicles' mw- 
566 Other terms are 521', pp, `Jmyì f PP and `MITT nD10. See appendix 3 on the statement in BDB 1051: 
'horn, mostly as used in war, rarely, and chiefly late, as sacred instr'. 
567 The standard musical instruments in ensembles were idiophones and chordophones. 
568 O'Connell 1997: 68. 
569 McCarter 1984: 172; Robinson 1993: 183. 
579 See appendix 3 on the statement in BDB 348 that Fnssn is 'mostly P and late'. This noun in 
Chronicles is the priests' instrument par excellence. 
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clause developed independently, perhaps from a more simple and less explicit report like 
the one in LXX and OL Samuel and in several other witnesses. 
The verb ,n,i in MT Samuel and MT Chronicles (and also mm in 4QSama and Kai 
ÉyÉVETO in Chronicles) is an impersonal introductory or preparatory formula, which 
together with the following preposition in MT Samuel and 4QSama, n /ÉV in 
Chronicles) forms a subordinate temporal clause.571 
MT Samuel and 4QSama continue with the verb 11VN, a qatal 3cp form from the 
root ivy, generally rendered 'walk, step, pace, advance, stride, march', although most 
modern English translations simply have 'had gone' in 2 Sam. 6.13. It is necessary to 
bypass a discussion of Hebrew and Semitic cognates in order to focus on the distribution 
of w and its three main associated nouns: twice in 'archaic' poetry (Jacob's blessing and 
Deborah's song), four times in Samuel, three or four times in the Latter Prophets, and 18 
times in the Writings. Seow links 7172 in David's transfer of the ark with 'the march of the 
divine warrior' in other biblical and non -biblical literature, but more significant for the 
present discussion is his point that 'not enough attention has been paid to the vocabulary 
of David's procession', especially the lexical and sequential similarities between Yahweh's 
ne and 7172 in 2 Sam. 5.20, 24 // 1 Chron. 14.11, 15, and Yahweh's rye and David's -t' 
in 2 Sam. 6.8, 13 // 1 Chron. 13.11; 15.25.572 The choice of ï rather than more common 
verbs such as in-t and -¡5n, and the distribution of the terminology as a whole, are not 
arbitrary. Yahweh's r7D against the Philistines and his subsequent 7vY are analogous to 
571 Many translators and commentators give Chronicles' : /i a causal meaning. The extensive evidence 
against this interpretation cannot be presented here. Briefly, causal clauses in biblical Hebrew are normally 
expressed by one of seven particles (ntax, p ^D, fin, 517, ups, nnn) either alone or compounded. In addition, 
ellipsis, asyndeton, disjunction, and even wayyigtol may give rise to causal interpretations. JM §170j, pp. 
639 -640, correctly says 'm rarely has a nuance which strictly speaking is causal'. Jenni 1992: 324, 355, 
correctly construes 1 Chron. 15.26 as temporal. Kropat 1909: §6, p. 23; §31, p. 68, inadvertently cites the 
verse in his discussions of both temporal and causal clauses. Finally, ^n^i + + infinitive occurs 44 times in 
the Bible, always with a manifestly temporal nuance. See appendix 3. 
572 Seow 1989: 104 -107. 
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Yahweh's Yee against Uzzah and David's responsive wv (with iv in 2 Sam. 6.14), a 
response which can be interpreted as a victory won by David. See 4.1.3.2. 
Most scholars believe Chronicles' ltvn573 / Év TCJ KaT16Xûaa1 rather than 
Samuel's 17= is a 'change' related to Chronistic Tendenz, but some grant the Chronicler a 
measure of neutrality by relating the 'change' to a corrupt or misunderstood Vorlage. The 
verb -tv occurs 81 times and 25 of these are in Chronicles whereas only four are in 
Samuel. The related common nouns 111.) and rnty do not appear in Samuel, and the latter is 
found only once in Chronicles. It is also significant that 21 names of people and places in 
the Bible incorporate the root ltv, and 15 of these occur in Chronicles.574 The root is 
normally used in contexts describing human or divine aid against enemies (especially in 
narrative texts) or in times of distress (especially in poetic texts). In these texts the focus 
is on cooperation, rather than on the nature or duration of the action, which could be 
either punctiliar or durative. Israel's deity is the subject or provider of -1tv in about half of 
the verses in which the verb and nouns occur. In 1 Chron. 15.26 the deity's assistance is 
the collective experience of the Levites, and this is the only passage where they are the 
object of divine la). Chronicles' interest in the Levites is evident in the fact that the book 
has 32% of all occurrences of '1`7 and 'I'7 in the Bible, followed by Numbers with 21% 
and Nehemiah with 13 %, whereas these are virtually absent from the Former Prophets, 
and especially Samuel, where they are mentioned only twice (1 Sam. 6.15; 2 Sam. 15.24). 
1 Chron. 15.26 has been interpreted and assimilated to the preceding plus in 1 Chron. 
15.1 -24, reflecting the Chronicler's interests in promoting liturgical propriety according to 
(Pentateuchal? -see v. 15) cultic legislation, stressing David's uprightness through 
compliance with the divine mandate, and demonstrating God's protective care for the 
573 On the vocalisation ntvp rather than the expected -Item see GKC §63i, p. 167; JM §22a -d, pp. 89 -90; 
Bergsträsser 1918: I, §28k, p. 156; Bauer and Leander 1922: §49h, p. 348; cf. Ehrlich 1914: 341. 
574 See appendix 3. 
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Levites in contrast to Uzzah. Most importantly, God 'helped' the Levites in the sense that 
'they were not struck down, as Uzzah had been (13:10)'.575 
A very different situation confronts us upon turning to Greek Samuel: Kaì 'aav 
DIET' aÚT6v ([ot] aLpovTEs) -no 'WY and no 111)/KaT1GX1Jw. In addition, very similar 
forms of the text, or at least forms devoid of 'step' and 'help', appear in Josephus' Jewish 
Antiquities 7.84, Jacob of Edessa's Books of Samuel, and Theodoret of Cyrus' Quaestiones 
in 2 Regum. Similarly, the OL according to Sabatier and Vercellone has a double reading: 
et erant cum David septem chori (et victima vituli) at the end of 2 Sam. 6.12, followed in 
the next verse by cumque transcendissent (qui portabant arcam Domini sex passus 
immolabat bovem et arietem). Most suppose that Greek Samuel's Kaì >>ßav is an 
adjustment of MT Samuel's 'm1.576 On one hand, Kaì 1jaav may reflect free composition, 
but on the other, 71"1 may be an assimilation to the ubiquitous narrative stock phrase. In 
general, and especially in Samuel, 'mi is rendered as Kaì ÉyÉVETo or Kai ÉyEvi Orl when 
the verb is introductory, and as Kai. ;Iv when it is copulative.577 In addition, a 
comprehensive analysis of Kaì i o av in the Greek Bible suggests that the translator found 
vmi in his Hebrew Vorlage.578 Herbert thinks Greek Samuel's Kaì tjcav corresponds to 
4QSama's min but this is doubtful.579 Greek Samuel's Kaì 1j0av ... [oi] aipovTEç can be 
575 Payne 1988: 388. God's help is his favourable disposition. Others think God helped by easing the 
heavy burden of the ark. Brettler 1995: 33 -34 and Ehrlich 1914: 341 relate the verb lry to the Talmudic 
notion in Sotah 35a.29 -37 that the ark transported itself and its bearers. 
576 The variation in the versions with respect to the initial verb phrase ('mt, mm, Kaì rjcrav, Kaì 
yÉVETO), and similar variations elsewhere, merits a lengthy discussion since the phenomenon helps to 
clarify misconceptions regarding the history of biblical Hebrew and the linguistic aptitude of post -exilic 
editors and scribes. See appendix 3. 
577 'm1 and Kai -6oav correspond on only seven occasions in biblical literature. On six of these the Greek 
reading is related to the manner of expression in the Greek language. 'mt in MT 2 Chron. 5.9 (// 1 Kgs. 8.8) 
is an assimilation to the ubiquitous narrative stock phrase. 
578 Space does not present a detailed presentation, but it is noteworthy that in Samuel Kaì rj rav 
represents rmi five times, mrnm once, 'n'i once, and once MT has a minus, and six times MT does not have 
a parallel passage. See appendix 3. 
579 Herbert 1997b: 126. He also suggests that Kaì rjcav could conceivably be a translation of a clause 
beginning with mi. He mistakenly cites 2 Sam. 17.17 as an example. Furthermore, this writer is unaware of 
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interpreted as a periphrastic participle construction or as a copulative construction in 
which case [o ̀ t] atpovTEs is a substantival participle. However, the (superfluous) 
inclusion of the article in LXXL and Theodoret (and also in the Armenian, Coptic and 
Ethiopic versions) and the grammar of the remainder of the list (Tr-rat xopoí ...; see 
below) suggest that the clause in Greek Samuel is a copulative construction. The essence 
of this third textform is accompaniment, either implicitly as in Josephus, or alternatively 
as 'with them', 'with him', 'with David' or 'after him'. The primary reading is 'with them' 
(LXXABMN and most cursives, Jacob and Theodoret), is attested most widely, is the lectio 
difficilior considering internal factors, and could easily have given rise to the singular 
referent 'him' and secondarily 'David'. Besides David others are involved in the second 
attempt to transfer the ark, as in the first attempt. The OG reading is µET' aúTCTv = 
ninv/nnv with reference to the ark carriers' presence with David and other Israelites, 
whereas µET' aúTOÛ =1nv and cum David = 717 ov are secondary readings influenced by 
the contextual focus on David and with reference to the ark carriers' presence with him. 
The grammatical function of 'the carriers' varies in the versions. In MT Samuel 
and 4QSama they are the subject of the verb 11wS. In Greek Samuel they are one of three 
subjects of Kai r o-ay. In Chronicles they stand in apposition to the preceding 'the Levites' 
which in turn is the object of the verb Irv. 'The carriers' are unidentified in Samuel, and 
this may be due to the focus on David and his role. Does 2 Sam. 6.13 share the 
Chronicler's perspective? Does David now take Yahweh seriously? Should 'the carriers' 
be interpreted as (Kohathite) Levites who are 'correctly' transporting the ark according to 
legal stipulations? Many answer these questions affirmatively, but this view stands on 
shaky ground. The points stated in 4.1.2.2 against the view that David and/or Uzzah 
a single biblical example where Kai r'jaav represents nm /nnm. Kai ijaav corresponds to nm in Gen. 40.6 
and to mm in Exod. 39.43, and nm corresponds to di ì aav in Gen. 14.13 and nnm to Kai OúTOt ilaav in 
Num. 11.26. 
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violated legal stipulations are equally valid here, and the following may be added. First, 
priests (and often Levites alongside them) are explicitly mentioned in 28 of the 34 verses 
where No] has 11-IN as its object. In addition to 2 Sam. 6.3, 4, 13, the exceptions are Exod. 
25.14 and 37.5 which discuss the construction of the ark, and 1 Sam. 4.4 where the priests 
Hophni and Phinehas are mentioned by name. In all 15 verses where the substantival 
participle nw)J or its construct equivalent are used, with the single exception of 2 Sam. 
6.13, priests (and sometimes Levites) are explicitly mentioned. Second, the view that 'the 
carriers' must be identical in each version or tradition is eisegetic and harmonistic for 
interpretative or ideological comfort. It is methodologically unjustified to read into 2 
Sam. 6.13 the Chronicler's perspective, or the statement of 2 Sam. 15.24, or (canonically) 
earlier Pentateuchal legislation. Third, this view implicitly or explicitly reflects a 
questionable interpretation of the earlier attempt to transfer the ark to Jerusalem, namely, 
that it was done illicitly. The writer argued previously that Yahweh's homicidal anger 
against Uzzah is inexplicable. Fourth, other interpretations of 2 Sam. 6.13 are more 
reasonable in this context. Several suggest that the switch from ; '7a3) to non reflects 
practical considerations, since the ascent to the citadel of David's city was probably too 
steep and winding for a wheeled vehicle. Others conclude, correctly in this writer's 
judgment, that David was so fearful that he made every safeguard to avoid the former 
debacle, and for this reason he transported the ark with human hands and shoulders rather 
than on a cart.58o 
Regarding the ark's epithet, 'the ark' in Greek Samuel is original. The text is 
revised in MT Samuel, followed by LXXL Samue1581, and in Chronicles.582 
580 A. A. Anderson 1989: 105; Budde 1890: 230; Gehrke 1968: 263; Sunoo 1999: 73 -74. 
581 Nysse 1984: 366 -367, 474. 
582 See appendix 2. 
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Greek Samuel's Xopoí stands in parallel to MT Samuel's and 4QSama's C'-=. . The 
basic meaning of w is 'step', either literal 'footstep' or figurative 'steps [i.e., path] of life'. 
The noun Xopós may refer to a dance, a choir or band of dancers and singers, or a place 
for dancing, although the latter is unattested in the Greek Bible. 7y2 and Xopós overlap 
somewhat in meaning since both refer to activity done with the feet or legs, but this 
semantic similarity is insufficient to regard the two words as translation equivalents. 
Furthermore, the noun 73)2 is not translated consistently in the Greek Bible, but it is 
translated equitably. 6Láßiqµa, for instance, would have been an appropriate translation 
equivalent for 7v2. Others suggest that the Greek translator understood n,-11 as a 
participle ('those processing')583 or that his Vorlage had n'Lnn rw w ('seven bands')584 or 
nr'7'pnn nvno or nnpin my= ('seven dancers').585 Nonetheless, a thorough analysis of 
biblical uses and translation equivalents reveals the improbability of these suggestions. 
For example, 'nil I ('band, company'), and its Ugaritic cognate, require a nomen rectum 
explaining the kind of people or animals of which there is a 'band' (cf. 1 Sam. 10.5, 10). 
In contrast to the abovementioned suggestions, it has gone unnoticed that consistent 
translation technique and contextual suitability favour the view that xopoí reflects n*nn 
('whirling dances, dances in a ring') in the Vorlage. This correspondence occurs in a 
dozen passages, including three in Samuel, and interestingly, in the latter the terminology 
refers to the persons singing the pro -David refrain 'Saul has killed his thousands, and 
David his ten thousands' (1 Sam. 18.6; 21.12; 29.5586; cf. 5.1.1.3).587 Samuel's editors may 
have discarded ni 'inn, thus unfastening an outlying link between the David and Saul 
583 Lust, Eynikel and Hauspie 2003: 665. 
584 Fincke 2001: 155; Ulrich 1978: 196. 
585 Jackson 1962: 104. 
586 In lieu of Xopoí a participle form of the related verb XopEÚm is used as a substantive in 1 Sam. 18.6 
and 21.12. 
587 The exceptions to this correspondence, in addition to 2 Sam. 6.3 and 1 Sam. 10.5, 10 (mentioned 
above), are Judg. 9.27; 1 Kgs. 1.40; and Jer. 31.4, 13. These do not cancel out the view suggested here. 
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narratives, in order to forge by means of [ripps a bond between David and Yahweh in 2 
Samuel 5 -6. Additionally, it should not go unnoticed that the verb L71n and its derivatives 
71110 and *rfrz refer to dancing women in the Pentateuch and Former Prophets588 except in 
Exod. 32.19. Was David's festivity too similar for comfort to the calf incident, with its 
`%v /p.oxós (vv. 4, 8, 19 -20, 24), offerings and sacrifices (vv. 6, 8), and self -indulgent 
partying (vv. 6, 17 -19, 25) with ni ri ? See 6.1.1.3.4. 
MT and LXX Samuel have the numbers moo and ÉTrrá modifying the nouns m,nv5 
and xopo(, respectively, whereas MT and LXX Chronicles have the number nvmc.)/ÉTrTá 
twice in the next clause, modifying the sacrifices (see 5.1.3.4). 4QSama has the reading of 
MT Samuel as well as the reading of Chronicles. This text -critical problem is complicated 
due to different numbers in different places, the chance of orthographic (numilrwmo) or 
shorthand (I = 6, r = 7) confusion, and not least, numerical symbolism in the Bible. The 
number 'seven' is the religious number par excellence, the 'prime sacred number'589, 
having the 'divinity of good fortune'.59° The number 'six' tells a different story: 
In the numeral 6 we have, I believe, the only digit which may be regarded as 
neutral with neither favourable nor unfavourable implication; in consequence, it 
does not appear often. ... The numbers I have just analysed 4 and 8 and 6 
occur, I have pointed out, comparatively rarely. They are even numbers; and they 
are found for the most part in contexts of an unpleasing or ill -omened character 
6 is, at best, neutral in significance.59I 
The number 'six' is a number in waiting, one less than the sacred number: perfection at 
seven, or just six, or something worse? Who knows? And who knew how Yahweh would 
respond? What would the seventh step bring? 'Wait' -says David -'a sacrifice instead'. 
'Seven X' for a sacrifice to appease the deity, of course, but 'seven steps' could press him 
over the edge- again! It may be true: 'Each number had its own significance; and each 
588 Exod. 15.20; Judg. 11.34; 21:21, 23; 1 Sam. 18.6 (cf. 21.12; 29.5). The verb does not refer to dance 
in 2 Sam. 3.29. 
589 Tilley 1992: 48. 
590 
J. B. Segal 1965: 14; cf. 14 -19. 
591 
J. B. Segal 1965: 13 -14. 
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context dictated the choice of numeral'.592 But what can be made of ÉrrTà Xopo(? Seven 
of these, granting any interpretation -seven dances, seven choirs of dancers, seven bands 
of dancers -is difficult to comprehend. Perhaps the number is present solely for the sake 
of the number (revision ?), and then 'seven' so that it is the best number. 
5.1.3.4 2 Sam. 6.13 // 71m nnri 
1 Chron. 15.26 4L7rt mavi nD-nvaD lna'n 
This and the following section (5.1.3.5) consider the sacrifices made at the start (2 
Sam. 6.13 // 1 Chron. 15.26) and finish (2 Sam. 6.17 -18 // 1 Chron. 16.1 -2) of David's 
successful transfer of the ark. The mr- clause in 2 Sam. 6.13 // 1 Chron. 15.26 has 
engendered much controversy. (1) When were the sacrifices made? At the 
commencement, continuously throughout, at the conclusion, or at various points of the 
procession according to different versions? (2) Where were the sacrifices made? (3) Who 
sacrificed? David, priests, Levites, others, several of these? (4) Which animals and how 
many were sacrificed? (5) Why were the sacrifices made? Scholars give different answers 
to each of these queries. The question of the identification (and its significance) of the 
agent(s) of these sacrifices is addressed in 5.1.3.5. 
There are three principal readings, and one conflate reading, for the activity of 
sacrifice: (1) nnri in MT Samuel and in the following versions of Samuel: Peshitta, 
Targum, Vulgate, Aquila, Symmachus, and Josephus (but after the ark's arrival in 
Jerusalem, in 7.86). 4QSama may have the singular n :rßì, but the manuscript certainly 
reads like Chronicles for the remainder of the verse.593 (2) lmr'i / Kai. 9uaav in MT and 
LXX Chronicles, and in all other witnesses to Chronicles. The versions of Chronicles 
hardly differ from one another in this clause except for the matter of áv in the OG, 
592 
J. B. Segal 1965: 20. 
593 Fincke 2001: 155; Herbert 1997b: 126 -127; Ulrich 1978: 196 does not commit. 
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seemingly indicating potentiality or unreality. (3) 6ûµa ('a sacrifice') in LXX Samuel, a 
nominative (or accusative) neuter singular noun, which may reflect the noun mr in the 
Vorlage.594 This reading is also found in Theodoret and Jacob. A secondary reading for 
LXX Samuel is the plural 6Ûµa-ra in ms 119 (n) (and also in the Bohairic Coptic version). 
(4) The OL according to Sabatier and Vercellone reflects both MT Samuel (immolabat 
bovem et arietem in v. 13) and LXX Samuel (et victima vituli in v. 12). 
The root nor is commonplace, occurring 134 times as the verb, 162 times as the 
noun nnr ('sacrifice'), and 401 times as the noun nnin ('altar'), and its distribution is also 
unexceptional- except in 2 Samuel (of Genesis Kings and Chronicles), where these 
terms occur a total of only six times, and then in only three passages: 2 Sam. 6.13, 17 -18 
(// 1 Chron. 15.26; 16.1 -2; David); 2 Sam. 15.12 (Absalom); 2 Sam. 24.18 -25 (// 1 Chron. 
21.18 -26; David). 
Question 1: When were the sacrifices made? Most think, correctly so, that 
sacrifices were offered on a single occasion at the commencement of the procession in 2 
Sam. 6.13 // 1 Chron. 15.26. A few, preceded long ago by Sotah 35b.2 -4 of the Talmud, 
think sacrifices were offered repeatedly throughout the journey to Jerusalem.595 Recent 
adherents to this view usually cite McCarter and Miller and Roberts.596 In turn, these cite 
Assyrian inscriptions recounting processions by Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal in which 
sacrifices were offered all the way from Assur to Babylon -a considerable distance 
indeed. Consequently, they and others assert that such a procedure in David's case would 
not have been needlessly cumbersome nor hampered by distance, time, or supplies. If 
Solomon (1 Kgs. 8.5, 63) then why not David too ?! Needless to say, this view rests on 
594 Contra rT . p in Caspari 1924: 473, Driver 1890: 269; McCarter 1984: 166. 
595 Myers 1965: 119 thinks sacrifices were offered on a single occasion in Chronicles but on multiple 
occasions in Samuel. 
596 McCarter 1983: 273 -277; 1984: 162, 166, 171; Miller and Roberts 1977: 15, 96. 
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unwarranted recourse to comparative material and on excessive historical assumption597, 
and it also reflects inattention to the language of MT 2 Sam. 6.13, in which the verb forms 
in both the protosis (rw ^mi) and apodosis (mr1) stand at odds with this 
interpretation.598 McCarter recognises this, and consequently he is constrained to adopt 
4QSama's n,m for the protosis and LXX Sam's Kai 6Ûµa retroverted to nnp for the 
apodosis. 
Question 2: Where were the sacrifices made? The answer to this question is a 
series of unanswerable questions. Was there a single or multiple altars? If sacrifices were 
offered on multiple occasions, did an altar accompany the ark along the way, or did it 
remain at a single location, while the ark slowly progressed but paused every six steps for 
a sacrifice? How large and of which material(s) (stone, earth, metal) was /were the 
altar(s)? Do the narratives envision something like Bezalel's portable altar599 or an 
improvised structure (e.g., 1 Sam. 14.33 -34)? 
Question 3: Who sacrificed? See below. 
Question 4: Which animals and how many of them were sacrificed? On one hand, 
the witnesses to Greek Samuel agree on the lexemes µóaxos (_ -Iv or 1E) and dp0 (_ 
tv», less probably ;I'm), which are repeatedly joined in Numbers and sporadically 
elsewhere. On the other hand, variation between the manuscripts regarding the number 
and/or case of the sacrificial animals is significant, and this variation reflects revision for 
the purposes of (1) infra- and inter -version harmonisation and/or (2) linguistic correction, 
the prime example of the latter being the genitive forms in LXXL Samuel and several 
additional manuscripts. It is impossible to efficiently describe the textual variation here, 
especially the accusative forms of µóaxos and ápi v, including the accusative masculine 
597 Thenius 1842: 153. 
598 Driver 1890: 269; Thenius 1842: 153; Wellhausen 1871: 169. 
599 Exod. 27.1-8; 37.1; 37.25-38.7. 
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singular äpva in LXXAB and several other cursives, which however as the lectio 
dillcilior is considered the OG in the Cambridge and Rahlfs editions.60° The text of LXX 
2 Sam. 6.13 must be rendered 'And there were with them carriers of the ark, seven dances, 
and a sacrifice, namely, an ox and a lamb': 
VM» -no non rhnn ymm 11-N 'ttan nnnv 
The textual situation is equally complex when looking beyond the Greek versions to the 
gamut of witnesses. All in all there are three patterns of readings, referring to large cattle 
(= 710 or nn or npn) and small cattle (group 1 = 5'rt; group 2 = gin: or rbto or 1t.tN) or to 
large cattle and a fattened head of large or small cattle, i.e., a bull, ox, steer, or lamb (= 
N,no). The latter reading, which may also be interpreted as a hendiadys, appears in the 
MT, Targum, Aquila and Peshitta versions of Samuel. Scholars usually stress the 'non- 
priestly' nature of the sacrifices in MT Samuel, although a few highlight the -no as part of 
the oTtY5w sacrifice in Lev. 4.10; 9.4, 18 -19. 110 and wnn are combined elsewhere only in 1 
Kgs. 1.19, 25, and elsewhere in the Former Prophets -no occurs only in Judg. 6.25 and 
rynn only in 1 Kgs. 1.9. trnn is one of five biblical terms for an animal fattened for 
sacrifice, but overall the concept is uncommon in the Bible. The agreement between 
4QSama and Chronicles concerning the types and numbers of sacrificial animals is most 
interesting. The suggestion that the reading in 4QSama is derived from Chronicles is 
unfounded; rather, the evidence suggests that Chronicles closely followed its Vorlage.6o1 
In contrast to MT Samuel, most scholars stress the 'late' and 'priestly' nature of the 
sacrifices in 4QSama and Chronicles, although their minutiae do not correspond to any 
legal prescription in the Pentateuch. nn and 5'K are frequently joined in the Bible, 46 
600 The reading may be due either to confusion in case endings in Hellenistic Greek or to confusion over 
the fact that the noun áp-6v (a third declension masculine noun) is used for the oblique cases of áµvó3 (a 
second declension masculine noun). 
601 Lemke 1963: 353; McKenzie 1984: 50; Ulrich 1978: 136, 148, 159, 196, 206, 210, 235. 
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times in Numbers and 21 times elsewhere.602 The sevenfold sacrifice of any kind of 
animal is uncommon, and seven nr -in and seven n,5',t even less so (Num. 23.1, 29; 1 
Chron. 15.26; Job 42.8; Ezek. 45.23). Milgrom and Wenham observe that can and n"7 
are the most expensive, hence efficacious, animals in the sacrificial system, and thus 
Balaam and Balak are represented as doing their utmost to ensure Yahweh's favourable 
response.603 Is this the objective in 1 Chron. 15.26? To conclude, the genesis of the 
present forms of the nnr- clause in 2 Sam. 6.13 I/ 1 Chron. 15.26 is uncertain, but Greek 
Samuel may be the type of text which was independently stretched into the present forms 
of MT Samuel and MT Chronicles. 
Question 5: Why were the sacrifices made? For most interpreters the significance 
of the commencement sacrifices is twofold: (1) backward looking gratitude and 
celebration for an auspicious beginning and (2) forward looking consecration and 
intercession for a successful completion. In view of (a) the fear and uncertainty running 
throughout the passage, and of (b) the comments above on n -In and n ̂ `7H, and of (c) the 
comments above on the numbers '6' and '7', and of (d) the reasonable observation that 'we 
may safely presume that the first expedition proceeded more than six paces before Uzzah 
was struck down'604, the first point should be dismissed entirely. 
5.1.3.5 2 Sam. 6.17 
1 Chron. 16.1 
2 Sam. 6.18 
1 Chron. 16.2 
n'rY507 mm ,]e7 rnLn -rr 517'1 
n'rbrtrr 'De5 n0170i rn*v 
// n'rY50m 7177.M rn5vrIn 717 5ni 
n'nL70m 71`)v71 rn*yrrn 7'11 L,,1 
The shared narrative of David's transfer of the ark commences and concludes with 
animal sacrifice. In addition, the theme of sacrifice appears in non -synoptic 1 Chron. 
16.29, 40. MT 2 Sam. 6.13 // 1 Chron. 15.26 relates the sacrifice (nnr) of particular 
G02 Eight in Ezekiel, four in Leviticus and Chronicles, twice in Exodus, and once in Isaiah, Job and Ezra. 
6 °3 Milgrom 1989: 194; Wenham 1981: 172. 
boa Campbell 1975: 138. 
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animals (110 and N'ntz / n,nD and n'5'rt) which served as consecration and intercession for 
the successful completion of David's enterprise. MT 2 Sam. 6.17 -18 // 1 Chron. 16.1 -2 
deals with specific categories of sacrifices (ni53.) and nthL7w; i'i and m'n'7t) which were 
performed (nbvn /nnpri; nbvn) as celebration and thanksgiving for the triumphant arrival of 
the ark to Jerusalem (see below). The theological adverbial 'before Yahweh/God' in 2 
Sam. 6.17 // 1 Chron. 16.1 is a further difference which can be added to the diverse 
vocabulary and purpose associated with each set of sacrifices. The question of the 
identification (and its significance) of the agent(s) of the commencing and concluding 
sacrifices will be addressed upon the completion of the detailed analysis which follows. 
MT 2 Sam. 6.17 -18 and MT 1 Chron. 16.1 -2 disagree on the verb lexeme for 
sacrifice (rbvn versus nnpn) and on the placement of n'&70 in the object clause. Before 
examining these matters, however, two other issues may be briefly discussed. First, where 
were the concluding sacrifices made? One supposes either that David prepared a new 
altar or that he adopted (a Jebusite ?) one already there.605 Kings assumes that an altar 
stood in the deity's tent (1 Kgs. 1.49 -53; 2.28 -35). However, the relationship of the 
presumed altar in the story of David's transfer of the ark (a) to the altar in the story in 
non -synoptic 1 Kings 1 -2, and also (b) to the altar constructed by David in 2 Samuel 24 // 
1 Chronicles 21, cannot be addressed here. Second, in this verse, all traditions of Samuel 
have 'before Yahweh'. Chronicles has 'before God' with the exceptions of Targum 
Chronicles with 'before Yahweh' and Peshitta Chronicles with 'before the ark of Yahweh'. 
In summary606, nip t' 'ßt5 in contexts of sacrifice is very common in Exodus -Numbers, and 
occurs elsewhere in Judg. 20.26; 1 Sam. 7.6; 11.15; 2 Sam. 6.17; 1 Kgs. 8.62, 64; 9.25; 2 
Kgs. 16.14; Ezek. 43.24; 1 Chron. 23.13, 31; 2 Chron. 1.6; 7.4, 7. In contrast, and in 
addition to 1 Chron. 16.1, nrr[L7x(n) ^nth in contexts of sacrifice occurs only in Exod. 18.12 
605 See the discussion of olpo in 5.1.2.3. 
606 See appendix 2. 
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and Num. 10.10. Chronicles uses 'r t lx(r t) ^]th on five occasions (1 Chron. 13.8, 10; 16.1; 
2 Chron. 33.12; 34.27), but never uses the phrase elsewhere in a context of sacrifice. 
Instead, mm nth is used in both synoptic and non -synoptic texts. Finally, some suggest 
that the role of r nsxn in 1 Chron. 15.28 and its use in Num. 10.10 share a common 
origin607, and it seems beyond coincidence that 1 Chron. 16.1 and Num. 10.10 also share 
the nouns rT lv and `7w and the theological adverbial 'i*x(n) ']t5. Nevertheless, the 
direction of influence is uncertain. 
Samuel and Chronicles disagree on the verb lexeme for sacrifice, but they share 
the same meaning.608 2 Sam. 6.17 has nb .uri and 1 Chron. 16.1 has npn. Other versions' 
readings are unremarkable. The assertion that Chronicles' reading is secondary is 
unsubstantiated. It is possible that Chronicles' reading is the result of free variation (n`,s.n 
-> npr t) but it is equally if not more probable that the text of Samuel was altered related 
either to stylistic assimilation or to catchword influence ( 7n -> n`nn). First, and on one 
hand, the verb r bv ('ascend, go up') occurs 889 times, including 258 times in the H stem 
('cause to ascend, offer sacrifice'), of which 77 instances are used for the offering of 
sacrifice, and of these 61 occur in conjunction with the noun r 1í7y.609 Fuhs makes the 
comment that '... Usage [of rr ] is concentrated in the Dtr History (377 occurrences) and 
the Tetrateuch (169 occurrences). The Chronicler's History lags well behind with 104 
occurrences.... '.610 This is deceptive. The occurrences of 71`71) w make up 1.84% of all verb 
forms in Deuteronomy Kings, 1.17% of all verb forms in Genesis Numbers, and 1.77% 
of all verb forms in Ezra Chronicles. On the other hand, the (Hebrew and Aramaic) verb 
607 See Kleinig 1993: 36. 
608 Other biblical verb synonyms that approximate the meanings of n5vn and m^npn in sacrificial contexts 
are: n :i ('slaughter'), non ('slaughter'), nnpn ('make a sacrifice, cause to go up in smoke'), nno ('slaughter'), 
and some occurrences of tiro, m, fin, MD, and »v. 
609 There is no consensus as to whether this usage is meant to express the placing of the sacrifice upon 
the altar or its rising in smoke. 
610 Fuhs 2001: 80, emphasis added. 
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('approach, come near') occurs 289 times, including 177 times in the H stem ('bring 
near, present'). Altogether, the verb occurs 181 times in the 'Tetrateuch', 44 times in the 
'Dtr History', and six times in the 'Chronicler's History'. The verb occurs six times in 
Samuel in non -sacrificial contexts and two times in Chronicles in sacrificial contexts 
(synoptic 1 Chron. 16.1; non -synoptic 2 Chron. 35.12). The principal differences between 
the H stems of rI5v and nnp are these: (1) nnprt appears almost exclusively in cultic 
contexts, whereas the contexts of usage of r5.1.71 are wide -ranging. (2) 'P' and Ezekiel 
prefer n,ipt,, whereas other strands of biblical literature, including synoptic and non - 
synoptic Chronicles, prefer n`nrr.611 Statistics rebuff the view that Chronicles altered rt5 
to n,17. Second, Chronicles has :p r t + * + CIL70 in 1 Chron. 16.1 but 7L7Dr + rf5D + CL77.) 
in 1 Chron. 16.2, just like 2 Sam. 6.18. Similarly, Chronicles has : prr + 17'7v in 2 Chron. 
35.12 but 7(17.1r1 rbD twice in 2 Chron. 35.14, 16. 2 Chron. 35.1b-17 is non -synoptic. It is 
more likely that an original nnprr in 2 Sam. 6.17 was assimilated to rbvrr in 2 Sam. 6.18 
then vice versa. Third, some believe the Chronicler used 'an expression that is more 
familiar to him and probably more common in his day'.612 However, although n-iprT + ri 
is used in Ezek. 46.4, Ezra 8.35, 2 Chron. 35.12, and in Leviticus -Numbers, :' pn + nL7i 
+ 50 is found in Num. 6.14 and 1 Chron. 16.1 only. On what basis is Chronicles' 
expression more common? Fourth, the verb rb.v is a Leitwort throughout 2 Samuel 6613, 
and perhaps motivated a tendentious revision in 2 Sam. 6.17. The assonance in Samuel's 
111L2v ... ` ri is also conspicuous. Furthermore, n,1prl is never used for sacrifice in 
Deuteronomy - Kings, and this too may support the view that an out -of -place n,ip1 was 
altered to rt mi in 2 Sam. 6.17. 
61 Fuhs 2001: 90 -91; Japhet 1987: 34. 
612 McKenzie 1984: 51. 
613 Gelander 1991: 47 -50. 
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The content of the sacrifices in 2 Sam. 6.17 -18 // 1 Chron. 16.1 -2 is given in the 
following table. 
2 Sam. 6.17-18 1 Chron. 16.1-2 
MT LXX MT LXX 
1-11517 óXoKauT(ilµaTa 1-11'7y óÁoKauTfilµaTa 
'e711 ELpT1VLKCl3 'nStU (LXXL ELpT1VLKClS Ka( +) 6LJTTIPLOU 
71'71yn TàS 6ÁOKa.UT6QELS r1L7yrr a ÓÁOKaUTC)p.aTa 
'ìYJtUn TàS ELpT1VLKCÌ.S 't]i77)11 (LXXL TàS ELp71VLK6.S Kai. +) 6(.i)TTIPLOU 
Attention here focuses on the deviation in the versions regarding the number of 'burnt 
offerings', the only phenomenon which is not inner -Greek related. 2 Sam. 6.17 // 1 Chron. 
16.1 has the plural n15v /5XoKauTChµa-ra; MT 2 Sam. 6.18 // 1 Chron. 16.2 has the singular 
b(1)vn; and LXX 2 Sam. 6.18 // 1 Chron. 16.2 has the plural TàS óXoKauT kJELS /Tà 
ôXoKauTCßµaTa.614 Majority opinion is that the singular forms of nL2i in MT 2 Sam. 6.18 
// 1 Chron. 16.2 are collective and that the plural forms in the parallel Greek texts are the 
result of attraction to the plural forms in the previous verse. McCarter, however, believes 
that the plural form is original in MT 2 Sam. 6.18, but he does not offer any evidence in 
support of his view.615 One piece of evidence which favours McCarter's view is the 
distinctive lexemes for 'burnt offerings' in Greek Samuel, aoKauTCiSµaTa in v. 17 and 
(TàS) ÓXOKaUT6aELS in v. 18, which argues against the view that the latter was 
assimilated to the former. Apart from the relationship of 'burnt offerings' in 2 Sam. 6.17 // 
1 Chron. 16.1 to 'burnt offering(s)' in 2 Sam. 6.18 // 1 Chron. 16.2, one must assume 
either that the development occurred independently in Samuel and Chronicles or that the 
change was made first in one book followed by a change in the other. Considering all 
possibilities, it seems most probable that an earlier plural form in Samuel was altered to 
the singular and that Chronicles was updated on the basis of Samuel. The noun r5v occurs 
614 'David' is spelt defectively in 2 Sam. 6.17 -18 and piene in 1 Chron. 16.1 -2, but 'burnt offering' is 
spelt plene and with variation in both verses of Samuel (n *.u; n51vn), and plene in 1 Chron. 16.1 (n5v) but 
defectively in 1 Chron. 16.2 (rbtn). See appendix 3. 
615 McCarter 1984: 167. 
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286 times in the Bible but only 67 times as a plural, including six times in Samuel and 
twenty times in Chronicles. In general, the singular form is the conventional form, used as 
an absolute, collective or abstract singular. A detailed look at n5v in Samuel and 
Chronicles reveals that context often indicates whether more than one sacrificer, animal 
or occasion is in view, apart from whether the singular or plural form is used. On a 
number of occasions, however, the singular form is used in Samuel (five times) and 
Chronicles (thirteen times) when the number of sacrifices is difficult to pinpoint. Is the 
singular form a 'true' singular (one nbv), a 'collective' singular (one rï i ) standing for 
multiple rn *v) or 'abstract' singular (one n '71) for the concept of rbv in general)? These 
passages in Samuel are 1 Sam. 13.9 (twice), 10, 12 and 2 Sam. 6.18, and this distribution 
seems beyond coincidence. See below. 
Along with tint. (the basic term for 'sacrifice'), the nouns nbv ('burnt offering') and 
125ty ('peace /fellowship offering') are most common in Samuel and Chronicles.616 Of the 
main types of sacrifices, meaning those oblations which are wholly or partly burned at the 
altar, and in addition to rL71) and ±D, Samuel, but not Chronicles, has wx 
('guilt /reparation offering'), and Chronicles, but not Samuel, has non ('sin/purification 
offering') and nnmn (as 'cereal /grain offering', not as 'gift, tribute, offering' in general, 
which occurs in both Samuel and Chronicles). 
HALOT says the n1.1) is 'probably [an] abbreviation for n`'1) nnm "tribute rising (in 
the fire) "' and means 'sacrifice which is wholly burned, comprising domestic animals and 
occasionally birds'.617 The r bv was the only Israelite sacrifice to be wholly (except for the 
skin) rather than partially burned and distributed for consumption. Primarily according to 
'P', the nbv is 'a gift for "an aroma pleasing to Yahweh ', and serves (1) as a thank (Tin), 
616 It is impossible and unnecessary to address the large number of biblical terms for sacrifices and 
offerings, the meaning of each term, and the persons, places, occasions, materials and ritual processes 
associated with each of them. 
617 HALOT II, 830. 
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votive 077) or freewill (rD) offering; (2) as a part of prayer and supplication; (3) as a 
part of the daily, weekly, and monthly, and festival cultic pattern in the sanctuary cult; 
and (4) to make atonement either alone or in combination with the grain offering, but 
especially with the sin offering. 618 In essence, the r w is the sacrifice that constitutes the 
basic nourishment for the deity.619 
The noun ex) occurs 87 times: 53 times in Exodus - Numbers, 17 times in Joshua - 
Kings, eight times in Chronicles, and nine times in other books. The term has puzzled 
translators and commentators from antiquity to the present day, but this is not the place to 
discuss issues such as the numerous and diverse renderings of the noun in English 
translations; the provenance and etymology of the noun; cognate nouns in Ugaritic, 
Akkadian, and Phoenician and Punic; explanations for the appearance of the noun in the 
plural only (orn70) except in Amos 5.22; and the constructions or expressions in which 
the noun occurs. Regarding the latter, however, it should be pointed out that all but seven 
occurrences of e70 follow one of six patterns, of which three occur in Samuel and four in 
Chronicles. More specifically, the pattern 'singular 71'7i followed by n'tY50' in a chain 
occurs ten times, including 1 Sam. 13.9; 2 Sam. 6.18; 1 Chron. 16.2; 2 Chron. 31.2; and 
the pattern 'plural rnL73) followed by n't3L70' in a chain occurs eleven times, including 2 
Sam. 6.17; 24.25; 1 Chron. 16.1; 21.26. Finally, (1) concerning Eby /rn5y (and all other 
terms) together with o4tYm in a chain, n'n'70 is always last in the list; and (2) according to 
Levine, n5v /rn5v + crtY70 is used as a merismus for the entire sacrificial system (e.g., 
Exod. 20.24).620 
618 Averbeck 1997: 1020 -1021. 
619 G. A. Anderson 1992: 879. 
620 Levine 1974: 21. 
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The raison d'être of th 621 is communion, and more specifically, the provision of 
victuals for communal celebration. As discussed above, whereas the 71'2,!) was entirely 
(except for the skin) burned on the altar, only the fatty portions of the n`Yv were burned, 
while the remainder was distributed in part to the officiating priest but mostly to the 
person bringing the n`70.622 The rî constituted the basic nourishment of the deity, 
whereas the '70 in turn nourished the people. This is the essence of the 12177.) sacrifice, but 
three other connotations are evident. (1) Joy. The o170 is especially appropriate to 
occasions of joy (Num. 10.10; Deut. 27.7). (2) Politics. The political function of the tc 
sacrifice is evident in Enuma Elfish and the Hebrew Bible. (3) Inauguration. Levine 
develops this association in his discussion of the historical development of the n50 
sacrifice. He says: 
The priesthood of Jerusalem sought to avail itself of a sacrifice identified with 
great cultic moments in Israelite history - the initiation of the monarchy under 
Saul, sanctioned by a cultic convocation; the bringing of the ark to Jerusalem, 
marking the rise of that city to cultic pre- eminence, and the dedication of 
Solomon's temple. There was also the tradition of the gelámîm offered at Sinai 
(Exodus 24:25), and its association by the Deuteronomist with the initiation of 
Yahwistic worship in Canaan (Deuteronomy 27:7). The . elämîm epitomized 
significant beginnings ...623 
Levine's suggestion is well taken. In addition, scholars pay unsatisfactory attention to the 
rhetoric of 510 in Samuel. The noun occurs six times in the book, and it is instructive to 
compare and contrast (a) 1 Sam. 11.15, and (b) 1 Sam. 10.8; 13.9, with (c) 2 Sam. 6.17, 
18; 24.25. This topic must be developed in another context. The following comments 
suffice for now. 1 Sam. 11.15. Apart from many occurrences of oLP0 in the cultic 
legislation of Exodus - Numbers, where isolated discussion of the individual types of 
offerings and sacrifices is to be expected, thty is repeatedly accompanied in context by 
621 In addition to the lexica see G. A. Anderson 1987: 36 -53; 1991: 19 -57; 1992: 879; Levine 1974: 3- 
52, 118 -122; Milgrom 1991: 217 -225; Seow 1989: 131 -132. 
622 The notion of the distributed portion will be taken up again in 5.1.3.8. 
623 Levine 1974: 52. 
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nLy offerings, except in Prov. 7.14; 1 Sam. 11.15; and 2 Chron. 30.22; 33.16. 1 Sam. 
11.14 -15 presents the so- called 'renewal' of Saul's kingship. According to the story, 
Samuel and the people proceed to Gilgal where they 'make Saul king before Yahweh' and 
then 'sacrifice n'n5cv n'nnt before Yahweh'. Why do they not sacrifice the 715v as well? In 
all of Levine's 'great cultic moments' or 'significant beginnings' (see above) both types of 
sacrifices are offered, except at the initiation of monarchy under Saul. Is this mere 
coincidence? Is it accidental as well that mm 'm'P occurs in context with the verbs riL7IM or 
nnFn or the nouns rfL712 or c'Po in Samuel only in 1 Sam. 11.15 and 2 Sam. 6.17 (see 
above)? In 1 Sam. 11.15, n'n'Po are offered (an act not attributed to Saul alone) 'before 
Yahweh' at a moment of great celebration in Israel, but the 71151) which served primarily 
for the deity rather than for the people (= o'n'70) are absent, ironically. 1 Sam. 10.8; 13.9. 
1 Sam. 13.9 and 2 Sam. 6.17, 18 share the themes of i and ttv, but there is also some 
similarity related to pn, since both Saul and David are said to give a blessing in these 
passages (1 Sam. 13.10 and 2 Sam. 6.18, 20). 624 In 1 Samuel 13, Saul completes an 17`71.7 
sacrifice (nbvn ri rT, in5oo 'mi) and then goes out to meet (TIN-7'P) Samuel and 'bless' 
him (1 -1n5), but he is rebuked by Samuel for his disobedience. In 2 Samuel 6, David 
completes nb3.) and n50 sacrifices (o'n'Porn *am n smn mn 5'1) and then blesses (-¡ -Inn) 
the people, before he returns to bless (-¡ -nP) his house, but on his way David is met 
(r1 pL,) by Saul's daughter Michal, who rebukes David. It cannot be coincidental that n5o 
+ rn 'Pvi b/n ('finish offering') occurs in the Bible in three passages only: 1 Sam. 13.10; 2 
Sam. 6.18 // 1 Chron. 16.2; and 2 Chron. 29.29. To add to the ironic presentation of these 
kingly figures, 1 Sam. 13.9 -10, 12 is the only passage in the Bible where n51.7 and nL70 
sacrifices are planned, but only the former is completed. In the case of Saul, the cultic 
activity for him and by him is incomplete; and Saul's attempted sacrifice to Yahweh was 
624 See 5.1.3.9 and 5.1.3.10. 
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incomplete in another way as well, since it is not, after all, MT 'Dth. Saul tries his hand at 
sacrifice when the situation around him spins out of control. David, however, does 
sacrifice in 2 Samuel 6 following several great successes. In addition to 1 Sam. 10.8 and 
13.9 -10, 12, Saul involves himself in sacrifice in two other passages. Saul's cultic activity 
in 1 Sam. 14.32 -34 is sometimes viewed as licit. However, the chapter as a whole is 
strongly anti -Saul: '... all the glory accrues to Jonathan, and Saul is made to look 
ridiculous'; 'Saul's loss is Jonathan's gain. His resolution and prompt action, attended by 
signs of divine approval, are in sharp contrast to Saul's hesitation and fumbling after 
divine guidance'.625 Saul is neither military nor religious leader. David is both. In 1 Sam. 
15.15, 21 -22, Saul's illicit cultic activity results in his rejection as king. No so with David. 
To conclude, Hawk reads Saul's story in 1 Samuel as a tragedy -like drama in four acts 
that hinges on the leitmotif of sacrifice.626 Indeed, Saul's endeavours and David's 
achievements in this regard accentuate the dissimilarities between the two kings. 
It is vital to address the placement of n,nL70 in Samuel's object clause with the 
former discussion in mind. MT Samuel's word order is reflected in all versions of Samuel 
except for Peshitta Samuel, which looks like Chronicles. The placement of the cLm 
sacrifices in 4QSama is uncertain. Many regard the separation of c,n5ry from rn51) in 2 
Sam. 6.17 as an indication that c'tY7ty is a late addition to the story, probably on the basis 
of crnim in 2 Sam. 6.18, and perhaps analogous to the occurrence of crtYty in 1 Sam. 13.9, 
and they consider the placement of c'tY`hcv adjacent to 171 w in 1 Chron. 16.1 a stylistic 
adjustment of the awkward syntax of the Vorlage. Jackson does not favour this opinion 
regarding Samuel, arguing that if c'tY7cv were a late addition, then based on its attestation 
in Greek Samuel, it would have to be very ancient, to say the least.627 However, this said, 
625 Jobling 1998: 94, 95; cf. V. P. Long 1989: 41. 
626 Hawk 1996. 
627 Jackson 1962: 106, 188. 
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Samuel's syntax may reflect scribal editing posterior to the original composition of the 
Hebrew versions of Samuel and Chronicles, but antecedent to their translation. Clearly, 
the conventional word order in Chronicles could be an intentional emendment, but could 
the inelegant word order in Samuel be an intentional accent to the story? This is the view 
of Fokkelman ('epiphora') and Murray ('prominence').628 This case of hyperbaton or 
transposition is an attempt by Samuel's editors to accentuate David's offering of c'ra'm in 
contrast with Saul's failed attempt (see above): 'and David offered up ni'v before 
Yahweh -and c't w too!'. 
The identification (and its significance) of the agent(s) of the sacrifices in 2 Sam. 
6.13, 17 -18 and 1 Chron. 15.26; 16.1 -2 is perhaps the hottest issue in this material. Did 
David carry out the sacrifices or did others do so on his behalf? The broader issues which 
this material raises are (1) how sacrificial activity by David should be construed in view 
of sacrificial prerogative in priestly literature and (2) whether Chronicles intends to 
attenuate an 'inappropriate' assertion in Samuel. This section focuses on the second issue. 
Most believe David alone makes the sacrifices in 2 Sam. 6.13 whereas the Levites, 
and in all probability apart from David's participation, make the sacrifices in 1 Chron. 
15.26.629 No subject for the verb rot is explicitly mentioned in either text (unless the same 
1-IN 'NO1 c'i51 also attend to the sacrifices in Chronicles) but very few think the verb is 
impersonal630 in either text or that it is factitive631 in Samuel. However, the clause (Kai 
6ûµa ['and a sacrifice']) is impersonal in Greek Samuel, in the first instance (v. 12) in OL 
Samuel, and in Jacob's version of Samuel. This textual and literary 'neutrality' may be the 
628 Fokkelman 1990: 197 n. 98; Murray 1998: 64, 138. Murray points to the rhetorical placement of pvit 
in Gen. 13.15; 28.13. 
629 Some try to harmonise the discrepancies in the two accounts by claiming, e.g., that David makes the 
smaller sacrifice (in Samuel) and (he and) 'the elders' make the larger sacrifice (in Chronicles). 
639 French on or German man. 
631 That is, David is the person who authorises the sacrifices and on whose behalf they are offered, but 
he himself does not make them. 
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clue to tracking the developments in the texts. It should be considered whether later 
editors independently and tendentiously adjusted the Vorlage according to a royal -sacral 
thrust in Samuel and a corporate -levitical thrust in Chronicles. 
Scholars hold similar perspectives on the concluding sacrifices in 2 Sam. 6.17 // 1 
Chron. 16.1. Most think Chronicles verb form seeks to attribute the sacrifices to priestly 
attendants, or conversely stated, to attenuate David's sacerdotal activity. However, in this 
case, most scholars seem unaware that in the following verse Chronicles does attribute the 
sacrifices to David, or at least some of them. Those calling attention to this 'discrepancy' 
suggest either that the verb is factitive or that the Chronicler was careless or 
misunderstood his Vorlage. First, Japhet says 'Although the king assumes responsibility 
for the cult and initiates change or activity, he is excluded from any direct part in the 
ritual itself.632 Consequently, the Chronicler 'rework[s]' and 'qualifjies]' and 'limit[s]' his 
sources, but his methodology is 'incomplete' and 'inconsistent'.633 To the contrary, there 
are only five synoptic passages relating a king's (licit) participation in cultic activity 
(using r nr, 5mi, nnj i): 
David in (1) 2 Sam. 6.13, 17 -18 // 1 Chron. 15.26; 16.1 -2; (2) 2 Sani. 24.18 -25 
// 1 Chron. 21.18 -26. 
Solomon in (3) 1 Kgs. 8.5, 62-64 // 2 Chron. 5.6; 7.4-5, 7; (4) 1 Kgs. 9.25 // 2 
Chron. 8.12; (5) 1 Kgs. 10.5 // 2 Chron. 9.4. 
In view of the paucity of related material in his Vorlage, and in view of his ideological 
bent, it is doubtful that the Chronicler is guilty of such oversights and shortcomings. 
Second, De Vries thinks the Chronicler misunderstood his Vorlage: 
Rather than suppose a theological quirk in allowing the congregation to sacrifice 
... it is better to assume that ChrH [the historian, not the redactor] misunderstands 
the verb wayëkal as seen in the Samuel Vorlage. There it functions as a transition 
from the actual sacrificing, 2 Sam 6:17b, and the blessing of the people that 
follows. The sentence has a resumptive quality that escapes ChrH's understanding, 
632 Japhet 1997: 441 -442. 
633 Japhet 1997: 442 -444; cf. Brett ler 1995: 33 -34. 
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and he assumes that the congregation first had to sacrifice in order for David to 
'complete' the process. All the same, the absence of priests and Levites at this 
point is an odd deficiency, and can be accounted for only on the supposition that 
their participation would have been assumed. It is to be assumed, furthermore, that 
in ChrH's mind the people and David did not perform the actual ritual, but 
presented the victims to the proper, unnamed officiants.634 
This is a novel yet unsustainable interpretation. First, the claim that r : + á /1t2 + infinitive 
is used with the meaning 'finish off/up what somebody else began' is unsubstantiated. 
Second, how could the Chronicler have misunderstood the alleged Samuel Vorlage? 
Samuel portrays David as the person making the sacrifices in v. 16, and the repetition in 
v. 17 serves to intensify the view that David himself was the agent.635 Yes, the repetition 
functions as a transition, as De Vries claims, but its aim is more pointedly intensification. 
The text could very well have said mrr non nvn-ntt o'n`pol mm 'nth ITIL7.17 717 `AIrl 
rnx=, in which case the verb sequence consisting of two wayyiqtol forms would have left 
no ambiguity concerning the sequence of events: David sacrificed and [then] David 
blessed. De Vries assumes that in reality (a) David did not sacrifice and (b) the repetition 
is merely transitional or resumptive. The text of Samuel, however, disfavours both these 
assumptions. Rather, it says: 'And David sacrificed burnt offerings before Yahweh, and 
peace offerings [too]. And David finished sacrificing the burnt offerings and peace 
offerings, and he blessed the people in the name of Yahweh of armies /hosts'. 
Three additional points substantiate the claim that the verb form in Chronicles 
does not aim to attenuate David's 'priestly' activity in this story. First, David's dress in an 
ephod (2 Sam. 6.14 // 1 Chron. 15.27), his blessing of the people mm ntvn (2 Sam. 6.18 // 
1 Chron. 16.2), and perhaps his distribution of foodstuff (2 Sam. 6.19 // 1 Chron. 16.3), 
carry cultic implications. See below. Second, David's priestly role as sacrificer is not 
altered in 1 Chron. 21.26 (// 2 Sam. 24.25), and Chronicles independently augments it in 1 
634 De Vries 1989: 148. 
635 Bressan 1960: 529. 
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Chron. 21.28. To the contrary, Hoglund says David is the only royal figure the Chronicler 
portrays positively when he acts in a priestly manner636, although Solomon should also be 
included. Third, David's sons are called 'priests' in MT 2 Sam. 8.18, but not in the OG nor 
in 1 Chron. 18.17. In the past, the difference between the received versions was usually 
attributed to Chronicles' unwillingness to accept that non -Levites could be or act as 
priests, but recently the view that '»o stood in Chronicles' Vorlage and that MT 
Samuel's n,Yno is a subsequent 'corruption' has become fashionable.637 But is MT Samuel's 
,no an unintentional corruption or an intentional appointment, precisely related to MT 
Samuel's focus on David's priestly duties? 
5.1.3.6 2 Sam. 6.14 
1 Chron. 15.27 
// mm n05 Tv-Poo nn-on 7111 
,-rirvnm 1Tnrtn-nrt 'tzcvn 0,171-L7» rin Lnyr» Lo-oo ,',m 
'-Iltvt]I rrorn -on m]]Dl 
The material summarised in 5.1.3.6 and 5.1.3.7 demands a full chapter for a 
comprehensive presentation; accordingly much primary and secondary evidence is 
excluded. Few acknowledge the full extent of the textual and theological difficulties in 2 
Sam. 6.14 // 1 Chron. 15.27. 2 Sam. 6.14 shares (1) either the theme of dance with vv. 5, 
16, 21 (and perhaps 20b) or the theme of music and song with vv. 5, 15 (one's answer 
depends on the interpretation of `onorr); (2) the theme of attire with v. 20; (3) mm ,Dt5 
with vv. 5, 16, 17, 21; (4) and possibly 11)-7oo with v. 5. Chronicles addresses David's 
attire in 1 Chron. 15.27 only, and then twice as an inclusio or doublet (ro mmrt); 
but the themes of music and song (also shared with 2 Sam. 6.5, 15) and religious 
attendants (i.e., priests and Levites) appear in chapter 13 and dominate chapters 15 -16. 
The grammar of the clauses with -in= and 50-lotn is circumstantial. See 5.0. 
636 Hoglund 1999: 517. 
637 Japhet 1993: 352; Williamson 1982: 140; also Wenham 1975. 
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Working backwards, Chronicles' plus, which reports that the Levites, the singers, 
and Chenaniah, the director of music, also wear linen robes (c,5» n''73 m), is considered 
by Keil and Delitzsch as original to the common source used by Samuel and 
Chronicles638, but others rightly conclude that the Chronicler or a subsequent editor is 
responsible for this material. The writer must pass by the variation in the spelling of the 
proper name and the elliptical grammar in MT and LXXL and simply put forth the 
suggestion which must be argued elsewhere that the grammar of Ntvtnm and n-nonn 
indicates that these words are glosses on an original -tr T=1: 'and Chenaniah Of 
what? Of Ntvnn (as in 15.22). Of what? (tt ,r i by itself can refer to the lifting of music or 
the ark.) Of onnonr t. The original supplement had '... as also were the Levites, i.e., the 
carriers of the ark, and the singers, and Chenaniah, i.e., the leader [in the matter of lifting 
the ark]'. Moving on, Samuel situates David 'before Yahweh'. One should hesitate to 
agree with Curtis and Madsen that the change from -7 -7n to 'Pc -nn is 'intentional, as the 
omission of mm 'ßt5 would show'.639 Regarding Samuel's TD-`777 it is argued in 3.1.4.2 that 
2 Sam. 6.5's n7v11n ,13.) 177: is probably secondary to 4QSama's and 1 Chron. 13.8's `77M 
The versions attest five textual and interpretative traditions for the main activity in 
the first clause of 2 Sam. 6.14 // 1 Chron. 15.27. 
Dancing (a dance). This tradition is attested in MT Samuel and 4QSama 
according to the majority interpretation of 1n7n, and it is also evident in the 
Vulgate of Samuel. 
Wearing (certain attire). This tradition is supported by all versions of 
Chronicles. 
Praising (in general). This tradition is attested in the Targum and Peshitta of 
Samue1.64° 
638 Keil and Delitzsch 1872: 206 -208. 
639 Curtis and Madsen 1910: 219. See 3.1.4.1 and appendix 2. 
640 Did the Targum influence the Peshitta (Englert 1949: 74)? 
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 Playing (musical instruments). This tradition is attested in MT Samuel and 
4QSama according to the minority interpretation of -n -nn, and it is the 
tradition reflected in the LXX and OL of Samuel as well as in Josephus.641 In 
addition, Midrash Rabbah on Numbers 4.20 transmits this understanding. 
Praising (in general) and playing (musical instruments). Jacob of Edessa 
combines the alternative traditions preserved in the Peshitta and Septuagint. 
MT Samuel. The verb 1n -nn (pilpel of n) in MT Samuel and 4QSama has 
elicited much debate. The root's essence is 'to be round', and the occurrences in 2 Samuel 
6 are rendered as 
'Play' or 'dance', in general 
'Gallop, hop, jump, leap, prance, skip, spring', a vertical movement 
'Circle, pirouette, revolve, rotate, spin, turn, turn round, twist, whirl, whirl 
round, writhe', a circular movement 
'Clap' or 'snap or 'finger, strum' or 'intertwine, twirl, twist, twiddle', an activity 
of the hands or fingers 
The verb -n -nn occurs in biblical Hebrew in 2 Sam. 6.14, 16 only, but it is used more 
frequently in post -biblical Aramaic and Hebrew, and cognate roots are attested in Arabic, 
Coptic, Ethiopic and Ugaritic. The single occurrence of the verb in Ugaritic, in El's 
response to Athirat in the Baal Cycle (KTU 1.4 IV 29) is particularly significant since w 
ykrkr usbcth is clearly an activity done with the fingers, as recognised also by translators 
and lexicographers. 
Most translations and commentaries assume the conventional interpretation of 
7D -Or2,, 'dance'. The Bible has a rich assortment of terminology for dance, but the basic 
terminology for human dancing is the verbs rrT, aLp-n, L2111, 11D, nn, rnp, ipn and pro and the 
nouns 5irtn and min -n.642 The subjects of dance in biblical literature are Israelites or other 
641 The OL has percutiebat in organis et armigatis. Josephus' Jewish Antiquities 7.85 has aú-roú 
KLvúpá rraí(ovTOS Kai KpoTODVTOs. It is impossible to address the details here. 
642 Gruber 1981 discusses some of this terminology. 
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people in general, and often women, but as far as this writer can determine the only 
named 'dancers' in the Bible are Miriam and David. Focusing on Samuel and Chronicles, 
and considering the total range of vocabulary for the dance activity of people, one finds 
that dance occurs only in context with David's activities: 
1 Sam. 18.6 -7; 21.12; 29.5, for the dance of Israelite women upon the return of 
David and Israel after war with the Philistines. 
1 Sam. 30.16, for the dance of the Amalekites after pillaging Ziklag and prior 
to their defeat by David and Israel. 
2 Sam. 6.5, 14 ( ?), 16, 21 // 1 Chron. 13.8; 15.29, for the dance of David (and 
the Israelites in 6.5 // 13.8) upon transferring the ark. 
Dance in Chronicles occurs in shared material only, and the book's references are doubly 
remarkable due to dissimilar terminology and to the Chronicler's (independent) interest in 
music and song elsewhere. 
Dance in the ancient orient was usually done by women. Israel's corporate joy 
was commonly expressed in great celebration, accompanied by music, song and dance, 
often with additional adjuncts such as thanksgiving, offerings, food and drink. Dance 
embodies happiness and gratitude and has complemented personal, political and religious 
occasions and triumphs from time immemorial. It generally accompanied military 
victories, royal processions, and religious celebrations, as well as other significant rites of 
passage such as marriage and mourning. Dance is associated with Yahweh's cult in Ps. 
30.12; 87.7; 149.3; 150.4, and with cultic activity in Exod. 32.19 and 1 Kgs. 18.26. 
Accordingly, some believe ß0-17r3 in 2 Sam. 6.14, 16 is (positively) some form of sacred 
dance, or relates (negatively) to Canaanite ritual, or functions as a fertility rite or prelude 
to sacred marriage. Most, however, view David's -c -on in 2 Sam. 6.14, 16 as simply an 
expression of joy without either the positive or negative associations just mentioned. 
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The Ugaritic cognate moves several scholars to abandon the meaning 'danced' for 
ì :r in 2 Sam. 6.14 in favour of an activity of the fingers or hands.643 If this is the 
'primitive' meaning of 7»ir it should not come as a surprise since 
David's skills as a poet, musician, and sponsor of music were renowned ... His 
compositions in 2 Samuel and the Davidic psalms demonstrate a poetic genius. 
His sponsorship of, and involvement in, religious celebrations in connection with 
the ark show his musical talents and interests. We even read of 'instruments of 
David' that he created or that were somehow associated with him (2 Chr 29:26; 
Neh 12:36; cf. Amos 6:5).644 
David's musical interest and talent are enlarged chiefly in Psalms645, in Ezra -Chronicles, 
and even more so in post -biblical literature. In Samuel, the Song of the Bow (2 Sam. 
1.18 -27) and the Song of Thanksgiving (2 Sam. 22.1 -51) are attributed to him, and he is 
labelled 'Israel's pleasant /sweet psalmist /singer' (2 Sam. 23.1), but his activity as musician 
is limited to playing a stringed instrument in 1 Sam. 16.16 -18, 23; 18.10; 19.9 (always 
with )al; ± -min; 
MT Chronicles. All versions of Chronicles depict David wearing certain attire. 
Scholars explain this tradition in eight ways: 
The change is a non -tendentious clarification/correction of an indistinct 
Vorlage ( #1). 
The change is a non -tendentious modernisation of obsolete or uncommon 
terminology ( #2). 
The change is a non -tendentious alteration based on the Chronicler's interest in 
describing the king's and priests' dress ( #3). 
The change is a tendentious mitigation of the scandal of David's dress 
(-nmrt /a-roM) which was indecently revealing ( #4) ... 
or impertinently priestly. In these scenarios ( #4-5) most believe the Chronicler 
altered the text to Lnunn 'n -otn Tine and an editor subsequently appended -51)1 
12 -mg 7'11 on the basis of Samuel ( #5). 
643 Avishur 1976, 1984: 719 -723; McCarter 1984: 171; Murray 1998: 62 -63. Gruber 1981: 338 -340 
entertains this view, and he also points out on the basis of ethno- archaeological evidence that the verb could 
mean both dancing and a gesture(s) of the hand(s) or fingers. 
644 Howard 1992: 48. 
645 Limburg 1992: 528. 
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 The change is a tendentious mitigation of the scandal of David's dance ( #6). 
The change is a tendentious augmentation of the liturgical portrayal of David 
who exercised a priestly function as a priest -king ( #7). 
Samuel and Chronicles each abridges a more complete account, from which 
each tradition has selected the material pertinent to its focus ( #8). 
Scholars disagree on whether the alteration is intentional or tendentious. Indeed, they 
reasonably express dissatisfaction with the notions of graphic confusion, modernisation, 
subsequent glossing on the basis of Samuel, and the so- called 'scandal' of David's dance, 
which after all is mentioned in 1 Chron. 13.8; 15.29. 
'The frequent reference to dress or ornamentation indicates the social and 
symbolic importance of clothing for ancient Israelite society'.646 Clothing is worn for 
protection, aesthetics /status and ethics /religion. The main garments in the ancient world 
were the outer /over garments, inner /under garments, headgear, footwear, accessories and 
ornamentation.647 There are dozens of nouns for outer and inner garments and five main 
verbs for putting on clothes (moo, tvo5 rrt v, nay, TE), and these occur relatively often in 
Samuel and less so in Chronicles. Chronicles and its synoptic parallels regularly agree on 
the issue of attire, and neither Samuel nor Chronicles reflects an interest in sacral dress. 
The special attire of Aaron and his sons is described in Exodus 28 -29, 39 and Leviticus 8, 
but the only piece of priestly clothing mentioned outside 'P' is the ephod.648 
The derivation of Chronicles' So-on ('clothe, be- mantle, bind /wrap around') is 
uncertain, and it is also unclear, contra Japhet649, that the verb 'is a clear sign of Aramaic 
646 Edwards 1992: 232. 
647 Clothes in the ancient world were made from skin/hide /leather (goat, sheep), hair (goat, camel), wool 
(white, tan, grey, black), linen (flax) and cotton, and much less commonly from hemp, jute and silk. The 
principal colours of clothing were white, black, red/crimson/scarlet, blue and purple /violet. 
648 Wright 1992: 241. 
649 Japhet 1987: 12. 
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influence'.65o David's attire is described in MT and LXX 1 Chron. 15.27a, where he is 
dressed with a L7i /6TOXTj, and again in MT and LXX 2 Sam. 6.14b // 1 Chron. 15.27c, 
where he wears an reN /6TOX1 . The noun '73.7n occurs twenty -eight times, referring to an 
outer -garment ('coat, cloak, mantle, robe, outer /over -garment') which was wrapped and 
then belted or pinned over the inner -garment which was worn next to the skin. `71.7n is 
used figuratively on four occasions, as a priestly garment ten times in Exodus and 
Leviticus, and fourteen times for the attire of a person of rank: Samuel (1 Sam. 2.19; 
15.27; 28.14), Saul (1 Sam. 24.5, 12), Jonathan (1 Sam. 18.4), David (1 Chron. 15.27), 
Tamar (MT 2 Sam. 13.18), Ezra (Ezra 9.3, 5), Job (Job 1.20), Job's friends Eliphaz, 
Bildad and Zophar (Job 2.12), and princes of the sea (Ezek. 26.16). It is reasonable to 
conclude that '7,.7n in 1 Chron. 15.27 (and also in 1 Sam. 2.19) should not be construed as 
sacral apart from an additional indicator in the context that this is so.651 The adjective Yin 
('byssus') modifying L7,.wn is characterised as a late synonym of tvty but this view is 
problematical.652 The discussion of r : LP'y3 continues in 5.1.3.7. 
5.1.3.7 2 Sam. 6.14 // 11an mime 
1 Chron. 15.27 In -MN T1T-71)1 
This clause, and the phrase In mMK in particular, have received insufficient 
technical discussion. The textual evidence is :653 
650 See appendix 3. 
651 Johnstone 1997: I, 188 thinks 5'vn is a pun on 'no (cf. 1 Chron. 10.13), presumably for contrast, and 
this may be so even though the two terms are etymologically and semantically distinct. 
652 See appendix 3. 
653 Josephus lacks this clause. 
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Verb/Preposition Phrase Ephod Robe Etc. Byssus Linen Other 
S: Pesh. i.oan rt61.L9 r<SN3 _r ........m.\ 
C: Pesh. K.ocn \ rt61:1_9 res:i _x_....= 
C: Symm. KaL ETTL AüUEIs ETT(ilp_ls ßU66LVTi 
S: MT -iun tm lipx 
S: 4QSama -nart TrT 719x -in 
S: Vulg. porro David 
erat accinctus 
ephod lineo 
C: MT T-5n1 7 ipx 7. 
C: OL David autem 
etiam indutus erat 
ephod lineo 
C: Vulg. David autern 
indutus erat etiam 
ephod lineo 
C: LXXL Kai Erri AaULB E.z13,OU8. p.61/O1) 
C: Theod. Kai ÉTTL Aa(3L8 E,:l)OUF) FIOVOV 
S: Targ. -l'ox -rrri tn-= 1-07 
S: Jacob rcClm -n i..aaa ra-Nymrt rfscL=1 
C: Targ. 717 L7D1 ì.)1 il0 ¡12.7 
C: LXXA Kai ÉTTL dauELh 6TOÁri ßU66LVri 
C: LXXI3 Kai ÉTTL AaUELF) QTOXTj pU66lVri 
C: Aquila Kai ÉTri. AaUEL8 ÉTiÉVBUp_a ßU6aLVri 





S: LXXA Kat Ó dauELB 
ÉVF>EFUK(i)s 
6TOÂlV aÁÁOV 
S: LXXU KaÌ. Ó AaUELB 
V8E8UK(ils 
O'TOñTiV aÀñOv 
S: LXXL Kai aún-Ós 
V8E8U4.l.6VOs 
6TOÁriV ÉaXXOV 
S: Theod. Kul aÚTÓs 
V8E8U11.ÉVos 
6TOÁiiV aAÁOV 
S: Aquila Kai. ó AauELB 
ÉV8E8UKC6s 
É1T4V8Upla aLPETOV 
S: OL indutus erat uesti/veste regali 
optima 
The (original) impersonal construction lacking the proper name may have been 
adjusted to David in other witnesses.654 The passive construction with an accusative is 
unexceptional. However, the variation in the verb /preposition phrase is remarkable. 
Japhet thinks Chronicles avoids the phrase -nnz.t pan ('gird an ephod') since it is rare655, 
occurring only in 1 Sam. 2.18 and 2 Sam. 6.14, but other evidence suggests that here the 
verb sari may be a revision. First, the authors and editors of Samuel 'like' the verb nàn and 
its cognates. Ten of a total forty -four occurrences of the verb are in Samue1656, whereas 
654 McCarter 1984: 166. 
655 Japhet 1987: 10. 
656 
1 Sam 2.18; 17.39; 25.13 (three times); 2 Sam 3.31; 6.14; 20.8; 21.16; 22.46. 
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there are none in Chronicles, and Samuel also uses two of four cognates related to nan 
(17 and r t'llart, but not Tian and mam). Furthermore, the text of MT 2 Sam. 20.8 is 
disordered, but -»art appears secondary, and tnant in MT 2 Sam. 22.46 is certainly 
secondary to ianmt in synoptic Ps. 18.46, as the context, parallelism and versions 
demonstrate. Second, Év6E8uKCJs /v8cSup. voç in LXX 2 Sam. 6.14 indicates that the 
Greek translator had a form of tvM5 rather than nan in his Vorlage. On one hand, the 
Septuagint reserves ÉvSÚw for tv =5 in ninety -five of ninety -nine cases, including 1 Sam. 
17.5, 38 and 2 Sam. 14.2. On the other hand, and excluding 2 Sam. 6.14, nan and its less 
frequent synonyms (ntrt, n , Om and prn twice) are represented by Ccwvuµc/Úw or a 
related cognate in 46 of 64 cases657, by auaVyyw twice, by one of ten other verbs due to 
special (including poetic) circumstances in eleven cases658, and five times the LXX has a 
minus.659 
The nouns mu and nnert occur forty -nine and three times respectively, and the 
verb -ex ('put on tightly, put on the ephod') occurs twice in context with the substantive. 
Cognates are Akkadian epattu ('costly garment') and Ugaritic 'pd ('garment'). In the Bible, 
71DX is associated with the high priest in 'P', the leader Gideon (Judg. 8.27), the priest of 
Micah (Judg. 17.5; 18.14, 17, 18, 20), the judge -prophet( -priest ?) Samuel (1 Sam. 2.18, 
28), 'Saul's' priest Ahijah (1 Sam. 14.3), 'David's' priests Ahimelech (1 Sam. 21.10; 22.18 
[and other priests]) and Abiathar (1 Sam 23.6, 9; 30.7), and with David himself (2 Sam. 
6.14 // 1 Chron. 15.27). The three main uses are: 
The ephod is an ornate high priestly garment (33 times), made of n`7Dn nrtr 
11v7t3 001 'atv nv '71n 1nanrtt, worn by the high priest in 'P'. 
The ephod is a simple (sacral? priestly ?) garment (three times), made of 7D, 
worn by Samuel (1 Sam. 2.18) and David (2 Sam. 6.14 // 1 Chron. 15.27). 
b57 E.g., 1 Sam. 2.4, 18; 17.39; 25.13; 2 Sam. 3.31; 20.8; 21.16. 
658 E.g., 2 Sam. 22.40, 46. 
659 E.g., twice in 1 Sam. 25.13. 
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 The ephod is a cultic or divinatory device (or garment ?) (sixteen times), 
distinguished six times from morn, orn, `'om and n,nnn, made of nru at least twice, 
made of In once (MT 1 Sam. 22.18), carried in the hand seven times (1 Sani. 
2.28; 14.3; 22.18; 23.6, 9; 30.7 [twice]), and appearing an equal number of 
times in cultic contexts which are either illicit and licit (the latter in 1 Sam. 
2.28; 14.3; 21.10; 22.18; 23.6, 9; 30.7 [twice]). 
This synopsis draws attention to the complicated use of 'ephod' in biblical literature. 
Three matters are highly debated: First, is David's vesture (solely ?) in an ephod the reason 
for Michal's rebuke? Second, is the simple ephod ( #2) a priestly garment (as most 
commentators assume)? Third, is the divinatory ephod ( #3) a garment, and what is its 
relationship to the simple ephod? The first issue is addressed in the next chapter. It is 
impossible within the scope of this thesis to convey the writer's thorough investigation of 
the second and third issues. Regarding the second question, Samuel's and David's ephods 
may be construed as priestly in a canonical context but based on the usage in Samuel 
alone they are not intended as such.66° The aim of the identical phraseology is literary -to 
correlate the two characters in the literature: Samuel is David -like, and David is Samuel - 
like, and both are unlike Saul. Regarding the third question, scholars approach this issue 
in three ways, but these approaches do not ease the awkward array of adjuncts associated 
with this usage of 'ephod'.661 Rather, the peculiar usage of 'ephod' in Samuel is 
interconnected with the literary development of the conflict between David and Saul, and 
their relationships to 'ephod' and 'ark'. 
The Greek translational evidence for 71Dx and 5'vn is instructive. Tex is routinely 
rendered by Éuu iks and 4oú8/468 /4c,60, but 11Ex is parallel to [Epa rEía in Hos. 3.4, 
and to cr-roX11 in 2 Sam. 6.14 7/ 1 Chron. 15.27 only. 5'In is rendered by a number of 
660 Cody 1969: 77 -78; cf. 75 -78; Phillips 1969; although Phillips' view that the ephod is 'a brief loin 
cloth suitable for young children' is certainly mistaken (Tidwell 1974). 
661 The brief comments on 1 Sam. 14.18 in 3.1.2.3 are a partial response to the 'substitution' view, first 
suggested by Moore 1895: 232 -234 with reference to Judg. 8.27, and developed with reference to Samuel 
by W. R. Arnold 1917: 7 -34, 122 -141; followed by Ahlström 1984; Bartal 1981; P. R. Davies 1975, 1976; 
van der Toorn and Houtman 1994. 
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Greek terms, including 8LrrXots, urro6úTrls /rrEV61 Tr]s, i IdTLov, rro8rjprIs and x1Twv, 
but 5'ßn and 6TOX1 are parallel in Job 2.12 and 1 Chron. 15.27 only. TOXTi occurs 81 
times in the Greek portions equivalent to the Hebrew Bible canon. The term 
characteristically (45 times) represents -ray (the most common term for garments in 
general), commonly in Exodus and Leviticus, and six times662 stands for 0n :5 and five 
times663 for r1L7V17. Elsewhere 6TOXrj represents one of nine other Hebrew words or a 
minus. 6TOXii occurs in Greek Samuel in 2 Sam. 6.14 only, but appears six times in 
Greek Chronicles: twice in 1 Chron. 15.27 (5wm, .. ), once in 2 Chron. 5.12 (MT 
minus), 2 Chron. 18.9 (na), 2 Chron. 23.13 On) and 2 Chron. 34.22 On). Translation 
equivalency and consistency suggest that 6TOArj does not represent 71MZ in the Vorlage of 
either 2 Sam. 6.14 or 1 Chron. 15.27. Rather, the Greek translators had a more generic 
term, perhaps `r , in their Vorlagen. 
The table above shows that the versions attest the noun phrase in six combinations 
of readings: 
Ephod + byssus 
Ephod + linen 
Ephod + alone 
Robe + byssus 
Robe + linen 
Robe + special 
The non -Hebrew versions differ greatly regarding the noun phrase. The following 
comments summarise a larger study. There are ten words for linen of which the most 
common in descending order of frequency are tutu, i , rtvr t wE and Yin. The noun 7M 
occurs twenty -three times and refers to (1) priestly garments in 'P'; (2) Samuel's, the 
priests' and David's linen ephods in 1 Sam. 2.18; 22.18 (MT); 2 Sam. 6.14 // 1 Chron. 
15.27; and (3) the celestial 'men' clothed in linen in Ezek. 9.2, 3, 11; 10.2, 6, 7; Dan. 10.5; 
662 Three in Esther. 
663 Four in Genesis. 
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12.6, 7. The nouns and II: occur in the same book in Ezekiel and Chronicles only and 
they occur together in 1 Chron. 15.27 only. 7: modifies r1DN in 1 Sam. 2.18; 22.18 (MT); 
2 Sam. 6.14 // 1 Chron. 15.27 only. It should not go unnoticed that -rn MDR links Samuel, 
the priests of Nob, and David in these three passages in the MT, but this connection is 
absent from Greek Samuel's 4ob8 ßáp (LXXB et al.)/4a)8 (LXXL), 4oú8 and a roXrly 
aXXov, respectively. Fokkelman and Polzin capitalise on the literary significance of 
-TM "MN in Samuel.664 
Some suggest that the retention of mntz alongside '7'.= reflects the Chronicler's 
carelessness or peculiar methodology, while others harmonise the two versions, believing 
David really did wear both, and still others suggest that in the Chronicler's era both 
garments were actually one and the same. Most who think the Chronicler tendentiously 
mitigated the scandal of David's dress, which was either indecently revealing or 
impertinently priestly, a mitigation which the Chronicler accomplished by dressing David 
with a 5's)0 rather than an MEN, also think a subsequent editor appended In Tee i,1i-5v1 in 
Chronicles on the basis of Samuel. The following scenario may account best for the 
evidence. The earliest form of the text portrayed David playing an instrument (1 -im) and 
made a more 'neutral' reference to David's attire, probably using -ray. In Samuel, the verb 
-0-1nn was reinterpreted as 'dance' and the reference to David's outfit was adjusted to 
include an 71MN as part of the pro -David polemic. In Chronicles, related to the book's 
interest in describing the dress of the king and priests, the verb 1»ßn was transformed to 
5M-on and the reference to David's clothing was incorporated into this same statement. At 
a later stage in the development of the text the revised mmi- clause in Samuel was 
integrated into Chronicles thus creating a doublet with regard to David's dress. 
664 Polzin 1989: 42, 45, 234; Fokkelman 1990: 123-124. 
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5.1.3.8 2 Sam. 6.19 
1 Chron. 16.3 
rv'x5 r Vx-7v1 iintrY7 L7t.ra' 11n71-5DL7 cZ' It:5 pL7n1 
// nnx rru'ox1 111x 1VJx1 nnx cn5 rhn 
nrv'rvxl -sow Gn'7-1DD 01x`7 MON-11)1 rv'xO L7x10' :.71x-L7D1; p`7171 
The 'banquet' or 'feast' in 2 Sam. 6.19 // 1 Chron. 16.3 appropriately follows the 
themes of festivity (dance, music and song, jubilation) and cult (attire [ ?], sacrifice, 
blessing) in 2 Sam. 6.13 -15, 17 -18 II 1 Chron. 15.26 -28; 16.1 -2. This section focuses on 
textual variation related to the expression of the direct and indirect objects. The broader 
query concerns the reason for David's distribution of foodstuff. 
The meaning and use of the verb pL7n and the corresponding versional evidence are 
unremarkable. In general, the verb's meaning emphasises distribution (among partners) 
rather than the dividing procedure (into portions). Possible literary connections are 
discussed below. 
The wordy triple, quadruple and quintuple indirect object is generally shorter in 
Chronicles and longer in Samuel, and within this partition, shorter in the MT and Targum 
texts and longer in the Greek and Latin versions. Josephus and the Peshitta of Chronicles 
each has a unique reference. Jacob's version of Samuel reflects close affinity to Greek 
Samuel. The readings in the Peshitta versions of Samuel and Chronicles are interesting 
since they are similar except for the extension in the Peshitta of Chronicles. Each version 
contains from three to five of the seven distinct phrases which are attested overall, and 
this diversity makes it impossible to lay out and explain each phrase and each 
arrangement of phrases in the body of this thesis.665 
The consensus on the present material is that the Chronicler deleted n171-7:5, 
altered pal to CPR, and simplified the compound preposition in ow* to rv'xn. Although he 
retained the distributive idea, the Chronicler supposedly economised on the pretentious 
details of his Samuel Vorlage, which were not pertinent to the message of his story. 
665 Appendix 1 enlarges this discussion. 
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First, on 1:3.7717D see 3.1.3.3 and appendix 1. nvn appears in the immediately 
preceding 2 Sam. 6.18 // 1 Chron. 16.2 and vri-Ln is found in the immediately following 
2 Sam. 6.19b // 1 Chron. 16.43a. In addition, non -synoptic Chronicles has CDrf-L7D 
elsewhere in the immediate context (1 Chron. 13.4; 16.36, 43), and with the same referent 
as in 2 Sam.6.19a // 1 Chron. 16.3. Finally, Samuel's liking for v7',D, and the use of the 
phrase in synoptic material, suggest that the phrase was added in Samuel rather than 
omitted from Chronicles. 
Second, the second phrase is attested as SKity' pnm-5cL2 in MT Samuel (cf. the 
Targum, Peshitta, Jacob) but rather as L7tr zr O'K -5n5 in MT Chronicles (cf. the Targum, 
LXX). Conversely, the Peshitta of Chronicles has 'to all (those of) the house of Israel' and 
LXX Samuel has 'to the entire army of Israel'. The noun Zinn is used as 
'Din, murmur, noise, roar, rush, sound' ( #1) 
'Agitation, bustle, commotion, confusion, tumult, turmoil' ( #2) 
'Crowd, multitude' ( #3) 
'Abundance, great number, wealth' ( #4) 
The noun's distribution and usage in Samuel are noteworthy. In 1 Sam. 4.14 ( #1), Samuel 
asks about Israel's 1inn upon the Philistine's capture of the ark, and Polzin points out that 
the sound of Israel crying (pnrn Sip) in 1 Sam. 4.14 becomes the blessed Israelite 
multitude (pnn) in 2 Sam. 6.19.666 In 1 Sam. 14.16 ( #3), 19 ( #2), the narrator refers to the 
Philistines' pnn upon Jonathan's success against them. In 2 Sam. 18.29 ( #2), the 
messenger informs David of Israel's Zinn related to the execution of Absalom. In 2 Sam. 
6.19 ( #3), Zinn refers to the people who received gifts from David upon his successful 
transfer of the ark (and after his victory over the Philistines too). In view of the textual 
instability here, and the use of pr in the book, it is suggested that lire is a programmatic 
666 Polzin 1991: 264; cf. 1989: 68-71, esp. 69. 
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modification intended to inflate still more the character and achievements of David. Gain, 
not loss. Success, not failure. David, like Jonathan, unlike Saul and Absalom. 
A review of 8úvaµts in Greek Samuel suggests that the translator found either i71-1 
or tm in his Vorlage. This is the case nearly three -hundred times in the Bible, and is true 
for Samuel on more than two dozen occasions, with the sole exception of 2 Sam. 6.19. 
Overall, 8úvaµts corresponds to iItnn only four times among the nearly four -hundred 
occurrences of 8úvaµLs in the Greek version of the Hebrew canon, and although the 
writer has not investigated Jer. 3.23 and Ezek. 32.24, it is likely that the prophet's promise 
of delivery in MT 1 Kgs. 20.28 (LXX 21.29) was assimilated to the earlier promise in MT 
1 Kgs. 20.13. From the reverse angle, the 83 occurrences of pal are translated most 
frequently by a term related to 'multitude' (e.g., lrXrlOos, 6xaos), whereas terms related to 
'noise' (e.g., rlxos) are metonymies of cause (the crowd) for effect (their hustle and bustle, 
etc.). 667 
In view of these literary and text -critical observations, it is reasonable to suggest 
that the earliest of the attested readings was L7'n or ttn2. This terminology fits the context 
well, since the festivity in view follows both David's military victories over the Philistines 
(2 Sam. 5.17 -25) and his retrieval of the sacred relic which they had plundered long ago 
(1 Samuel 4). Furthermore, nvn2 mn' is David's patron in 2 Sam. 5.10; 6.2, 18. It should 
also be mentioned that Murray thinks MT Samuel's 5N -1w' 1Fnn-L is contextualised by 
5Nnvn - inn-5 in the first verse, i.e., the pnn is David's 5'n or IC2.668 Regarding 
Chronicles, the book uses ipnn ten times, in non -synoptic material, nearly as frequently as 
all the books of the Pentateuch and Former Prophets together (fourteen times), and 
usually with the meaning 'crowd, multitude'. Therefore, it is more likely that an original 
667 16Xú in Ezekiel (and once in Ps. 37.16) and irXoûros in Isaiah are idiosyncratic to these books. 
668 Murray 1998: 138. 
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'7,n or tm was polemicised in MT Samuel to pnn and generalised in MT Chronicles to crx 
(on the basis of 1 Chron. 10.1, 7 ?) than that 1inn was altered to 012 in Chronicles. 
Third, the construction 'TO) ... in5' is one member in a group of similar 
constructions expressing distributive 'from ... to', of which the most frequent in biblical 
literature is 'Y w(i) ... X 1tß', and in which X and Y may be (anarthrous or arthrous) 
nouns, adjectives, verbs or adverbs, though not necessarily identical in category in both 
the 'X 1tß' and 'Y 11)(1)' clauses. Many take the view669 that an original rv,xtY5 is simplified 
to crtzn in Chronicles. Conversely, Budde and Caspari excise lamed from Samue1.670 The 
textual evidence is disappointingly unhelpful except perhaps for the counter -evidence 
provided by three to ten medieval Hebrew manuscripts of Samuel and by the Syriac 
witnesses to Samuel. In spite of this, the following data cast some doubt on the consensus. 
The double preposition lamed + min (1tY7) always governs a (anarthrous or arthrous) noun 
or adjective phrase, is followed by a complementary -u (usually -t n; 'from ... [and] to ...') 
clause in about half its occurrences, and may designate temporal, spatial and personal 
data as well as physical age and moral or social status. The compound occurs 48 times, 
most often in Chronicles (ten times) followed by Jeremiah (seven times) and Samuel (six 
times total; four times in 2 Samuel 6 -7). In non -synoptic material, 1n7 occurs twice in 
Samuel (2 Sam. 13.22; 19.25) and eight times in Chronicles (1 Chron. 5.9; 15.13; 27.23; 2 
Chron. 15.13 [twice]; 25.5; 26.15; 30.3), and in synoptic material, Samuel and Chronicles 
share 1tY7 twice (2 Sam. 7.11, 19 // 1 Chron. 17.10, 17) and twice Chronicles lacks the 
lamed, here and in 2 Sam. 7.6 II 1 Chron. 17.5. Observe that the identical phrase tvrxtY5 
ntM--r n occurs in synoptic 2 Sam. 6.19 and in non -synoptic 2 Chron. 15.13. Finally, the 
use of tv,x and Crux (side by side in singular or plural forms and in a variety of 
669 Citing Driver 1890: 270. 
670 Budde 1890: 231; Caspari 1924: 474. 
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constructions) as a merismus for 'people' is uncommon. In the present passage the phrase 
reveals the extraordinary nature of the occasion.671 
David's gift to the assembly of people consists of nn`;, -I»N and n ^ott. The 
versions have conjectures for obscure Hebrew terms; they do not attest alternate 
Vorlagen. The etymology and meaning of -sox, which occurs only here, are uncertain. 
The noun is understood as 
'Fruit cake', 'date cake', 'raisin cake', 'portion of dates', 'portion of raisins' 
'Portion of (roast) meat' (related to hu,) 
'Measure of wine' (related to -00) 
Most accept the first option, following Koehler, who argues for a connection with Arabic 
sufrat, meaning 'victuals', and more specifically, 'a traveller's provisions for a journey'.672 
The noun rittrt rt occurs five times (2 Sam. 6.19 II 1 Chron. 16.3; Isa. 16.7; Hos. 3.1; Cant. 
2.5) and is interpreted as 'raisin -cake'. Scholars often point to (a) the delicacy of the food, 
evident in Isa. 16.7 and Cant. 2.5, or to (b) the cultic usage, evident in Hos. 3.1. The 
notions of delicacy and cult are not mutually exclusive. With respect to the cultic usage, 
scholars also mention that cakes are offered to the queen of heaven in Jer. 7.18; 44.19. 
Consequently, riw'wtz may have some connection to Canaanite fertility rites or a New 
Year's Festival, but the evidence is inadequate for drawing certain conclusions. 
The received versions disagree on two points. First, the synonymous terms n5n 
and n :D precede nn5 in Samuel and Chronicles, respectively. The etymology and physical 
shape of rbr -bread are obscure, but it is clear that the noun, which occurs a total of 
fourteen times in 2 Sam. 6.19 and elsewhere only in 'P'673, is a cultic term. Thus some 
suggest that here it was part of the '7tv sacrifice which was subsequently distributed to the 
671 Halpern 2001: 333. 
672 Koehler 1948: 397 -398; 1956: 15. 
673 Exod. 29.2, 23; Lev. 2.4; 7.12 (twice), 13; 8.26 (twice); 24.5 (twice); Num 6.15, 19; 15.20. 
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people. The noun -» occurs sixty -eight times in the Bible, most frequently in Chronicles 
(21 times), and means 'a round district, loaf or weight, i.e., talent'. The particular meaning 
'a round of bread' occurs seven times, always as n'7 » in Exod. 29.23; Judg. 8.5; 1 
Sam. 2.36; 10.3; Jer. 37.21; Prov. 6.26; 1 Chron. 16.3. It is uncertain whether the term 
refers to a portion ('some, piece, crust') or whole loaf of bread. Finally, the substitution of 
'» for n517 may have been made in Chronicles, but the modification is neither an 
indication nor a result of chronological changes in biblical Hebrew.674 Second, the 
numerical adjective 'one' appears (1) three times in the MT, Targum, Peshitta and Jacob 
versions of Samuel, and in the Targum and Peshitta texts of Chronicles; (2) twice in the 
OL and Vulgate texts of Samuel; (3) once in LXXAB Chronicles; and (4) is unattested in 
the LXXABL, Aquila and Symmachus texts of Samuel, in the MT, LXXL, OL and Vulgate 
texts of Chronicles, and in Josephus. A detailed analysis of -mrt /nmt and its representation 
in the versions verifies three points: 
The adjective is the cardinal 'one' rather than the indefinite 'a, a certain' in MT 
2 Sam. 6.19. 
Greek Samuel consistently represents the adjective in the Vorlage so that it 
was probably not deleted from LXX 2 Sam. 6.19. 
The adjective occurs thirty -eight times in Chronicles and is absent in synoptic 
passages only here and in the description of the accessories for Solomon's 
temple (1 Kgs. 7.15, 17, 18, 38 // 2 Chron. 3.15, 16; 4.6). 
The Chronicler did not remove the threefold enumeration in order to simplify the text or 
to eliminate extraneous information.675 Finally, Fokkelman points out the threefold 
occurrences of L7D, the addressee676, and the enumeration of the distribution in 2 Sam. 
6.19: 'the diversity of food is mirrored in a threefold enumeration which gives the 
674 See appendix 3. 
675 McCarter 1984: 167; Nysse 1984: 413 -415. 
676 In his opinion, 5xntr 11M1-5±5 defines nyr-5 ̀,. Rather, the addressee is fourfold in MT 2 Sam. 6.19. 
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numeral "one" a multiplicational significance in fact'.67 This may overstate the 
significance of the threefold occurrence of nnrt in MT 2 Sam. 6A9, which may simply be 
a stylistic addition. 
The theme of food is ubiquitous in the Bible since food is essential for human 
existence. The ancient diet was broadly vegetarian. The ordinary food consisted of bread, 
olives and olive oil; milk, yoghurt, curds and cheese from flocks; and fruits, vegetables, 
legumes, nuts and herbs from wild and cultivated orchards and gardens. Meat was eaten 
only on rare occasions. Wine was the principal drink. Thus, the production of bread 
occupied a large part of the daily routine, and was produced according to a variety of 
preparations and forms. The principal grains were barley and wheat, mostly linked 
respectively to the poor and rich. The Bible contains more than a dozen nouns for 
'disc /wafer' or 'cake /loaf of 'bread /pastry' (including on`,) and four nouns describing 
wafers or cakes made with various types of fruit (including =oz.; and netnt).678 David's 
distribution did not consist of the standard daily fare, and food is often symbolic, as many 
recognise. What is the significance of David's distribution? 
General: (a) Expression of benevolence, generosity, hospitality, munificence, 
etc. (b) Expression of gratitude, thanksgiving, etc. (c) Demonstration of 
extravagance, pomp, etc. 
Political: Appeasement, foundation for good relations, alleviation of people's 
consternation, cause people to be well- disposed towards cultic innovation, etc. 
Religious: (a) Indication of divine presence, provision, fertility, etc.; (b) 
Enactment of divine -human communion, fellowship, reconciliation (cf. the 
C'70 sacrifices). (c) Correlation of David with Melchizedek, the priest -king (cf. 
bread and wine in Gen. 14.18). 
Political -religious: Consecration or dedication of Jerusalem, related to the 
accession, entrance, coronation or enthronement of Yahweh, the divine 
warrior -king (cf. Ps. 68.19; 132.15; Canaanite [Baal] and Mesopotamian 
[Enuma Elish, Gudea Cylinder, Assurnasirpal, Shalmaneser] parallels). 
677 Fokkelman 1990: 197 -198. 
678 The large quantity of related terminology does not require discussion here. 
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This writer cannot corroborate any of these reasons, but the fourth one is most 
implausible. From a literary perspective, David's p '7n- activity may link 2 Samuel 6 with 
other stories in Samuel related to the distribution of spoil and gifts.679 These are: (1) 
Saul's rash vow and Jonathan's reprimand that the Israelites should enjoy the spoil of war 
against the Philistines (1 Sam. 14.24 -46). (2) Saul's illicit acquirement of the spoil of war 
against the Amalekites (1 Sam. 15.1 -34). (3) David's gift (vv. 11 -12) to the Egyptian and 
his lavish distribution (vv. 26 -31) of the spoil of war against the Amalekites (1 Sam. 30.1- 
31). With reference to Chronicles, the verb 'is to be highly typical of C's presentation of 
David's reign: David is the one who apportions not only supplies to his people as here but 
also rosters of duties to the priests and Levites (1 Chr 23:6)'.680 
5.1.3.9 2 Sam. 6.18 // n mm con nvn-nx 1 -0'1 
1 Chron. 16.2 mm ntvn nl.)n-nx `¡nn 
The versions differ only on rnxns, which is present in Samuel but not in 
Chronicles (except for the Peshitta of the latter). The evidence suggests that the epithet is 
a plus in Samuel in both 2 Sam. 6.2 (// 1 Chron. 13.6) and here (cf. 3.1.6.2). The phrase 
nIXON Mr' DO occurs only four times681, and several point out that it is carefully woven 
into the structure of 2 Samuel 6, appearing at the start (v. 2) and finish (v. 18) of the ark's 
movements. 
The deity's 'blessing' (-¡nn, ro-o) upon his 'people' (ny) is uncommon682 and a 
person(s) blesses Yahweh's people even less frequently. 
679 Murray 1998: 138 n. 84 observes that the verb p5n is used for the distribution of offerings only once 
elsewhere (Neh. 13.13). Caquot and de Robert 1994: 418 link 2 Samuel 6 and 1 Samuel 30. Outside 2 Sam. 
6.19 in Samuel, p5n occurs in 1 Sam. 30.24 and 2 Sam. 19.30. 
680 Johnstone 1997: I, 190; cf. 252. 
681 The only other occurrences are 1 Sam. 17.45 and Isa. 18.7. However, the three terms are closely 
associated elsewhere, e.g., 2 Sam. 7.26 II 1 Chron. 17.24. 
682 Num. 22.12; Deut. 26.15; 27.12; Josh. 17.14; Ps. 3.9; 29.11; 2 Chron. 31.10. 
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 Lev. 9.22 -23. Moses and Aaron bless the people. Observe that the rare phrase 
n'CL7O rl rblyri in Lev. 9.22 occurs elsewhere in 1 Sam. 13.9 (see 5.1.3.5) and 2 
Sam. 6.18 // 1 Chron. 16.2. 
Josh. 8.33. The 'levitical priests' bless the people. This material falls in an MT 
plus. 
2 Sam. 6.18 // 1 Chron. 16.2. David blesses the people. 
2 Chron. 30.27. The 'levitical priests' bless the people. 
2 Chron. 31.8. Hezekiah and his officials bless the people. 
In addition, 'to bless in Yahweh's name' is a right explicitly given to the priestly class in 
Num. 6.22 -27 and Deut. 10.8; 21.5, and this privilege is exercised elsewhere only by 
Aaron (1 Chron. 23.13) and David (2 Sam. 6.18 // 1 Chron. 16.2). Some observe that 
Melchizedek blesses Abram (Gen. 14.19), Moses blesses the Israelites (Exod. 39.43; Lev. 
9.23 [with Aaron]), and Eli blesses Elkanah and Hannah (1 Sam. 2.20), and these also 
assert that the only other king to mediate divine blessing is Solomon (1 Kgs. 8.14 II 2 
Chron. 6.3), but Chronicles grants this privilege to Hezekiah too (2 Chron. 31.8).683 The 
foregoing comments permit two conclusions. First, David's blessing of the people in 
Yahweh's name is 'Priestly' from a canonical perspective. Of course, scholars dispute 
whether the legislation in 'P' is antecedent or subsequent to the composition of the 
Davidic (and Solomonic) narratives. Second, Chronicles does not attenuate David's 
sacerdotal activity here, so that assertions that this was done elsewhere in the ark story 
should be met with suspicion. 
683 The assertion that the Chronicler tendentiously omitted the second reference to Solomon's blessing (1 
Kgs. 8.55) is equally questionable. 
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5.1.3.10 2 Sam. 6.20 irm -nit 
1 Chron. 16.43 
This material is uniform throughout the versions except for slight inner- versional 
differences in the Aramaic and Syriac texts and in Josephus.6S4 
Murtonen believes `p should be rendered 'greet' in 2 Sam. 6.20 // 1 Chron. 
16.43685, and both Alter and McCarter concur.686 It was common, and still is in some 
societies, to greet and bid farewell with a blessing. However, the translation 'greet' fails to 
do justice to iln's significance in this passage. Furthermore, the lexica give only a very 
few passages where 'greet' is appropriate687, and none includes 2 Sam. 6.20 // 1 Chron. 
16.43. 
The theme of blessing, discussed already at several points, is significant in 
Samue1688 and fundamental to the story of David's transfer of the ark.689 t5r and To 
together form a concentric structure in 2 Sam. 6.11 -20 // 1 Chron. 13.14; 15.25 -28; 16.1- 
3, 43.690 Yahweh blesses (y) Obed -edom and then David responds to Yahweh's blessing 
(7n) by going (1 ï) to retrieve the ark (2 Sam. 6.11 // 1 Chron. 13.14; 2 Sam. 6.12). 
Yahweh's blessing inspires the second attempt to transfer the object and may be 
interpreted as a 'disguised' blessing upon David and the success of his enterprise. See 
5.1.1. Upon the successful completion of this mission, David blesses (Tin) the people of 
Israel (2 Sam. 6.18 // 1 Chron. 16.2) and then goes (t7n) to bless (Tin) his own household 
684 See 5.1.2.4 and appendix 3 on MT Samuel's mri and MT Chronicles mom 
685 Murtonen 1959: 167. 
686 Alter 1981: 124; McCarter 1984: 186. 
687 Gen. 47.7; 1 Sam. 13.10; 1 Sam. 25.14; 2 Sam. 8.10 // 1 Chron. 18.10; 2 Kgs. 4.29; 10.15; Prov. 
27.14. 
688 Carlson 1964 interprets the figure of David according to the rubrics 'David under the blessing' (2 
Samuel 2 -7) and 'David under the curse' (2 Samuel 9 -24), and irrespective of one's take on his thesis, he 
does acceptably highlight the significance of To and sono in the book of Samuel. 
689 
717' inn in 1 Chron. 16.36 is not discussed here. 
690 Murray 1998: 139 n. 88; 146 n. 103 discusses the motif of dismissal/dispersal homeward as an 
episode or narrative close -out in the Bible. Dillard 1987: 58 calls attention to the parallel between David 
and Solomon (1 Kgs. 8.66 // 2 Chron. 7.10), each of whom dismisses a 'national' assembly. 
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(2 Sam. 6.20 // 1 Chron. 16.43).691 David's blessing of 'the people' in 2 Sam. 6.18 // 1 
Chron. 16.2 upon the second mission's success complements the participation of 'the 
people' in 2 Sam. 6.2 // 1 Chron. 13.6 in the aborted first mission. Similarly, David's 
departure to bless his own household in 2 Sam. 6.20 // 1 Chron. 16.43 continues (but does 
not yet conclude) the string of references to rn'n in 2 Sam. 6.3 -5, 10 -12, 15, 19 // 1 Chron. 
13.7, [8], 13 -14; 15.25, [28], 43.692 
The theme of 'blessing' is closely related to the Michal material in 2 Sam. 6.16 // 1 
Chron. 15.29; 2 Sam. 6.20b -23; and to the covenant between Yahweh and David in 2 
Samuel 7 // 1 Chronicles 17. Some suggest that David's (attempted) blessing on his house 
is 'undone' by Michal's reproach.693 Rather, the blessing on David to the exclusion of Saul 
is realised precisely through Michal's childlessness (2 Sam. 6.23) and Yahweh's promise 
to David in the following chapter.694 In 2 Samuel 6 -7 y and ; .m occur 6 and 27 times, 
respectively, and in 1 Chronicles 13, 15 -17 they occur 7 and 23 times, respectively. 
David's success culminates in blessing for each Israelite home -except for Saul's -and 
this end has an important anticipatory role in both narratives, paving the way for 2 
Samuel 7 // 1 Chronicles 17. 
5.2 Summary of Chapter Five 
Scholars assign cultic relevance to many facets of the ark story: the ark and its 
epithet; the status of Abinadab, his sons Uzzah and Ahio, and Obed -edom, and the nature 
of their n'-n; the status of the nameless transporters in the second attempt; the mood 
691 Selman 1994: 166 discerns a chiastic arrangement in the structure of 1 Chronicles 16: a = 16.1 -3 
(God's blessing for every Israelite); b = 16.4 -7 (Levites appointed for worship at Jerusalem); c = 16.8 -36 
(psalm of praise); b1 = 16.37 -42 (Levites and priests appointed for worship at Gibeon); al = 16.43 (blessing 
for David's household). Also see Japhet 1993: 312 -313. 
692 See 3.1.3.4 and Gelander 1991: 47; cf. 47 -50. 
693 Murray 1998: 140 -142, 156; Youngblood 1992: 876; cf. Rosenberg 1986: 118. 
694 See 5.1.1.2 and the comments on the ark's home in 5.1.2.3. 
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(rejoicing), sounds (voices, instruments) and movements (dance) in each attempt; the 
threshing floor; Michal at the window; the sacrifices; the tent; David's 'self -revelation', 
clothing (ephod), blessing and distribution of foodstuff; and the significance of the new 
cart pulled by oxen and Uzzah's extending his hand to the ark, each of which has been 
interpreted as an instance of cultic error. 
A significant challenge in reading this material is keeping in mind well -known 
features of biblical and ancient near eastern religion without forcing them into the stories 
of David's transfer of the ark in Samuel and Chronicles. Scholars use 2 Samuel 6 // 1 
Chronicles, 13, 15 -16 as both a source and illustration of the theme 'royal priesthood' or 
'sacral kingship'. The story in Samuel and Chronicles certainly depicts David as a king - 
priest. However, scholars disagree appreciably in their explanation of this image as one 
which is either 'completely holy' or 'wholly scandalous'. These divergent interpretations 
are a result of the degree to which scholars interpret particular features in the story in 
view of descriptions and prescriptions in 'P'. Nonetheless, beyond the fact that canonically 
earlier legal material may not precede chronologically the stories of David's transfer of 
the ark in their original or partially revised forms, is the fact that many features of David's 
story stand at a distance from the 'Priestly' material. This is especially true for the book of 
Samue1.695 Consequently, one must resist the uncritical acceptance of two common 
reading strategies for 2 Samuel 6 // 1 Chronicles 13, 15 -16: (1) reading the differences in 
2 Sam. 6.11 -20 versus 2 Sam. 6.1 -10 in light of 'P' and (2) reading the differences in 1 
Chronicles 13, 15 -16 vis -à -vis 2 Samuel 6 in light of'P'. 
695 The origin and development of the Israelite priesthood, as well as the relationship between priests 
and Levites, constitute one of the major problems of biblical scholarship. Samuel in particular is quite 
anomalous within the continuum of biblical 'historical' literature. The book stands at a considerable distance 
from 'P'. In addition to the obscure identification and function of 'ephod' in Samuel, one can also mention as 
examples the presence of Levites in 1 Sam. 6.15 and 2 Sam. 15.24 only; the depiction of Aaron more as a 
deliverer than a priest in 1 Sam. 12.6, 8; and the assertions that David's sons (MT 2 Sam. 8.18) and Ira the 
Jairite (2 Sam. 20.26) are priests. 
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The balance of this chapter deals with the attendant circumstances of the ark's 
transfer (5.1.3). This focus is not surprising since textual and interpretative difficulties 
abound in 2 Sam. 6.12 -20a // 1 Chron. 15.25 -16.3, 43. The focus on David as king- priest 
in this story influenced the transmitters such that their changing religious sensibilities led 
to developments in the transmission of the textual traditions. The following points 
summarise the significant textual and literary issues discussed in this chapter. First, the 
only lengthy plus or minus in this material is the In clause in 2 Sam. 6.12. It is equally if 
not more likely that Samuel encourages (by supplementation) a cautious or fearful David 
than that Chronicles eliminates (by deletion) an opportunistic one. See 5.1.1.3. Second, it 
is suggested that lrrnn in 1 Chron. 13.14 (// 2 Sam. 6.11) and nn -nex i'11-21)n in 1 Chron. 
15.27 (// 2 Sam. 6.14) are interpolations in Chronicles from Samuel. See 5.1.1.1, 5.1.3.7. 
In addition, an original 111Ln in 2 Sam. 6.18 may have been altered to n5.1), followed by the 
updating from plural to singular in 1 Chron. 16.2 as well. See 3.1.3.5. Third, the 
following connections in terminology are additional to the links between the David and 
Saul stories which are mentioned in the following point. 1 Sam. 4.5 and 2 Sam. 6.15 share 
r1)11n at the point of entrance of the ark into Israel's camp and capital, respectively. See 
5.1.3.2. 1 Sam. 5.2, 3, 11 and 2 Sam. 6.17 share the verb a5, and the noun cipn. See 
5.1.2.3. Yahweh's re against the Philistines and his subsequent u in 2 Sam. 5.20, 24 
are analogous to Yahweh's Yee against Uzzah and David's responsive wv in 2 Sam. 6.8, 
13. See 5.1.3.3. 1 Chron. 15.26 and Num. 23.1, 29 share the sevenfold sacrifice of 171D 
and c'',x. See 5.1.3.4. 1 Chron. 15.28; 16.1 and Num 10.10 share ;7=11, rfL73.7 and ttv, and 
o'rbx(i) nth. See 5.1.3.2, 5.1.3.5. Fourth, the theme apology of Davidic kingship. The 
following terminology in 2 Sam. 6.11 -20a relates to David's pre- eminence as king: -1-1c 
and r: in 6.11, 12, 20 (5.1.1.2, 5.1.1.3, 5.1.3.10); -m `¡inn in 6.12 (5.1.1.3); In 71cx in 
6.14 (5.1.37); T 71) and tcv in 6.17, 18 (5.1.3.5); per in 2 Sam. 6.19 (5.1.3.8); and perhaps 
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p'21-1 in 6.19 (5.1.3.8). Fifth, the theme apology of Davidic and Yahwistic character. 
David's kingly ability and religious sensibility are implicit throughout the story. He 
successfully returned the ark with celebration and reverence. David was not an 
opportunist. Rather, he responded to Yahweh's favourable blessing, guiding the removal 
of the ark as king -priest and bringing blessing to his people. Sixth, the theme influence of 
cultic practice. It is shown at many points in 5.1.3 that Samuel rather than Chronicles 
probably contains the revised form of the story and that in some instances both may have 
undergone revision from a 'more neutral' original. Scholars tend to assume that editors 
updated Chronicles according to a corporate -levitical thrust, but this chapter has shown 
that they may equally or more probably have revised Samuel with an interest in David's 
royal- sacral status. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
Analysis of 2 Samuel 6.16, 20b -23 and 1 Chronicles 15.29 
6.0 Introduction 
Previous chapters analyse textual and literary details in 2 Sam. 6.1 -15, 17a -20a // 
1 Chron. 13.5 -14; 15.25 -28; 16.1 -3, 43 which relate: 
the exposition of the main plot 2 Sam. 6.1 -5 // 
1 Chron. 13.5 -8 (+ 13.1 -4) 
the inciting incident, initiating the conflict or complication 2 Sam. 6.6 -7 // 
1 Chron. 13.9 -10 
the rising action 2 Sam. 6.8 -15 // 
1 Chron. 13.11 -14; 15.25 -28 
the climax or turning point 2 Sam. 6.17a // 
1 Chron. 16.1a 
the resolution or denouement or falling action 2 Sam. 6.17b -20a // 
1 Chron. 16.1b -3, 43 (+ 16.4 -42) 
The successful transfer of the ark to David's city is narrated in 2 Sam. 6.12 -17 // 1 Chron. 
15.25 -16.1, first by a proleptic portrayal of the event (6.12 // 15.25; [In i rï ]), 
followed by a vivid depiction of the ascent up the south -eastern hill of Jerusalem toward 
the city (6.15 // 15.28; '51,n), and finally by the arrival of the ark into the city and its 
deposit '(in its place) inside the tent' (6.17 // 16.1; irt[]n'i; na[,],i). Immediately prior to 
this climax, the narrator unexpectedly introduces 'Michal, the daughter of Saul', who 
observes from 'the window' David's celebratory behaviour 'before Yahweh', and she 
loathes him extremely (6.16 // 15.29). The storyteller situates the Michal incident at its 
chronological point in the narrative, in the interval between the ark's ascent (nbv) and its 
explicit introduction (w:r) and placement (a'n) in its abode, and for this reason MT has 
the qotel form of Ni: in 6.16 // 15.29. In contrast, the storyteller's brief comment relates 
neither Michal's affiliation to David, nor the location of 'the window', nor the reason for 
her disdain. Does silence in these matters presuppose earlier canonical accounts regarding 
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Micha1696 or did it suggest their addition? Does previous information concerning Sau1697 
sufficiently prepare for his daughter's reaction to King David? If so, are the depiction of 
Saul's death in 1 Samuel 31 // 1 Chronicles 10 and the brief statement in 2 Sam. 5.2 // 1 
Chron. 11.2 adequate for making sense of Michal's disgust? 
The unexpected introduction of an additional character in 2 Sam. 6.16 // 1 Chron. 
15.29 launches a secondary or subsidiary or sub -plot in the story of David's transfer of the 
ark insofar as the brief exposition and inciting incident in 2 Sam. 6.16 is developed, 
consummated and resolved in 2 Sam. 6.20b -23. In and of itself, 2 Sam. 6.16 // 1 Chron. 
15.29 is a terse and tantalising remark which neither hinders nor subverts the main plot of 
the story. Furthermore, the 'conflict' in 2 Sam. 6.16 between King David and Michal, the 
daughter of Saul the former king, is carefully integrated into 2 Sam. 6.1 -5, 11 -15, 17 -20a, 
and more so in 20b -23, by means of linkages with material in 1 Samuel which function as 
an apology for Davidic rather than Saulide kingship. 
Following 2 Sam. 6.16 most pay limited attention to vv. 17 -20a in their haste to 
get on with Michal's story in vv. 20b -23. Alter remarks that we might expect the story to 
precede directly from v. 16 to v. 20b: 
Instead of preceding directly to the confrontation between Michal and David, as 
we might expect, the narrative lingers for a long moment over David's cultic 
ministrations and royal benefactions to the people. One can imagine that Michal 
continues to watch from the window at David, performing his role as the people's 
darling, and that she continues to simmer.698 
696 
1 Sam. 14.49; 18.20 -28; 19.11 -17; 25.44; 2 Sam. 3.13 -14. 
697 
1 Samuel 9 -31; 2 Samuel 1-4 and 5.2; 1 Chronicles 10 and 5.10; 8.33; 9.39; 11.2; 12.1 -2, 19, 23, 29; 
13.3. 
698 Alter 1999: 228. 
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On the other hand, following the entrance of the ark, the return of the people to their 
homes, and David's return to his residence, why was not v. 16 introduced at this point as 
an antecedent circumstance ?699 
17 They brought (1Rn'1) in the ark. 
19b All the people went (`r1) to their houses. 
20a David returned (non) to bless his house. 
16 Now Saul's daughter Michal was looking through the window when Yahweh's 
ark entered (cf iRn'1 in 6.17) David's city and she saw King David ... 
... mn tnn -nx mini nln -I'D mm IiiR Rine 11'rn iDn impo] '71Ru -nn Ln't2i 
20b So David came (won) to his house and Michal Saul's daughter exited (rts m) to 
meet David and said (nt]Rn1) ... 
Is the distribution of the Michal material related to logical progression, narrative strategy 
or literary history? The arrangement of the material raises the possibility that subsequent 
editors affixed the 'outcome' in vv. 20b -23 to 2 Sam. 6.1 -20a since v. 16 was already 
securely fixed within the literary tradition. 
6.1 Analysis 
6.1.1 Textual Analysis 
6.1.1.1 The Narrator's Report of Michal's Response to David 
6.1.1.1.1 2 Sam. 6.16 ir "I'D Rn n1n' 11ni n'n1 
1 Chron. 15.29 n'ln 717-11.7 NM mn' rin TN '71 
Samuel and Chronicles share 'the city of David' and the following 'Michal the 
daughter of Saul'. These phrases set apart (literarily) the two dynasties. Chronicles has 
two pluses vis -à -vis (MT) Samuel: min and is). Regarding the first plus, an original 'the 
ark' (LXXBMN Samuel) is expanded to 'the ark of Yahweh' (MT and LXXAL Samuel) and 
to 'the ark of the covenant of Yahweh' (MT and LXXABL Chronicles, 4QSama ?700).701 
699 See Niccacci 1990: §39 -40, pp. 62 -63. For example, in the earlier ark story, the ark is captured in 1 
Sam. 4.11, and after the messenger's report, the deaths of Eli and his daughter -in -law, and the birth of 
Ichabod, 1 Sam. 5.1 says: 'Now when the Philistines had captured (1np5 'num1) the ark of God, they 
brought it from Ebenezer to Ashdod'. 
700 Herbert 1997b: 127 has 17-0 in one suggested reconstruction of 4QSama. 
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Regarding the second plus, Chronicles' preposition Iv or a variant (e.g., 5) is reflected in 
all witnesses to Chronicles702 and Samuel except for MT Samuel.703 Commentators offer 
contradictory appraisals of the discrepancy, but Jackson and Stoebe are certainly wrong to 
consider the 'addition' of the preposition in Chronicles a feature of 'later' or 'younger' 
speech.704 Nysse believes the agreement between Chronicles and non -MT Samuel points 
to a period of common history.705 
Samuel and Chronicles disagree on the introductory verb. Most think 'mi was 
originally in Samuel, and Chronicles either (1) adopted this reading from its yet 
uncorrupted Samuel Vorlage having 'mi or (2) corrected its already corrupt Samuel 
Vorlage having n,ni.706 Some think mm was the original reading in Samuel, and 
Chronicles altered the form to '71, either to (1) 'correct' the grammar or (2) minimise the 
rhetoric of the passage (see below). On one hand, 'mi in 4QSama and MT 1 Chron. 15.29, 
and Kaì, ')4 VETO in the Greek versions of both books, suggest that mm is unoriginal in 
Samuel. Nevertheless, scholars holding this view attribute to the Chronicler either a keen 
sense of 'classical' Hebrew or interpretative insight (!). On the other hand, the same 
evidence suggests that 'rrl once stood in MT 2 Sam. 6.16. Indeed, this is more probable 
than positing sweeping adjustments in all versions except MT Samuel. The form mm is 
unoriginal to this passage and at the same time it is not the product of historical 
developments in Hebrew grammar.707 However, the form is pragmatically effective in MT 
701 McCarter 1984: 167; cf. Jackson 1962: 105; Nysse 1984: 367, 403, 475. Also see appendix 2. 
7 °2 BHS observes, however, that many (more than twenty) medieval Hebrew manuscripts lack the 
preposition Iv. See De Rossi 1784: IV, 180. 
703 Fincke 2001: 156, and Herbert 1997b: 127 in one reconstruction, read -iv in 4QSama. 
7°4 Jackson 1962: 186; Stoebe 1994: 196. See appendix 3. 
7°5 Nysse 1984: 437, 440. 
706 Some suggest emending mm to a word other than ^mi: sim, mm, inxm or r'm (infinitive absolute of 
mri). 
707 See appendix 3. Furthermore, mm does not support the view that the whole of 2 Sam. 6.16 is a 
secondary insertion into the story of the ark. This is suggested in Rost 1982: 13 and by others who believe 
the verse begins the so- called 'Succession Narrative' or 'Court History'. 
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2 Sam. 6.16 because it rhetorically introduces a parenthetical scene (in the midst of vv. 
11 -15, 17 -20a) which stresses the antipathy of Saul's daughter Michal toward David and 
foreshadows the development of this theme in Samuel's supplement in vv. 20b- 23.708 
Finally, it is unnecessary in this context to comment further on the form tie or its use 
following mm /'m), except to remark that the construction could represent (1) an 
introductory or preparatory formula ('and it happened') followed by an independent qatal 
or qotel form of Nin or (2) a copulative or predicative verb which in combination with a 
subsequent qotel form constitutes a periphrastic construction. MT's rr,r followed by the 
qotel of Nl: favours the first option. 
6.1.1.1.2 2 Sam. 6.16 11171-n 73.)n nEpo] 51N0-17: 5nst21 
1 Chron. 15.29 
The Hebrew, Aramaic and Latin versions have 'Michal' or ' Michol' whereas the 
Greek and Syriac versions have 'Melchol'.709 Did the form without the first 'L' arise 
accidentally or is 'Michal' an intentional adjustment ?710 'Michal' (pn'n) is the abbreviated 
form of 'Michael' ('7tzn2), 'Who is like El ?', yet Yahweh appears 21 times in 2 Samuel 6 
and 41 times in 1 Chronicles 13, 15 -16. The (repetitious) identification of Michal as 
L71Ncv -nn ('Saul's daughter')711 rather than just 'Michal' or 'David's wife' or even 'Palti's 
wife', is significant because the patronymic strategically identifies her as a Saulide 
708 Most commentators considering rrm the original reading in Samuel seek to determine the narrative 
function of the verb form. Conversely, de Boer 1974 thinks the verse is secondary and unnecessary to vv. 
20b -23 but he also thinks the form mm was deliberately chosen by the reviser in accordance with a 
particular discourse function. Practitioners of text- or discourse linguistics have elucidated the function of 
many past-we qatal forms in the Bible, e.g., Fokkelman 1991; Isaksson 1998; Longacre 1994; throughout 
Eskhult 1990; also Kim 1998. 
709 Allen 1974: I, 136, 192 and Englert 1949: 58 discuss Greek Chronicles and Syriac Samuel, 
respectively. The Greek manuscripts have many variant spellings. 
710 Does the revision of the original IEp6 to p.iXóX rather than to the conventional µeXxóa in LXXB 2 
Sam. 21.8 indicate a Vorlage other than the form `7D'ö where µXx6X appears in Greek Samuel? 
711 Fincke 2001: 156 does not include 51xv-n: in his reconstruction of 4QSama but this is highly 
improbable (Herbert 1997b: 127). 
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representative, and she thinks and acts like one too ('like father, like daughter'). Michal is 
just 'Michal' in 1 Sam. 19.12 -17, after being introduced as David's wife, and in 2 Sam. 
6.21 (see 6.1.1.3.1), but elsewhere in Samuel she is: 
1 Sam. 14.49: one of Saul's two daughters; Saul's younger daughter 
1 Sam. 18.20, 27 -28: Saul's daughter (three times); David's wife 
1 Sam. 19.11: David's wife 
1 Sam. 25.44: Saul's daughter; David's and Palti's wife 
2 Sam. 3.13 -14: Saul's daughter; David's wife 
2 Sam. 6.16 (// 1 Chron. 15.29), 20, 23: Saul's daughter 
2 Sam. 21.8: Saul's daughter 
Many remark on the abusive use made of Michal in Samuel and some correctly 
emphasise the polemic of Michal's epithet.712 As the ark and David arrive, Michal is 
portrayed as peering through 'the window' (of the royal residence ?713; cf. 2 Sam. 5.11; 
7.1 -2) at the arriving procession. Several strands of evidence are brought to bear on the 
interpretation of Michal's position in the window, including archaeological evidence for 
windows, and window scenes in iconography and non -biblical literature in which a 
woman in a window may be a cultic motif.714 Turning to biblical literature: (1) In the 
immediate context this scene is an interruption in the flow of the narrative, which depicts 
Michal as a distant non -participant in the events. Why isn't Michal present when many 
other men and women are? (2) In the book of Samuel a window scene occurs elsewhere 
only in 1 Sam. 19.12, where (ironically) Michal lets David down through a window so 
that he can escape from her father Saul. (3) Moving beyond the book of Samuel, the noun 
1p511 is relatively uncommon (31 times, including twelve in Ezekiel), and rarely is a person 
portrayed as peering or acting through a window (175n 1vn): Gen. 26.8; Josh. 2.15 (cf. 18, 
21); Judg. 5.28; 1 Sam. 19.12; 2 Sam. 6.16 // 1 Chron. 15.29; 2 Kgs. 9.30 (cf. 32). In all 
these passages, except for Gen. 26.8, the person at the window is a woman, and sexual 
712 Clines 1991a (= Clines 1972: 266, 269 -272); de Regt 1999: 69; cf. 59 -72. 
713 In contrast to most private houses ancient palaces had windows (Aharoni 1982: 216 -217; Fritz 1995: 
134). 
714 See the commentaries and Bietenhard 1999: 3 -7 who cites the most recent literature. 
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potential and menacing circumstances are present (as also in Prov. 7.6 and Cant. 2.9).713 
However, it is unclear how Michal should be related to one or more of Rahab, Sisera's 
mother and Jezebel. 
6.1.1.1.3 2 Sam. 6.16 MIT nnnoni rrEm 717 15nn-rim x-irn 
prom npnn 1-11 -¡`7nr r-nx x-1rn 
1 Chron. 15.29 
All witnesses have 'King David' except Targum Chronicles which has em alone. 
The distribution (here and in 2 Sam. 6.12, 20) and usage of this phrase are discussed in 
5.1.1.3. Michal sees 'King David' dancing and soon she will address him directly as 'the 
King of Israel'. Commentators correctly assert that the words highlight David's kingly 
status, not to emphasise his non -kingly behaviour, but to underline Michal's (and her 
father Saul's) distance from the king, with respect both to personal disposition and to 
monarchical rank. The significance of the addition of mm ,]Eh in Samuel is discussed 
above in 3.1.4.1 and 5.1.3.5 and 5.1.3.6, below in 6.1.1.3.2 and 6.1.1.3.4, and also in 
appendix 2. Michal sees King David dancing before Yahweh thus suggesting that the 
theological adverbial here is synonymous with 'before the ark'.716 
The use of n'pnrvn /rraL(ov-rEs in all witnesses to 2 Sam. 6.5 7/ 1 Chron. 13.8 where 
the nature of David's activity is apparently not an issue stands out against the difficulty 
one encounters in trying to determine the character of David's activity and enlighten the 
diverse terminology used for it in 2 Sam. 6.13 -14, 16 // 1 Chron. 15.26 -27, 29 and in 2 
Sam. 6.20b -21. The textual evidence for the verb lexemes in 2 Sam. 6.16 // 1 Chron. 
15.29 is: 
715 O'Connell 1991: 235 -237. 
76 Carlson 1964: 73; Iglesias González, Alonso Schökel and Valverde 1973: 181. 
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Samuel 
MT, 4QSama? TTstr 
"1»DD1 
'leaping 












and playing music 














and playing music' 


























OL, Vulgate saltantem 
atque ludentem 
'dancing 
and making merry' 
This material is difficult. (1) The versions disagree on the precise nature of David's 
activity, which is described by verbs ranging in meaning from generic dance ('dancing') to 
aggressive dance ('jumping, leaping, shaking, skipping, whirling') to music ('playing 
music') to celebration ('making merry, laughing, playing, praising, rejoicing'). (2) The 
meanings of some verbs in this material are unclear. It is uncertain which verbs should be 
aligned with each other in a diagrammatic presentation. It is difficult to determine to what 
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extent a particular verb represents either a legitimate attempt on the part of the editor or 
translator to represent the meaning of the word in his Vorlage, or alternatively, a change 
related to (a) an interpretation due to unawareness of the meaning, or (b) an assimilation 
to a verb form in another verse of the passage, or (c) a desire to polemicise (i.e., safeguard 
David's character). (3) 4QSama is partly intact for 2 Sam. 6.16 and must differ from MT 
Samuel based on space considerations.717 (4) The witnesses to Greek Samuel diverge 
regarding the quantity and order of verbs, and the affiliation of the Greek lexemes to the 
lexemes in MT Samuel is uncertain.718 Scholars give different interpretations to Samuel's 
rmn, but mostly concur that the Chronicler altered his Vorlage (a) to more ordinary 
terms to ease readability or (b) to more subdued terms to tone down David's unseemly 
behaviour. MT Chronicles' vocabulary is more common than MT Samuel's, but see 
6.1.1.3.4 on íp1.719 This fact together with the earlier appearance of pr1c in 2 Sam. 6.5 // 1 
Chron. 13.8 may account for the appearance of pro in Chronicles instead of Samuel's Inn 
(cf. -Inn= in 2 Sam. 6.14 but 17»ßt: in 1 Chron. 15.27). However, the occurrence of 
Tra[Cco prior to the other two verbs in LXXL Samuel raises suspicion regarding this 
seemingly straight -forward explanation. The textual evidence raises even greater doubt 
regarding the originality of Samuel's nm which stands parallel to Chronicles' Tn. The 
appearance of ópxÉoRat in LXX 2 Sam. 6.16 and the observation that outside 2 Samuel 6 
the verb corresponds to -pn (1 Chron. 15.29; Qoh. 3.4; Isa. 13.21) suggest that MT 
Samuel has been revised.720 The absence of ïpn in MT 2 Sam. 6.16, 20b -21 may point to 
717 Finke 2001: 156; Herbert 1997b: 127. 
718 See Jackson 1962: 105; McCarter 1984: 167, 171; Seow 1989: 111; especially Nysse 1984: 283 -284. 
719 rte occurs twice (Gen. 49.24; 2 Sam. 6.16); l'ID occurs twice (2 Sam. 6.14, 16); 71 occurs nine times 
in the Latter Prophets and Writings (including 1 Chron. 15.29); and the D forms of prlca /prts occur twenty - 
four times (including 1 Sam. 18.7; 2 Sam. 2.14; 6.5, 21; 1 Chron. 13.8; 15.29). 
720 Is this also suggested by -rpm and atm in Targum and Jacob Samuel, respectively? Aramaic xrrE 
and Syriac ta are cognate to Hebrew rte. 
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a systematic suppression of the term in the received version of David's transfer of the ark. 
See 6.1.1.2.3 and 6.1.1.3.4. 
6.1.1.1.4 2 Sam. 6.16 î IML72 1L7 
1 Chron. 15.29 
The reason for the variation in the genitive pronoun in Greek Samuel (airra, 
ÉauTrs, avrfis) is unclear. Greek Chronicles has Év Trl tliuxtj aúrrls rather than the 
expected Év Try Kap80 avTf s (cf. LXXL Samuel). Most consider 'in her soul' a 
secondary reading whereas Fincke thinks the translator of Greek Chronicles had MUM= in 
his Vorlage.721 Unfortunately, a comprehensive analysis of translation technique for 
±',// :5 and tvm in Greek Chronicles gives mixed results, thus making it impossible to 
discern the origin of Év Tr] t]iuXrl avTrs.722 Fokkelman suggests that the complement 
denotes intensity, thus meaning 'Michal despised him deeply'.723 
The verb r :m is pointed as a G 3fs wayyiqtol of mn. On one hand, Ehrlich 
indicates that the synonym n: regularly takes a direct object introduced by 5 but that mm 
does not, and consequently he suggests that t ;m in Samuel and Chronicles should be 
emended to t :m.724 This suggestion is accepted in BH" and BHS, and by Rudolph725, but 
it is rejected by BDB, Görg and Stoebe.726 On the other hand, the received versions of 
Samuel and Chronicles do not make use of nn, which occurs in 2 Kgs. 19.21 and 
elsewhere thirteen times in the Latter Prophets and Writings, but ram does appear in 1 
721 Fincke 2001: 156. 
722 The Greek version, including LXX Chronicles, normally uses Kap&ía for ±5 /]]`J and 4suxrj for on:, 
but iluxti is parallel to n'? a number of times in some manuscripts of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Psalms and Proverbs, 
as well as in 2 Kgs. 6.11 (LXXL has Kap&ía) and on nine occasions in Chronicles for which textual 
variation is absent: 1 Chron. 12.39 (twice); 15.29; 17.2; 22.7; 2 Chron. 7.11; 9.1; 15.15; 31.21. Additional 
discussion is unrequired. 
723 Fokkelman 1990: 196 n. 97. 
724 Ehrlich 1910: 287; 1914: 341. 
725 Rudolph 1955: 119. 
726 BDB 512; Görg 1975: 61; Stoebe 1994: 196. 
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Sam. 2.30; 10.27; 17.42; 2 Sam. 12.9, 10 and 2 Chron. 36.16, and elsewhere twice in the 
Pentateuch and thirty -two times in the Latter Prophets and Writings. The verbs m: and nn 
are synonymous in meaning727, the Greek translators render both with É ou6Iev /óco 
(among other verbs), and neither Hebrew verb is 'earlier' or 'later'728, so that neither usage 
nor translation technique nor the chronology of biblical Hebrew enlightens the textual 
history. 
In biblical Hebrew the prepositions L7N, n and `7 mark the direct object, the so- 
called 'prepositional object'. In this passage, the direct object is introduced with `7 in MT 
Samuel and Chronicles, and perhaps in 4QSama, with L71) in the Aramaic and Syriac 
versions729, and as a pronominal object alone in the Greek and Latin versions. An 
examination of Greek translation technique shows that the absence of a preposition does 
not suggest a Vorlage without L7. The verb n: introduces its direct object with L7 except in 
Prov. 1.7; 23.22, and mn takes an accusative direct object. The introduction of the direct 
object by '7 in both 2 Sam. 6.16 and 1 Chron. 15.29 is remarkable since many believe this 
construction is 'late' and due to Aramaic influence.730 Williams thinks the usage here is a 
stylistic variant which he calls the 'lamed of specification'.73I Ewald comments that the 
construction may be due to 'an object of some importance'.732 Indeed, mn + '7 (and the 
following rn n too -see above) function to accentuate the intensity of Michal's feelings 
for David. 
727 Both mean 'belittle, contemn, deride, despise, disdain, dishonour, loathe, repudiate, scorn, spurn, 
think lightly of, hold as insignificant, look down on, show despite toward, be contemptible toward, 
show /hold in/regard with contempt'. 
728 See appendix 3. 
729 The Aramaic verb non when it means 'contemn' is regularly construed with the preposition 53), rather 
than the usual rr or L7. 
730 See appendix 3. 
731 Williams 1976: §273, p. 49. 
732 Ewald 1881: 61. 
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The verb rim is one of several in this passage and of many in the Bible which are 
related to the semantic fields of'respect, honour, acceptance' (e.g., `inD in 2 Sam. 6.20, 22) 
and 'contempt, shame, rejection' (e.g., L7L2p in 2 Sam. 6.22). The subject of Tin/mn may be 
divine or human, and the object may be divine, human or inanimate (e.g., birthright, oath, 
wisdom, word). The only other instance of rim in Chronicles is in 2 Chron. 36.16 where 
the leading priests and the people mock the messengers of God, despising his words, and 
scoffing at his prophets. Similarly, David despises Yahweh's word and Yahweh too in 2 
Sam. 12.9, 10.733 Elsewhere in Samuel, Eli and his sons despise Yahweh (1 Sam. 2.30), 
some worthless fellows despise Saul (1 Sam. 10.27), and Goliath despises David (1 Sam. 
17.42). Yahweh condemns to insignificance those who despise what he chooses.734 
Finally, Murray emphasises the rhetoric in rrn5m 1L7 ï:ïll: 
The rhythmic shortness of the phrase, in marked contrast to the longer clauses 
preceding it, and its intense assonance give it the pointedness of a dagger, a 
rhetorical thrust enhanced by its being kept to the end of this long sentence.735 
6.1.1.2 Michal's Words to David 
6.1.1.2.1 2 Sam. 6.20b niz-ipL, `71mo-nn 5D13 xrn 
As David approaches his house to bless it (2 Sam. 6.20a // 1 Chron. 16.43b) 
Michal (again 'the daughter of Saul') exits (the royal residence ?; cf. 2 Sam. 5.11; 7.1 -2) to 
confront him. The textual evidence is unremarkable. The verbs x -ip II and rnp I occur 
most often in Samuel (23% of all occurrences) and usually as rINTL). Gordon and Murray 
relate the present instance of lrip to the stock scene of welcoming the returning hero or 
warrior.736 The verb is used this way in Samuel but this usage does not predominate.737 
733 The deity's word is 'despised' elsewhere only in Num. 15.31; Prov. 13.13. 
734 Waltke 1980: 99. 
735 Murray 1998: 136. 
736 Gordon 1986: 235; Murray 1998: 140. 
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Other meetings are more frequent, and more pronounced in Samuel, including some in 
which descendants of Saul or other Benjaminites meet David. These (non -synoptic) 
passages in 2 Samuel are 6.20 (Michal); 16.1 (Ziba); 19.17, 21 (Shimei); 19.25, 26 
(Mephibosheth); and 20.1 (Sheba). Fokkelman remarks on the public location of Michal's 
defiance saying 'The lines 20a and b have the man and his wife as subject and show how 
their movements cut across each other, which is not a good sign. David returns "to bless 
his house" ... But Michal goes outside'.738 Michal is not a true member of David's house. 
6.1.1.2.2 2 Sam. 6.20b L7K -T.,' I'm :I'M -rmDrrItz rxrn 
Prior to - ntzrii some versions have a plus, namely LXXABL (but not LXXN) with 
Kul. EÚX6y716EV aúTÓV, Josephus with airrgi KaTrp xETo ('she invoked blessing upon 
him'), and Jacob with mbutma ('and she blessed him'). The presumed Vorlage of the 
Greek and Syriac witnesses would be 7r»nrn although Caspari thinks it may be i»nn.739 
The verb 72 ('bless' -not 'greet'; cf. 5.1.3.10) is significant in this chapter, appearing 
earlier in vv. 11, 12, 18. Some scholars are indecisive or ambiguous about the originality 
of the verb phrase; others believe the phrase is secondary, perhaps to intensify the irony 
of Michal's response; and some think 170-1tr11 was either accidentally lost due to 
homoioarcton (on the basis of rii in 7n»nrn and lntzrii ) or intentionally deleted as 
offensive from the lips of 'impious' or 'hypocritical' Michal. Scholars' discord underscores 
the absence of any firm basis for determining the status of the phrase. 
737 
1 Sam. 4.1, 2; 17.2, 21, 48, 55; 18.6; 2 Sam. 1.6; 10.9, 10, 17; 18.6. It is interesting, however, that all 
five instances in synoptic texts in Samuel, Kings and Chronicles do entail the battle usage: 2 Sam. 10.5, 9, 
10, 17 // 1 Chron. 19.5, 10, 11, 17, and 2 Kgs. 23.29 // 2 Chron. 35.20. 
738 Fokkelman 1990: 198. 
739 Caspari 1924: 474. 
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Michal's initial words to David in the third person using his public title are 'How 
Israel's king today got honour for himself!'74° Observe the contrast again between 'Michal 
the daughter of Saul' and 'David the king of Israel' and the repetition of 'today' twice in 
this verse. In view of the content of the following relative clause it is clear the queen is 
derogatorily mocking the king.741 He has acted shamelessly, or so she believes. Alter 
says: 
Until the final meeting between Michal and David, at no point is there any 
dialogue between them -an avoidance of verbal exchange particularly noticeable 
in the Bible, where such a large part of the burden of narration is taken up by 
dialogue. When that exchange finally comes, it is an explosion.742 
6.1.1.2.3 2 Sam. 6.20b n,pnn Iris rnLM 111`7an0 ninm 1'v`7 rn nhn nlus 
This difficult relative clause is addressed in three stages: (1) 'pnn -Iris; (2) arm 
17= nnnns 'n,L7; (3) 111L7n n1'770 ... n'7:1 nos. 
First, regarding the subject of the verb phrase in the subordinated comparative 
clause (c7-in nris): That which David does he does like one of the ? The ordinal 
number iris /Eiç is unremarkable. The readings for the noun fall into five groups: 
'Empty, idle, stupid, useless, vain, void, worthless': MT (o'pnn), Targum 
Orpno), Peshitta (ren.1.co), Aquila (To-iv KEVCJV), Symmachus (T6v ELKa[wv). 
Are the readings in Aquila and Symmachus assimilated or revised? 
'Dancers': LXXABL (Ta, ópXouµÉVuw), OL (saltatoribus). 
'Worthless dancers': Jacob (.1.0t.3 cum re_cL. ). This is a conflation of the 
above variants. 
'Buffoons': Vulgate (scurris). The affiliation of the Vulgate is unclear (cf. ' ?' in 
BHI n) 
740 The particle no (ironically here) expresses admiration or astonishment (BDB 553; GKC §148b, p. 
471). The qatal verb form is reflexive (GKC §51e, pp. 137 -138; Driver 1890: 271 -272). 
741 C. L. Miller 1996: 274 -275. 
742 Alter 1981: 123; cf. 1999: 228 -229. 
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 'Unseemly behaviour in dancing ... dance': Josephus (... ws ¿tKOOµrI6E1Ev 
òpXOÚ IEVOs ... in-rò Tfjs òpXriaEC.°s ...). Observe that Josephus refers to 
'dance' here but that for v. 14 he speaks of David playing a musical instrument. 
Most scholars retain MT as original, but Klostermann and Schlögl, followed by 
Orlinsky743, and several others744, believe MT's c' pli is a post -LXX corruption which 
should be emended to n,-rpmi following the LXX and OL. Orlinsky makes a case for the 
originality of n,-pmr r based on literary context, Greek translation technique, Hebrew style, 
Hebrew palaeography, and narrative criticism. Regarding the latter point, Polzin 
considers MT's c'pnr r 'opaque' and an 'obstacle to understanding'745 and Murray reinforces 
Orlinsky's view that nr-rpin makes good sense746, thus countering statements such as c'pin 
is 'superior'747 or 'more forceful'748 or nv-rp -ir r 'destroys the real point of the comparison'749 
or is 'ziemlich nichtssagend'.750 Orlinsky argues based on palaeography for the accidental 
loss of -r, causing n,-rp -In to become n71n. However, was the received tradition 
deliberately altered? The root p'-1 is one of many dozens of biblical terms related to the 
notions of 'emptiness, idleness, stupidity, uselessness, vanity, worthlessness'. The adverb 
cp ̂ l occurs in 1 Sam. 6.3 and 2 Sam. 1.22 but other related terminology occurs 
infrequently in Samuel. MT's 07-in does not clearly link to any other biblical occurrence 
of the root pn. However, Fokkelman points out the 'decrease in merit' with each term for 
people in Michal's list ('Israel ... slaves ... layabouts')751, and Ackroyd says that by her 
use of vpmi ('empty- headed') Michal 'in fact reveals herself as the one who has no proper 
743 Klostermann 1887: 154; Orlinsky 1946; Schlögl 1904: II, 37 
744 Bressan 1960: 530; Jackson 1962: 107, 112, 189 -190; McCarter 1984: 185; Murray 1998: 65. 
745 Polzin 1993: 62, 66. 
746 Murray 1998: 65. 
747 Fokkelman 1990: 380; cf. 199. 
748 A. A. Anderson 1989: 98. 
749 Carlson 1964: 91. 
750 Wellhausen 1871: 169. 
751 Fokkelman 1990: 199. 
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insight'.752 Michal's choice of terminology in MT may say more about her than David. 
Finally, p 's absence in MT 2 Sam. 6.16, 20b -21 may point to a systematic suppression 
of the term in the received version of David's transfer of the ark. See 6.1.1.3.4. 
Second, regarding the adverbial and prepositional adjuncts to the principal verb in 
the relative clause (rInv rnrrnx "rv5 12v7i): That which David does he does in the eyes of 
society's lowest members. 'Eyes' and David's retort in v. 22 (also with 'eyes') are 
discussed below. The nouns ;lox (56 times) and rnery (63 times) refer to a female servant 
or slave753 and are the feminine counterparts to 'MD. Michal's statement is clear: David's 
activity took place before or in the presence, or better, precisely in the eyes, of the slave 
girls of his servants.754 Why does it matter that these words are placed on the tongue of 
Michal? A look at the usage of rrnx and rrrl z in Samuel is enlightening. 
r nx nr1ew Referent 
1S 1.11 (thrice), 16 1S 1.18 Hannah 
1S 8.16 n n v in general 
15 25.24 (twice), 25, 28, 31, 41 1S 25.27, 41 Abigail 
2S 6.20, 22 
15 28.21, 22 Medium of Endor 
n rrnx in general 
2S 14.15 -16 2S 14.6, 7, 12, 15, 17, 19 Wise woman of Tekoa 
2S 17.17 Girl reporting to Jonathan and Ahimaaz 
2S 20.17 Wise woman of Abel Beth- maacah 
2 Sam. 6.20 is the only instance where the female and male counterparts of servant /slave 
occur together in construct, but the wording of 1 Sam. 25.41 cannot be coincidental: 
-rx 'env 'í7a1 r -' r 1rleivi7 r ln - rn i nymx rncvrn nprn 
Polzin capitalises on the clear link between the two passages and the obvious contrast 
between the two wives. He observes that the noun 'only appears in Samuel -Kings to 
designate a woman who by word or work furthers the cause of kingship in general and the 
752 Ackroyd 1977: 70. 
753 These occur together in the same verse in 1 Sam. 25.41 and 2 Sam. 14.15 but they are not entirely 
synonymous. 
754 Kleven 1991: 375 and McCarter 1984: 187 provide no evidence to support their view that rrtnx is a 
synecdoche which applies to all the young women of Israel, whether slave or free. 
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glory of David's house in particular'.755 Abigail, David's wife, explicitly describes herself 
as an rrnx, and in so doing she advances David's kingship, but Michal, David's other wife 
and the daughter of Saul, would have nothing to do with an nnK, and thereby she 
highlights her unworthiness as a member in the Davidic monarchy. Michal is unlike 
Hannah (1 Sam. 1.11, 16), Abigail (1 Sam. 25.24 -25, 28, 31, 41) and the wise women of 
Tekoa (2 Sam. 14.15) and Abel Beth -maacah (2 Sam. 20.17). 
Third, regarding the relative clause with its main verb and the synonymous verbs 
in the subordinated comparative clause (n rrharr ... rtL7aa 70x): What does David do? 
David's nba -ing is stated triply using the N perfect 3ms, the N infinitive construct756, and 
(perhaps) the N infinitive absolute.757 Both the form of the (supposed) infinitive absolute, 
as well as the occurrence of the same root in infinitive forms used side by side (in either 
order), are unique phenomena in the Bible. The text of 2 Sam. 6.20 is 'extraordinary'.758 
Consequently many dispute the authenticity and meaning of the morphology and 
grammar of the statement, but to -date a consensus has not been reached. Some believe 
rn5a7 171L7an is erroneous (or at least suspicious), either a dittography which has undergone 
adjustment or a conflation of two alternative readings.759 Others believe ni5aa nrhari is 
legitimate, and that the second infinitive emphasises ('rhetorically heightens') the first on 
the analogy of the construction with the finite verb.760 The form n1 is explained either 
as written with n for the sake of assonance761 or as an attraction: the infinitive absolute 
755 Polzin 1993: 67; cf. 67 -68, 143 -148. 
756 Elsewhere only in Isa. 56.1 and Ezek. 21.29. 
757 Elsewhere only in 1 Sam. 2.27, but as the expected form r5ar. 
758 GKC §75y, p. 213. 
759 GKC §75y, p. 213; Bauer and Leander 1922: §57t ", p. 422; Bergsträsser 1918: II, §30c, p. 161; cf. 
commentaries. 
760 A. B. Davidson 1901: §86c, p. 118 -119. 
761 Elsewhere in Isa. 22.13; 42.20; Hos. 10.4; Hab. 3.13. See GKC §75n, p. 210; König 1881: I, 536. 
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passed into the infinitive construct under the influence of the preceding x.762 Talmon 
gives this explanation for the morphology and grammar: 
Here n*n(D) - rn'pang are variant forms of the Niph'al infinitive [construct] which 
have been conflated, as was observed by Kimchi: 'Both of them are infinitives 
[construct] of the Niph'al. One has the full form of strong verbs [= ni7:0], as in 717 
5xcv] L7M, while in the other there is the usual omission of the nun of the Niph'al 
(as in weak verbs) [n* n].'763 
Talmon's solution has the advantages of explaining why the Hebrew text (1) fails to use 
the expected form of the infinitive absolute (cf. 1 Sam. 2.27) and (b) contains such 
exceptional grammar. ri is an alternative infinitive construct form of the infinitive 
construct rnban. He adds that the Greek version harmonised the double reading by turning 
one of the two infinitives into a finite verb, and that the Targum went still further and 
translated both of them as finite verbs derived from two different Aramaic roots. 
Otherwise, the Greek version is unremarkable. Adjustments similar to these are also 
evident in the Syriac and Latin versions. Finally, the Targum (r42117) and Latin (et 
nudatus est quasi si nudetur) versions and Josephus (yu ivovµvo) explicitly 
characterise David's self -exposure as nudity. 
The verb n`% means 'uncover, remove' in the G stem, but the N may be either 
reflexive ('expose, reveal, uncover oneself) or passive ('be exposed, revealed, 
uncovered'). By consensus the verbs in this verse are understood as reflexive, although 
the passive understanding may be workable. In either case, Michal's point is that David 
'exposed himself or 'was exposed' (by his own doing). What does this mean? The 
consensus is that David exposed his body either in partial or full nudity. Most think David 
was just scantily clad: he was not completely naked and he did not expose his genitalia. 
Some, however, think David inadvertently exposed his genitalia or completely disrobed 
himself. On the contrary, Polzin believes David's dress in an ephod is sufficient to 
762 Ewald 1855: §240c, p. 607. 
763 Talmon 1960: 174. 
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disprove all these claims: he was not scantily clad, therefore he could not expose his 
genitalia, and he was definitely not naked.764 Baldwin and Gunn make the implausible 
suggestion that rrLa here means 'to show off.765 
The verb rt5a does not by itself designate stripping or (full) nudity, except perhaps 
in Gen. 9.21 where the HtD form is used, but observe rinv in vv. 22 -23. Similarly, rin' 
occurs in other passages with ri (mostly in the D stem) when reference is made to 
nudity766, and `710 occurs with rya in Jer. 13.22. In addition, neither David's use of an r1Mx 
-i: in 2 Sam. 6.14 // 1 Chron. 15.27, which may be a belated feature in the story (see 
5.1.3.7), nor Michal's intense reaction, necessarily support the view that David wore 
insufficient clothing. First, the evidence for the ephod's length is purely circumstantial, 
and based on the present passage, since in fact 'P' describes the composition of the 
garment but not its size. Second, as illustrated below, the motive for Michal's reaction is 
unclear, and many scholars do not believe it was self -exposure by David. Conversely, the 
references to 'eyes' in vv. 20, 22, and the possible revision of rha to L7Lp in MT 2 Sam. 
6.22, may allude to David's bareness. See 6.1.1.3.5. 
Pope discusses genitalia, nudity and sexual activity, including measures to reduce 
offensive language through expurgation and euphemism.767 He does not mention 2 
Samuel 6. Well -known passages related to these topics in Genesis -Kings are the story of 
Adam and Eve (Genesis 2 -3), the story of Noah's nakedness (Gen. 9.20 -27), and priestly 
material on illicit sexual practices (Leviticus 18, 20). Some scholars compare David's 
'offence' with Saul's 'frenzy' in 1 Sam. 19.24, or with the 'tools' of the young men in 1 
Sam. 21.6, or they contrast David's 'offence' with Saul's private 'evacuation' in 1 Sam. 
24.4. Finally, some relate this passage to Pentateuchal statements in Exod. 20.26 and 
764 Polzin 1993: 66; cf. Solvang 2003: 115 n. 66. 
765 Baldwin 1988: 210 -211; Gunn 1978: 74. 
766 Exod. 20.26; Lev. 18.6 -19; 20.11, 17 -21; Isa. 47.3; Ezek. 16.36 -37; 22.10; 23.10, 18, 29. 
767 Pope 1992: 720 -725. 
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38.42 -43. However, whereas Bergen, for example, thinks David's dancing could not have 
exposed his nakedness and so violated the Torah requirement since he was wearing an 
ephod768, De Vaux, for example, thinks the stipulations regarding breeches (c' Do) were 
invented precisely because of David's self -exposure in this passage.769 
6.1.1.3 David's Words to Michal 
David's reply to Michal in vv. 21 -22 exhibits many text -critical difficulties in 
grammar and vocabulary. MT can be rendered: 
And David said to Michal, 
Before Yahweh, 
who chose me instead of your father and instead of all his house, 
to appoint me leader over the people of Yahweh, over Israel, 
and I made merry before Yahweh, 
and I will be lightly esteemed still more than this, 
and I will be abased in my eyes, 
but with the maid -servants about whom you spoke, with them I will be 
honoured.77° 
The underlined words are problematic. In this writer's opinion, only the shaded words in 
the following layout comprise the original form of v. 21, which in the received tradition 
was expanded and then either corrupted or censored. 
768 Bergen 1996: 303. 
769 De Vaux 1953: 159. 
770 The time -frame of the verbs in vv. 21 -22 is difficult. Verse 20. i and n`7a:, qatal forms, and the 
double occurrence of nrn, delimit the past -time context and the perfective viewpoint on David's activity. 
Verses 21 -22. The cohortative nn »x at the end of v. 22 has future reference. Preceding this future- referring 
verb are three weqatal verbs. The middle of the three verbs, 'n ipn, is certainly future- referring due to the 
adjunct my nxrn ('again/still more than this'). The first and the third of the three verbs, 'npran and 'm"m, 
could have reference to either past- or future -time. Following T`71, and situated between it and the future 
referring ni :Dx, 'nm should be understood to have reference to future time. This leaves ' pruz.n. The verb is 
generally translated as future in modem English translations (ASV, DRA, ESV, JPS, KJV, NAB, NASB, 
NIV, NJB, NKJV, RSV, TNK), but the NRSV has 'that I have danced before the LORD', and Fokkelman 
1990: 380 concurs. The verb pnv in v. 21 makes reference to what David has already done, whereas the 
verbs in v. 22 refer to what will happen from this point onward. As a final note, some scholars take 'Trim 
and what follows in v. 21 as the start of a verb sequence that continues on in v. 22, and some take this first 




I7n'n -",x 111 7nx'1 A 
m , 717: 7p7x mrr '3B5 B 
1mm '2=1 Inxn ,n -inn 1iJx C 
'7x1VJ' `7v 71171' ny '7v 1'n TN ; i27 D 
'71-711 ,rpritiri E 
rli' ':D`7 F 
1A, 1B and lE (without the conjunction) constitute the original form of v. 21. 
'And David said to Michal, "Before Yahweh I danced "'. 
2B, 1C and 1D are a pre -LXX expansion in line with the pro -David/anti -Saul 
polemic. On one hand, 2B may have been lost in the MT due to homoioarcton 
thus resulting in an anacoluthon. 2B is still attested in the LXX. Following the 
loss of the verb 1p1 in 2B, n'171r may have become n'pmr in v. 20. On the 
other hand, the absence of 1p1 in MT 2 Sam. 6.16, 20b -21 may point to a 
systematic suppression of the term in the received version of David's transfer 
of the ark. See 6.1.1.3.4. 
2E may be an independent LXX expansion derived from the occurrence of the 
same verb lexeme in 2B. Conversely, the minus of 171 in the MT may be 
accidental or intentional. See 6.1.1.3.4. 
1F is a pre -LXX insertion together with 2B, 1C and 1D which replicates the 
earlier r1r' 'nth thus resuming the original story (Wiederaufnahme). 
Text -critical information supporting this reconstruction is addressed below. The solution 
to this passage is the recognition that the Hebrew story underwent pre -LXX expansion 
(Veijola, Pisano, etc.) and then post -LXX corruption (Orlinsky, Nysse, etc.) or censorship 
(see 6.1.1.3.4). In this case, text -criticism explains one aspect of textual development, 
which is elucidated more fully through stylistic and literary analysis, especially the 
criticism of the blessing/oath formula and the content of the relative clause introduced by 
1cvx. 
6.1.1.3.1 2 Sam. 6.21 `7D13-5x 111 1nx'1 
At this point David replies to Michal. David is simply 'David' and Michal is 
simply 'Michal', as in 1 Sam. 19.12 -17 right after she is introduced as David's wife. See 
6.1.1.1.2. Why is the patronymic dropped? Clines says: 
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The answer can only be that purely literary factors outweigh the significative 
value of 'XbY', e.g. one may sense that the narrative here gathers pace, which the 
long form would slow down, or perhaps preferably that attention now focusses on 
David, who is the subject of the sentence, and that it is therefore beside the point 
to stress the role that Michal is playing.71 
6.1.1.3.2 2 Sam. 6.21 7117 
The clause at hand is closely tied to the final clause of this verse by its use of a 
lexeme for 'dance' and the adjunct mm The following layout facilitates the analysis 
of this material: 














(start v. 22) 
MT J - - J J J J 
Targum J - - J J J J 
Peshitta J J J J J 
Jacob J - - J J - J 
LXXA J - - J J - J 
LXXB J J J J J 
LXXL J J J J J J J 
Aquila J J J J J J J 
Symmachus J J J J J J J 
Theodoret J J J J - - - 
OL J - J J J (v. 22a) J (v. 22a) J (v. 22b) 
Vulgate J J J (v. 22a) - J (v. 22b) 
Josephus J (?) - - J J - - 
Only 1, 4, 5 and 7 are textual constants. 
What is the significance of the double occurrence of 'before Yahweh'? Is the 
second instance a resumptive repetition? 
Why do the MT, Targum, Peshitta, Jacob, OL and Vulgate texts have an 
anacoluthon at the juncture between 1 and 4? 
Was 2 in the aforementioned texts lost or deleted or was it added to the other 
texts to ease the grammatical construction or for some other reason? 
Was 3 in the aforementioned texts (except in the OL) lost or omitted (together 
with 2) or was it added to the other texts together with or independent of the 
addition of 2? 
77! Clines 1991a: 128 (= Clines 1972: 272). 
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 Is 4 a gloss, related to the Wiederaufnahme with mm '»5? 
Are 5 and 6 original to the passage? 
Do 5 and 6 go grammatically with 1 (and 2) (resumptive ?) or with 7? 
The anacoluthon between 'before Yahweh' and the relative clause in MT is 
smoothed in most English translations by the insertion of 'it was' prior to the theological 
adverbial. Based on some of the Greek witnesses, many argue that 'I danced/I dance /I am 
dancing/I will dance' should be restored to the MT. There are four principal viewpoints 
regarding the material in 2B (mm ir: -rpix) in the table at the start of 6.1.1.3. (1) Many 
restore both a verb phrase (-71a; ':]fit; 'N.; 77) and a blessing /oath formula (mr' 'n; 
mn, jr :). In their view rr' iron rpnx was lost from rilm' Inn ripri x ']th when a 
scribe's eye jumped from the first to the second instance of mm. (2) Many restore a verb 
phrase but not a blessing/oath formula. (3) Hertzberg alone restores mm -¡ire but not a 
verb phrase.772 (4) Many do not emend the MT in any way. In their view, the MT was 
adjusted by the versions in order to relieve the anacoluthic grammar. Some holding this 
view think the material in the relative clause is a(n early) gloss, as shown by the 
anacoluthon and the Wiederaufnahme with mm 'nth. 
The second and third views are arbitrary. The fourth view is discredited by the 
intolerable inconsistency in logic in the MT. The view that both a verb phrase and a 
blessing/oath formula should be restored in the MT is argued by (among others) 
McCarter, Nysse, Orlinsky, Thenius, and Wellhausen.773 See 6.1.1.3.4. The 
aforementioned scholars correctly conclude on the basis of translation tendency that 
ópxt aoRai reflects the yigtol rrprx rather than a participle. 
72 Hertzberg 1964: 277. 
73 McCarter 1984: 185 -187; Nysse 1984: 450, 481; Orlinsky 1946: 26 -29; Thenius 1842: 154; 
Wellhausen 1871: 169 
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The blessing formula EÚAoy71T53 Kúptos / benedictus Dominus = mm -11-al 
('blessed be Yahweh') is attested in LXXB and the OL. The oath formula (r Kúpios = 'n 
mrr ('as Yahweh lives') is attested in LXXL. The scholars cited in the paragraph above are 
correct to conclude that mm "Ern rather than rnrr 'n should be restored in the MT. The 
blessing formula is extended by the relative clause which defines Yahweh's favour toward 
David. The reading in LXXL is likely assimilated to the more common phrase in Samuel, 
n1m 'n.774 
If it is accepted that mm "Inn rather than mn' T is the original reading and that the 
phrase was lost or omitted from the MT (see 6.1.1.3.4), then the restoration of the phrase 
is significant. As observed already, `p is particularly important in 2 Samuel 6. In 
addition, the phrase mm ` rn occurs elsewhere in Samuel only in the stories about Nabal 
(1 Sam. 25.32, 39) and Absalom (2 Sam. 18.28). Saul, Nabal and Absalom are types of 
one another, each opposed to David.775 They are David's enemies (cf. :'x in 1 Sam. 25.22, 
26, 29; 2 Sam. 18.29, 32). The stories in 1 Samuel 25 and 2 Samuel 18 intend to show 
that David relied on Yahweh (and was restrained by him), not taking matters into his own 
hands. David's relationships to these characters (enemies) never led to his violence. In 
each passage the text seems intent to prove David's lack of involvement and consequently 
his innocence. Saul is absent from both 1 Samuel 25 and 2 Samuel 18, but he is 
implicated as an enemy of David through the persons of Nabal and Absalom. 
Furthermore, mm jr: is a response to the deaths of both these enemies. In 2 Samuel 6, 
David's mm j n: is his response to Michal, the daughter of Saul, whom he supplanted as 
leader of Israel. Similarly, Saul's death is implicated in 2 Samuel 6. 
774 The oath formula occurs in 1 Sam. 14.39, 45; 19.6; 20.3, 21; 25.26, 34; 26.10, 16; 28.10; 29.6; 2 
Sam. 4.9; 12.5; 14.11; 15.21; 22.47. 
775 See 2.1 and appendix 5. 
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6.1.1.3.3 2 Sam. 6.21 5KMT-Lv mn cIJ-51) 7' :4] 7-IN 71127 i1-rn-17mi i,mato -10X 
The terms -inn and -'a] are significant. The relation of this clause to the story's pro - 
David /anti -Saul thrust is obvious. Many scholars consider this the only non -source 
material in the story of David's ark transfer. However, the gloss is attributed to very 
different hands. For example, it is: 
Pre -Deuteronomistic: Campbell, Campbell and O'Brien, Weinfeld.776 
From the Deuteronomist: McCarter, Peckham, Veijola.777 
From the 'Solomonic redactor': Vermeylen.778 
From the author of the 'History of David's Rise' (HDR): Mettinger.779 
The evidence suggests that these and others correctly discern the 'secondary' or 'late' 
nature of the material in the relative clause. Textual instability surrounds and falls within 
this material. Furthermore, the grammatical repetition (deictic marker ntvx), the rough 
syntax (anacoluthon), and the (lexical) resumptive repetition (Wiederaufnahme), are tell- 
tale signs of editorial activity. See 2.3.2.4. 
First, 'n-nn: 100. The finite verb following the relative, as well as the expression 
of the object, are unremarkable as far as texts and grammar are concerned. From literary 
and theological perspectives, however, -n: is extremely significant.780 The verb occurs 
most often in Deuteronomy (31 times), Chronicles (26 times), Samuel (21 times), Isaiah 
(20 times), Kings (15 times) and Psalms (14 times). God as subject makes a choice for his 
people, Levites, kings, and Jerusalem. After 2 Sam. 6.21, in biblical narrative, the verb 
'inn is used to describe the establishment of a king only in 1 Kgs. 8.16 // 2 Chron. 6.6. In 
776 Campbell 1986: 60; Campbell and O'Brien 2000: 289 (earlier than the 'Prophetic Record'); Weinfeld 
1972: 335. 
777 McCarter 1984: 187; 1994: 265 (Dtr1); Peckham 1985: 92 (Dtr2); Veijola 1975: 66 -68 (DtrG). 
778 Vermeylen 2000: 232. 
779 Mettinger 1976: 45. 
780 The notions of election in general and the choice of a king in particular cannot possibly be addressed 
here. 
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both cases David is chosen. Elsewhere, Yahweh chooses Saul (1 Sam. 10.24; cf. 12.13781) 
and rejects him (1 Sam. 15.23, 26; 16.1), and in his place he chooses David (implied in 1 
Sam. 16.11 -13; 2 Sam. 6.21) over his brothers (1 Sam. 16.7 -10).782 Reference is also 
made to David's election in 1 Kgs. 11.13, 34 and 1 Chron. 28.4.783 Finally, Yahweh 
chooses Solomon in 1 Chron. 28.5 -6, 10; 29.1 (cf. 28.1- 20.9). 
Second, 7n,n -`7Dni 1¡' :gym. The text and grammar are unremarkable. In means 'above, 
in preference to'.784 The house of Saul and its descendants, including Michal, are rejected 
by Yahweh. 
Third, -ra] 'MN r1S`7. This phrase merits more discussion than is possible. The verb 
ms occurs nearly 500, but only 29 times in Samuel, and then as 'appoint' only for 
Yahweh's appointment of judges over Israel in 2 Sam. 7.11 and for Yahweh's 
appointment of David as 7'n over Israel in 1 Sam. 13.14 ('over his people'); 25.30 ('over 
Israel'); and 2 Sam. 6.21 ('over Yahweh's people, over Israel'). Apart from the 
insignificant minus of TOD in LXXB 2 Sam. 6.21, the Greek translation is striking due to 
the correspondence ms /Ka8LoTri n. This is the only instance where the two verbs stand 
parallel to one another. In fact, the expected verb is ÉvTÉXXoµaL, as in Aquila and 
Symmachus, where revision toward the received text is likely. Based on the consistent 
rendering of ms as ÉvTÉXoµaL in Greek Samuel (in 26 of 27 cases elsewhere785- 
including 1 Sam. 13.14 and 25.30), one must concur with McCarter that KaTaßTfaat 
781 MT 2 Sam. 21.6 is related to the issue at hand but space does not permit a discussion of the textual 
and literary issues. 
782 In 2 Sam. 16.18, Hushai ironically says to Absalom that he will remain loyal to the one whom 
Yahweh and his people have chosen - David! 
783 The expression of the direct object is an interesting link between 2 Sam. 6.21 and 1 Chron. 28.4. 
Only in these verses does the first- person singular pronoun serve as the object of the verb inn. 
784 BDB 582 ( #6a). 
785 The only other exception is 2 Sam. 7.11 with a form of Tdo6(1). Greek Samuel has phrase and verse 
minuses in 1 Sam. 2.29 and 17.20, respectively. 
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probably reflects nitv5.786 The verb n'tv is commonly used for 'appointment' in the book of 
Samue1787 so that the use of MN here makes a belatedly significant link with 1 Sam. 13.14 
and 25.30. 
Another text -critical issue is the double direct object in the MT (-r,a: 'nit) and the 
direct object plus prepositional object in Greek Samuel (µE ELS >lyoi ivov). On the 
bases of ELS, `7 preceding r in about thirty Hebrew manuscripts, and 1 Sam. 13.14; 
25.30, many emend the MT from Tao to -r'a:5. The double accusative of object and 
complement can be legitimately expressed as 'to appoint me leader' or 'to appoint me 
as /into leader', but the inclusion of the preposition is more common with this verb and 
also with other verbs in similar constructions.788 Unfortunately, a comprehensive 
evaluation of -rya: -texts renders it impossible to show on the basis of probability whether '7 
dropped off -r n in the MT or whether ELS was introduced into the Greek version. 
The noun Tn is significant for theological and literary studies of Davidic and 
Israelite kingship in the book of Samuel. It also figures heavily in redaction -historical 
views on the relative clause in 2 Sam. 6.21. The noun occurs 44 times: 21 times in 
Chronicles; seven times in Samuel789; four times in Kings; three times in Daniel; and nine 
times total in seven other books. -ra: is related to the verb -ra: ('communicate, proclaim') 
and the substantive (used as preposition) -r. ('opposite'). The noun's range of meaning is 
'chief, leader, prince, ruler, officer, official'. The Greek version generally translates with 
>yoú tvoç (26 times), followed in frequency by ápxwv (8 -9 times). The word is found 
both as a royal designation and as a general term for a leader, especially in Chronicles, 
786 McCarter 1984: 186. 
787 E.g.: (1) king: 1 Sam. 8.5; 10.19; (2) judicial figure(s): 1 Sam. 8.1; 2 Sam. 15.4; (3) military 
leader(s): 1 Sam. 8.12; 18.5, 13; 22.7; 28.2; 2 Sam. 17.25; 18.1; 23.23; (4) servants: 1 Sam. 8.11; 2 Sam. 
12.31. 
788 In theory, the thought in 2 Sam. 6.21 could have been expressed with a pronoun suffixed to the verb 
or the verb plus nx with a suffixed pronoun, standing for the first object; with or without 5 + the infinitive 
construct of nn; and with or without 5 preceding the second object: -rne,) (nrrh) (Tirt or n- )nns`,. 
789 
1 Sam. 9.16; 10.1; 13.14; 25.30; 2 Sam. 5.2; 6.21; 7.8. 
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referring to governmental, military and religious leaders. Scholars frequently define -rn in 
Samuel and Kings as the king- designate or -elect who is appointed by Yahweh to rule his 
people Israel. i'ä] is widely but inconclusively discussed, and this is not the place to 
rehearse the etymology, meanings and potential developments in usage. Briefly, with 
regard to the latter issue, n'a: in 2 Sam. 6.21 has been interpreted to reflect either an early 
independent790 or later dependent791 occurrence of the term. It is clear that i'a3 was used in 
different traditions and at different times. The immediate concern is the noun's role in the 
polemic of Samuel. The point of David's statement to Michal is clear: David was 
designated in order to replace Saul the rejected king. 
The terms I'm and Tn are the cornerstone of Murray's Divine Prerogative and 
Royal Pretension. His thesis is that 2 Sam. 5.17 -7.29 underscores the glaring difference of 
interests between David, who desires to be j , the monarchic lord over a subject people 
('royal pretension'), and Yahweh, who instead desires a Tai, the exemplary leader of 
Yahweh's people, chosen by Yahweh and subservient to his will ('divine prerogative').792 
Murray's interpretation of 7'a1, which underpins his thesis, greatly misconstrues the role of 
-r in the book of Samuel. Ishida, among others, is right that an interpretation closer to 
king -designate or -elect makes better sense of the data.793 It is foretold in 1 Sam. 9.16 that 
Saul will be anointed Tn and in 10.1 this is done (rï n + r) by Samuel, and thereafter 
Saul is -I'm (cf 10.19, 24; etc.). Interestingly, Samuel says in 15.1, 17 that he had 
anointed Om) Saul as -¡5rß. With respect to David it is said in 13.14 that he will be -ray, 
and reference is again made to this fact in 25.30. Samuel anoints (no) David in 16.3, 12, 
13, but no explicit reference is made to his Tn -ship there. It is only after Saul's death (the 
790 Campbell 1986: 60 -61. 
791 Mettinger 1976: 44 -45. 
792 In brief see Murray 1998: 245 -246 and the critique in 1.2. 
793 Ishida 1999: 57 -67. 
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death of the anointed; 2 Sam. 1.21 [morn]) that David can be anointed (mon) as tn, and 
indeed this occurs in 2 Sam. 2.4 (cf. 2.7; 3.39). Interestingly, Nathan says in 12.7 that 
David had been anointed (mon) I'm, and the referent seems to be 1 Samuel 16 rather than 
2 Samuel 2. In any case, after David's anointing in 2 Samuel 2 he is to, and the three 
subsequent references to David's T -ship are expressed in teii is of his relationship to 
Saul and his kingship: David's role as is explicitly situated in the literary and historical 
milieu of Saul in 2 Sam. 5.2 (// 1 Chron. 11.2); 2 Sam. 6.21; and 2 Sam. 7.8 (I/ 1 Chron. 
17.7). -ray -ship and to -ship are not roles which one could hold contemporaneously, since 
one is a forerunner to the other. These terms apply to different times in the office holder's 
reign. Thus it is not an issue of one or the other in 2 Samuel 6, between David's 'royal 
pretension' and Yahweh's 'divine prerogative'. Finally, 2 Sam. 6.16, 20b -23 is a story 
about the rejection of Saul and his house, and the reference to rn in this material is 
intended to highlight Yahweh's choice of David over Saul. 
Fourth, L7N10"-71.) rnr, r CD-2y. The evidence for the final phrase of v. 21 is: 
MT, Targum, Peshitta over Yahweh's people over794 Israel 
Vulgate over Yahweh's people Israel 
Jacob, LXXA, LXXB, Aquila, Symmachus over his people over Israel 
LXXL, OL over his people Israel 
Theodoret over all his people Israel 
The MT is emended from mr' v to 1n1.7 by, among others, Budde, Dhorme, Jackson, 
McCarter and Nysse.795 Jackson suggests that the abbreviation for the divine name was 
read where only 1, similar in form to ', originally stood.796 Another possibility is that an 
earlier 'his people' was intentionally altered to 'Yahweh's people'. Assuming the 
originality of 1n1.7, who is the intended referent of the pronominal suffix? Does David 
794 The variation regarding the presence or absence of the second preposition 5D/Tri is discussed in 
Nysse 1984: 273, 277. 
795 Budde 1890: 232; Dhorme 1910: 325; Jackson 1962: 107, 113, 191; McCarter 1984: 186; Nysse 
1984: 420 -421. 
796 Also see Toy 1997a: 137, 147 -148. 
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mean that his appointment as r over 5tz -Itir nv was over 'His (Yahweh's) people Israel' or 
over 'his (Saul's) people Israel'? In fact, the nearest referents are 'your father' and 'his 
house', each clearly referring to Saul, whereas 'Yahweh' is more distant. This is one of 
two instances in Samuel where it is possible to give two very different interpretations to a 
coordinated 12v- L7N -10' phrase. The other is 2 Sam. 5.12, but the editors were not bothered 
by the potential attribution of k7teitzr CI) to David, as they were in the case of Sau1.797 
6.1.1.3.4 2 Sam. 6.21 mm ,npmvi 
The MT, Targum, Peshitta, and Vulgate, each with a single verb, are opposed by 
LXXASL, OL, Jacob, and Josephus, which have two.798 Some argue that Kai ópxraoµai 
(= ,mpm7) is added following Kai Traoµat on the basis of the earlier occurrence of 
ópx-600p.aL (= ipnK). Others believe KaL ópXrißop.aL (= 'mpli) was lost in the MT as a 
result of homoioteleuton. The doubly restored verb 71 in David's reply in v. 21 would be 
an appropriate response to restored m'Ipnrr in Michal's rebuke in v. 20, just as the 
vocabulary of his response in v. 22 takes account of her vocabulary in v. 20. 
The following table summarises the terminology related to 'dance' in the story of 
David's transfer of the ark. 
797 See appendix 2. Elsewhere in Samuel, nv may refer to the people of a particular locale, but the noun 
generally refers to 'the /these people (of Israel)' or to Yahweh's people phrased as 'my /your /his people'. It is 
remarkable that the people (of Israel) is David's in 2 Sam. 8.15; MT 2 Sam. 22.44; cf. 1 Sam. 27.12; but 
never Saul's, except perhaps in 1 Sam. 15.30, where Évc,,5Triov TrpE J3UTÉpmv IapartX Kai ÉV()TrLOV Xaoû 
h ou in Greek Samuel stands parallel to 5rittr pan 'öv '»t rn in the MT. In contrast to 'the elders of Israel' 
elsewhere in Samuel (1 Sam. 4.3; 8.4; 2 Sam. 3.17; 5.3; 17.4, 15), does 'the elders of my people' seek in 
some way to narrow the application of the nomen rectum? 
798 The material within brackets in the following text was lost in LXXA as a consequence of 











2 Sam. 6.5 // 
1 Chron. 13.8 
n'prion TraCCovTEs n'pritt.nn 1TaÍCOVTE3 
2 Sam. 6.13 // 
1 Chron. 15.26 
(cf 5.1.3.3) 
rY-ryn 
Xopoí = ni rîrr 
- - 
2 Sam. 6.14 // 
1 Chron. 15.27 
(cf. 5.1.3.6 -7) 
nnnYYY ¿LVEKpOÚETO 
`7nnDr3 TrEpLE(WG I VOS 
2 Sam. 6.16 // 






- prefixed TraL(ovTa in LXXL 





2 Sam. 6.20b 
(cf 6.1.1.2.3) 
crpnrl Twv 6pXouµ.ÉVwv = nrn7nn - - 
2 Sam. 6.21 
Tnprw.n 
6pxreiaop.aL = npnx 
Kai. Traf op.aL 
Kai. opXr¡QOµaL = ^nnpni 
- - 
The textual stability in Chronicles is outdone only by the reference to 
npn /ópXÉoµaL in this book and the fourfold use of the terminology in Michal's rebuke and 
David's reply in Greek Samuel. The absence of npn in MT 2 Sam. 6.16 and 6.20b is 
suspicious. See 6.1.1.1.3 and 6.1.1.2.3. Scholars offer conflicting explanations for the 
absence of 71 in MT 2 Sam. 6.21. See 6.1.1.3 and 6.1.1.3.2. On one hand, the phrases 
r r -¡inn -rpix and 'nn7n may have dropped accidentally following mm ,)t5 and ,7n n 
respectively. On the other hand, ipnx and Tr-7-11 may have been deleted, in which case 
mm 717: was also omitted since ...ncvx nine inn mm ,]t5 17'n `7x 717 lnlvl would be 
unwieldy. 
The assertion that in v. 16 the Chronicler substituted ipn for ns on the basis that 
the latter was unused in his day is questionable. The verb nn appears elsewhere only in 
Gen. 49.24, but vi is hardly an appropriate replacement. Apart from 1 Chron. 15.29, the 
verb 71 occurs eight times in the Bible. The usage is neutral in Qoh. 3.4 (where 
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interestingly -îpn is parallel to pro), but in Job 21.11 npn is an activity of the children of 
the wicked, and elsewhere the verb is only used for the 'dance' of animals.799 
With these points in mind, were ni'mn in v. 13 and 7 in vv. 6.16, 20b -21 
methodically squelched in the received tradition of 2 Samuel 6 ?800 The editors of MT 
Samuel may have sought to erase any potentially negative links between David and other 
biblical characters, or perhaps they were discontent with the dance activity in the 
procession in general. The breadth of meaning in pnry (vv. 5, 21) and the rarity of -1-0 (vv. 
14, 16) and TTM (v. 16) may operate to safeguard David's character by obscuring his 
activity, just as "nWS (v. 13) links the king's and the deity's accomplishments, and just as 
crp-in (v. 20b) may denigrate Michal's sensibility vis -à -vis the king.801 In this scenario, 
Chronicles retains the more original vocabulary for David's activity: pro (13.8; 15.29) and 
7p-1(15.29).8°2 In any case, the history of the biblical text is markedly unsure and unclear 
in 2 Sam. 6.13, 14, 16 // 1 Chron. 13.9; 15.27, 29 and in 2 Sam. 6.20b -21. This 
observation in and of itself is significant. We must ask why such a dense haze hovers over 
David's behaviour? Were ancient editors and scribes somewhat like Michal, bothered 
perhaps by what David did before Yahweh? The state of the biblical texts may reflect this 
struggle. 
The theological adverbial mm 4th is attested at the start of 2 Sam. 6.21 in all 
witnesses and at the end of the verse in all witnesses except for Jacob (partially with 
799 Isa. 13.21; Joel 2.5; Nah. 3.2; Ps. 29.6; Ps. 114.4, 6. 
800 Analogous substitutions may be observable in MT 1 Kgs. 1.40 // LXX 1 Kgs. 1.40 (LXXL 25.40) 
(Solomon's coronation procession) and in MT 1 Kgs. 20.14 // LXX 1 Kgs. 21.15 (Ahab's struggles with 
Ben -hadad). Interestingly, observe the role of the prophet in each story. Indeed, Schenker 2003 argues that 
dancing men were edited out of the MT in these three stories. 
801 Berlin 1983: 72 -73 links the alternative expressions for what Michal sees in 2 Sam. 6.16 ('leaping 
and whirling; 1»Dnt MD) to her exaggerated perspective on David. In other words, - 0-otn1 um reflects 
Michal's point of view. 
802 Murray 1998: 64 is mistaken to suppose that both pnv and -r» in 1 Chron. 15.29 point to their 
original inclusion in 2 Sam. 6.21 with pm and with restored Tn. 
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CD C1_73 , LXXA (due to haplography), and the Vulgate. It is suggested above that the 
second mm 'ßt5 is a resumptive repetition following the editorial insertion of the long 
relative clause. Although this repetition plays an editorial role it is noteworthy that this 
particular adjunct both begins and ends David's rejoinder to Michal's criticism. The 
distribution of mm ' :eh in Samuel, the concentration of the phrase in 2 Samuel 6, and the 
repetition of the phrase in this verse and at its boundaries, are not by chance.803 David acts 
by Yahweh's favour, relies on Yahweh, and acts 'before Yahweh' and not before anybody 
else- neither the slave girls of David's servants (as Michal says), nor Michal, nor Israel. 
Indeed, the entire exchange between Michal and David (vv. 20b -22) moves toward the 




David: before Yahweh 






Finally, Murray makes min, 'nth 'the most salient element' in David's retort: 
In such pompous terms David repudiates Michal's right to have any view on his 
behaviour. For her regal disdain of his actions amounts to disdain of Yahweh to 
whom alone, he proclaims, they are directed. Hence her scorn for David as king is 
in fact a defiant scorn for Yahweh who gave him his position.805 
803 See 3.1.4.1 (2 Sam. 6.5), 5.1.3.5 (2 Sam. 6.17), 5.1.3.6 (2 Sam. 6.14), 6.1.1.1.3 (2 Sam. 6.16), and 
appendix 2. 
804 Brueggemann 1990: 252. 
soy Murray 1998: 142, 144. 
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6.1.1.3.5 2 Sam. 6.22 rlNìn M> 'i1'71 
The MT reading is an N form of the verb 1717p.806 MT's 'hpal is attested in all 
witnesses excluding the LXX (Kaì, drrroKaXu ei aop.aL) and OL (et denudabor) whose 
readings suppose '17 i ('and I will reveal /uncover myself). Many neglect to address this 
variation, thereby assuming MT's originality, and opinions vary among those who do 
discuss the variation. Two arguments favour the originality of Thpa1: (1) TE'7a can be 
'impeached as reminiscent' of its threefold occurrence in v. 20, i.e., assimilation.807 (2) '75p 
at the start and -» at the end of v. 22 'makes a rhetorically forceful contrastive 
inclusio'.808 In contrast, three arguments favour the originality of 'rr 1: (1) rba indeed 
goes back to v. 20 since David answers Michal's objections with her own words. (2) ï 
corresponds well with the references to 'eyes' in vv. 20, 22. (3) r 'pa can be taken as 
offensive, since bareness is generally regarded as shameful in the Bible, and it is well 
known that elsewhere scribes altered MT to conceal offensive language.809 See 6.1.1.2.3. 
Under the assumption that the editors of Hebrew Samuel revised the text in order 
to 'lighten' the forcefulness and forthrightness of David's intention to expose himself still 
more, why did they replace rba with the particular lexeme L2'7p? The following 
observations are relevant. (1) The verb 175p is used 82 times, most often in Samuel (16 
times), and never in a synoptic text.810 (2) The verb L75p has an antithetical relationship to 
7= and these verbs and /or their cognates are closely associated in a number of passages, 
including 1 Sam. 2.8, 29 -30; 6.5 -6; 2 Sam. 6.20, 22.811 (3) Interestingly, -r= and L75p and 
m: appear together in 1 Sam. 2.30 and 2 Sam. 6.16, 22. By despising David Michal 
806 G: 'be slight, swift, trifling'; N: 'show oneself swift, appear trifling, be lightly esteemed'. 
807 McCarter 1984: 186. 
808 Murray 1998: 66. 
809 Pope 1992: 722; Revell 1992: 1011 -1012. 
810 1 Sam. 2.30; 3.13; 6.5; 17.43; 18.23; 2 Sam. 1.23; 6.22; 16.5, 7, 9, 10 (twice), 11, 13; 19.22, 44. 
811 Other passages are 1 Kgs. 12.4, 9 -11, 14 // 2 Chron. 10.4, 9 -11, 14; Isa. 8.23; 23.8 -9; 49.5 -6; Hab. 
2.14, 16; Prov. 26.1 -2. 
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despises Yahweh, before whom David acts, and whose presence David brings to 
Jerusalem. Brueggemann says: 
David, who is thought to be despised by Michal, is in fact honored in Israel and by 
Yahweh. Michal, who thinks she is in a position of strength, is dismissed by the 
narrative as barren and hopeless. There is something here of the exalted being 
humbled and the humbled being exalted ... David is indeed the one who humbles 
himself and who, by the power of God, is exalted. The text remembers and enacts 
the strange singing of Hannah (I Sam. 2:7- 8).812 
6.1.1.3.6 2 Sam. 6.22 
The evidence for the adjective is unremarkable. Although áxpcîos ('useless, unfit, 
unprofitable') occurs in the Septuagint only here and in the Epistle of Jeremiah, and 
although the adjective TarrELvós ('lowly, humble') or a cognate is a superior (cf. Aquila 
and Symmachus) and more frequent translation equivalent of `7S0 and its cognates, the 
Greek reading does not suggest a different Vorlage. 
The adjective L7E0 ('deep, low'; 'humble, humiliated, lowly') occurs 17 times but 
only here in Samuel. English translations of this verse use the words 'base, abased, lowly, 
humble, humiliated', and commentators construe David's demeanour as a virtue: positive 
humiliation or pious self -effacement. With reference to people the word generally focuses 
on worth or status, and the dominant use of the root refers to Yahweh's threat or promise 
that the arrogant or haughty will be brought low, cast down, or humbled.813 
It is noteworthy that the root 5D2) occurs three times in Samuel: the verb '7E0 in the 
poetry of 1 Sam. 2.7 and 2 Sam. 22.28, and the adjective 17DGJ in 2 Sam. 6.22. The 
distribution of the root in Samuel is hardly coincidental and makes a forceful point 
812 Brueggemann 1990: 253. 
813 G. A. Long 1997: 224. 
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regarding David vis -à -vis Michal and her father. The Songs of Hannah and David 
conclude saying814: 
1 Sam. 2.10 'Yahweh! His adversaries shall be shattered; the Most High 
will thunder in heaven. Yahweh will judge the ends of the 
earth; he will give strength to his king, and exalt the power of 
his anointed'. 
2 Sam. 22.51 'He is a tower of salvation for his king, and shows steadfast 
love to his anointed, to David and his descendants forever'. 
The phrase 'in the eyes of grammatically and conceptually modifies only the 
immediately preceding verb, and although the phrase may refer to sight or judgment (_ 
thought; cf. English 'in my view') it generally means 'in the opinion of. Is the original 
phrase 'rvn ('in my eyes') as in the MT, Targum, Peshitta, the first instance in Jacob815, 
and the Vulgate, or is it I'm ('in your eyes') as suggested by the OG, Aquila, 
Symmachus, and the OL? Translators and commentators are divided. Some reject the 
Greek reading816 whereas just as many believe it is original.817 The arguments based on 
sense alone are fragile, leading in one or another direction depending on the interpreter's 
understanding of the passage. For one the Greek rendering gives an appropriate sense 
while for another it ruins it. There are no persuasive arguments in favour of either' 'i or 
The form l ̂ rvm is attested in one medieval Hebrew manuscript as noted in BHS. 
Indeed, a reference to Yahweh not only makes excellent sense, but it also provides a 
reasonable explanation for the other two traditions, which are clearly primitive.818 Who 
could allow to remain a provocatively original reference to Yahweh in a text in which 
originally David exposed himself (ri ) before him? Michal accuses David of dishonour 
814 See Brueggemann 1990: 20 -21, 339 -345; Childs 1979: 272 -273. 
815 The Targum, Peshitta and the first instance in Jacob have 'in the eyes of my soul'. 
816 Barthélemy 1982: 244; Wellhausen 1871: 170. 
817 Driver 1890: 273; Thenius 1842: 154. 
818 Ackroyd 1977: 71; Mauchline 1971: 226; and McCarter 1984: 186 believe the original phrase was 
r :v :. Bruno 1935: 99 suggests the implausible mm 
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before the slave girls, and David replies: 'My "lowly" behaviour is before Yahweh, and so 
it will continue, because he elevates me; as for you (and all for which you stand), I 
actually prefer the slave girls!' 
6.1.1.3.7 2 Sam. 6.22 MinnN nnnx rnnnxn -nvi 
This clause is disjunctive contrastive and the point in MT is this: David will carry 
on with what he views as 'lowly' behaviour, but with the slave girls he will be honoured. 
The contrast is principally between David and the slave girls, and more specifically 
between David's behaviour as he views it and the reaction of the slave girls to the king. 
Many interpreters see a contrast between Michal and the slave girls, but this is explicitly 
true only if MT Samuel is emended according to LXX Samuel in the previous clause (i.e., 
'my eyes' is changed to 'your eyes'). However, since Michal's reproach in v. 20 implicitly 
sets her and the slave girls in contrast, it is assumed that David's response in v. 22, in 
which he alludes to v. 20 and sides with the slave girls, is also an implicit affirmation of 
inequality between them and her. From this perspective, then, it is true that Michal and 
the slave girls are thrown in parallel and that their 'respect' shall compensate David for her 
contempt. 
The relative clause, 'about whom you spoke', is uncomplicated, but the following 
word is not. The suffix in rev is 3mp whereas its referent rnnnxn is 3fp. Many address the 
function of rev within its clause as well as the repetition of v in this verse, but few point 
out the discrepancy in gender819, and this silence is remarkable since many consider the 
replacement of second and third person plural feminine suffixes by their masculine 
equivalents a 'late' Hebrew feature.820 Within its clause the prepositional phrase cnD 
819 W. R. Arnold 1917: 67. 
820 See appendix 3. As expected, the Targum has pry' :'1,2 and the Peshitta and Jacob have te. 
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functions as 'before, in the sight of, almost = in the judgement of according to Driver821, 
and Williams labels this the 'consciousness' usage of nì.822 The significance of the 
repetition is discussed in 6.1.1.4.1. 
Rather than a counterpart to maw, the LXX seems to have in this slot the lcs 
accusative pronoun RE, and the OL reads the same, although the function of the pronoun 
is different.823 The translators of Samuel consistently render CD with a suffixed pronoun 
using pL -rá with a genitive pronoun, thus suggesting that they would have written µET' 
aúTC)v if MOD had been in the Vorlage. Alternatively, the OG translators may have ignored 
the resumptive nv with its suffixed pronoun in order to streamline the sentence, as they 
may have done in the case of ;7'7 in v. 23 as well. However, the MT and LXX grammar is 
different: COD is a prepositional adjunct to rrIMDK whereas µE is the accusative subject of 
the infinitive 8o aaef vac.. The subject in the lcs verb nwx is clear, but not in the 
infinitive 8o a68rlvat, which requires the explicit mention of the subject by means of an 
accusative pronoun. Thus µE does not really fall in the same slot as ow, and the Greek 
version actually attests a minus of MD, as does the Vulgate: et cum ancillis de quibus 
locuta es gloriosior apparebo ('and with the slave girls, about whom all was said, [witli 
then:I] I will appear more glorious'). The Vulgate regularly agrees with the MT against the 
LXX, so its divergence in this matter is significant. Either the LXX and Vulgate represent 
streamlined texts, as suggested by Nysse, or the MT (and Targum, Peshitta and Jacob) is 
revised to include the repetitious 'with them', and this is significant from a literary 
standpoint. See 6.1.1.4.1. 
821 Driver 1890: 273. 
822 Williams 1976: §337, p. 58. 
823 The OL says et cum puellis cum quibus dixisti me nudatum glorificabor, which can be rendered 'and 
with the girls, with whom you said I was nude, I will be glorified'. Either ad me or mihi would have been 
used to say '(with whom you said) to me'. 
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The verb phrases are: 
'Let me be honoured' (MT), with cohortative 
'I will be honoured' (Targum, Peshitta). 
'I will be honoured and praised' (Jacob). 
'I will be glorified' (OL). 
'I will appear more glorious' (Vulgate). 
'I was glorified' (LXX), with µE 6ocaaOfivaL. 
The readings in all versions except the LXX represent an independent statement: 'I will 
...', whereas in the Greek version the verb phrase is dependent on the previous clause: 
'And I will again reveal /uncover myself thus, and I will be useless (a) in your eyes and (b) 
with the slave girls of (= by ?) whom you said I was glorified/held in honour'.824 The 
insertion of µrd prior to the infinitive in many Greek manuscripts does not suggest a 
different reading in the Vorlage, but only that at some point the Greek translation was 
misunderstood. The MT's cohortative also diverges from the remainder of the witnesses. 
Driver believes the MT should be emended to InDx since the context requires a conviction 
rather than a wish825, but most scholars reject this suggestion, sometimes citing Yahweh's 
n-rnnx- statement in Exod. 14.4, 17, which is surely a conviction rather than a mere wish. 
r-innx provides emphasis vis -à -vis Innx.826 Nevertheless, suitability does not mean 
originality, and the MT may have been revised from -on; to rrinDR to emphasise David's 
resolve. 
6.1.1.4 The Narrator's Summary of Michal's Childlessness 
6.1.1.4.1 2 Sam. 6.23 rirnn r -73) 757 7-lL7 rrri-xe 171xt1.770 5n'tY71 
2 Sam. 6.23 is succinct and devoid of textual difficulties yet prompts more 
questions than it answers (see 6.1.2), and these facts are significant. Textual variation 
may suggest that scribes and editors attempted to explicate or alleviate perceived 
824 McCarter 1984: 186. 
825 Driver 1890: 273. 
826 GKC §108b, p. 319. 
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difficulties in the story. Alternatively, the absence of evidence for textual manipulation in 
a cryptic line such as 2 Sam. 6.23 may indicate that scribes and editors were not bothered 
by a particular incident or comment, or rather, the absence may indicate that they were 
unsure of its meaning or preferred to leave their viewpoint unknown or ambiguous. 
What is the cause of Michal's childlessness? Is it to be found in the deity, David, 
Michal, or elsewhere? Suggested answers are827: 
The cause is the deity. Yahweh closed Michal's womb. He cursed her. Her 
childlessness is the result of barrenness. In the biblical world barrenness is 
considered a curse from God, the greatest of misfortunes, resulting in labels 
like disgrace, dishonour, humiliation, reproach, shame, etc. This is the 
dominant reading in the rabbinic period, but many scholars still take this view. 
The cause is David. He refused her. He wished to punish her. This is the 
dominant reading in the modern era. 
The cause is the deity and David. The curse on Michal was David's denial of 
her. Divine judgment worked through natural channels. Ackroyd and Caird 
offer this interpretation.828 
The cause is Michal. She refused him. She wished to punish him, perhaps 
politically as well. No interpreter holds this view, but Clines and Exum ponder 
the possibility.829 
The cause is mutual separation between David and Michal. Statements such as 
'broken marriage', 'personal estrangement', 'breakdown in marital relations', 
'collapse of dialogue' or 'less of a dispossession than a deadlock' are 
applicable. This is the view of Baldwin, Bright, Rosenberg and Vos.83° 
The cause is barrenness, but rather than a curse, her barrenness is 'bitter 
coincidence' or 'the last painful twist of a wronged woman's fate'. This 
possibility is raised by Alter.831 
The cause is ambiguous or unknowable, or perhaps it is one of the above. This 
'I'm unsure' or 'I don't know' view is given in more than a dozen commentaries. 
In fact, Michal did have a child -five to be exact. Several scholars are 
reluctant to emend MT 2 Sam. 21.8. In addition, a passage in the Talmud, 
827 Fishkin 1988: 65 -72 is a good review. 
828 Ackroyd 1977: 71; Caird 1953: 1082. 
829 Clines 1991c: 139; Exum 1991: 185; 1992: 88. 
830 Baldwin 1988: 211; Bright 1981: 208; Rosenberg 1986: 117 -118; Vos 1983: 117. 
831 Alter 1981: 125; 1991: 73. 
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Sanhedrin 21a: 20 -21, 25 -26, says Michal had children on the day of her 
death. See 6.1.2. 
This analysis treats this verse according to its natural divisions: (a) 'and to Michal 
the daughter of Saul'; (b) 'there was not (to her) a child'; (c) 'to /until the day of her death'. 
First, 'and to Michal the daughter of Saul' (no-nn 5D'tY71). Following the heated 
dialogue between David and Michal, and bringing to an end the story of David's transfer 
of the ark, one might expect the final comment to overtly relate to the preceding material 
in some explanatory manner. That is, one might expect a sequential verb form, such as a 
wayyigtol, or perhaps an adverb such as 'therefore', but this is the case only in the Latin 
versions (igitur). Instead, the final comment dangles from the story, and the final mention 
of Michal is suspended within the comment. Why doesn't this verse begin, for example, 
7L7, 1'ßt L7nY, mm /Tr i or I`7' `7n,tY7 mr rt7i? Through grammatical disjunction or dislocation 
together with casus pendens the text lacks a lucid relation to the preceding material and 
Michal -that is, 'Michal, the daughter of Saul' -is placed in the limelight. In linguistic 
jargon she -that is, 'Michal, the daughter of Saul' -is fronted or topicalised. This clause 
is about 'Michal, the daughter of Saul': to her, no, to them, there was no descendant. 
Second, 'there was not (to her) a child' ('-b' ML) MM-XL)). The resumptive pronoun on 
the preposition `i refers to the dislocated '7n,tY2 and helps 'lighten' the sentence.832 It is 
impossible to determine whether rL2 was added to the received tradition or whether the 
Greek translator left it untranslated. The distribution and usage of the root -IL2' in Samuel 
is unremarkable except to note the nearness of the terminology in 2 Sam. 3.2, 5 and 5.13- 
14.833 See below. Also, if Michal's childlessness is the result of the deity's curse, it should 
be observed that other terminology was available for expressing the notion of barrenness. 
832 Driver 1890: 274. 
833 On the Kethib 1} / Qere i see the grammars, commentaries and De Rossi 1785: II, 169. 
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"lint 
'hard, barren, unproductive' 
Job 15.34; cf. Isa. 49.21; Job. 3.7; 30.3 
--ipl, 
'barren' 
Gen. 11.30 (Sarai); 25.21 (Rebekah); 29.31 (Rachel; cf. 
30.22); Exod. 23.26; Deut. 7.14; Judg. 13.2 -3 (wife of 








nsy Isa. 66.9 
nrn 1Z/1S.1) inn' 
'Yahweh closed the womb' 
t5t3'ntt n'± orb- 1DM mm -1S1) - i.r': (Gen 20.18; women 
of Abimelech); norm -in mmi (1 Sam. 1.5; Hannah); nao -o 
morn nvo mm (1 Sam. 1.6; Hannah) 
n'7 tt" Gen. 16.1 (Sarai); 30.1 (Rachel; cf. 30.22); Judg. 13.2 -3 
(wife of Manoah); Isa. 23.4; 54.1; Job 24.21 
`b. /p x5 /11t nrt7 l'71-X n'aoi (Num. 3.4; Nadab and Abihu); na»Lp .n,1 
n"-I5' IT mnL21 o'n5, (1 Sam. 1.2; Hannah); 7`7, n5 mrr ' (2 
Sam. 6.23; Michal); ono ttL7 (1 Chron. 2.30, 32; Seled and 
Jether); orb rn-tz, onni (1 Chron. 24.2; Nadab and Abihu). 
In these passages 1n probably refers to 'sons' only. 
See below. 
Third, 'to /until the day of her death' (r a-ro r ID). The phrase rno or w is 
infrequent: Judg. 13.7; 1 Sam. 15.35; 2 Sam. 6.23; 20.3 (nn is the infinitive construct); 2 
Kgs. 15.5; Jer. 52.11, 34; 2 Chron. 26.21. It cannot be demonstrated that in 2 Sam. 6.23 
the phrase means 'She had no child until the day of her death, but on the day of her death 
she did'. This thought would be expressed using nrnr nro or something similar. It is 
extremely unlikely that the phraseology of 2 Sam. 6.23 and 20.3 is coincidental (see 
below). 
2 Sam. 6.23 
2 Sam. 20.3 
nn rin nr ny -117' r t l mTe7 '71xm-m L7o't351 
n5011' irnn-Lm mn No'i 
rnon nnt* rrrn ncvrt inva`m 0'0r701) ntt i5mrt 1771 
n17Ln,i rnnrvtyrnn narni 
ttn-tep 0m7rti 
nrrt rnatY5tt Inn nr-nv rnnns mnnrn 
The emphasis in 2 Sam. 6.23 rests on the fact of Michal's childlessness, not the 
reason for it. This clause is about 'Michal, the daughter of Saul' -to her, no, to them, there 
was no descendant. The passage oozes pro -Davidic /anti -Saulide sentiment. The royal 
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lineage of Saul has come to an end. Furthermore, the passage at hand follows closely after 
2 Sam. 3.2 -5 and 5.13 -16, which share 1'7-terminology. Michal is unlike David's other 
wives. He impregnated them, but not her! 834 
The cause of Michal's childlessness is ambiguous, or perhaps it should be called 
open- ended. Josipovici correctly states that our interpretation depends on how we read the 
book of Samuel as a whole.835 Amazingly, very few scholars offer evidence in support of 
one view or another. Some suggested evidence is: 
It is Yahweh: Yahweh blesses obedience with a fruitful womb (e.g., Exod. 
23.26; Deut. 7.14; 28.11). Only Yahweh can open and close the womb (e.g., 
Gen. 20.18; 29.31; 30.2, 22; 1 Sam. 1.5 -6; Isa. 66.9). 
It is Yahweh: Hannah's barrenness is explicitly caused by Yahweh, and lexical 
and conceptual links between 2 Samuel 6 and 1 Samuel 1 -2 indicate that he is 
also to blame for Michal's situation. 
It is Yahweh: (Perhaps) Michal's barrenness is Yahweh's intervention to fulfil 
the prophecy of Samuel in 1 Sam. 13.13 -14. 
It is Yahweh: V. 23 should be construed as referring to the motif of curse, 
since it is put in contrast to v. 20a referring to that of blessing. 
It cannot be Yahweh: At the points in the Bible when a woman is clearly 
barren a formulaic expression appears which clearly implicates God as the 
opener and closer of wombs. This is near the truth, but not precisely. 
Sometimes the text does identify God as the culprit (e.g., rn Tao mm) but 
other times barrenness is simply reported without comment on its cause. See 
below. 
It cannot be David: David does not cease conjugal relations with Michal, since 
this would be expressed differently, e.g., rin n my ro'-x51 in Gen. 38.26. 
These explanations are unpersuasive, mostly because close examination reveals that they 
are too general, arbitrary, or rely on loose associations. The following three arguments, 
however, validate the interpretation that David intentionally set Michal aside. First, 
834 R. G. Bowman 1991: 117; Cartledge 2001: 442; also Carlson 1964: 58; Hamilton 2001: 314; Polzin 
1993: 71. 
835 Josipovici 1988: 22 -23. 
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Driver speaks of 'the resumption for the sake of emphasis' in 'cnv ... CI)' in v. 22836, and 
Fishkin argues that the redundant usage has significant interpretative implications: '... It 
conveys a harshness on David's part; he is cruelly rubbing the reality of Michal's situation 
in her face ...,.837 Second, a careful examination of biblical cases of barrenness shows that 
_L7' rt5 i171 -x7 should not be construed to implicate barrenness or divine veto in the 
absence of a lexeme for 'barren' (e.g., -ip) in the nearby context or a statement that the 
deity did indeed intervene. Third, as observed above, the phraseology of 2 Sam. 6.23 and 
20.3 is hardly coincidental. This association, mentioned by a few scholars838, clinches the 
case: Michal was treated like the members of the royal harem, who were first abandoned 
(15.16), then raped (16.21 -22), and finally confined (20.3). Why, then, is the connection 
made so vaguely? Fishkin says: 
The implied literary -critical argument here is that the lexical echo (Heb. 'ad yom 
motah /n'), implies a similarity also in semantic value and therefore in the narrative 
situation of the characters ... In this view, Michal receives similar treatment at the 
hands of David as did the concubines, whose fates however, are spelled out 
plainly in the text. ... It remains to be asked, however, why the text is so reticent 
on this important issue. ... I would ... argue the possibility that the silence of the 
text in 6:23 may indicate not only the text's 'unease' about David's role in her 
childlessness, but also a discomfort with Michal's larger fate and an unwillingness, 
for ideological and theological reasons, to clearly define David's role in that fate. 
For I argue that the narrator hints at the subtext --the 'reality' of Michal's fate- - 
precisely by providing us with the echo of 20:3, which does fully explain the cruel 
situation of the concubines. Even if David's only offense were his willfully 
causing Michal's childlessness, it is no surprise that the text would exhibit a 
reluctance clearly to implicate the Lord's anointed king of Israel. And all the more 
so if she --his royal wife -- received the kind of treatment at his hands which is 
poignantly described for the concubines in 20:3 --if she were condemned by him to 
a life of childlessness, dishonor, and caged isolation. This is perhaps the real 
reason for the textual 'unease' which Exum notes. The text wants to, but cannot, 
express the cruelness of Michal's fate, and the nature of David's role in that fate. 
But it simultaneously hints at what it represses in 6:23 by providing us with a 
textual clue to the 'narrative truth': a sad echo of ten more who were widowed 
alive and imprisoned by David.839 
836 Driver 1890: 273 -274. 
837 Fishkin 1988: 94 -95. 
838 Abramsky, cited by Eskenazi 1991: 172 -173; Budde 1890: 232; De Vaux 1953: 160; Exum 1991: 
191; 1992: 170; Fishkin 1988: 72 -74; Fokkelman 1990: 205; Halpern 2001: 33, 313; Kennedy 1900: 223. 
839 Fishkin 1988: 72, 74. 
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Michal, the daughter of Saul, the former king, was not permitted to have children, to 
provide a successor to the throne of Israel. Queen Michal, the wife of King David, was 
shut up until the day of her death, living as if in widowhood. Scribes and editors backed 
David's socio- political agenda -a Davidic Judahite king is superior to a Saulide 
Benjaminite king -but they were not quite able to content themselves with King David's 
role in sealing Michal's fate.84° 
6.1.2 Literary Analysis 
Space forbids additional discussion of the meanings of the name and patronymic 
of Michal; the motif of the woman in the window in biblical literature and extra -biblical 
resources; the themes of sexual activity and progeny in Samuel; the themes of 'respect, 
honour, acceptance' and 'contempt, shame, rejection' in Samuel; and studies of gender 
politics in biblical literature and ancient Israel and the role of women in the book of 
Samue1.841 A very interesting passage which cannot be examined in detail in this thesis is 
MT 2 Sam. 21.8, which speaks of the '... the five sons of Michal the daughter of Saul, 
whom she bore to Adriel the son of Barzillai the Meholathite'. The widespread 'solution' 
840 Beyond the similar topic, and the occurrence of min nr i , it has gone unnoticed that elsewhere in the 
book of Samuel David is 'in' or 'on' his house, but only three times does he 'go' (xi], tri) or 'return' (n1 w) to 
his house: imn-nx -¡n± in non (2 Sam. 6.20; Michal); mr5x xm't (2 Sam. 12.20; Bathsheba); -5x xn,1 
in^D (2 Sam. 20.3; cf. 19.12; concubines). For David, going home and issues of sex and progeny appear 
related; business -or pleasure ? -comes first! 
841 Studies of women in the Bible often take their point of departure from Samuel, in which at least 
seventeen women are named and many more are signified by other means. Studies on Michal have focused 
on her exploitation and victimisation, her role as a pawn who could be used in whatever way her father and 
husband found advantageous. Jobling 1998: 9 correctly says: '[David's] wives Michal and Abigail, like 
Hannah, take bold initiatives, but their initiatives are appropriated into a narrative strategy that is anything 
but pro- woman. Their energy is wholly channeled into the boosting of David's career, and no importance is 
ascribed to them beyond this'. The best treatments of women in Samuel are Jobling 1998: 127 -194; Solvang 
2003; and two unpublished doctoral theses: García Bachmann 1999; Todd 1990. The most helpful pieces on 
Michal from a literary perspective are Jobling 1998 and the contributions by Alter, Berlin, Clines, Exum, 
Miscall and Polzin in Clines and Eskenazi 1991. Good discussion is given throughout Berlin 1983; Exum 
1992, 1993, 1996. 
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to this puzzling reading is to emend 'Michal' ( 'PD,n) to 'Merab' ( :-Ire). However, this 
explanation is doubted by Fishkin, Gelander and No11842, and 'Michal' is retained and 
defended by Barthélemy, Ben -Barak, Exum, Glück, Miscall and Walters.843 Barthélemy 
is correct to argue that the variation relates to editorial activity rather than scribal error. 
The editors of MT Samuel saw fit to revise biblical history by placing Michal in a story 
which favours neither her nor any other descendant of Saul -one final blow against the 
royal family, and against the queen herself 
The remainder of this chapter summarises three issues related to Michal in 2 Sant. 
6.16, 20b -23. 
The reason for Michal's reproach of David. 
The role of 2 Sam. 6.16, 20b -23 in Samuel. 
The shape of the Vorlage of Chronicles. 
6.1.2.1 The Reason for Michal's Reproach of David 
Why did Michal react and reply as she did? It is very difficult to pinpoint the 
reason(s) for Michal's reproach of David, and equally hard to hold down a commentator 
to a single issue which he or she believes is the cause of Michal's behaviour. Clines aptly 
says: 
Why does Michal reproach David? Here we are not short of textual evidence. 
There is the report of the narrator (6.16), Michal's own words to David (6.20), and 
David's reply (6.21 -22) the combination of which provides us with a stereoscopic 
view of the event. There is almost too much evidence of what passes between 
them, and yet we still feel that the text has not told us the whole truth, that we are 
meant to infer some deeper cause, some underlying agenda that Michal and David 
are addressing. ... No one motivation can account for the course of this episode. 
As Robert Alter puts it, her anger is 'overdetermined', containing within it all that 
842 Fishkin 1988: 56 -65; Gelander 1991: 70; Noll 1997: 43. 
843 Barthélemy 1980: 18 -19; 1982: 301 -302; Ben -Barak 1991: 87; Exum 1991: 196; 1992: 91; 1993: 38, 
45; Glück 1965; Jobling 1998: 184; Miscall 1991: 255 -256; Walters 1993. 
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has never been said but more than has been hinted about the relation between her 
and David. Only 'multiple interpretation' can address the complexity of the tale.844 
Most discussions (a) are noncommittal, in that they mention several explanations or are 
ambiguous in viewpoint, or (b) they make a general statement regarding David's 
behaviour, considering it undignified or unseemly or out -of- control, inappropriate for a 
king. This fact substantiates the ambiguity in the story itself. In other discussions one can 
perceive that the author leans toward a single specific explanation for Michal's reproach. 
These may be divided into two groups: those which focus on David, his activity or dress, 
and those which focus on Michal, her disposition or circumstances.845 The explanations 
related to David's activity or dress focus on the following topics: 
David's ecstatic religious activity is distasteful to Michal. She sees in David 
the out -of- control religious 'frenzy' of her father which also included nudity. 
David's religious activity seems too unfamiliar or innovative to Michal. David 
is instituting novel religious practices, or playing an unconventional priestly 
role, or performing a syncretistic religious ritual which merges Israelite 
(northern, Yahwistic) and Canaanite religion, including perhaps sacred 
prostitutes and cultic copulation. David's activity is a 'prelude to the sacred 
marriage'846 or a 'form of fertility rite'.847 Few, however, accept the Canaanite 
connection, and even fewer agree with Carlson and Porter. Nonetheless, many 
recognise a sexual dimension to the story. 
David's religious feat in transferring the ark provokes hostility in Michal 
because there was 'uneasiness with the ark itself among Saul's constituency'.848 
David's sexual behaviour is too abundant or vulgar for Michal's taste. David's 
behaviour is exhibitionistic or immoral. For Clines the real issue is sex849, 
whereas for Exum sex is a façade for the real issue of kingship.850 'There is an 
odd mixture of royal conflict and sexual conflict here. The result of Michal's 
outburst ... is that she remains childless until the day of her death. ... [T]he 
punishment resembles the outburst in that it is for Michal both a sexual 
844 Clines 1991b: 52, 60. 
845 At least one scholar explicitly cites or embraces each explanation; however, references to particular 
scholars are mostly omitted since about one hundred are represented in the following list. 
846 Porter 1954: 165 -166. 
847 Carlson 1964: 87, 94 -95. 
848 Halpern 2001: 333. 
849 Clines 1991c: 137 -138. 
850 Exum 2000: 126; 1991: 183; 1992: 86 -87. 
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tragedy and a family tragedy, since it means that no children will be born to 
one of the few surviving offspring of Saul's house'.851 
David's behaviour like a commoner or plebeian displeases aristocratic Michal. 
He lacks royal dignity. 
David's attire is too scanty and thus revealing, showing David's lack of 
modesty. His use of an ephod and his dance movements are responsible for his 
undignified self -exposure. 
The explanations related to Michal's disposition or circumstances focus on the following 
topics: 
Michal lacks religious sensibility, just like her father Saul. She is not a person 
of faith. She has lost sight of God. She is an idolater (1 Sam. 19.13, 16). She 
does not share the views of David who loves God. She is ignorant of the 
divine purpose, failing to recognise God's blessing of David. Michal has a 
more conservative religious outlook than David, or conversely, she is not more 
strict in her views but rather more arrogant. 
Michal is angry about the fate of her family, the suffering and loss of her 
father and siblings. David's dynastic ambitions, his political legitimation, 
arouse bitterness in Michal. 
Michal is angry about her abandonment by David. Since then (1 Samuel 19) 
she has had a very difficult life. She never had the marriage she wanted with 
David. She is a dethroned romantic. 
Michal is angry about her broken marriage to Palti. True love was ruined by 
David. 
Michal is angry about David's acquisition of other wives. She is just one of 
many for David the womaniser. She is alone, a neglected co -wife. She is full 
of sexual jealousy. 
Michal is simply a bad wife in a rotten relationship. The marriage has broken 
down. No wonder she spoils the day! 
Who knows, perhaps Michal desires to lead the procession like her mentor 
Miriam had done in times gone by! 852 
It is impossible to know for certain where culpability lies. Does David behave 
inappropriately or does Michal misperceive his behaviour? Does David engage in 'bad' 
religious behaviour or is the issue really Michal's 'bad' religious sensibility? Is David's 
851 Hackett 1998: 98. 
852 F. E. Young 1962: 296 imagines this bizarre view. 
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dance illegitimate orgiastic dance rather than legitimate liturgical dance? The decisive 
factor is the credibility of Michal: Is there a basis in the story for adopting her point of 
view? NO.853 On the contrary, the entire story is strongly anti -Saulide. In the end, 
Michal's childlessness suggests that ultimately she is wrong about David, at least as HIS 
'historians' perceive the issue. 
6.1.2.2 The Role of 2 Sam. 6.16, 20b -23 in Samuel 
Leonhard Rost's 1926 Die Überlieferung von der Thronnachfolge Davids more 
than any other book has influenced modern discussion of 2 Samuel. Relevant to the 
present study is his conclusion that there are two separate traditions in 2 Samuel 6: the 
story of the ark (vv. 1 -15, 17 -20a) and the story of Michal (vv. 16, 20b -23). In his 
estimation vv. 1 -15, 17 -20a are part of the AN, which also includes most but not all of 1 
Sam. 4.Ib -7.2, and this narrative is the LEpòs Xóyos of the sanctuary of the ark in 
Jerusalem. Verses 16, 20b -23 are not part of this sanctuary legend, but rather, are the 
beginning of the 'Succession Narrative', and they function to answer negatively who will 
occupy David's throne: the heir to the throne will not be a Saulide.854 Rost says: 
The only thing that 6.16 and 20ff. have in common with the ark narrative is that 
these verses describe an event which happened during and after the transfer of the 
ark to Jerusalem. They therefore have no place in a LEpòs Xóyos of the ark.855 
Rost's view on this material was accepted by Alt, Noth, and von Rad, among others, but 
has been criticised heavily since then: 
Rost's assessment of the unity and historical worth of 2 Samuel 9 -20 and 1 Kgs 1- 
2 as a unified political document stemming from the early days of Solomon's reign 
no longer reflects a consensus of scholarly opinion. Almost every aspect of Rost's 
analysis has required reassessment.856 
853 See the quote on Michal's perspective by Berlin 1983: 72 -73 in 6.1.1.3.4. 
854 Rost 1982: 85 -90. 
855 Rost 1982: 87. 
856 Forshey 1992: 1178. Rost's arguments for the separation of vv. 16, 20b -23 from the rest of the 
chapter and for their function as the beginning of the Succession Narrative are the grammar of mm in v. 16 
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Some continue to believe that 2 Sam. 6.16, 20b -23 was affixed to the earlier AN as the 
start of the Succession Narrative /Court History (SN /CH)857, but the majority consider the 
Michal material a discrete and later tradition to the AN but not the beginning of the 
SN /CH.858 Other scholars suggest that the Michal material is earlier than the AN859; has 
been relocated from after 2 Sam. 5.1 -3 to the AN860; is a 'variant account of the cultic 
drama led by David' in previous verses861; originates from the composers of the 'History 
of David's Rise' (HDR)862 or the redactors of the 'combined Saul and David story'863; or is 
indivisibly rooted in the AN.864 
This writer's view is that the material in 2 Sam. 6.16 // 1 Chron. 15.29 stands in its 
original place within the story of David's transfer of the ark, i.e., the story was originally 
composed with this verse, and the material in 2 Sam. 6.20b -23 is affixed, it is epilogical, 
and more precisely, it is exegesis on the earlier and briefer mention of Michal. The 
following support is offered for this view. First, 6.1 -20a are a well -defined literary unit 
whereas 6.20b -23 fall outside the principal plot scheme.865 The action in 6.1 -20a circles 
and the theme of the material. Rost's belief that the theme of this material is 'succession' is heavily 
criticised. The character of David is more central to the material than Rost's hypothesis allows, and a 
number of subsidiary themes have been detected. See Keys 1996: 14 -54, 123 -155 and the discussion in 2.2. 
The dependence on subjective criteria for the demarcation of literary layers, namely, the discernment of 
different themes, interests or perspectives, both positive and negative, is unsafe. 
S57 Van Seters is one notable adherent (Van Seters 1983: 280; 2000: 81, 89 -90). 
858 Most scholars since Rost set the limits of the SN /CH at 2 Samuel 9 -20 and 1 Kings 1 -2. Römer and 
de Pury 2000: 126 say no chapter gives a satisfactory introduction to this narrative and wonder whether the 
original beginning has been lost or altered at the time of the insertion of the collection into the DH. 
859 Hempel 1964: 148; Vermeylen 2000: 233 -236. 
860 Gunn 1978: 66 -67, 73 -76. 
861 Seow 1989: 136. 
862 Mettinger 1976: 45; Weiser 1966: 347 -348. 
863 Conroy 1983: 104. 
864 A. A. Anderson 1989: 99; Campbell 1975: 139, 142, 163, 168; Caquot and de Robert 1994: 418; 
Carlson 1964: 61 -62, 92 -96; Gordon 1986: 235; Keys 1996: 72 -73; Sacon 1982: 27, 47 -48; Schulte 1972: 
138. 
865 Campbell 1975: 126 -127, 139; Fokkelman 1990: 176 -184; Gunn 1978: 73 -74; Murray 1998: 145- 
146; cf. 145 -156; Youngblood 1992: 872 -873. Also see Gelander 1991: 46 -53, who believes, however, that 
'it is ... difficult to point to either of the two episodes as an appendage of secondary importance'. 
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from Jerusalem to Jerusalem. Amit shows (and illustrates for Samuel) that a 'concentric 
ending' is 'typical of many biblical narratives'.866 See 5.0. Second, 6.16 cannot be 
separated from 6.1 -20a on any basis whatsoever. Yet, as commentators routinely point 
out, v. 16 'prepares' for vv. 20b -23. However, in this writer's view this description is 
anachronistic since v. 16 suggested or motivated the addition of vv. 20b -23. Third, 6.20b- 
23 is preparatory in a negative way to 7.8 -9, 11b -16: the heir to the throne will not be a 
Saulide; rather, he will be a descendant of David. Compare i' in 6.21 and 7.8; 'IL?' in 6.23 
with »t in 7.12 and In in 7.14; and rrn in the sense of 'family, dynasty' in 6.(12 ?), 20 -21 
and 7.11, 16. In contrast, the arrival and placement of the ark in Jerusalem in 6.1 -20a has 
its counterpart in 7.1 -3, 5 -7, 13. Compare L7rix in 6.17 with r rvr1' in 7.2 and n,t in 7.6, and 
r,n in the sense of'dwelling' in 6.3 -4, 10 -11 (12 ?) and 7.5 -7, 13.867 Whereas 6.1 -20a led 
nicely into 2 Samuel 7 with respect to the 'house as [Yahweh's] dwelling' theme, the brief 
mention of 'Michal, the daughter of Saul' in 6.16 provided the opportunity to develop the 
theme of 'house as dynasty' in 6.20b -23 in preparation for the promise of a descendant of 
David in 2 Samuel 7.868 Fourth, Conroy, Mettinger, and Weiser connect the Michal 
material in 2 Samuel 6 with the stories of Saul and David in 1 Samuel. The questions 
posed by Dietrich and Naumann are appropriate: 
... the fact that David makes an end of the Philistines (2 Sam 5:17 -25) might be 
taken as a sensible conclusion to the many reports of confrontations with the 
Philistines in the Rise story. On the other hand, this passage now appears to be a 
bridge to the one in 2 Samuel 6 about the bringing in of the Ark, which earlier had 
actually fallen into Philistine hands. Should this also belong to the Rise of David - 
even, from a pious point of view, constituting its very climax? Corresponding to 
this and contradicting it at the same time is the fact that 2 Samuel 6 ends with a 
fight between David and Michal. Was it not the Rise story that previously again 
866 Amit 2001: 17 -21, 35 -36. 
867 The framework of Yahweh's speech is in 2 Sam. 7.4, 17. 
868 On the relationship between 2 Samuel 6 and 7 see Ackroyd 1977: 71 -72; Auld 2000a: 20; Eslinger 
1994: 42; Flanagan 1988: 199 -203, 235; Robinson 1993: 184; Seow 1989: 136, 139. Carlson 1964 and 
Murray 1998 are the best attempts to read 2 Samuel 6 and 7 together. Contrary to Van Seters 1983: 281, 2 
Sam. 6.16, 20 -23 does not 'seriously interrupt[s] the continuity of subject matter' and it is not 'incongruous 
with the tone of the chapter that follows'. 
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and again illuminated the developed relationship between these two (1 Sam 
18.20ff.; 19.11ff.; 25.44; 2 Sam 3.12ff.) ?869 
Again, it may be suggested that the expansion (vv. 20b -23) of the brief reference (v. 16) 
to Michal has apologetic intent related to the preceding stories of Saul and David. Fifth, 
throughout the analysis of 2 Sam. 6.1 -20a // 1 Chron. 13.5 -14; 15.25 -16.3, 43, emphasis is 
placed on distinctive features of MT Samuel which are textually secondary yet literarily 
linked to the non -synoptic stories in 1 Samuel by means of the theme 'Davidic 
displacement of the Saulide dynasty'. This is a feature of the story of David's ark transfer 
in vv. 1 -20a which has been inadequately documented, and which closely ties the 
expansion in vv. 20b -23 to the stories in 1 Samuel. In this writer's view, then, 6.20b -23 is 
an expansionary supplement of the brief reference to Michal in v. 16 and a parallel 
supplement related to the stories of Saul and David in 1 Samuel. The exploration of 
Michal was simultaneously a journey into her father's break -up before Yahweh and 
David. This is the direction in which the cumulative textual and literary evidence points. 
Michal appears in the Bible in four notations (1 Sam. 14.49 -51; 25.43 -44; 2 Sam. 
21.7 -9; 1 Chron. 15.29) and four episodes (1 Sam. 18.12 -29; 19.8 -18; 2 Sam. 3.12 -16; 
6.12 -23).870 Clines says that even though it may be incorrect to speak of a Michal story 
since the story is no more than a string of somewhat disjointed episodes scattered through 
the David story, the final scene functions very successfully as a climax to her story.87 
Michal's final scene functions to theologically legitimate David's kingship while rejecting 
Saulide claims to power over Israel. The royal lineage of Saul has come to an end, but the 
royal lineage of David is just beginning.872 The Michal story is not about David's 
domestic qualities and it does not warn against cavalier opposition to David's religious 
869 Dietrich and Naumann 2000: 295. 
870 The terminology is from Clines 199lb: 26. 
871 Clines 199 lb: 52. 
872 Yahweh declares the Davidic /non -Saulide dynasty in 2 Samuel 7. 
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practices. Furthermore, David's blessing on his house (v. 20a) is not undone by Michal's 
reproach; rather, the blessing on David to the exclusion of Saul is realised through 
Michal's childlessness (v. 23) and Yahweh's promise (2 Samuel 7).873 Finally, the story 
does not obstruct a supposed attempt on the part of David to unify the two houses for 
political gain. The biblical David never hoped for a son from the marriage to Michal, who 
would eventually become his successor.874 First, Yahweh declares that no descendant of 
Saul would sit upon Israel's throne (1 Sam. 13.13 -14). Second, 2 Sam. 3.12 -16 is 
regularly understood as a move on the part of David to secure a claim to the throne by 
repositioning himself back into the house of Saul. However, David's request for the return 
of Michal can be read in very different ways. Had he simply remembered the loyal 
partner who saved him when his life was at risk? Did he wish to enlist additional Saulide 
support through her? Was he concerned that another (Abner ?) might take her and through 
marriage and paternity become a rival to David? Actually, the reason for David's request 
is given in the story: David wished to test Abner's genuineness.875 The political intentions 
of the historical David with respect to Michal are unknowable. To conclude, and for 
further consideration, Christensen locates the centre -point of the book of Samuel, the 
transition from judges to David's empire, precisely in Michal's alienation in 2 Sam. 6.20- 
23.876 With respect to both the theme and composition of Samuel he may have a point. 
873 'In Samuel the development of the theme of blessing David's house is interrupted -but also focussed - 
by the plus in 2 Sam 6,20b -23 reporting the altercation between David and Michal' (Auld 2000a: 20). The 
blessing is not 'aborted' as some declare. 
874 Many hold this view, citing Bright 1981: 208; Noth 1958: 199. 
875 McCarter 1984: 114. 
876 Christensen 2002: 49 -50; cf. 45 -68; cf. Flanagan 1988: 238. 
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6.1.2.3 The Shape of the Vorlage of Chronicles 
The lengthy statement by Japhet represents scholarly opinion and encapsulates 
most of the issues related to this issue.877 Scholars agree on two points. First, 2 Sam. 6.16 
was preserved with slight alterations and reinterpreted to demonstrate the contrast 
between pious David and the impious lineage he had replaced. Michal is an example of 
the way of unfaithfulness. Yahweh did right in deposing the house of Saul and installing 
David. Michal's cameo in I Chron. 15.29 is a foil to highlight David's success and 
concern for the cultus against the backdrop of Saul's failure and disinterest in the things 
of God. The view of Curtis and Madsen, that v. 29 '... is a mark of the unskillful art of the 
Chronicler'878, is unacceptable. Second, 2 Sam. 6.20b -23 was omitted for one of the 
following reasons: 
The Chronicler wanted to continue the dedication festivities uninterrupted. 
The Chronicler wanted to end his account of David's transfer of the ark on a 
positive note. 
The Chronicler would not allow to stand a harsh judgment on the king from 
members of the contemptible house of Saul. 
The Chronicler considered this material irrelevant to his message since the 
dishonour of Saul's house required no further proof (1 Chron. 10.13 -14; 13.3; 
15.29). It was unnecessary to preserve 2 Sam. 6.20b -23 since the retention of 2 
Sam. 6.16 was sufficient for the Chronicler's message. 
The Chronicler was uninterested in the private affairs of David, his res 
domestica. For this reason the material about Michal, Bathsheba (2 Samuel 
11 -12) and Absalom (2 Samuel 13 -20) is set aside. 
The Chronicler was concerned about the image of David, the pious and ideal 
king. This material is damaging to his image and derogatory to the splendour 
of the early monarchy. For this reason the material about Michal, Bathsheba 
and Absalom is not retained. In particular, the Chronicler shared Michal's view 
that David's attire and activity were inappropriate, and consequently vv. 20b- 
23 were deleted and the vocabulary of 2 Sam. 6.14 // 1 Chron. 15.27 and 2 
Sam. 6.16 // 1 Chron. 15.29 was adjusted. 
877 Japhet 1993: 307 -308. 
878 Curtis and Madsen 1910: 219. 
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Several issues merit comment. First, Chronicles' Vorlage should be considered in 
light of the literary integrity and aims of 2 Sam. 6.16, 20b -23. See 6.1.2.2. Second, Japhet 
describes the portrayals of Saul and David in the book of Chronicles879 and it must be 
remembered that the book does not attempt systematically to present David as an 'ideal' 
character.88° Hamilton says: 
... for the most part the portions that Chronicles deletes deal with incidents in 
David's life that are disturbing, questionable, immoral, or inimical toward David. 
This is not to say that Chronicles whitewashes David and makes a sinner into a 
saint. Chronicles does include David's second great sin, the taking of the census, 
and 1 Chron. 22:8 uses much stronger language ( "you have shed much blood "), as 
does 28:3 ( "you have shed blood "), than 1 Kings 5:3 does to explain why David 
cannot build the temple.881 
Third, the assertion is unverified that 1 Chron. 15.29 requires prior knowledge of Michal 
in order to make sense of the Chronicler's statement882, and the same can be said for 
claims on 2 Sam. 6.16.883 The Chronicler has already related Saul's lineage (8.33; 9.39), 
Saul's and his sons' deaths (10.1 -12 // 1 Sam. 31.1 -13), David's control of Saul's army 
(11.2 // 2 Sam. 5.2), David's battles with Saul and the desertion of some of Saul's warriors 
to David (12.1 -2, 19, 23, 29), and he has pointedly articulated Saul's cultic unfaithfulness 
(10.13 -14; 13.3), and he has reported the coronation of David as king over Israel (11.1 -3 
// 2 Sam. 5.1 -3) This information efficiently prepares the reader for comprehending the 
role of 'Michal, the daughter of Saul' as a foil in 1 Chron. 15.29. Furthermore, exactly 
what in 1 Sam. 14.49; 18.20 -28; 19.11 -17; 25.44; and 2 Sam. 3.13 -14, is required for 
understanding 2 Sam. 6.16? What difference does it make here whether or not she is even 
the wife of David? The contrast is between David and Saul, and she is unmistakably one 
of Saul's. An evolution in the character of Michal is perceptible in the material prior to the 
879 Japhet 1997: 405 -411, 467 -478. 
880 Japhet 1993: 48; 1997: 473 -478; Williamson 1982: 118. 
881 Hamilton 2001: 370. 
882 As stated by, e.g., McKenzie 1999: 82; Steussy 1999: 110 -111. 
883 As stated by, e.g., Miller and Roberts 1977: 25; van der Toorn and Houtman 1994: 224. 
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present context, but here the implicature of 'the daughter of Saul' is clear enough. 
Assuming 'Merab, the daughter of Saul' is the original reading in 2 Sam. 21.8, would 1 
Sam. 14.49 and 18.17 -19 be necessary for understanding her role there? No. Auld must be 
taken seriously: 
There are many teasingly brief fragments of information in the biblical narratives. 
This lone verse about Michal at a window despising David makes perfectly 
adequate sense in (BTH or) Chronicles. Mention of a daughter of Saul after the 
report of his death at Gilboa, 'he and his three sons and all his house together' (1 
Chron. 10.6), suggests either that the report was proleptic or exaggerated, or that 
as a daughter she was not reckoned in his house - or that she belonged already in 
another man's house. The stories in Samuel of David, Saul and Michal may quite 
as well have been inspired by an earlier reader of BTH glimpsing Michal through 
that same window and turning story -teller himself.884 
The burden of proof rests on scholars who assert that the statement in 2 Sam. 6.16 // 1 
Chron. 15.29 requires prior knowledge of Michal. They must also show that this prior 
knowledge must be literary in form and could not have been transmitted orally. 
It is shown in this and previous chapters that the editors of both 2 Samuel 6 and 1 
Chronicles 13, 15 -16 adjusted many details in the story. Furthermore, in many cases the 
evidence does not support the view that words and constructions in Chronicles are the 
Chronicler's adjustments vis -à -vis Samuel. On one hand, if the Chronicler was so 
bothered by David's behaviour why did he retain 2 Sam. 6.16 at all ?885 On the other hand, 
if the Chronicler 'lightened' the terminology used for David's attire and activity in 2 Sam. 
6.14, 16 why could he not reproduce 2 Sam. 6.20b -23 with similar or even more 
substantial adjustments? There are four options for understanding the origin of 2 Sam. 
6.16, 20b -23 and its relationship to the book of Chronicles: 
884 Auld 1999b: 94. Fishkin 1988: 15 -57 shows that Michal as a character and person did not remain 
static in post -biblical literature. 
885 'This brief reference to the well -known history, fully reported in 2 Sam. vi. 16, 20 -23, of the dispute 
between David and Michal, shows sufficiently that the Chronist did not wish to be silent concerning this 
matter from dogmatic or aesthetic considerations. Moreover, ver. 29 -xvi. 3 agrees in all essentials with 2 
Sam. vi. 16 -19a' (Zöckler 1876: 116). 
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 The material in 2 Sam. 6.16 // 1 Chron. 15.29 is original. It is taken from 
Samuel by the composers of Chronicles or vice versa, or it is adopted by the 
composers of both Samuel and Chronicles from a common source. The 
composers of Samuel add the material in 2 Sam. 6.20b -23. 
The material in 2 Sam. 6.20b -23 is original. The composers of Chronicles omit 
this material. The composers of either Samuel or Chronicles add the material 
in 2 Sam. 6.16 // 1 Chron. 15.29 and it is subsequently transferred into the 
other version. 
All of 2 Sam. 6.16 // 1 Chron. 15.29 and 2 Sam. 6.20b -23 is original. The 
composers of Chronicles omit the material in 2 Sam. 6.20b -23. 
None of 2 Sam. 6.16 // 1 Chron. 15.29 and 2 Sam. 6.20b -23 is original. The 
material is added to each version according to the possibilities described 
above. 
A decision regarding what material is original in 2 Sam. 6.16 // 1 Chron. 15.29 and 2 
Sam. 6.20b -23 should be taken in light of (1) the periods of composition of these books; 
however, these are not known with sufficient precision; (2) the editorial history of the 
Michal episode as a part of the story of David's transfer of the ark; and (3) broader 
patterns of editorial adjustments within and beyond 2 Samuel 6 // 1 Chronicles 13, 15 -16, 
which may enable one to discern the direction of movement in the passage at hand. 
6.2 Summary of Chapter Six 
The Michal material in 2 Sam. 6.16 // 1 Chron. 15.29 and 2 Sam. 6.20b -23 clearly 
backs the Davidic claim to the throne while rejecting the Saulides. David assertively 
replies to Michal with twice as many words as she uses to rebuke him. His speech 
redefines Michal's view of honour and dishonour by affirming the maxim 'whoever 
humbles himself will be exalted'. Murray says: 'With a cruelly sardonic twist to her own 
words the esteem of haughty, aristocratic Michal is set beneath that of the lowly serving - 
girls with whom she thought to humiliate David'.886 
886 Murray 1998: 144. 
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At the outset it should not go unnoticed that there are very difficult text -critical 
problems in 2 Sam. 6.16, 20b -22, but not in v. 23 which, however, on the surface is 
exceedingly cryptic. As in previous chapters the significant textual and literary issues 
addressed in this chapter may be summarised according to 'apology of Davidic kingship', 
'apology of Davidic and Yahwistic character', and 'influence of cultic practice'. The third 
theme, influence of cultic practice, is relatively insignificant in this material, but only in 
this material in the story of David's transfer of the ark. Similarly, the theme 'apology of 
Davidic kingship' is relatively insignificant in 2 Sam. 6.6 -10 // 1 Chron. 13.9 -13. 
First, the theme apology of Davidic kingship. Michal's role as representative of the 
Saulides is underscored by the repetition of the epithet 51t0 nn in vv. 16, 20b and 23, 
which also stands opposite 717 -I'D in v. 16. See 6.1.1.1.1, 6.1.1.1.2. The relationship of 
the long relative clause in v. 21 to the story's pro- David/anti -Saul thrust is obvious. In 
particular, the terms -inn, mY and relate the present passage to the history of David and 
Saul in 1 Samuel. See 6.1.1.3.3. Verse 23 emphatically asserts by Michal's childlessness 
the end of Saulide claims to the throne. She, unlike David's other wives, died without 
children. See 6.1.1.4.1. However, subsequent editors revised biblical history by 
introducing Michal into a story which favours neither her nor any other descendant of 
Saul -one final blow against the royal family, and against the queen herself (cf. MT 2 
Sam. 21.8). See 6.1.2. Additional expressions in 2 Sam. 6.20b -22 which reinforce David's 
kingship are nrtnpL7 (6.1.1.2.1), r-1av rilmnx (6.1.1.2.3) and c7-in (6.1.1.2.3) in 20b; jinn 
mm (reinstated ?; 6.1.1.3.2) and mm nv-71.) (6.1.1.3.3) in v. 21; and Lmo (6.1.1.3.6), rnnnicn 
(6.1.1.3.7) and MD (6.1.1.3.7) in v. 22. 
Second, the theme apology of Davidic and Yahwistic character. First and 
foremost, David acts mm ']t5 (vv. 16, 21 [twice]). See 6.1.1.1.3, 6.1.1.3.2, 6.1.1.3.4. On 
one hand, by ridiculing Michal's character, David simultaneously upholds his own 
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character and discredits Saulide rule over Israel. Michal, unlike Hannah, Abigail and the 
wise women of Tekoa and Abel Beth -maacah, is not an rIrK (v. 20b, 22). See 6.1.1.2.3. 
Similarly, crp-m in v. 20b says more about Michal's lack of sensibility than about David. 
See 6.1.1.2.3. On the other hand, David's character is safeguarded by imprecision 
regarding his precise activity (about which too much is said!), by uncertainty concerning 
the reason for Michal's anger, and by the hazy (yet precisely stated!) declaration of 
Michal's childlessness in v. 23. In particular, the absence of -p-i in vv. 16, 20b and 21 
(6.1.1.1.3, 6.1.1.2.3, 6.1.1.3.2, 6.1.1.3.4), and the appearance of `2'7p (6.1.1.3.5) and 7s: 
(6.1.1.3.6) in v. 22, signify editorial interest in upholding the king's piety. MT Samuel's 
transmitters augmented the negative portrayal of Saul's daughter Michal while portraying 
David as the valid monarch, yet they also struggled with several aspects of David's 
personal behaviour. It may be that Michal's attitude toward David inadvertently rubbed 
off on them! Tension between the Davidic and Saulide dynasties is played out in the story 
and in the redaction of the text of the story. Ancient editors were pawns in the hands of 
the text and story as much as the text and story were pawns in the hands of those editors. 
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CONCLUSION 
Chapters one and two are preparatory to the analysis of biblical texts in chapters 
three through six. Chapter one surveys areas of research related to Samuel and 
Chronicles. First, the writer summarises research and perspectives on these books and 
their stories of David's transfer of the ark. The review highlights competing approaches to 
Samuel which centre on either sources or composition and on either a diachronic or 
synchronic methodology. The literary history of Samuel is inadequate in conventional 
perspective, and must be freshly unfolded, and consequently the relationship of Samuel 
and Chronicles must also be re- evaluated. Second, the writer reviews the textual evidence 
for both books, focusing on the received versions, the Greek translations, and in the case 
of Samuel, on the Dead Sea Scrolls. The witnesses to Chronicles are relatively uniform, 
and it is suggested that the pluriformity among witnesses to Samuel, and the character of 
the MT of this book, are related to Samuel's editorial history. In particular, revisers 
reshaped the story of David's transfer of the ark in Chronicles and Samuel. 
Chapter two surveys issues related to synchronic and diachronic approaches to 
Samuel and Chronicles. The writer suggests that the impasse between these competing 
approaches may be resolved by the textual- exegetical approach, that is, by using text - 
critical controls on redactional arguments. The versional evidence substantiates the 
validity of the diachronic approach -there are earlier and later forms of biblical texts and 
editions of biblical stories -and scholars can use this evidence to discern literary origins 
and developments -developments in the versions whose special features, and the reasons 
for them, may be perceived and appreciated through holistic or final -form readings. 
Related to this, the writer points out that textual variation and grammatical and stylistic 
incongruities and lexical discrepancies frequently signal editorial developments in 
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biblical compositions. Three helpful models for understanding this developmental process 
are considered: McKane's rolling corpus, Tov's and Ulrich's literary layers, and Fishbane's 
inner- biblical exegesis. Finally, it is stated that the principal text -critical aim in this thesis 
is the detection of earlier and later forms of biblical texts or stories, or to state it 
differently, the discovery of earlier and later stages in their editorial histories. 
Chapters three through six closely examine 2 Samuel 6 and the synoptic portions 
of 1 Chronicles 13, 15 -16. The writer argues that many details in MT Samuel's story of 
the ark are secondary, are connected to the language of stories in 1 Samuel, and aim to 
advance David's kingship and character. In total, the writer discerns three interconnected 
themes that influenced the revision of MT 2 Samuel 6: an apology of Davidic kingship, 
an apology of Davidic and Yahwistic character, and cultic practice. The manner in which 
these themes map onto a particular section of MT 2 Samuel 6 (vv. 1 -5; 6 -10; 11 -15, 17- 
20a; 16, 20b -23) is summarised at the end of each chapter (3.2, 4.2, 5.2, 6.2). Twenty - 
nine features special to MT 2 Samuel 6 are associated with one theme, six with two 
themes887, and two with three themes.888 The assignment of a variant reading to one 
theme rather than another is arbitrary to a degree. Politics and religion are related matters. 
The story has a royal -sacral thrust. An MT Samuel variant reading may be pro -David and 
anti -Saul with regard to kingship while simultaneously extolling David's cultic behaviour, 
i.e. his character, vis -à -vis Saul's. Similarly, the denigration of Uzzah's cultic activity, i.e., 
an anti -Uzzah stance, may at the same time advance a pro -David and pro- Yahweh 
perspective by liberating the latter two from any perceivable misconduct. In addition, an 
implicit comparison between David and Yahweh may give approval to the king's 
character and behaviour. The following tables sum up these connected themes in MT 2 
Samuel 6 as a whole. The reader should consult the appropriate section in the thesis for 
887 nirMx '::; 5ttri-51); c-fx "1a 17 n,n; rnr^i; n'n5rv; 5rclt/T linr1-5D. 
888 riri":e5; in 71Dx. 
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the writer's explanation of each variant reading. The non -synoptic material in 2 Sam. 
6.20b -23 is summarised separately from the synoptic portions of the stories. 
The following variant readings in synoptic MT Samuel are secondary to the 
versions of this book or Chronicles and are related to the theme apology of Davidic 
kingship. David is appropriately and rightfully king rather than Saul. 
v. 1 Iv (3.1.1.2) 
17rtntyrn -mo-5o (3.1.3.1) 
95t.z 0'0'70 (3.1.3.2) 
rort (3.1.1.2; perhaps) 
v. 2 inrc nox nvn-5o (3.1.3.3) 
vv. 3-4 nvnan (3.1.2.3) 
v. 5 L7atntyr m2-5: (3.1.3.4) 
vv. 5, 14, 16, 17 nv r, ne5 (3.1.4.1, 5.1.3.5, 5.1.3.6, 6.1.1.1.3; cf. 6.1.1.3, 6.1.1.3.2, 
6.1.1.3.4, appendix 2) 
v. 11 inrn-`7n (5.1.1.2; perhaps; cf. v 12, n-rx "MD rirn [5.1.1.3]) 
v. 12 -m tbn (5.1.1.3) 
-trr -I'D (5.1.2.1) 
v. 14 nn MDR (5.1.3.6, 5.1.3.7; 'IM TEN Trr-71.71 is secondary in Chronicles) 
v. 15 5rtntr ITn-5n (5.1.2.2; cf. v. 5, 3.1.3.4) 
v. 16 n^m (6.1.1.1.1) 
v. 17 n't3Lxy (5.1.3.5; placement) 
v. 19a 5rt1ty' ptn-'7n (5.1.3.8) 
The following variant readings in synoptic MT Samuel are related to the theme 
apology of Davidic and Yahwistic character. David is a superior person, standing up 
even to Yahweh, and Uzzah definitely misbehaves rather than the king or the deity. 
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vv. 3 -4 T rMri (3.1.2.3) 
nna'ntt '2n (3.1.5.1, 3.1.5.2; clear identity, ambiguous location) 
vv. 5, 14, 16, 17 mm 'M`7 (3.1.4.1, 5.1.3.5, 5.1.3.6, 6.1.1.1.3; cf. 6.1.1.3, 6.1.1.3.2, 
6.1.1.3.4, appendix 2) 
v. 6 rrne'i (4.1.1.2) 
1 r-r1 -r-rN minus (4.1.1.2; perhaps) 
v. 7 n'n5ten (4.1.2.2) 
L7tU t-LPv (4.1.2.2) 
'r ri7xf irte nv (4.1.2.3; cf. 3.1.5.1, 3.1.5.2) 
v. 11 nntt -rnv n'n (5.1.1.1; perhaps; in the mn; in'nn is secondary in 
Chronicles) 
v. 12 n'r rL7xrr ... -ran (5.1.1.3) 
v. 13 n'13.)2 ... 11v2 'n (5.1.3.3; cf. 4.1.3.2) 
n nn minus (5.1.3.3; cf. 6.1.1.3.4; perhaps) 
nnt'i (5.1.3.4; singular) 
v. 14 TD-`'nn (4.1.3.2, 5.1.3.6) 
in -nett (5.1.3.6, 5.1.3.7; nn nett 711-1.717) is secondary in Chronicles) 
vv. 16 np-ì minus (6.1.1.1.3; cf. 6.1.1.2.3, 6.1.1.3, 6.1.1.3.2, 6.1.1.3.4; 
perhaps) 
v. 17 `71.7'i (5.1.3.5; singular) 
n1j5w (5.1.3.5; placement) 
v. 19a '7ttnttr jinn-5n (5.1.3.8) 
The following variant readings in synoptic MT Samuel are related to the theme 
cultic practice. They reinforce the story's royal- sacral thrust (i.e., David as king priest), 
add a cultic touch, or link to cultic material elsewhere. 
v. 2 1L7D n'nnni t nr r nix= mn' no (3.1.6.2; n'nrnn nttn' mm is secondary in 
Chronicles) 
vv. 3 -4 n- ta'ntt n'nn (3.1.2.3, 3.1.5.2; also secondary in Chronicles) 
n-rrntz '1: (3.1.5.1, 3.1.5.2; clear identity) 
v. 5 n'cvrn '2v 17Dn (3.1.4.2) 
n'S2L72 (3.1.4.3, appendix 2; perhaps) 
vv. 5, 14, 16, 17 mm .1t5 (3.1.4.1, 5.1.3.5, 5.1.3.6, 6.1.1.1.3; cf. 6.1.1.3, 6.1.1.3.2, 
6.1.1.3.4, appendix 2) 
v. 7 `7Orr-`2v (4.1.2.2) 
v. 11 n-i x -rnv n'n (5.1.1.1; perhaps; in his n'n; Tr:: is secondary in 
Chronicles) 
v. 13 nnri (5.1.3.4; singular) 
v. 14 -rn nett (5.1.3.6, 5.1.3.7; perhaps; n-7 TEN 7'17 -171.71 is secondary in 
Chronicles) 
v. 17 imp= (5.1.2.3) 
v. 18 nit= mn' ncvn (5.1.3.9) 
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The variant readings in synoptic MT Samuel in the preceding tables augment the 
three themes beyond their presence in the shared material in Samuel and Chronicles. For 
example, the theme of cultic practice is evident already in references to 'before 
Yahweh/God' (2 Sam. 6.5, 17 // 1 Chron. 13.8; 16.1; cf. 13.10), David's sacrifice (shared 
in 2 Sam. 6.18 // 1 Chron. 16.2), David's blessing (2 Sam. 6.18 // 1 Chron. 16.2) and 
perhaps rr nn nhay (2 Sam. 6.3 [cf. v. 4] // 1 Chron. 13.7). 
Some variant readings in synoptic MT Samuel are secondary and related to 
stylistic, lexical or rhetorical preferences. 
v. 6 pm 7 (4.1.1.1) 
v. 7 rim (4.1.2.1; also secondary in Chronicles) 
v. 10 -ron`, ... Wort (4.1.3.5; probably secondary to neon in 1 Chron. 13.13) 
v. 13 moo (5.1.3.3) 
v. 18 nbiyn (5.1.3.5; also secondary in 1 Chron. 16.2) 
v. 19a nvn -5o (5.1.3.8; cf. 3.1.3.3, appendix 1; probably secondary to the 
minus in 1 Chron. 16.3) 
v. 19a cv,rttY5 (5.1.3.8, appendix 3; probably secondary to tv'rtD in 1 Chron. 
16.3) 
v. 19a Triple -mK (5.1.38) 
The following variant readings in synoptic MT Samuel are less certain. In the 
writer's opinion, Samuel is secondary in the first and second and Chronicles in the third 
and fourth. 
v. 2 X5'1 op'i (3.1.1.3; primary or secondary to `7D7 in 1 Chron. 13.6 ?) 
v. 8 burr 51) (4.1.3.1, appendix 3; primary or secondary to ,o in 1 Chron. 
13.11 ?) 
v. 9 sin, (4.1.3.4; primary or secondary to rt'ort in 1 Chron. 13.12 ?) 
v. 19b 
j 
i (5.1.2.4; primary or secondary to in 1 Chron. 16.43 ?) 
Finally, some variant readings in synoptic MT Samuel are probably antecedent to 
readings in Chronicles. 
v. 9 tart (4.1.3.4, appendix 3; probably primary to IT in 1 Chron. 13.12) 
v. 10 too without preposition (4.1.3.6; cf. 5.1.1.1; probably primary to n,n-5rt 
in 1 Chron. 13.13) 
v. 19a n517 (5.1.3.8, appendix; probably primary to -»o in 1 Chron. 16.3) 
v. 20a or ri (5.1.2.4; probably primary to non in 1 Chron. 16.43) 
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In the preceding tables the writer refers to variant readings in synoptic MT Samuel 
that are inserted secondarily into MT Chronicles. The reader should consult the 
appropriate section in the thesis for the writer's argumentation in each case. These 
interpolations are: 
2 Sam. 6.2 // 1 Chron. 13.6 v'.w 'nInn nur rn1CC2 mm DO // n'nrci nor mm (3.1.6.2) 
2 Sam. 6.3 // 1 Chron. 13.7 M -rnti II= (3.1.2.3, 3.1.5.2) 
2 Sam. 6.7 // 1 Chron. 13.10 `lx (4.1.2.1) 
2 Sam. 6.11 // 1 Chron. 13.14 n -rx -rev rnn (in the rnn) // irn» (5.1.1.1) 
2 Sam. 6.14 // 1 Chron. 15.27 In -nDx [mira mm] // n1 mart 7411-`71)1 (5.1.3.6, 5.1.3.7) 
2 Sam. 6.18 // 1 Chron. 16.2 ri n (singular; 5.1.3.5) 
First, rit.t may have been inserted independently in both Samuel and Chronicles on the 
basis of style. Second, it is well known that inter -textual dialogue is a widespread feature 
of biblical literature, and this is all the more understandable for synoptic material. Third, 
it is not surprising that biblical editors occasionally adjusted Chronicles on the basis of 
Samuel since Samuel 'ranked higher in canonical esteem' than Chronicles.889 See 1.3.3 
and 2.3.2.1. 
Turning to non -synoptic 2 Sam. 6.20b -23, this plus in and of itself, and very many 
primary features within it, uphold Davidic kingship and guard Davidic and Yahwistic 
character. See the chapter summary in 6.2. The following features of MT Samuel, 
although they function similarly, are secondary to the 'original' plus. 
889 Wörthwein 1979: 18. 
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v. 20b 17 r: ni minus (6.1.1.2.2; very uncertain) 
v. 20b nenn, secondary to o'ipn r (6.1.1.2.3; see the next entry) 
vv. 20b, 21 non minus in vv. 16, 20b, 21 (twice) (6.1.1.1.3, 6.1.1.2.3, 6.1.1.3, 
6.1.1.3.2, 6.1.1.3.4) (and also the minus of n *nn in v. 13 [5.1.3.3; cf 
6.1.1.3.4]) 
v. 21 The bracketed words are secondary to the highlighted original text: 
mm iinh '7n'tz"7N - - nnz.r1 
[1imnt: Tmto 'n-nnn -1C2X1 
[5tt- r-7,) mr' 3.7-21) -M] 'rì ,t mis] 
'rpm [1] 
[mm `JDL ] 
See the following entries on the underlined words. 
Hebrew Samuel underwent pre -LXX expansion and post -LXX 
corruption (6.1.1.3, 6.1.1.3.2, 6.1.1.3.3, 6.1.1.3.4; also 3.1.4.1, 5.1.3.5, 
5.1.3.6, 6.1.1.1.3 and appendix 2 on mm 'nnh in vv. 5, 14, 16, 17). 
v. 21 m5, secondary to Di e7 (6.1.1.3.3) 
v. 21 m n1)-`7y, secondary to 1t31)-2v (6.1.1.3.3) 
v. 22 'nhp i, secondary to 'n'L7a01 (6.1.1.3.5) 
v. 22 7vn, secondary to 171.7n (6.1.1.3.6) 
v. 22 nnw plus (6.1.1.3.7) 
v. 22 r rnnn i, secondary to -r »K (6.1.1.3.7; less certain) 
The writer argues that vv. 20b -23 are an epilogue, that the lengthy relative clause within it 
is an addition (v. 21), and that several words (r , mm [03.Y-Ln]) in the plus (v. 21) within 
the epilogue (vv. 20b -23) are secondary. This series of supplements and alterations 
underscores the long editorial history of the passage in (MT) Samuel. 
The writer discusses the significance of 'doublets' (defined broadly) in chapters 
one and two.890 The instances that have been detected in 2 Samuel 6 // 1 Chronicles 13, 
15 -16 are summarised in the following table. 
890 See 1.3.2, 2.2, 2.3.2.1, 2.3.2.4, 2.3.2.5. 
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LXX 2 Sam. 6.2 á'rrò Twv ápXóvTCnv Iou8a / Év [LXXL Ti] ávaßáUEL 
[LXXL + TOO ßouvov]; see 3.1.2.2 
MT 2 Sam. 6.2 no nv; repetition for reinterpretation; see 3.1.6.2 
MT+ 2 Sam. 6.3, 4, 7 The position of the attendants; see 3.1.5.2, 4.1.2.3 
LXX 2 Sam. 6.5 Év opyavoLs iwp.o Y INDES / [LXXA Kat] ÉV IUXÚL Kai ÉV 
Oats; see 3.1.4.2 
LXX 2 Sam. 6.6 KaTaUXELV )T71v / Kai ÉKpdTraEv /KpaTaLwaEV aÚTfiv / 
TOÛ KaTaUXELV /UXICEIV aÚTÌIV; see 4.1.1.2 
OL 2 Sam. 6.12, 13 et erant cum David septem chori et victima vituli I cumque 
transcendissent qui portabant arcam Domini sex passus 
immolabat bovem et arietem; see 5.1.3.3 
Jacob 2 Sam. 6.14 ref vas ream -.`T t.aia I rG,a A Ka\ia rem rclm n fa 
Kai.- 3 p..o; see 5.1.3.6 
MT+ 2 Sam. 6.20b n *ann / 171L7)1; see 6.1.1.2.3 
Jacob 2 Sam. 6.20b ,_N m rea_. ïm / . to t_,; see 6.1.1.2.3 
MT 2 Sam. 6.21 mm 'at5 / mrr ßa07; Wiederaufnahme; see 6.1.1.3, 6.1.1.3.2, 
6.1.1.3.3 
MT+ 1 Chron. 13.14 n-rx -MD nrn-ny / irrnn; see 5.1.1.1 
MT+ 1 Chron. 15.27 rtn L7'vnn 5n-Inn mill / in meN 71-1-71)1; see 5.1.3.6, 5.1.3.7 
MT+ 1 Chron. 13, 15 -16 The identity of Obed -edom (Gittite and Levite); see 4.1.3.6 
Samuel shows significantly more instances of this phenomenon than Chronicles, and it is 
interesting that two of three in the latter are interpolations from Samuel. 
There are many links between the stories about David and Saul (1 Samuel 16-31) 
and David and Absalom (2 Samuel 13 -20) (see 2.1 and appendix 5) and there are also 
many links between the ark stories in 1 Sam. 4.1b -7.2 and 2 Samuel 6 (see 1.2.2 and 
appendix 4). In addition, throughout this thesis the writer has pointed out many links 
between 2 Samuel 6 and other passages in Samuel. Many of these links are secondary 
(see the tables above). The linked passages occur throughout 1 Samuel, but they cluster in 
1 Samuel 10 -15 (from Saul's anointing to David's in chapter 16). Chapter 13 is 
noteworthy. The reader should also observe the significant links with 1 Samuel 2 (Hannah 
and Samuel) and 1 Samuel 25 (Abigail), and also with 1 Samuel 17 (Goliath). From the 
perspective of 1 Samuel, the number of links may seem unimpressive; but from the 
perspective of 2 Samuel 6 (a single chapter!) the large number of links is striking. In 
addition, scholars have discerned a significant relation between 1 Samuel 1 -2 and 2 
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Samuel 22 -23 (see 1.1), and some of the connections between (David's 
song) and 2 Samuel 6 are also shared with 1 Samuel 2 (Hannah's song, vv. 1 -10; Samuel's 
service, vv. 11 -36). The following list assembles the links which the writer has discerned 
between 2 Samuel 6 and passages in 1 Samuel outside 1 Sam. 4.Ib -7.2 (and also in 2 
Samuel 22). 
The ark and its location. The intz is central in 1 Samuel 3 -7 and 2 Samuel 6 
only. It appears elsewhere in 2 Sam. 7.2; 11.11; 15.24 -25, 29, and in MT 1 
Sam. 14.18. Reference is made to (Saul's) n,vna (twice vola) in 1 Sam. 7.1; 10.5, 
10, 26; 11.4; 13.2 -3, 15 -16; 14.2, 5, 16; 15.34; 22.6; 23.19; 26.1, 3; 2 Sam. 
2.24 -25; 5.25; 6.3 -4; 21.6; 23.29. ¡rx and nvma occur together only in MT 1 
Sam. 14.18; 2 Sam. 6.3 -4. 
Yahweh's name. rn m mnr cc; occurs in 1 Sam. 17.45; 2 Sam. 6.2, 18, and 
elsewhere in the Bible in Isa. 18.7 only. 
Yahweh's presence. nlm '1th appears in 1 Sam. 1.12, 15, 19; 6.20; 7.6; 10.19, 
25; 11.15 (twice); 12.7; 15.33; 21.7 ('aem), 8; 23.18; 26.19; 2 Sam. 5.3; 6.5, 
14, 16 -17, 21 (twice); 7.18; 21.9. The theological adverbial rarely occurs in 
contexts of sacrifice: 1 Sam. 7.6; 11.15; 2 Sam. 6.17. 
Yahweh's abode. i7nrt is used for the deity's dwelling in 1 Sam. 2.22 (w r 77rx); 
2 Sam. 6.17; 7.6. 
Yahweh's 'break out'. The nominal and verbal forms arm (once -am) occur in 
1 Sam. 3.1; 15.23; 25.10; 28.23; 2 Sam. 5.20; 6.8; 13.25, 27. The relation 
between 2 Samuel 5-6 is also indicated by ttma in 2 Sam. 5.21; 6.3 -4, and by 
the root in 2 Sam. 5.24; 6.13 (cf. 11111). 
David's 'supporters'. The numbers 3000 and 30,000 occur in 1 Sam. 4.10; 11.8; 
13.2, 5; 24.3; 26.2; 2 Sam. 6.1. L7 r ' n'm(-,) occurs in 1 Sam. 7.2 -3; 2 Sam. 
fi' 
1.12; 6.5, 15; 12.8; 16.3. pan appears in 1 Sam. 4.14, 14 1;6, 19; 2 Sam. 6.19; 
18.29. The accompaniment phrase Tim "DX 101n- '7» is used in 1 Sam. 14.20; 2 
Sam. 6.20. 
David's dance. The verb pro is used in 1 Sam. 18.7; 2 Sam. 2.14; 6.5, 21. 
Dance in Samuel occurs only in context with David's activities: 1 Sam. 18.6 -7; 
21.12; 29.5 (dance of Israelite women upon the return of David and Israel after 
war with the Philistines); 1 Sam. 30.16 (dance of the Amalekites after 
pillaging Ziklag and prior to their defeat by David and Israel); 2 Sam. 6.5, 14 
( ?), 16, 21 (dance of David [and the Israelites in 6.5] while transferring the 
ark). 
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12.14, 18, 24 
'David's' music. The root 1711 occurs only in 1 Sam. 4.5 (twice), 6 (twice); 
10.24; 17.20, 52; 2 Sam. 6.15. David's musical interest and ability are 
mentioned in 2 Sam. 1.18 -27 (Song of the Bow); 2 Sam. _ (Song of 
Thanksgiving); 2 Sam. 23.1 ('Israel's pleasant/sweet psalmist/singer'). 
Reference is made to David's activity as musician in 1 Sam. 16.16 -18, 23; 
18.10; 19.9 (always with pm; f -on; ± Ti), and perhaps (formerly) in 2 Sam. 
6.14, 16 (cf. i»in). Samuel's ;nn is secondary to Chronicles' D' TOM in 2 
Sam. 6.5 // 1 Chron. 13.9, but it is interesting that the root To is used in 1 
Sam. 18.6; 2 Sam. 19.36; in this book. 
David's clothing. 71EN is used in 1 Sam. 2.18, 28 (the judge -prophet[ -priest ?] 
Samuel); 1 Sam. 14.3 ('Saul's' priest Ahijah); 1 Sam. 21.10; 22.18 ('David's' 
priests Ahimelech and other priests); 1 Sam 23.6, 9; 30.7 (Abiathar); 2 Sam. 
6.14 (David). 'TIEN mart occurs in 1 Sam. 2.18; 2 Sam. 6.14. -r 71E occurs in 1 
Sam. 2.18; 22.18; 2 Sam. 6.14. 
David's anger. A person rarely expresses anger with Yahweh in the Bible, and 
then it is inevitably reported with the phrase Y 5 r nrt. Human anger at the 
deity appears in 1 Sam. 15.11 (Samuel); 2 Sam. 6.8 (David). 
David's fear. mrr (riot) rîß occurs in 1 Sam. 2 Sam. 6.9. 
David's sacrifice. Saul is associated with sacrifice in 1 Sam. 10.8; 13.9 -10, 12; 
14.32 -34; 15.15, 21 -22. The noun ex) occurs in 1 Sam. 10.8; 11.15; 13.9; 2 
Sam. 6.17, 18; 24.25. The singular rr`7v, in cases where the number of 
sacrifices is difficult to pinpoint, occurs in 1 Sam. 6.14; 7.9, 10; 13.9, 10, 12; 2 
Sam. 6.18; 24.22. The pattern 'singular nbv followed by 17n70 in a chain' 
occurs in 1 Sam. 13.9; 2 Sam. 6.18. The pattern 'plural niLpv followed by n,n7m 
in a chain' occurs in 2 Sam. 6.17; 24.25. mrr ']e, occurs in context with the 
verbs rbvrr or nnpr r or the nouns Min or n'712 in 1 Sam. 11.15; 2 Sam. 6.17. 
David's distribution. p' rT is used in 1 Sam. 30.24; 2 Sam. 6.19; 19.30. Other 
stories in Samuel related to the distribution of spoil and gifts are: 1 Sam. 
14.24 -46 (Saul's rash vow and Jonathan's reprimand that the Israelites should 
enjoy the spoil of war against the Philistines); 1 Sam. 15.1 -34 (Saul's illicit 
acquirement of the spoil of war against the Amalekites); 1 Sam. 30.1 -31 
(David's gift [vv. 11 -12] to the Egyptian and his lavish distribution [vv. 26 -31] 
of the spoil of war against the Amalekites). 
David's blessing. In Samuel, David blesses (e.g., 2 Sam. 6.18) or is blessed 
more than any other person, and blessing is wished on several occasions, but 
Eli alone blesses another, in this case Elkanah and Hannah (1 Sam. 2.20). 
David's honor and shame. The roots `75p and 'MD are closely associated in 1 
Sam. 2.8, 29 -30; 6.5 -6; 2 Sam. 6.20, 22. The root Umm is used in 1 Sam. 2.7; 2 
Sam. 6.22; 2 Sam. -. See below on David's honor and shame and Michal's 
hate. 
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 David's self -exposure. The expression of Yahweh's self -revelation (r ri7n t 
Tr7a1) in 1 Sam. 2.27 and David's self -exposure (115u ni r ... n5aa) in 2 Sam. 
6.20 is beyond coincidence in Samuel and in the Bible. 
David's maid -servants. nntt and nneo are used 1 Sam. 1.11 (three times), 16, 
18; 8.16; B24 (tvé), 25, 27; 28.21, 22; 2 Sam. 6.20, 22; 2 Sam. 
14.6 -7, 12, 15 -17, 19; 17.17. Male and maid -servants are closely associated in 
1 Sam. (nix 'n=3.7 47an rnn5 nnmmh -nett nar t nr n) and 2 Sam. 6.20 
(nny niant 
David's selection as king. -inn is used for the choice of Saul and David. 
Yahweh chooses Saul (1 Sam. 10.24; cf. 12.13) and rejects him (1 Sam. 15.23, 
26; 16.1). Yahweh chooses David (implied in 1 Sam. 16.11 -13; 2 Sam. 6.21) 
over his brothers (1 Sam. 16.7 -10). The verb rn2 is used 29 times in Samuel, 
and then as 'appoint' only for Yahweh's appointment of judges over Israel in 2 
Sam. 7.11 and Yahweh's appointment of David as I'm over Israel in 1 Sam. 
13.14 ('over his people'); - ('over Israel'); 2 Sam. 6.21 ('over Yahweh's 
people, over Israel'). TT appears in 1 Sam. 9.16; 10.1; 13.14; ; 2 Sam. 
5.2; 6.21; 7.8. mm `¡r-ia1(restored ?) occurs in 1 Sam. 25,411k4 2 Sam. 18.28. 
David's strength. The root tv is used in 1 Sam. 2.10; 2 Sam. 6.14; 
n /tria in 2 Sam. 6.3 -4, 7 -8). 
(cf. 
Michal. Saufs daughter is a character in 1 Sam. 14.49 -51; 18.12 -29; 19.8 -18; 
; 2 Sam. 3.12 -16; 6.12 -23; 21.7 -9. 
Michal's window. i*rf occurs in 1 Sam. 19.12; 2 Sam. 6.16. 
Michal's hate. The verb ran is used in 1 Sam. 2.30; 10.27; 17.42; 
12.9, 10. '-mn and LL7' and nt.= are used together in 1 Sam. 2.30; 
22. 
Michal's childlessness. Compare Hannah's barrenness in 1 Sam. 
with Michal's childlessness in 2 Sam. 6.23. 
Michal's death. rnn i' -v appears in 1 Sam. 
the infinitive construct in the latter). 
2 Sam. 6.16; 
2 Sam. 6.16, 
1.2, 5 -6; 2.5, 
; 2 Sam. 6.23; 20.3 (rnn is 
David's and Michal's confrontation. The confrontation in 2 Samuel 6 has a 
number of similarities with Samuel's and Saul's confrontation in 1 Samuel 13. 
See 1 Sam. 13.9 -10, 12 and 2 Sam. 6.17 -18, 20 in 'David's sacrifice' above. In 
particular, the phrase 'finish offering' (r + rn5vn ', /n) occurs in the Bible only 
in 1 Sam. 13.10; 2 Sam. 6.18. The lexemes `¡nn (1 Sam. 13.10; 2 Sam. 6.18, 
20) and nttnpL (1 Sam. 13.10; 2 Sam. 6.20) can be added to the similarities. 
See 5.1.3.5. 
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 Lastly, it is interesting that 5'IM is absent in 2 Sam. 6.14 but is used in 1 Chron. 
15.27, as in 1 Sam. 2.19, and DI* -on is absent in 2 Sam. 6.19 but is used in 1 
Chron. 16.3, as in 1 Sam. 2.36. 
The issues of text, language (grammar, vocabulary, style) and story are 
interconnected. In general, text -criticism is the most dependable means for discerning 
editorial developments in biblical compositions. The writer has utilised the textual - 
exegetical method to elucidate earlier and later stages in the editorial histories of Samuel's 
and Chronicles' stories of David's transfer of the ark. 2 Samuel 6 shows greater textual 
variation and fluidity, more doublets, and more interpretative difficulties than does 1 
Chronicles 13, 15 -16. This thesis shows that many readings in 2 Samuel 6 special to MT 
are interconnected and associated with three intertwined themes. 
1 Chronicles 13, 15 -16 has one short and two lengthy pluses (13.1 -4, 15.1 -24, 
16.4 -42) but the text and story in its synoptic material are more primitive than in synoptic 
Samuel. 2 Samuel 6 has one short plus (vv. 20b -23) but the text and story in its synoptic 
material have developed in MT Samuel beyond LXX Samuel and beyond synoptic 
Chronicles. In other words, MT 2 Samuel 6 is a shorter yet also later version of the story 
of David's transfer of the ark. To clarify, Chronicles' ark story is supplemented more than 
Samuel's in quantity of material. Its story is longer. Samuel's ark story is shorter, having 
only the supplemental Michal material, but this story has developed over a longer period 
of time. Chronicles' story stopped developing while Samuel's continued 'rolling', for the 
reasons discussed in 2.3.2.1. These contrasting facts, that is, Samuel's shortness but late 
wording, and Chronicles' lengthiness but primitive wording, are the reasons for many 
misjudgements of Chronicles vis -à -vis Samuel(- Kings). Scholars observe the lengthy 
supplements to Chronicles and they take for granted that Chronicles' terminology is also 
the result of changes made in this book. To the contrary, a critical examination of the 
terminology in MT 2 Samuel 6 and MT 1 Chronicles 13, 15 -16 indicates that Samuel's 
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wording is routinely derivative. The story of David's transfer of the ark was edited very 
differently in (MT) Samuel and Chronicles: (later) word -linkage vs. (earlier) supplements, 
respectively. The 'poor condition' of the text of MT 2 Samuel 6 is evidence of its editorial 
history.891 Specifically, the text reflects much late literary creativity and ideological bias. 
Its variant readings relate to an apology of Davidic kingship, an apology of Davidic and 
Yahwistic character, and cultic practice. In addition, many textual manipulations in MT 2 
Samuel 6 connect with the language of stories in 1 Samuel, especially chapters 2, 10 -15, 
17 and 25. All these interconnected adjustments point to successive editorial interventions 
over a substantial period of time and their cumulative appearance and objective may be 
labelled a literary layer. Consequently, this writer concurs with Ulrich and Nysse 
regarding the text of MT 2 Samuel 6 (see 1.3.2). However, the present investigation 
moves beyond their text -critical investigations by supplying an explanation for the 
readings in MT 2 Samuel 6 on the basis of a textual- exegetical analysis. 
Most accept as true that Chronicles is based on Samuel Kings in their near - 
canonical stage of development. Auld argues, however, (1) that Samuel Kings and 
Chronicles are revisions by supplementation of a common inherited text and (2) that the 
stories in 1 Samuel 1 -30 were written as a preface to the shared stories in 1 Samuel 31 -2 
Samuel 24. What are the implications of the present investigation for Auld's theories? 
First, this thesis does not directly argue for or against either view -the conventional one 
or Auld's. Second, the results of this thesis suggest that Auld should not base his 
arguments on the relatively shorter variations between the MT and other texts of Samuel. 
Most MT 2 Samuel 6 readings post -date readings in LXX Samuel, 4QSama and synoptic 
Chronicles. In short, Auld cannot argue his theories primarily on a textual- exegetical 
basis since the extant versional evidence is too far removed from the large -scale authorial 
891 'MT's angularities are probably not mistakes, but evidences of the text's use' (Walters 1993: 290). 
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procedures which his theories envision. The text -critical evidence suggests, for example, 
that MT 1 Sam. 2.1 -10 and 17.1 -58 are relatively later versions of the song of Hannah and 
the story of David and Goliath, but the textual witnesses cannot be used to show that all 
of 1 Samuel 1 -30 is a supplement to the shared stories in 1 Samuel 31 -2 Samuel 24. In 
addition, Auld must be cautious about building authorial proposals about the non -synoptic 
Saul stories based on linguistic links between these stories and the synoptic David stories 
since in the case of the latter the MT may have been influenced in the reverse direction. In 
other words, for example, revisers adjusted the words in synoptic MT 2 Samuel 6 so as to 
create word -links with (MT) 1 Samuel 10 -15. Consequently, these linkages cannot show 
that David's ark story prompted the creation of stories about Saul which share similar 
terminology. Third, the foregoing cautions do not eliminate the possibility that Auld's 
theories are in fact correct. To the contrary, this writer suggests on several occasions that 
1 Sam. 4.1b -7.2 was written as a preface to 2 Samuel 6, but this contention has a literary 
rather than a text -critical basis.892 Furthermore, it is remarkable that many modifications 
in MT 2 Samuel 6 link to the non -synoptic stories of Saul and the non -synoptic book -ends 
of Samuel. These late adjustments in MT 2 Samuel 6 may signal the momentum of the 
earlier supplements to David's story which Samuel and Chronicles share. Finally, the 
writer suggests that the epilogue in 2 Sam. 6.20b -23 was absent from the Chronicler's 
Vorlage and that this supplement may coincide with the composition of earlier stories 
involving Michal in 1 Samuel. Much work remains to be done on the unfolding of sources 
and revisions in the stories about David in Samuel and Chronicles. 
s92 See, e.g., 1.2.2. 
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